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CRICKET MEMORABILIA
Rushey Green C.C. ‘Programme of
Entertainment’ 13th December 1894,
and part of a Club publication
describing the formation of the Club
‘four years ago’ with averages for the
1893 season, featuring the Hearne
brothers Alec (top of the batting
averages) and George Gibbons
(third). Both laid down to card. G
£40/60

CRICKET EPHEMERA
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‘Australian’s Fixtures 1926’. Small
folding card fixture list issued by W.D.
& H. Wills in 1926 for the Australian
tour to England. The colourful covers
with titles to face, tour fixtures to
inside pages and a listing of the
Australian team and the state they
play for to rear. Very good condition.
Scarce
£40/60
M.C.C. tour to Australia 1928/29.
‘England versus Australia Sheffield
Shield Cricket Fixtures 1928-9’.
Original advertising fixture card
produced by Clements Tonic
featuring decorative front cover,
cameo pictures of the M.C.C. touring
party to last page, fixtures for the tour
and Sheffield Shield matches listed to
centre pages. Annotations to centre
pages in red ink recording the results
of the five Test matches. Minor loss
to top edge, otherwise in good
condition
£60/90
‘Cricket Fixtures 1933 & 1934’.
Fixture booklets issued by Ogden’s
‘Robin’ cigarettes for the two years.
Attractive colour covers, with full list
of fixtures for Yorkshire C.C.C. and
Test matches v West Indies for the
season of 1933 and the other booklet
with full list of fixtures for Yorkshire
C.C.C. and Test matches v Australia
for the season of 1934. Minor wear
to covers, good. Qty 2
£30/50
M.C.C. tour of South Africa 1948/49.
Two fixture booklets, one issued by
the United Tobacco Co Ltd (S.A.), 32
pages including pen pictures,
biographies, fixtures etc and the
other issued by Shell Motor Oil with
biographies and fixtures. Attractive
colour covers, minor wear with corner
loss to the covers of the U.T.C.
booklet, good. Qty 2
£30/50

Rushey Green C.C., Kent. Five folding
fixture cards for seasons 1890-1894,
and Catford Cricket Club 1895, and
1896, also undated folding rule cards
for both clubs. Sold with a flyer for a

Australia tour to England 1972.
‘Luncheon given for The Australian
Cricket Touring Team’ by the British
Sportman’s Club at the Savoy Hotel,
London, 24th April 1972. Official 8pp
‘Alphabetical Table List’ and ‘Table
Plan’. Light adhesive marks and wear
to covers, otherwise in good
£15/25
condition

13

John Arlott. Official menu for the
dinner held on the eve of the
centenary of Arlott’s birth, at The
England Restaurant, Spitalfields,
London, 24th February 2013. The
folding menu with the list of exclusive
attendees present including Arlott’s
widow, Patricia, and family, and
notable cricketers and wives including
Ian Botham, Mike Brearley, Leo
Harrison and Tony Lewis, also writers
and journalists including Patrick
Eagar, John Samuel (sports editor of
The Guardian), John Woodcock etc.
Produced as a limited edition of
twelve, this is an ‘out of limitation
copy’. VG
£30/50
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Lancashire
C.C.C.
‘County
Champions’ 1930. Official Lancashire
County and Manchester Cricket Club
menu for the ‘Dinner to Celebrate the
winning of The County Championship 1930’ held at the Midland
Hotel on 15th December 1930.
Decorative covers with red rose and
circular scroll ‘County Championship
1930’, details to cover in red and
black with red ribbon tie. To inside
pages list of officials and players,
Menu and Toasts to centre pages
with the season’s record to last page.
Speakers
included
Ranjitsinhji,
Leveson-Gower, Captain Eckersley
etc. Printed by George Falkner &
Sons. VG
£50/80

Alec and George Hearne both made
one appearance for England in the
Test match against South Africa,
Cape Town, 19th-22nd March 1892.
Their brother Jack also played for
England in that match, and another,
Frank, played for South Africa having
emigrated for health reasons in 1889
8

London area fixture cards 18791895. Five original folding fixture
cards for London cricket clubs. Cards
are West Albion C.C. (Battersea)
1873, Priory C.C. (Honor Oak Park)
1888, Linden C.C. (Honor Oak Park)
1889 and 1890, The West London
‘Pioneer’ C.C. (Regent’s Park) 1895.
Adhesive marks to the verso of the
‘Pioneer’ C.C. card, otherwise in good
condition
£30/50
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Railway handbills 1959-1973. Five
cricket advertising handbills issued by
British Railways for the period.
Handbills are for England v India at
Headingley 1959. Somerset matches
at Taunton 1959. Worcestershire
fixtures at Worcester, Dudley,
Stourbridge and Kidderminster 1961.
Somerset home matches at Taunton
1964. Gillette Cup Final, Sussex v
Gloucestershire at Lord’s 1973. Small
loss to one handbill, otherwise in
good/ very good condition £30/50
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New Zealand tour of England 1937.
Official menu for the British
Sportsman’s Club luncheon given to
the New Zealand Cricket team in
1937. The luncheon was held at The
Savoy Hotel, London on 6th May
1937. The menu with cartoon cover
by Tom Webster. To inside pages
menu and toasts. Minor soiling and
age toning otherwise in good
condition
£60/90

South African tours of England. Three
fixture booklets issued for the cricket
tours of 1947 (Shell Motor Oil), 1951
(Greenacre’s, Durban) and 1955
(Atlantic Service Stations). Each with
fixtures and players names, one with
biographies. Attractive colour covers,
good condition. Qty 3
£30/50
Australian tours of South Africa. Two
fixture booklets issued for the cricket
tours of 1957/58 (Atlantic Service
Stations) and 1966/67 (The Cape
Times). Each with fixtures and players
names, one with biographies.
Attractive colour covers, good
condition
£30/40
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Australia tour to India 1956/57.
Official menu for the ‘Dinner to
Australian Cricket Team and The
Indian Test Team’, held at the
Corporation
Stadium
Pavilion,
Madras on 20th October 1956.
Menu
with
Madras
Cricket
Association emblem and colours to
front cover. Menus, speakers and
entertainments to centre pages, lists
of the two teams to back cover.
Australian wicket keeper, Len
Maddocks’ personal copy, his name
inscribed in ink to front cover. Good
condition
£30/50
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Lancashire’s record in the 1930
County Championship was played
twenty eight, won ten, lost none,
won first innings eight, lost first
innings five, no result five
15

Sir Leonard Hutton 1916-1990.
Order of Service of Thanksgiving for
Hutton held at York Minster on the
16th November 1990. Sold with
further Order of Service of Thanksgiving for F.S. Trueman held at Bolton
Abbey 2006 and for Christopher
Martin-Jenkins held at St Paul’s
Cathedral 2013. Qty 3
£30/50
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Australia. Orders of services of
thanksgiving held in Australia.
William J. O’Reilly 1992, Raymond R.
Lindwall 1996, Tony Lock 1995 and
Alan D. McGilray 1996. Qty 4. G
£40/60
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Frank Edward Woolley. Kent &
England 1906-1938. Original ‘Order
of Service’ for Woolley’s Service of
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Colin ‘Charlie’ Blythe. Kent & England
1899-1914. Order of Service for ‘The
Rededication of the Colin Blythe
Memorial’ in the grounds of Kent
County Cricket Club, Canterbury,
held on the centenary of Blythe’s
death, 8th November 2017. Sold with
an accompanying 20pp biography of
Blythe produced by the Club, and a
modern postcard of Blythe in bowling
pose. Also an Order of Service for the
Service of Thanksgiving for Doug
Insole, held at St. John’s Wood
Church, 23rd February 2018. G
£30/40
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Blythe was killed in action in the
Second Battle of Passchendaele in
1917
19

Lancashire C.C.C. memorial services
1990-2019. Ten official orders of
Service of Thanksgiving for Cedric
Rhodes 1990, Brian Statham 2000,
Arthur Booth 2004, Ken Cranston
2007, John Savage 2008, Kenneth
Snellgrove 2009, Harry Pilling 2012,
Geoff Pullar 2014, Geoffrey Clayton
2018 and Jack Bond 2019. Also a four
page copy of a biography of Tommy
Greenhough (died 2009). G/VG
£40/60
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Cricket writers’ memorials 19802017. Four official orders of Service of
Thanksgiving for Norman Preston,
former editor of Wisden, 1980.
Anthony Woodhouse, writer and
collector, 2003. Martin Searby,
journalist, 2011 (some creasing).
Derek Hodgson, journalist and
author, 2017. Sold with an official
menu for The Cricket Writers’ Club
Annual Luncheon held at the
Jumeirah Carlton Tower Hotel,
London, 2nd October 2018. Qty 5. G
£30/40
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George Oswald Browning ‘Gubby’
Allen.
Middlesex,
Cambridge
University & England 1921-1950.
‘The Badminton’ diary for 1937
comprising the ‘Annual Register of
Sporting and Society Fixtures’.
Original decorative card covers. This
was Allen’s copy, his name, ‘G.O.
Allen’ written in ink to first page, and
copious notes in pencil of social
engagements,
meetings,
golf
matches etc. throughout. The first
entry is for 24th May 1937, prior to
that Allen had been captaining
M.C.C. in the 1936/37 tour to
Australia. Cricket related entries
include M.C.C. committee meetings,
and a number of matches including
the only four first-class matches in
which he played in 1937, 26th May
M.C.C. Australian Team v The Rest at
Lord’s, 23rd & 24th August
Middlesex v Kent at Lord’s 28th, 30th
& 31st August v Surrey at Lord’s, and
3rd-7th September HDG LevesonGower’s XI v M.C.C. Australian
Touring Team at Scarborough.
Includes Allen’s name handwritten in
ink to one ‘Memoranda’ page. Some
wear, crease to front cover, otherwise
in good condition
£50/70
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Frederick Richard ‘Freddie’ Brown.
Cambridge
University,
Surrey,
Northamptonshire & England 19301953. A collection of over fifty
original telegrams congratulating
Brown on his appointment as captain
of England in July 1950. Also a
selection of letters of condolence sent
to members of Brown’s family on his
death in 1991. G
£50/70
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Martin Bladen Hawke, Lord Hawke.
Yorkshire, Cambridge University &
England 1881-1911. Original Post
Office telegram dated 6th June 1902,
to ‘Mrs Taylor’ of Buckingham House,
Leeds. The message reads ‘Tom 142
not. Hawke’. Light folds with split to
one fold, otherwise in good condition
£50/70

David Stuart Sheppard. The Right
Reverend Lord Sheppard of Liverpool.
Sussex, Cambridge University &
England 1947-1962. Three orders of
Service of Thanksgiving held for
Sheppard, at Liverpool Cathedral,
23rd May 2005, Chichester
Cathedral, 3rd August 2005, and
Evensong at Liverpool Cathedral,
17th November 2019. Sold with an
order of Service of Thanksgiving for
Basil D’Oliveira, 2012, and Tom
Graveney 2016. Qty 5. G/VG
£30/50
Cricketers’ memorial services 18982006. Seven official orders of Service
of Thanksgiving for Gubby Allen, St.
John’s Wood Church 1989. Bill
O’Reilly, Blakehurst Church, New
South Wales 1992. Harold Larwood,
Kingsford Church, New South Wales
1995. Tony Lock, St. George’s
Cathedral, Perth 1995. Godfrey

S.S. Orontes while on the voyage to
Australia. The telegram is addressed
to ‘Groves, Cathay’ with the message
‘Many thanks best wishes ok Sydney’
and signed ‘Leyland’. Top portion laid
to unevenly trimmed remnant of an
album page. Light folds, otherwise in
good/ very good condition £50/70

Evans, Kettering Crematorium 1999.
Brian
Statham,
Manchester
Crematorium 2000. Eddie Barlow, St.
John’s Wood Church 2006. G/VG
£40/60

Thanksgiving held at Canterbury
Cathedral, 18th November 1978.
Minor adhesive marks to verso
otherwise in good condition £25/35

The date of the telegram corresponds
with the second day’s play,
Derbyshire v Yorkshire, Chesterfield,
5th-7th June 1902, in which Tom
Taylor scored 142no in Yorkshire’s
second innings. It is assumed the
recipient of the telegram was Taylor’s
mother. The rain affected match was
drawn. In later years Taylor was
President of Yorkshire C.C.C. from
1948 until his death in 1960
26

‘Bodyline’. M.C.C. tour to Australia
1932/33. Original British Wireless
Marine
Service
‘Marconigram’
telegram dated 10th October [1932]
sent by [Maurice] Leyland from the
3
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Len Hutton. Yorkshire & England
1934-1955. ‘Test Matches’. Original
five page typed manuscript of an
article written by Hutton, date and
publication unknown, with excellent
content covering subjects relating to
his Test debut in 1937, and much on
the 1938 Ashes series including
achieving his record score of 364.
Hutton describes receiving his County
Cap in 1936, his excitement on his
selection for the 1937 series against
New Zealand having made scores of
136 v Kent and 271no v Derbyshire
in his two previous matches, and 153
in an opening stand of 315 with
Sutcliffe on the eve of the first Test on
his 21st birthday. Tired and nervous
after his recent exploits, he describes
his disappointment of being bowled
out for 0 by Cowie in the first innings
and letting down the ‘few gentlemen
on the pavillion [sic], who had
probably left the broad acres to see
the Pudsey wonder perform! My
skipper [R.W.V. Robins] greeted me
with the words, ‘For goodness sake
don’t do that against Australia next
year!’ and compares these words with
similar advice given to him by
Maurice Leyland when Hutton made
his first-class debut for Yorkshire at
Cambridge in 1934 and was run out
without scoring. Hutton failed again
in the second innings of the first Test,
making one, but made his first Test
century in the second Test at Old
Trafford. In the opening 1938 Ashes
Test, Hutton made 100 in England’s
only innings in an opening stand of
218 with Barnett (126). ‘During my
stand at the wicket I mentioned to
Don [Bradman] that I saw him make
his record score [334, Headingley
1930], two months later he was the
first to shake my hand at the Oval
when I made 364’. He recalls Bill
O’Reilly as a ‘great bowler’, ‘what
great appealers the Aussies were’,
and Stan McCabe scoring 232 out of
300 in under four hours in the first
Test. Highlights of the second Test
include Hammond’s innings of 240 in
the second Test, Brown’s 206no,
Compton 76no on a rain affected
pitch, and Bradman saving Australia
from defeat. The third Test was
washed out, and Hutton missed the
fourth Test at his home ground of
Headingley having fractured a finger
against Middlesex at Lord’s, and was
grateful for the work of ‘Jim Wright
of Bingley in no small way’ to get me
fit for the final Test match at the Oval’
where Hutton overtook Bradman’s

record, scoring 364 including a record
stand with Maurice Leyland ‘adding
382 for the second wicket’ a record
for any wicket in Test matches in
England’. He describes how ‘The
sturdy figure of Leyland emerged
from the pavilion, on seeing Maurice
Bill [O’Reilly] murmured ‘This
Yorkshire —- here again. O’Reilly
strove long and hard on that beautiful
Oval wicket. His bowling was of the
highest order, the turf did not give
him the slightest assistance. I place Bill
O’Reilly as the most interesting
bowler whom I have played against.
Every ball from him required
watching, he changed his pace and
was always attacking, each ball had
everything that Bill could give it’.
Hutton mentions his gratitude for the
support of Leyland and Joe Hardstaff
during his record innings and closes
with a description of his feelings as he
approached Bradman’s score, ‘The
real strain began to tell on the
Tuesday morning, my score at the
end of the 1st day’s play was 160, at
the end of the second day 300. After
a full day at the wicket I have always
found it difficult to obtain a good
night’s sleep. On the Monday night I
did not sleep a wink, wanting 35
more runs, and knowing full well that
I should have to fight every inch of
the way’. An excellent first hand
account of an England batting
legend. G/VG
£300/500
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Len Hutton. Yorkshire & England
1934-1955. Original five page
typescript, with the odd handwritten
annotation, for an article written for
the News of the World, dated 7th
July 1955, the first day of the third
Test, England v South Africa at Old
Trafford. Hutton is following the
match from his home. The pages are
numbered 2-6, lacking the first page.
The article primarily concerns the
subject of umpiring and the attributes
required to be a successful umpire.
‘From half past eleven until half past
six he must stand on his feet, count
six balls an over, watch the bowlers
for no-balls, and throwing, give
instantaneous answer to leg-before
appeals, even when the exactitude of
a micrometer would be necessary to
provide the correct decision’. Other
attributes required include correct
positioning to avoid fielders, judge
run-outs, short runs, stumpings,
snicks off bat and pad, bump balls,
and the need for absolute concentration throughout. Hutton states he
‘should hate to be an umpire’ and
quotes Eddie Paynter who retired
from umpiring after only one season,
‘it’s a darned sight harder than
playing’, and admires Frank Chester
who had ‘such a deep and genuine
affection for the game’ from a young
age. Hutton continues with his
thoughts on players’ honesty, sports-

manship and ‘personal integrity’ on
the field relating to whether a catch
was taken cleanly or not, and the
‘duty of the fieldsman to signify at
once whether the catch was ‘clean’,
citing Arthur ‘Ticker’ Mitchell of
Yorkshire and ‘his unfailing honesty’
he never threw the ball in the air to
try and influence an umpire’s verdict’.
Finally, Hutton emphasises the need
to accept the umpire’s decision
‘without question and without
pause’, bemoaning ‘umpire-baiting’
and comparing it with ‘refereebaiting’ in football, comparing the
excitability and volatility of the
footballer Hughie Gallcher with
Stanley Matthews, and that of Doug
Wright with the ‘jack-in-the-box’,
Godfrey Evans. Hutton closes with
thanks to those ‘who have sent me
good wishes during my rest’ I hope to
resume in the Yorkshire side against
Middlesex at Lord’s’, and describes
his pleasure on hearing about Denis
Compton’s performance in the
current Test match, ‘Can there be any
doubt now that he is the greatest
‘crisis’ batsman in the last two
decades?’. A fascinating insight into
the characters of the game at the
time. Some creasing and wear, overall
in good condition
£100/150
29
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‘New Zealand Against England. Some
further reflections’. Alan Gibson,
journalist,
writer
and
radio
broadcaster. Three page original copy
typescript for an article written by
Gibson, presumably for ‘The
Cricketer’, at the start of a New
Zealand tour to England. The article
provides a history of cricket between
the two countries, starting with the
1863 tour by Parr’s team and
continues with an account of
Lillywhite’s tour in 1876/77 including
the arrest in Canterbury of England
wicketkeeper, Eric Pooley, over a
gambling incident which led to a
fight. Pooley’s arrest forced him to
miss the rest of the tour including the
Test matches in Australia. Gibson
gives an interesting account of the
Englishmen’s love of champagne,
‘there are many instances of English
cricketers, in forlorn moments far
from
home,
clamouring
for
champagne. I sometimes wonder
whether this is the origin of the term
‘Pommy’. He closes with an account
of the match v M.C.C. at Lord’s on
New Zealand’s first tour to England,
in 1927, in which 1502 runs were
scored in three days. Some hand
corrections
and
amendments.
Horizontal folds. Good condition
£60/90
F.S. Ashley-Cooper. ‘Mr. W.G. Grace’s
100s in First-Class Cricket’. A unique
two page undated (c1916?)
compilation by Ashley-Cooper of
Grace’s centuries. Handwritten in ink
on two pages of foolscap paper,
4

tipped in to modern green boards.
Light foxing, otherwise in good/ very
good condition
£200/300
Grace’s centuries as listed in this
compilation were included in his
obituary that appeared in the 1916
edition of Wisden. Grace’s career
figures were later revised
31

W.G. Grace Testimonial 1879. Prepaid postcard addressed to Mr.
Edward Swanborough at London
Pavilion, Piccadilly, London, giving
name and address of the applicant for
‘Ticket(s) at 10/6 each for the
Matinee at the London Pavilion, on
Monday 24th inst. In support of the
above, for which I will send you a
cheque in due course’. Produced in
support of the Testimonial Fund for
Grace, at which he was presented
with a clock and
£1,458. VG
£40/60
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Hinton St. George C.C. Somerset
1828. An early four page document
in beautiful copperplate handwriting
of the Rules of the Club ‘agreed upon
by the undersigned on the 13th day
of July 1827’. The document also lists
the members with pencil notes on
when they had paid their
subscriptions and total figures. A very
early foundation of a club that still
exists today and lays claim to be the
second oldest club in Somerset.
Tipped in to blue cloth boards. Light
folds, otherwise in very good
condition
£50/80
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Brian Johnston. Broadcaster and
cricket commentator. An interesting
selection of poetry, scripts and letters
from the estate of Brian Johnston.
Contents include three poems by Les
Bailey, each neatly handwritten on
large page with illustration image.
Subjects are Johnston himself,
presented by the Wombwell Cricket
Lovers Society and dated 1974, Patsy
Hendren 1976, and ‘Sam the
Staffordshire Bull Terrier’, undated.
Each measures 12”x10”. Sold with a
red folder comprising a forty six page
collection of poems by Bailey titled
‘Unforgettable Men of Mystery’,
presented to Johnston and signed by
Bailey. Also a selection of loose sheets
of Bailey’s sent to Johnston, the
majority signed. A good number of
these poems appeared in Johnston’s
books. Also an original typescript of
‘The Ostlethwaite Controversy (The
Ashes Series of 1998) by John Bright,
a letter from the publisher, Angus &
Robertson, to Johnston inviting him
to write a foreword for ‘Cricket
Widows’ by Noel Ford, including
copies of the cartoons etc. G £50/70
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‘M.C.C.
Bicentenary
Auction’.
Original poster for the Christies
auction held at Lord’s 13th April
1897. VG
£30/40
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‘The Australians 1930’. Linen
handkerchief with printed images of
the Australian players with title to top
‘The Australians 1930’. Each player
named beneath their image. The
handkerchief printed in a light brown
and the images from copyright
photographs by A.W. Wilkes of West
Bromwich. Players include Woodfull,
Bradman, McCabe, Fairfax, Oldfield,
Jackson,
Grimmett,
Ponsford,
Richardson, A. Jackson, Wall etc.
16”x16”. Folds to handkerchief
otherwise in very good condition.
Rarely seen in this condition
£80/120

England set a total of 440 in their
only innings (Leyland 109, Ames
120). In reply Australia were bowled
out twice for 284 (Brown 105) and
118 with Hedley Verity taking seven
and eight wickets respectively, fifteen
in total. England won by an innings
and 38 runs
39

For some unknown reason there are
fourteen of the fifteen tourists
pictured on the handkerchief, Kippax
is missing from the full touring party
36
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Mauritius Cricket Club 1898. Pre-paid
printed postcard addressed to Mr.
Justice Hever Smith inviting members
to submit their names if they wish to
take part in ‘the 3rd Annual Mixed
Doubles Lawn Tennis (Handicap)
Tournament’.
Postmarked
4th
November 1898. VG
£20/30
Don Bradman. 334 record score
1930. Four items relating to the third
Ashes Test, Headingley, 11th-15th
July 1930, including an official
complete printed scorecard with neat
handwritten annotation in ink, ‘D.
Bradman 334. Record individual score
in Test matches July 11th & 12th
1930’. An official card ticket for all
four days’ play issued to Rev. C.E.M.
[Clem] Wilson (Cambridge University,
Yorkshire & England 1895-1900).
Folding card of ‘Autographs of the
English and Australian Teams with
Reserves’ issued by Bolton Cricket
League with printed signatures inside.
An original sepia press photograph of
Bradman walking out to bat, nicely
signed in ink to the photograph by
Bradman. 3.5’7.75’. Minor fading/
age toning to the printed items,
otherwise in good/ very good
condition
£100/150
Bradman scored 334, then the
highest individual score in a Test
match, in Australia’s only innings of
566 (Tate 5-124). In reply Hammond
scored 113 in England’s first innings
of 391 (Grimmett 5-136). Following
on, England reached 95-3 and the
match was drawn

38

England v Australia 1934. Original
complimentary match ticket for the
second Test, Lord’s, 22nd-25th June
1934. The ticket issued by
Marylebone Cricket Club admitting
one ‘To the Australian Enclosure,
Block ‘B’ for the third day. Signature

five Test matches (pin holes to
corners), and two official match
tickets for the 1949 Test matches at
Lord’s and Old Trafford. Minor
creasing and wear to some items,
overall in good condition. Qty 9
£30/50

stamp of Harold Bushby, Australian
Manager. No. 27. Clipped to right
edge. G/VG
£40/60

The seminal auction which captured
the public’s imagination and
enthusiasm for the history of cricket
and memorabilia collecting in
general
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M.C.C. tour of Australia 1946/47.
Five items from the 1946/47 tour.
Original Australian tour folding card
souvenir issued by ‘Len Williams’
Mountbatten Hotel’, Sydney. M.C.C.
tour members listed to front, fixtures
and cartoon ‘Owzat. Not Out!’ to
one side, ‘Know Your Cricket Terms’
caricatures to inside. Printed by Bell
Press, Alexandria. Light wear.
‘Souvenir Booklet of the Second
M.C.C. Visit to Canberra December
27 & 28 1946’. Official programme
for the M.C.C. v New South Wales
Southern Districts XI played at
Canberra on 27th & 28th December
1946. Original decorative covers.
Official M.C.C. 1946/47 tour
Christmas card with ‘Australia New
Zealand 1946-7’, M.C.C. emblem
and map illustration to front, cartoon
to inside of a British lion at the batting
crease, a kiwi bowling and kangaroo
keeping wicket, and printed
caricatures of the touring party by
Arthur Mailey to rear. Signed
dedication to inside from Rupert
Howard, tour manager. Some faults
including age toning and pin hole.
Original mono press photograph of
the M.C.C. team wearing suits and
ties at Lord’s on the evening of their
departure from England to Australia
for the Test series. 8’x6’. Some
wrinkling. Souvenir Tour Programme
issued by the New South Wales
Cricket Association with vertical fold.
Odd faults as described, overall in
good condition
£80/120
New Zealand tours to England 19271958. A selection of ephemera
relating to New Zealand tours to
England including an excellent
original mono press photograph from
the tour match v H.M. Martineau’s XI
at Holyport, Maidenhead, 9th-10th
May 1927. C.S. Dempster and two
other New Zealand players are
signing autographs for a group of
boys all wearing their school caps.
10’x8’. Also an official mono press
portrait photograph of C.C.R. Dacre
from the 1927 tour, 4’x4.25’. Four
official scorecards for England v New
Zealand, Lord’s and The Oval, 1931,
Lancashire v New Zealand, Old
Trafford 1949, and Kent v New
Zealand, Canterbury 1949. Folding
‘Meltonian’ advertising souvenir
scorecard and fixture list for the 1958
tour with handwritten scores for the
5
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Cricket ephemera. A selection of
ephemera including two annuals,
‘Sports Argus Cricket Annual 1949’,
first year of issue, and ‘Sunday
Chronicle Cricket and Golf Annual
(Incorporating the Athletic News
Annual’ 1947, 50th year of issue.
Also ‘Len Hutton. The Story of a
Great Cricketer’, J.M. Kilburn, Leeds
1950. ‘West Indies v England. 5th
Test Kensington Oval Barbados’
pennant. ‘Rothmans Test Cricket
Almanack’ for 1961 and 1966.
Official souvenir programme for the
M.C.C. Bicentenary Match, Lord’s
20th-25th August 1987, with official
match ticket and scorecard. Five
official match tickets for England Test
matches, Texaco Trophy, NatWest
Challenge 1997-2009. Also four early
individual editions of ‘The Cricketer’
magazine for 29th May 1929, 28th
June 1941, 14th June 1947, and 30th
April 1949. G
£30/50

42

Australia tour to England 1938. A
large scrap album comprising a
comprehensive
collection
of
newspaper cuttings covering the
Australian’s tour and the Ashes Test
series. Includes press articles and
cutting photographs, cigarette cards,
and handwritten scores of each
match played. Good coverage of Don
Bradman’s performances throughout
the tour, and the final Test at The
Oval in which Len Hutton achieved
the record Test score of 364 to
overcome Bradman’s previous record.
Also includes a selection of full page
articles by Bradman writing for the
News of the World. Pages very brittle
with age, content in good condition
£40/60
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Bermuda tour to United States of
America 1934. Original handbill titled
‘Cricket! Great International Contests
featuring the Overseas Bermudians’.
Fixtures listed are vs. Cosmopolitan
League, Dyckman Oval, 25th August
1934, vs. New York League,
Commercial Field, 26th August, vs.
Athens C.C. (Champions of New York
League), Dyckman Oval, 1st
September, and vs. Pick of New York,
2nd-3rd September at Commercial
Field and Dyckman Oval. No record
of the matches can be found,
although scores for two matches are
annotated in pencil. Age toning,
some loss and folds, adhesive marks
to verso, fragile
£30/50

44

Deddington
Cricket
Club,
Oxfordshire, 1867-1876. Six early
printed ‘Annual Statement’ of
accounts produced by the Club for

seasons 1867, 1868, 1869, 1870,
1871 and 1876. Light folds,
otherwise in good/ very good
condition
£70/90
45

Australia tour to England 1953.
‘Coronation Tour’. A selection of
items relating to the opening match
of the tour, East Moseley v
Australians, played at East Moseley,
Surrey, 26th April 1953. Items are an
official match programme, ticket stub,
scorecard with handwritten scores in
pencil, and an original mono press
photograph of eleven members of
the Australian team who played in
the match. Players featured are
Hassett (Captain), Miller, Ring,
Johnston,
Davidson,
Benaud,
Lindwall, Tallon, Harvey, Morris and
de Courcey, also the Manager,
Davies. Reuter, London. 10’x8’. Some
creasing to the photograph, other
items in good/ very good condition
£50/70
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Cricket ephemera. A selection of
ephemera including official complimentary ‘Rover’ tickets for each of
the two days of the Eton v Harrow
match, Lord’s, 11th-12th July 1919.
Official scorecard for Somerset v
Nottinghamshire, Taunton, 24th-26th
July 1929, showing the score at the
fall of the first wicket. ‘Cricket on the
Brain’ by ‘M.C.C.’. Illustrated by ‘Gil’.
T. Fisher Unwin, London 1905.
Original decorative wrappers, front
wrapper detached, wear to spine.
‘Cricketers from New Zealand 1958’
official pre-tour brochure edited by
Gordon Ross, Playfair 1958. Official
menu for the ‘British Sportsman’s
Club luncheon in honour of the
Pakistan Cricket Touring Team 1992’.
Cartoon by Roy Ullyett to front cover
signed by former prime minister,
Edward Heath, who was in the chair.
Official invitation and Order of
Service of Thanksgiving for Mike
Denness, Canterbury Cathedral, 1st
July 2013. Odd faults, overall in good
condition
£40/60
Cricket in Barbados 1892. Pre-paid
postcard addressed to W.A. Alleyne at
St. Peter’s, Barbados, dated 15th
November 1892, with handwritten
message notifying him that he had
been selected to play for Wanderers
‘next Saturday’ at Bay against
Pickwick Club. VG
£30/40
Dudley Cricket Club 1871. Pre-paid
postcard addressed to J.K. Jones of
Birchall, Walsall, with printed details
to verso for the Dudley Cricket and
Quiot [sic] Club Annual Meeting and

Cricket on postal covers. Four items
of two envelopes, one with printed
return address for ‘Merion Cricket
Club, Haverford, P.A.’ with American
postmark dated 29th April [18]99,
the other with ornate printed motif of
a lion, springbok and kangaroo
holding up a Duke’s cricket ball above
slogan ‘Upheld By All’, to verso the
emblem for Duke & Son, Penshurst,
Kent, postmarked 2nd July 1933.
Also an advertising logo for James
Lillywhite Frowd & Co with crossed
bats within scroll, presumably cut
from an envelope, and a postal
franking machine label with logo for
E.K. Brown Cricket Books, posted in
Liskeard, Cornwall in 1978. G
£30/50
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Cricket ephemera selection. A
selection of ephemera including two
scrapbooks of press cuttings, one
covering the 1947 season and the
South African tour, the other for the
1948 season and the Australian tour.
Two folders of ephemera including
seventeen scorecards 1946-1993, the
majority for Hampshire home
matches, also England v India, The
Oval 1946, and v South Africa, The
Oval 1947 (two copies of each). A
‘pirate’ Pictorial Souvenir Programme
for England v South Africa, The Oval
1947 etc. A selection of forty cricket
magazines and benefit brochures,
including a signed copy of ‘Geoff
Boycott 10 Years as No. 1’. Sold with
four Coalport ‘County Championship
winning plates’ for Hampshire 1973
(1st), Middlesex 1967 and 1980, and
Kent 1978 and a modern copy print
of Cricket at Brighton. G
£50/70

51

Cricket ephemera late 1800s
onwards. Small black file comprising
an eclectic selection of ephemera
including bookmarks, promotional
cards, beer mats, the odd
photograph, trade cards, leaflets,
cutting images etc. Contents include
bookmarks and invitations in the form
of a cricket bat, including Rothmans
‘England Test Veterans’ and Australia
tour 1961, Walkers ‘Autograph
Special’ England 1963 and Yorkshire
County Champions 1962 and 1963,
India Cricket tour and Warwickshire
1952, West Indies to England 1976,
Australia 1977 etc. Also a small
folding programme of dances for the
Llandudno Cricket Club Ball, 31st
December 1899, advertising card for
Huntley & Palmers biscuits, a small
Slazenger card (featuring Denis
Compton), a Rothmans ‘Match
Souvenir’ benefit match folder,
printed annual reports for Haywards
Heath C.C. 1882, St. John Baptist
C.C. 1902 etc. Two small signed
photographs, one of Albert Thomas

The one day match was played
thirteen per side with the Australians
winning by six wickets. Hassett top
scored with 103. The East Moseley
side included some notable names
including Doug Insole, Trevor Bailey,
George Tribe etc.
46

(Northamptonshire) in 1928, the
other of the umpire Fanny Walden in
1934 etc. Some wear/ creasing to
card bat handles, otherwise in good
£40/60
condition

Dinner at the Castle and Falcon
Hotel, Dudley on 11th January 1871.
G
£30/50

6
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Cricket ephemera. A good selection
of ephemera including books, match
and tour programmes, some signed,
unofficial Test and county autograph
sheets, signed official scorecards,
official 'Herald Sun' newspaper poster
for the Boxing Day Test 1998
featuring the Kangaroo and Lion,
signed by the two Captains, Mark
Taylor and Alec Stewart, photographs
etc. Sold with a box containing a
good selection of thirty one cricket
books, some pre war editions, odd
one signed, odd limited edition. G
£30/50
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‘Grand Football Match!. County
Cricketers and League Footballers
versus George Robey’s League Team
on Manchester City Ground’. Official
programme for the match played at
the Hyde Road Football Stadium,
(Manchester City moved to Maine
Road in 1923), on the 24th February
1902. The match was organised ‘in
aid of a memorial to the late John
Briggs and Benefit of Mrs Briggs &
Children’. The referee was Albert
Neilson Hornby (Lancashire C.C.C. &
England
1867-1899).
Players
appearing in the match for Robey’s
team included Billy Meredith, Orr,
Hynds of Manchester City, Foulkes of
Sheffield United, G. Robey of Royal
Ramblers, Jack of Preston, Gates of
Blackburn, Athersmith of Aston Villa
etc and for the County Cricketers
team, J. Sharp, B. Sharp, Booth of
Everton, Pennington of Notts County,
Higson of Casuals, Warren of Ferby
County, Ross of Manchester City,
Hollins of Corinthians etc. Image of
J.E.
Chapman,
Chairman
of
Manchester City to the centre of the
front cover, pictures of Johnny Briggs
and George Robey to inside pages.
The linesman were also cricketers
Albert Ward of Lancashire & England
and Sam Hargreave of Warwickshire.
Adverts for ‘Pilling & Briggs, Athletic
Outfitters’, ‘George Robey in Jack
and the Beanstalk’ and advance
notice of the publication of ‘The Life
of John Briggs’ by Herbert Turner to
rear cover. Printed by Shottin & Co,
Manchester. Horizontal fold, some
age toning and wear to edges
otherwise in good condition. A rare
programme
£250/350

54

‘Len Hutton’s Gradidge Bats Gloves
and Pads’. Original free standing
Slazenger advertising card sign
featuring a mono head and shoulders
image of Hutton in batting pose on a
yellow and pale green background.
9’x12’. Pin holes to the four corner,
some surface wear, otherwise in good
condition
£30/50
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England] by The Western Australian
Cricket Association’. The Luncheon
held at The Palace Hotel, Perth on the
28th October 1930. The menu, tied
with yellow and black ribbon (worn),
with impressed decorative border and
raised printed colour flags of England
and Australia to top with titles below.
With menu and toast list to inside
pages and map of Great Britain to
verso showing the match programme
venues. Signed to various inside
pages by all seventeen members of
the Australian team, mainly in ink,
two in pencil. Signatures are
Woodfull, Richardson, Jackson,
Bradman,
Fairfax,
Ponsford,
Hornibrook, Hurwood, a’Beckett,
Oldfield, Kippax, Wall, McCabe,
Walker, Grimmett, Kelly (Manager)
and Howard (Treasurer). Some wear,
age toning and staining to menu,
some small loss to card cover
extremities otherwise in good
condition. A rare ‘on route’ tour
menu
£200/300

Cricket ephemera. A mixed selection
of prints and other printed matter
including an original front cover of
the magazine, ‘The Sphere’ dated
20th July 1901, featuring an
illustration of Eton v Harrow at Lord’s.
Full page from ‘The Graphic’ of a
colour cartoon, ‘Armstrong the
Hypnotiser’ by ‘Rip’ 1921. Two
cricket ‘Punch’ cartoons dated 1922
and 1935, ‘The New Liberty’ and
‘Well Set’. An original copy of ‘The
Scout. Special Cricket Number’, 10th
June 1933. Full page extract from
‘The Sketch’, 20th May 1896,
featuring images of four Yorkshire
cricketers, Peel, Wainwright, Lord
Hawke and F.S. Jackson. Official tour
souvenir brochure for the 1962
Pakistan tour to England. A Botham
and Willis’ Headingley Test 1981 silk
handkerchief,
two
modern
reproduction prints, and four
scorecards. Some items framed and
glazed. G
£30/50
Gilbert Laird Jessop. Gloucestershire,
Cambridge University & England
1894-1914. Record score 286, 1903.
Large original double sided hand
painted pub sign depicting Jessop in
batting pose advancing down the
wicket, title on scroll to top ‘G.L.
Jessop Cambridge & England’ and
‘Double Century’ to lower border.
The scene is set on a cricket ground,
possibly Cheltenham College, with a
scoreboard showing Jessop’s record
score of 286 which he achieved
playing for Gloucestershire against
Sussex at Hove, 1st-3rd June 1903.
The sign is set in a plain wooden oak
frame with iron supporting/
mounting brackets to the sides
showing signs of wear. Overall
36”x38”. The location of the pub is
not known. The paintwork weathered
and somewhat faded, more so on one
side, otherwise in good condition
£70/100

59

AUTOGRAPHED CRICKET EPHEMERA
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Australia tour to England 1930.
Official menu for a ‘Complimentary
Smoke Social’ given for the four
South Australia members of the 1930
touring party to England being
Richardson, Grimmett, Wall and
Walker, held at the South Australian
Hotel, Adelaide, 25th February 1930.
The folding menu with fifteen
signatures in pencil to the inside
autograph
page,
including
Richardson, Grimmett, Wall and
Walker, and other South Australian
cricketers, including Hack, Pritchard
and Harris, also Bill Jeanes, then
Secretary of the South Australian
Cricket Association and later of the
Australian Board of Control. G/VG
£70/100
Australian tour of England 1930.
Official ‘Luncheon menu tendered to
the Australian Eleven [on route to
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Australia tour of England 1930.
Official ‘Australian XI English Tour
1930’ brochure for the tour. To front
cover ‘With the compliments of the
Orient Line’ with title, Orient Line
emblem and Australian colours of
gold and green running diagonally
through the centre of the cover. The
brochure lists the members of the
touring party, list of fixtures and
biographies with pen picture of each
of the members of the touring
Australian team. Each biography, but
two, has been nicely signed in ink by
the player featured. Fifteen signatures
including
Woodfull,
Bradman,
Grimmett,
Jackson,
Ponsford,
McCabe, Oldfield, Kippax, Fairfax,
Hornibrook etc. Lacking the
signatures of Richardson and W.L.
Kelly from the full touring party. This
brochure appears to be Clarrie
Grimmett’s copy as it has his initials
to the top right hand corner of the
front cover Minor ageing to covers
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Signatures excellent
£250/350
Australian tour of England 1930. Rare
official folding tour itinerary for the
Australian tour of England 1930. The
front cover with decoration in gold
and green with Australian emblem.
‘Australian Board of Control for
International Cricket’ and ‘17th
Australian XI. English Tour 1930’
below emblem. To inside pages
details of the Australian team and list
of matches to be played on the tour.
Nicely signed to back cover in ink by
sixteen members of the touring party
including the Manager Kelly and
Treasurer Howard. Signatures include
Woodfull, Bradman, Grimmett,
Ponsford, Kippax, Jackson, McCabe,
Oldfield, Fairfax, Wall etc. Printed by
the Artcraft Press, Richmond,
7

Victoria. Odd very minor faults
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Sold with a plain back real
photograph postcard of Edward
Lambert a’Beckett, number 14 in the
series, the only player on the tour not
to have signed the itinerary. The
postcards produced by B.D.V.
cigarettes of Godfrey Phillips of
London, as part of their advertising
campaign for the 1930 Australian
tourists
£250/350
The Australian tour of 1930 was
Bradman’s first tour of England
61

Donald George Bradman. New South
Wales, South Australia & Australia
1927-1949. ‘Simpson’s Fish Ordinary
[meal at fixed time and price], 76
Cheapside, London’. Small original
two sided card menu for the Ordinary
served ‘At 1 o’clock every day except
Saturday’. Menu to face and ‘Cheese
Competition’ to verso. Beautifully
signed by Bradman in ink to verso,
probably in the 1930’s. Odd marks
otherwise in good+ condition
£60/90
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‘Dinner to the New South Wales
Members of the 1934 Australian
Team’. Official menu for the dinner
given by the President and members
of the New South Wales Cricket
Association, Usher’s Hotel, Sydney,
1st March 1934 prior to the Australia
tour to England. The menu with
green cord tie and decorative front
cover of three kookaburras perched
on a branch. Signed in ink to the front
cover by Don Bradman and Bill Brown
in later years. VG
£50/70
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Australia 1938. Official ‘Australian XI
English Tour 1938’ souvenir brochure
for the tour issued by ‘Orient Line
R.M.S. Orontes 20,000 tons’. The
brochure lists the members of the
touring party, list of fixtures and
biographies with pen picture of each
of the members of the touring
Australian team. The pen pictures
have been individually signed in ink
by the player featured. Fully signed
with seventeen signatures including
Bradman, McCabe, Barnes, Brown,
Fingleton, Hassett, McCormick,
O’Reilly, Ward, Chipperfield etc.
Handwritten owners’ details to inside
front cover. Original wrappers
grubby, some foxing, rusting to
staples. Signatures excellent
£250/350

64

Don Bradman 1948. Official menu for
‘A Luncheon and Presentation to Don
Bradman’. Savoy Hotel, London.
September 20th 1948. Four page
menu with gold tassle, with title to
front cover and colour Australian
emblem to top of cover. To inside
front cover, the menu, details of
speakers and presentation of an
antique silver replica of the Warwick
Vase to Don Bradman. To opposite

page a colour photograph of
Bradman which is signed by Bradman
beneath on menu. Also signed by
England Captain, Norman Yardley to
menu page. A rare signed menu.
Adhesive marks and slight damage to
the surface of the rear cover
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Sold with an original press
photograph of from the Luncheon
depicting the Earl of Guthrie
presenting the silver replica Warwick
Vase to Don Bradman (8”x10” and a
further nine small photographs of
various views of Bradman sitting at
the table at the Luncheon
(2.5”x2.75”, some with stamp
W.G.A. White to verso) £150/250
65
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Australian tour of England 1956.
Official
P&O
souvenir
tour
programme for the England v
Australia Tests of 1956. The
programme with fixtures, travel
details and pen pictures and
biography of all members of the
Australian team to pages. Signed to
pen pictures by all sixteen members
of the team. Players signatures
include I. Johnson (Cpt), Miller,
Archer, Benaud, Burge, Craig,
Davidson,
Harvey,
Lindwall,
Maddocks etc. Some age toning and
wear to covers otherwise in good
condition
£150/250
Australia tour of England 1961.
Official Australian Board of Control
programme and itinerary for the tour
to England. Decorative cover in green
and gold with Australian emblem. To
inside pages are the programme of
matches to be played on the tour and
the back cover is an autograph card
with names of the touring Australians
listed. Nicely signed by all seventeen
members of the touring party in ink.
Signatures include Benaud, Harvey,
Booth, Davidson, Grout, McDonald,
Simpson, Misson etc. Good condition
£70/100
Walter Reginald Hammond. Gloucestershire & England 1920-1951.
Official M.C.C. Christmas card from
the tour of South Africa 1930-31 with
‘M.C.C. South Africa 1930/31’ and
M.C.C. colours to cover. To inside a
picture of the team and the wording‘With Best Christmas Wishes from a
Happy Family in South Africa’. Nicely
signed from ‘Wally Hammond’. With
original envelope sent to ‘W. Lambert
of Bristol’. Good/very good condition
£80/120
‘Bodyline’. Official M.C.C. Christmas
card from the M.C.C. ‘Bodyline’ tour
of Australia 1932/33. Excellent
decorative cover with the M.C.C.
colours, M.C.C. emblem of St.
George & Dragon, caricatures, by
Arthur Mailey, of the M.C.C. team
stood on a outline map of Australia
and printed detail ‘Christmas
Greetings 1932 from The M.C.C. in

Peter Lever and Peter Lee. Lacking
the signature of Frank Hayes. The
Sullivan signature slightly faded. Sold
with a souvenir folding card
celebrating ‘Lancashire’s Unique
Double in 1990’. Thirteen signatures
including Mendis, Fowler, Atherton,
Fairbrother, Watkinson, Langer,
DeFreitas, Allott etc. Limited edition
no. 48/125. Also an official menu for
the end of season dinner at Old
Trafford, 21st September 1990
celebrating their record score of 863.
Eleven signatures including Mendis,
Fowler, Atherton, Fairbrother, Jesty,
Watkinson etc. Qty 3. G/VG £25/35

Australia’. Paper insert to inside with
‘With Sincere Wishes for a bright and
Merry Christmas and a Happy and
Properous New Year’. Signed in ink
from Herbert Sutcliffe. Very minor
adhesive marks to verso otherwise in
very good condition. Rare £250/350
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M.C.C. tour of South Africa 1948/49.
‘Dinner in Honour of M.C.C.’ Official
menu held by the Matabeland Cricket
Association at The Grand Hotel,
Bulawayo on 29th January 1949.
Decorative front cover with menu to
inside pages. Nicely signed in ink to
inside pages by the full touring party.
Eighteen signatures including Mann,
Washbrook, Compton, Jenkins,
Hutton, Evans, Wright, Palmer,
Young, Bedser, Simpson, Tremlett,
Gladwin, Griffiths etc. Good/very
good condition
£100/150
M.C.C. tour of Australia 1954/55.
Orient Line R.M.S. Orsova folding
menu for the ‘Book Dinner’ held on
board 19th September 1954.
Seventeen signatures in ink of
members of the M.C.C. touring party
to front cover. Signatures are Hutton
(Captain), Bailey, Statham, May,
Graveney, Wilson, Tyson, Appleyard,
Cowdrey,
McConnon,
Bedser,
Wardle, Evans, Edrich, Loader and
Andrew (signed twice). Additional
owner’s signature to rear. The menu
with colour front cover featuring the
ship which took the M.C.C. team to
Australia,
dinner
competition
instructions and menu to inside, ship’s
details to rear. Some foxing and minor
creasing, otherwise in good condition
£80/120
The Lords’ Taverners. ‘The Macquarie
Fast Bowlers Dinner’ 2011. Official
brochure for the dinner given by the
Lord’s Taverners held in London on
21st September 2011 to celebrate the
greatest fast bowlers. Includes the
front cover of a Lord’s Taveners
folder, which has been signed by all
twenty two fast bowlers listed in the
brochure. Signatures are Ambrose,
Caddick, Croft, Davidson, Garner,
Gough, Griffith, Hadlee, Hall,
Holding, Kapil Dev, Malcolm,
McGrath, Ntini, Procter, Rice,
Roberts, Snow, Sobers, Thomson,
Walsh and Willis. Also signed by Ted
Dexter, Brian Close and Allan Lamb.
Twenty five signatures in total. Good
condition
£50/70
Lancashire C.C.C. 1990s/2000s. An
official souvenir card produced for
‘The Gillette Cup 1970-1971-1972
35th Anniversary Dinner’ held at Old
Trafford, 3rd September 2007.
Limited edition of 75 copies. Signed
by twelve of the thirteen listed players
who played in the three finals, Barry
Wood, David Lloyd, Harry Pilling,
Clive Lloyd, John Sullivan, Farokh
Engineer, Jack Bond, David Hughes,
Jack Simmons, Ken Shuttleworth,
8
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Leonard ‘Len’ Hutton. Yorkshire &
England 1934-1955. ‘’364’ 50th
Anniversary Dinner. Joint Tribute to
Sir Leonard Hutton by Yorkshire
C.C.C. and Pudsey St. Lawrence
C.C.’. Official folding menu for the
dinner held at Queen’s Hotel, Leeds,
21st July 1998 to celebrate the
anniversary of Hutton achieving the
record Test score of 364, against
Australia in 1948. Signed to the front
cover by Hutton. Very good
condition. Sold with an official ticket
for the dinner, also a mono bookplate
photograph of cricket at Bramall
Lane, Sheffield, signed by Hutton.
Qty 3. G
£20/30
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South Africa 1951. Official souvenir
brochure for the South African tour of
England in 1951. Compiled by A.W.
Simpson. Decorative covers. Nicely
signed by all fifteen members of the
touring party to their pen pictures.
Signatures in ink are Nourse (captain),
Rowan, Chubb, Melle, Rowan,
Fullerton, Endean, Van Ryneveld,
Cheetham, McGlew, McCarthy,
McLean, Mann, Waite and Mansell.
Good/very good condition £60/90
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‘Cricketers from Pakistan’. Official
Playfair tour brochure for the Pakistan
tour of England 1954. Edited by
Gordon Ross. Signed in ink to pen
pictures by fifteen members of the
touring party including Kardar,
Mahmood,
Imtiaz,
Hanif
Mohammad, Alim-Ud-Din, Ghazali,
Wazir Mohammad, Ikram Elahi,
Waqar Hassan, Shakoor Ahmed,
Khalid Wazir etc. Light vertical fold
otherwise in good condition £60/90
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Percy George Herbert Fender. Sussex,
Surrey & England 1910-1935. Single
page typed letter addressed to ‘J.
Sockell Esq., Wombwell Cricket
Society’ (Jack Sokell, Wombwell
Cricket Lovers’ Society), dated 10th
January 1956. Fender writes in
response to an invitation to talk to the
Society, and asks for alternative dates
so he can work around his television
commitments. Signed ‘Percy G.H.
Fender’. Previously sold as lot 511 in
the T. Vennett-Smith auction of 27th
November 2012. Light folds,
otherwise in good condition £40/60
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Charles Burgess Fry. Oxford
University, Sussex, London County,
Hampshire & England 1892-1922.
Two page handwritten letter in ink
from Fry to ‘Dear Dr. Jack’, written on
‘Nautical School T.S. Mercury,
Hamble, Southampton’ letterhead,
and dated 4th November 1935. Fry
writes, ‘May I be allowed to say – or
submit – that this of yours strikes me
as just exactly what exceedingly
needed to be emphasized. I’ve been
seeking the 6oz ‘samples of tea’ from
all over the United Kingdom & also
innumerable ordinary grown ups[?]
for the last 27 years. Just look how
most of them walk!’ Signed ‘Yours
truly, C.B. Fry’. In a postscript Fry
writes, ‘One reason[?] why games
were so poorly played as to style is
that the players move incorrectly &
have no balance & poise’. Light folds
and minor wear with small repair,
otherwise in good condition
£80/120
The training ship Mercury was a
shore-based training establishment
based at Hamble in Hampshire.
Founded in 1885 by the banker
Charles Arthur Richard Hoare, the
charity was run by his mistress,
Beatrice Holme Sumner. C.B. Fry
married Sumner in 1898, and Fry
became the Mercury’s CaptainSuperintendent on the death of
Hoare in 1908
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Walter Reginald ‘Wally’ Hammond.
Gloucestershire & England 19201951. Sepia real photograph postcard
of ‘Private Island House, Trinidad’
sent by Hammond to a lady friend,
Miss C.E. ‘Kitty’ Hall in Folkestone,
Kent. Hammond writes ‘to let you
know that I am still alive and having
a wonderful time’, signed ‘W.R.
Hammond’. The postcard most likely
sent while on the 1934/35 M.C.C.
tour to West Indies. Some wear and
ageing
£80/120
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George Robert Canning Lord Harris.
Kent, Oxford University & England.
Original ‘one penny’ letter card
featuring a small trimmed mono
photograph of Harris affixed to the
card by four brass studs. Signed to
the card in ink ‘Harris’ of ‘Belmont,
Faversham, Kent. Postmarked 1903.
The autograph hunter’s return
address to verso. A novel way to
collect signatures. G
£50/80
Joseph ‘Joe’ Hardstaff senior.
Nottinghamshire & England 19021924. Handwritten postcard from
Hardstaff to his ‘Dear Wife’ in East

Lancashire C.C.C. Two original
handwritten letters on Lancashire
C.C.C. letterhead. One is a two page
letter written by David Hughes, dated
20th August 1986, in which he
recollects the Gillette Cup semi-final
of 1971 in which he played, and his
high regard for Jack Bond, the first
captain under whom he played for
Lancashire. The second is a single
page letter written by Jack Simmons,
undated but probably August/
September 1986. Answering three
questions
posed
by
the
correspondent, Simmons looks
forward to the forthcoming NatWest
Final (Lancashire v Sussex), cites his
schoolboy hero as Clyde Walcott, and
lists his sixteen players for the
1968/87 England tour to Australia (of
those chosen by Simmons, twelve
were selected for the tour). Light
folds, otherwise in good condition
£30/50
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A.W.T. Langford (1896-1976), author
and journalist. Three handwritten two
page letters from Langford to H.W.
Warner dated 30th January [1941?],
2nd December 1943 and 12th
November 1947. Content relates to
The Cricketer magazine, of which
Langford was assistant editor to Plum
Warner at the time. Langford
mentions the recruitment of C.B. Fry,
E.R. Wilson, A.E.R. Gilligan and H.S.
Altham as contributors for the
forthcoming Spring edition. He
mentions errors relating to ‘the
Bedser misprint’, the cutting of club
results in favour of club news etc.
Adhesive mark to top edge of one
letter, light foxing and folds,
otherwise in good condition £25/35
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John Henniker-Major, 5th Baron
Henniker. Two page handwritten
letter on Thornham Hall, Eye (Suffolk)
note paper to Dr Short, dated 14th
September 1877. Henniker-Major is
writing to thank Short ‘for the most
enjoyable day’s cricket the three
young people had on Wednesday... I
will send you over as good an eleven
as I can on Friday next. I cannot come
myself as I shall be away from home.
Nicely signed ‘J Henniker’. Horizontal
folds. Good condition
£18/25

Malcolm Robert Jardine. Oxford
University & Middlesex 1889-1892.
Small sheet nicely signed in ink by
Jardine with handwritten notes
relating to his cricket career below,
‘Fettes College 1881-1888, Oxford
University 1889-1892. Captain 1891.
Middlesex 1892-3’. VG
£30/50
Jardine played only six matches for
Middlesex, all in 1892. He was the
father of Douglas Jardine, future
Captain of England in the infamous
‘Bodyline’ series of 1932/33

Hammond was a member of two
M.C.C. tours to West Indies, in
1925/26 and 1934/35. It is most
likely this card was sent while on the
latter tour, as the itinerary for the
earlier tour did not include Trinidad
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England 1929-1947. Two typed
letters, both on Yorkshire Evening
News letterheads for whom Bowes
was Sports Correspondent, both
replying to invitations to speak at
dinners. One, dated 9th November
1955 to Les Gutteridge, which he has
to decline, the other, dated 21st
March 1957 to Jack Sokell of the
Wombwell Cricket Lovers’ Society, he
accepts subject to being called away
‘to some remote part of England’ to
report on a Saturday football match,
‘petrol rationing of some other
serious interference’. Both letters
signed ‘Bill Bowes’. Sold with an
original mono press photograph of
Bowes bowling for England v
Australia at The Oval in 1938
(Hutton’s record 364) in which he
took 5-49 in Australia’s first innings.
8”x10”. Qty 3. Uneven trimming to
one letter, otherwise in good
condition
£40/60

Kirkby,
Nottinghamshire.
The
postcard is postmarked 24th February
1908, presumably written on the rest
day of the fifth Test at Sydney, in
which Hardstaff scored 17 and 8 in
England’s defeat to Australia by 48
runs. To the front the postcard
features a colour view of Mosman
Bay, Sydney. Signed ‘Yours truly,
loving husband Joe’. Good condition
£50/80

Herbert Sutcliffe. Yorkshire & England
1919-1945. Three page handwritten
letter dated 7th January 1934 to
‘Dear George’, possibly George
Wolfe, brother in law of Julian Cahn.
Writing from his Pudsey home,
Sutcliffe opens, tongue in cheek,
‘Lazy bones- why didn’t you come to
the ship yesterday morning. I looked
for you!’, and continues to say how
much he has enjoyed a cruise on
which the correspondent’s mother
and father were present. ‘I think your
mother is the sweetest & most
charming lady I’ve ever met’ and
looks forward to meeting her again
on a future cruise. He closes by
wishing a ‘very Happy & Prosperous
1934 & always’. Very nicely signed in
ink ‘Herbert Sutcliffe’. A nice personal
Sutcliffe letter. Light folds, otherwise
in very good condition
£30/50
William Eric ‘Bill’ Bowes. Yorkshire &
9

John Henniker-Major served as
Member of Parliament for East
Suffolk and was appointed Governor
of the Isle of Man in 1895 where he
died in 1902. He established a cricket
ground at Thornham Hall in 1876
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Evelyn Rockley Wilson. Cambridge
University, Yorkshire & England 18991923.
Original
singe
page
handwritten letter dated 5th March
1940 from Wilson to ‘Mr [Arthur]
Langford’, then assistant editor to
Plum Warner of The Cricketer
magazine. Wilson is returning
corrected proofs for an article he has
written, ‘hardly any correction

Yorkshire, Cambridge University &
England
1881-1911.
Original
handwritten two page letter from
Hawke dated 8th September 1908 on
Wighill Park, Tadcaster notepaper.
Hawke is writing to thank the
unknown correspondent for the
‘generous
congratulations’
on
Yorkshire’s winning of the County
Championship, and declining an
invitation to attend a Society event.
Signed ‘Hawke’. Light folds otherwise
in good condition
£60/90

necessary’, and requests that a
further fact he has learned be added.
Nicely signed ‘E Rockley Wilson’.
Horizontal and vertical folds,
otherwise in good condition £50/80
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Percy Holmes. Yorkshire & England
1913-1933. Original two page letter
in Holmes’ neat hand to ‘Dear
George’. Dated ‘Dec. 15th’ (1940s?),
Holmes is pleased to hear from the
correspondent having been away at
Colwyn Bay. He refers to
improvement to his knee, ‘I am going
to have it done in the first week in the
New Year’, and bemoans the
difficulty his son is having finding a
job. He asks that his best wishes are
sent to ‘Mr Killlick’ and his wife (it is
not known whether this is E.T. Killick
of Middlesex or E.H. Killick of Sussex).
Nicely signed ‘Percy Holmes’. Light
horizontal and vertical folds,
otherwise in very good condition
£50/70
Herbert Sutcliffe. Yorkshire & England
1919-1945.
Three
original
handwritten letters from Sutcliffe to
‘Mr. Milne’. The letters, written from
Sutcliffe’s home in Pudsey, are dated
29th March 1951, 4th April 1951 and
6th January 1952. In the first letter
Sutcliffe thanks Milne for the
suggestion of chocolates, ‘Mrs
Sutcliffe will be delighted to receive
them’, and offers to arrange for a
ticket to the Leeds Test match, which
‘would do you good’. By 4th April the
chocolates had arrived safely, and
Sutcliffe has asked ‘my manager to
forward to you 3 doz photographs’,
promises a copy of the 1951
Yorkshire Year Book, and offers copies
of ‘a few dozen books on ‘How to
Become a First Class Batsman’’ on a
‘sale or return’ basis’. In the final
letter Sutcliffe looks forward to the
Lord’s Test and recounts an enjoyable
family ‘frolic’ to London. All three
letters nicely signed ‘Herbert
Sutcliffe’. Light folds. Good condition
£50/70
John Tunnicliffe. Yorkshire 18911907. Plain postcard with printed
‘John Tunnicliffe, General Athletic
Outfitter, Bradford & Sheffield’
printed header. Tunnicliffe is replying
to a request from the collector,
Charles Pratt Green in Great Malvern,
for a bat for his collection. ‘I want
them all for show at my shops’ but
have sent you one’. Signed by
Tunnicliffe’. The card undated and the
postmark concealed by adhesive
mark to the address side, but appears
to be late 1890s. Other minor wear,
otherwise in good condition £40/60
Charles Pratt Green compiled a
significant collection of cricket bats
which were later sold to Sir Julian
Cahn
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Martin Bladen Hawke, Lord Hawke.
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Martin Bladen Hawke, Lord Hawke.
Yorkshire, Cambridge University &
England 1881-1911. Short original
undated handwritten note from
Hawke referring to a recent
performance by Frank Milligan
(Yorkshire & England 1894-1899).
Signed ‘Hawke’. Foxing and light
folds, otherwise in good condition
£40/60
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Don Bradman. Single page typed
letter from Bradman dated 20th April
1997. Writing to ‘Dear John’ of the
Worcester porcelain factory who, in
1938, produced a presentation vase
to commemorate Bradman scoring a
double century in each of the
opening matches at Worcester on the
1930, 1934 and 1938 tours, the vase
decorated with a scene of Bradman in
batting action painted by Harry Davis.
Bradman explains that he donated
the vase to the South Australia State
Library where it is on display in a glass
case ‘and consequently I cannot send
you a photo of me standing by it’. He
suggests the correspondent refers to
the story about the vase that featured
in one of ‘The Bradman Albums’
volumes as his memory is ‘hazy’
following a recent stroke. The letter is
signed in ink ‘Don Bradman’. VG
£50/80
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Herbert Sutcliffe. Yorkshire & England
1919-1945. Original handwritten
letter in ink from Sutcliffe, written on
‘Herbert Sutcliffe Ltd Sporting Goods’
letterhead, dated 5th November
1937. Writing to ‘Mr Frewer’ of the
Oxford Luncheon Club where
Sutcliffe attended at the Clarendon
Hotel, Oxford, 29th October 1937,
Sutcliffe writes, ‘A thousand thanks
for your wonderful compliments. I am
so glad the members enjoyed my
address. Herewith the programme
duly autographed together with a
[signed] photograph as requested.
Yours sincerely, Herbert Sutcliffe’. The
letter is laid to contemporary board
with the signed programme and
photograph of Sutcliffe in batting
pose in the nets. To the verso are
press cuttings including an image of
Sutcliffe attending the function with
accompanying
report.
Overall
13’x10’. Some ageing and wear to
extremities, otherwise in good
condition
£40/60
10
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Hesketh Vernon Hesketh-Prichard.
Hampshire & London County 19001913. Original two page handwritten
letter from Hesketh-Prichard to ‘O.
Alderson’. The letter is undated, but
appears to refer to Worcestershire v
Hampshire, 16th-18th May 1912, in
which Hesketh-Prichard took eleven
wickets, including that of George
Simpson-Hayward (Worcestershire
1899-1914, captain 1911-1912),
Hampshire winning by eight wickets.
The letter opens intriguingly, ‘I
enclose cards. Next time the man
offers to take me away smack him
smartly in the eye with your hat & at
the same moment stab him with
some concealed weapon in the
midriff’. Try this. It is a good American
method’. Regarding the cricket
match, ‘Simpson-Hayward said when
he saw me, ‘Oh. I thought you’d
given up cricket’. The lad was very
good to me because when SHayward was batting I got him
caught at [the] wicket but not
thinking it was out did not appeal.
When asked why not it pleased me to
say that it amused me too much to
watch poor George’s efforts to play
me for me to take advantage of his
first rotten shot’. Signed ‘HP’. Light
folds and minor wear, otherwise in
good condition
£80/120
Hesketh-Prichard served in the
British Army in the First World War
and was decorated for developing
improved marksmanship techniques.
In later years he was a writer,
journalist and animal rights
campaigner
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William Eric Bowes. Yorkshire &
England 1929-1947. Single page
handwritten letter dated 24th June
1975 from Bowes to ‘Mr Wright’.
Bowes has just returned from a
holiday in Yugoslavia and remembers
the correspondent from ‘Wakefield &
Dist. C.V. dinners’ and thanks him for
news of Jack Smith. Signed ‘Bill
Bowes’. Horizontal and vertical folds
not affecting the signature. G
£30/40
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Martin Bladen Hawke, Lord Hawke.
Yorkshire, Cambridge University &
England
1881-1911.
Original
handwritten note in ink from Hawke
on Royal Bath Hotel, Bournemouth
notepaper, replying to a request for
his autograph. Signed ‘Hawke’. Small
adhesive marks not affecting the
signature. Light folds, otherwise in
good condition
£50/70
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John Arlott. Typed aerogramme letter
from Arlott to Leslie Gutteridge living
In Alberta, dated 22nd Feburary
1972. Writing on literary themes,
Arlott first congratulates Gutteridge
on the ‘genuine find’ of a work by
Thoreau, and continues with regard
to a Thomas Hardy inscription,
responding to a question posed by

England 1881-1911. Three page
handwritten letter on his Wighill Park,
Tadcaster headed notepaper dated
31st August 1892. The letter with
good content relating to travel
arrangements and fixtures for the
1892/93 tour to India. Writing to an
unknown correspondent, Hawke is
‘very pleased to play two three day
matches at Allahabad [v Northern
India and v All India, January 1893]’.
Hawke hopes to spend Christmas
week with Lord Harris, followed by
two matches at Calcutta. ‘I will write
you from Madras where we hope to
arrive Nov. 23rd’. Signed ‘Hawke’. An
important letter relating to the first
tour of India by an English team.
Foxing to pages, horizontal fold,
otherwise in good condition
£100/150

Gutteridge who had acquired an
inscribed copy of Tess of the
d’Ubervilles. Arlott describes a copy
in his own possession, ‘I have an
inscribed copy to his second wife – in
fact of the first illustrated edition of
‘Tess’, and describes the manner and
style of the inscription. Arlott and
Gutteridge shared a love of literature
and its bibliography and Arlott was a
regular customer at Epworth Books
before Gutteridge emigrated to
Canada. Handwritten sign-off in ink
from Arlott, and signed ‘John’. G/VG
£40/60
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Royman Browne. Cricket artist and
illustrator. Single page typed letter
with handwritten corrections from
Browne to Jack Sokell of the
Wombwell Cricket Lovers’ Society.
Dated 10th May 1965, Browne is
replying to an invitation to give a
repeat of his illustrated talk on
‘Cricket and the Cartoonist’. He
considers this a great honour but that
time and money are problems, but
suggests a Saturday and a nominal
fee of six guineas ‘and even this, of
course, attracts Income Tax!’ and
offers to not travel ‘first [class]’ to
keep costs down. Signed ‘Royman
Browne’. Horizontal and vertical
folds, otherwise in good condition
£30/40
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Royman Browne produced many
cartoons and illustrations for Playfair
Cricket Monthly in the 1950/60’s
100
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Edward Mills Grace. Gloucestershire
& England 1870-1895. Three page
handwritten letter to the writer and
collector, A.J. Gaston, on Park House,
Thornbury note paper with Gloucestershire C.C.C. emblem to top, dated
14th February 1902. Writing in his
capacity as Secretary of the Club,
Grace writes with regard to the
batting order of the Gloucestershire
team in the match against Nottinghamshire at Trent Bridge, 31st July1st August 1884. ‘It seems a funny
way of entering in the score book,
but I give you the exact copy. You
have Townsend in after Pullen, in our
score book Painter comes in No. 4,
Page 5, F Townsend six. Also we start
with Gilbert 1, Brain 2’, continuing by
listing the full batting order for the
Gloucestershire second innings, and
confirming that Attewell ‘though only
taking 6 wickets altogether, took the
first & the last in both innings’.
Additional annotations, presumably in
Gaston’s hand, ‘The late Dr. E.M.
Grace’ to front, and ‘W.G. NashSurrey’ after Grace’s signature. Nicely
signed Edward Mills Grace. Small loss
to top of page three, adhesive
damage and splitting to fold having
been previously mounted. Otherwise
in good condition
£120/160
Martin Bladen Hawke, Lord Hawke.
Yorkshire, Cambridge University &

Arthur Haygarth, M.C.C. Sussex and
Middlesex, 1844-1861. Original four
page handwritten letter to an
unknown correspondent, dated 19th
November 1887. Haygarth writes
about his ‘Scores and Biographies’
and 150 copies of circulars he has just
received to be sent to players. He
states he will fill in the forms with the
match details required ‘and Mr.
[C.W.] Alcock will have to post them.
It will take a very long time to get the
material I require’ as some have to
come from Australia. I shall say that
at the earliest Vol XIV will not appear
till 1890’. Haygarth bemoans the time
and money he has spent on the
venture, ‘Had I known in 1852 (when
I first offered F. Lillywhite the scores I
then had), the trouble & expense it
would be to me I would never would
have begun it. Now that it has got as
far as 1876 I wish to carry on to the
end’. Nicely signed ‘Arthur Haygarth’.
Splitting to fold, light creasing,
otherwise in good condition
£100/150
Arthur Haygarth is best remembered
for compiling the fifteen volumes of
‘Cricket Scores and Biographies’
1862-1895 and 1925, the first four
published by F. Lillywhite, the
remainder by M.C.C.
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Leonard ‘Len’ Hutton. Yorkshire &
England 1934-1955. Three page
handwritten letter from Hutton to J.P.
Coldham, dated 6th January 1983.
Writing from Ebor House, Kingston
upon Thames, Hutton is replying to a
request for information about F.S.
Jackson. He recollects the time he was
a patient in hospital in 1942,
recovering from an operation to his
left arm that he broke while on a
commando course. He was surprised
to receive a visit from Jackson who
‘spent an hour or so with me, &
talked of many cricketers whom I
never saw play, but I knew very much
about them’. At that time Hutton felt
he would never play cricket again so
11

‘his visit did me a great deal of good,
I was very low indeed at the time’.
Hutton found Jackson to be
charming, kind and knowledgeable,
and was impressed that he had
travelled from London to the hospital
on the outskirts of Wakefield, ‘travel
was not easy in 1942’. Signed ‘Len
Hutton’. G/VG
£70/100
Coldham published his biography of
Jackson in 1989
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Frank Kendon. Writer, poet and
academic. Single page handwritten
letter from Kendon to John Arlott,
dated 13th December 1943. Writing
from his office at University Press,
Cambridge, Kendon refers to the
recently published book of poetry,
‘Landmarks’, edited by Arlott and
G.R. Hamilton. Kendon is pleased
Arlott likes the publication, though ‘It
is war marked; sad not to have a
fairer margin, & sadder still to have
such part used paper’, and provides
Arlott with the address in Cambridge
of the artist, John Hookam, who
produced the front wrapper artwork.
Signed ‘Frank Kendon’. On the
reverse is a list in pencil in Arlott’s
hand of people who probably had
copies sent to them. An interesting
letter about Arlott’s first published
book. Horizontal folds, otherwise in
good/ very good condition £50/80
Kendon worked for Cambridge
University Press from 1935 to 1954
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Alan Alexander [A.A.] Milne. A rare
cricket-related
single
page
handwritten letter from Milne to his
niece, Marjorie, undated but with
original envelope postmarked 24th
December 1934. Milne is enclosing
gifts of £5 each to Marjorie and
‘Alison for when she is a more
responsible age: say 5’. He writes
about another family member,
Dom[?], who ‘was 5/20 in the
scholarship form’ He now goes to the
cricket school of ‘Sandham, Strudwick
& Brookes” (very Surrey) under the
special charge of the first named’.
Signed ‘Alan’. The envelope is
addressed to Mrs Murray-Rust,
Marjorie’s married name. G/VG
£140/180
A.A. Milne (1882-1956) was an
English author, best known for his
books about the teddy bear Winniethe-Pooh and for various poems.
After graduating from Cambridge
University
in
1903,
Milne
contributed humorous verse and
whimsical essays to Punch, joining
the staff in 1906 and becoming an
assistant editor. Milne was a noted
writer, primarily as a playwright,
before the huge success of Pooh
overshadowed all his previous work.
Milne served in both World Wars,
joining the British Army in World
War I, and was a captain of the

[actually June] 1888 (Kortright’s firstclass debut, he took three and six
wickets), and found Grace to be
‘most kind and encouraging’. He
suggests that Grace, Lord Harris and
Percy Perrin played fast bowling the
best. He devotes a page to the
dramatic finish to the Gentlemen v
Player match in 1898 when he,
batting at 11, just failed to see out the
final over handing victory to the
Gentlemen, Kortright scoring 46 in a
last wicket stand of 78 with Grace.
Both the letter and speech have
Arlott’s handwritten notes at the top
in pencil. Contained in modern blue
slipcase. G/VG
£120/160

British Home Guard in World War II.
Considered a talented cricket fielder,
Milne played for two amateur teams
that were largely composed of British
writers: the Allahakbarries and the
Authors XI. His team mates included
fellow writers, J. M. Barrie, Arthur
Conan Doyle and P. G. Wodehouse
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Robert Arthur Thoms. Umpire. Two
notes handwritten by Thoms. In one
single page note, signed by Thoms
and dated 1886, Thoms describes
how ‘there is nothing new under the
sun’ and that cricketers could not get
on without the leather (ball) ‘yet it
must be allowed there is something
new in the invention of the
indestructible leather handled cricket
bat recently patented by that
celebrated cricket bat maker Cobbett
so that now when we have leather
driving the leather the old adage is
justly realized, that there is ‘nothing
like leather’. The other, a two page
note, possibly part of a longer letter,
relates to bowlers who ‘throw’. ‘What
a storm in the tea-pot there has been
about this ‘throwing’’ if you stand
some 3 to 5 yards from the wicket
you can then take in the bowler’s
‘drop’ on to his foot and then
instantly watch his arm for the
delivery’. He recollects a bowler ‘who
was very clever in mixing up his
doubtful express ones’ and was
particularly effective with his
mysterious ones’. Thoms suggests his
correspondent should ‘come and see
me any evening most convenient for
you. From 7 to 7.30 will be best and
we can have a good talk’. Light folds
and some ageing to one note,
otherwise in good condition
£80/120
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Robert Arthur ‘Bob’ Thoms (18261903) was a first-class cricket umpire
who stood in two Test Matches, the
first two played in England, in 1880
and 1882. His long umpiring career
in first-class matches lasted from
1863 to 1900. When he died, The
Times said that he was ‘the most
famous umpire the game has known’.
He played in three first-class matches
in the period 1850-1851: one for an
Under 36 XI, one for Marylebone
Cricket Club and Metropolitan Clubs
and one for the All England Eleven
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Charles Jesse Kortright. Essex 18931907. Single page handwritten letter
from Kortright to John Arlott at
Broadcasting House arranging to
meet at Thorndon Park Golf Club
‘next Sunday’. Enclosed with the
letter is a three page speech
handwritten on foolscap paper, for a
speech on W.G. Grace that Kortright
was to give at a forthcoming
celebration of the centenary of
Grace’s birthday. He describes first
meeting Grace when playing for
M.C.C. v The Australians in May

India tour to England 1952. Plain
typed postcard from Prof. N.S.
Phadke in Delhi, dated 11th June
1952, to Major Upfold, thanking
Upfold for his positive review of
Phadke’s recently published book,
‘India vs M.C.C. Tests 1951-52’ and
to report that the book is selling well
in Delhi and in England. Signed in ink
‘N.S. Phadke’. Sold with an official
invitation to the Dinner held for the
Indian Cricket Team in England at the
Pavilion, Bournemouth, 30th August
1952. Also an unofficial folding
souvenir programme and scorecard
for the 1952 tour with team
photograph to front, pen pictures to
centre, and scorecard to verso. Qty 3.
Good condition
£40/60

Greig’s County cricket was limited by
his military career. He served as
Secretary to Hampshire from 1921 to
1930, and President in 1945 and
1946. In 1935 he was ordained in
Rome as a Catholic priest
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F.S. Ashley-Cooper. Two handwritten
letters from Ashley-Cooper to E.B.V.
Christian from his home in
Wallington, Surrey, regarding his
proposed Anthology. The first is a two
page letter dated 10th December
1912 in which he thanks Christian for
some suggested names and will write
again as works progresses. He asks
whether the ‘Professor of Music’
referred to in Christian’s ‘At the Sign
of the Wicket’ is much of a poet, and
whether Christian has compiled a list
of the cricket verses published in
‘Punch’, and his intention to provide
footnotes for early poems. In the
second two page letter, dated 24th
February 1913, he asks further
questions and thanks Christian for his
help. No evidence is known of
Ashley-Cooper having published his
anthology. Horizontal and vertical
folds, overall in good condition
£70/100
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Frederick Smith, Second Earl of
Birkenhead. Single page typed letter
signed ‘Birkenhead’ to the cricket
collector and lawyer, J.W. Goldman.
Dated 23rd November 1965,
Birkenhead, who is writing a
biography about Walter Turner
Monckton, 1st Viscount Monckton of
Brenchley, thanks Goldman for his
interesting letter about Monckton,
whom Birkenhead used to meet
regularly at the Eton v Harrow match
at Lord’s (Monckton played for
Harrow in the 1910 match and in one
first-class match for a combined
Oxford and Cambridge University
side in 1911). G/VG
£25/35

S.S. Ramamurthy. 1980s-2000s.
Folder comprising a collection of
letters and notes, the majority
handwritten, from cricketers to
Ramamurthy replying to requests for
autographs etc. Correspondents
include Sunil Gavaskar (pre-printed
letter with additions in Gavaskar’s
own hand), Sunderam, Prasanna (2),
Yadav, Milkha Singh, S. Amarnath,
Rege, M. Armanath, Ranjane, Punjabi
(India), Begbie, Irvine, Goddard
(South Africa), Corling, Philpott,
Sheahan, Taber (Australia), Jackman,
Subba Row, Russell (England), Blair,
Barton (New Zealand) etc. Also a
typed letter from Intikhab Alam to
Jack Sokell, nicely signed by Intikhab.
G
£50/80
Srikantan Ramamurthy is best known
for one of the world’s greatest private
collections of cricket memorabilia.
He was also a close friend of Don
Bradman
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Colonel’. Light folds, otherwise in
good condition
£40/60

John Glennie Greig. Hampshire,
1901-1922. Single page handwritten
letter in ink from Greig dated 15th
December 1928. Greig is replying to
an enquiry about photographs and
refers the correspondent to the
Bournemouth photographer, ‘Messrs
Bailey’, of whom Greig states, ‘I fancy
he is the man who took photographs
at Dean Park. He has been doing so
since I became Secretary of the Club
in 1922’. Nicely signed ‘J.G. Greig. Lt.
12

Birkenhead’s biography of Viscount
Monckton was published in 1969
and contains many cricket references.
Monckton was President of M.C.C.
1956/57, and also of Surrey 19501952 and 1959 to 1965. He served as
Attorney-General at the time of the
abdication of King Edward VIII
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William Norman Birkett, 1st Baron
Birkett. Single page handwritten letter
dated 30th January 1952. Writing
from the Royal Courts of Justice to
Ron Yeomans, founder of the
Northern Cricket Society, Birkett
regrets he is unable to attend ‘a
Cricket Dinner in Yorkshire during a
Test Match’ due to heavy
engagements. The letter, signed
‘Norman Birkett’, appears to have
been written in a different hand,
probably dictated. Some ageing and
small adhesive marks to verso,

otherwise in good condition £25/35
Lord Birkett was
Nuremberg Trials.
Game of Cricket”
series of pictures
Museum
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Alec Jack. Four page handwritten
letter dated 14th February 1901.
Writing to Rev. R.S. Holmes in
Wakefield, Jack writes, ‘I am pleased
to learn that you have been interested
by the Cricket Club Report [probably
Walham Green C.C.] drawn up by me
in 1897; and have pleasure in sending
herewith a copy of the one issued for
1898 as well as an incomplete copy
of the 1896 issue. The earlier reports
dating back to 1893 are used up
now... It seems strange that the copy
you have should have made its way
to Wakefield, as the reports were
distributed only amongst members of
the Club and their local friends’.
Signed ‘Alec Jack’. G/VG
£30/40
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James Charles ‘Jim’ Laker. Surrey,
Auckland, Essex & England 19461964. Single page handwritten letter
to Tom Veivers (Queensland &
Australia 1958-1968) dated 20th
May 1964. Laker is writing regarding
an ointment to help Veivers harden
his fingers to help him get through
the forthcoming Australia tour to
England in 1964. ‘It is a mixture made
of 10% Formalin, 85% Pure Alcohol,
5% Surgical Spirit. If you dab it on 2
or 3 times a day it should do the
trick’. Nicely signed ‘Jim Laker’. Light
folds, otherwise in good/ very good
condition. Sold with an original mono
press photograph of Veivers bowling
out Richard Hutton in the 1964 tour
match against Cambridge University.
Nicely signed in black ink by Veivers.
10”x8”. G/VG
£40/60
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Don Bradman. A fascinating
collection
of
correspondence
between Bradman and Christopher
Martin-Jenkins, then editor of ‘The
Cricketer’ magazine relating to shortpitch bowling. The first letter is a
response to an editorial in the
October 1984 issue of ‘The
Cricketer’, written by Christopher
Martin-Jenkins, in which the subject
of intimidatory short pitched bowling
was raised, including the possible
introduction of measures such as
increasing the length of the pitch,
painting a line on the pitch, restricting
the bowler’s run up to ten yards, or a
change in the law such that a
batsman is not out caught if the ball
had struck the glove or bat handle.
Bradman responds to these ideas in a
single page typed letter dated 3rd
October 1984 to Martin-Jenkins,
having read the article ‘with interest...
and
astonishment’.
Bradman
acknowledges the need to remove
‘intimidation as a tactic’ but lays the
blame with umpires ‘unwilling to
exercise a moral judgement’. His view
on the abolition of batsmen being out
off the glove ‘is an illogical and stupid
way of trying to solve [the issue]’,
and that the idea of lengthening the
pitch ‘would be equally absurd,
penalising batsmen of all types’.

a judge at the
He edited “The
illustrated by a
in the M.C.C.

Gerald Brodribb. Cricket historian and
archaeologist. Two page handwritten
letter dated 6th April [1956?].
Brodribb is writing from his home in
Sussex to J.D. Coldham, giving
Coldham the address of Henry Sayen
in New Jersey. Sayen was a first-class
cricketer who was a member of the
1908 Philadelphia tour to England,
and his memoires ‘A Yankee Looks at
Cricket, as told to Gerald Brodribb’
were published in 1956. Brodribb
states, ‘It’s an odd subject and I only
hope it may do something to help the
game over there’. Brodribb is now
settled in Sussex he hopes to ‘get up
to London more easily, so here’s to
our meeting again soon’. Signed
‘Gerald Brodribb’. G
£25/35
J.D. ‘Jim’ Coldham. A selection of
twenty five handwritten letters
preserved in a modern maroon cloth
box, from the collection of H.W.
‘Plum’ Warner. Twenty letters are
from Jim Coldham, and three from his
father, to Warner covering the period
1943 to 1951, and two later, also one
letter to E.K. ‘Ted’ Brown. Coldham
writes from his army bases in the U.K.
and later in India, and from his home
after demobilisation. Good content
relating to cricket, collecting and
army life. Includes references to
purchases
of
autographs,
photographs and books. Coldham
describes playing cricket in India, and
meeting J.W. Goldman’s wife in 1943
who invited him to meet Goldman
whose collection then amounted to
3686 books, much cricketana, and
four sets of Wisdens, ‘He was very
kind and gave me a copy of the 1884
Wisden and confessed he was quite
mad!’. Approximately one hundred
pages of interesting correspondence
in total. G/VG
£120/160
Edgar Mills Grace, son of Edward
Mills Grace. Two page handwritten
letter from Edgar M. Grace dated
28th June 1960 to Neville Weston.
Grace notes Weston’s visit to Bristol
but ‘my movements are uncertain for
next week as if my great nephew
Richard Bernard is selected to play for
Cambridge at Lord’s this year I hope
to be there’. He suggests Weston
contacts R.W. Setchell of Thornbury
‘in whose custody the Thornbury
Cricket Club Score Books are and I am
sure he will place them at your
disposal for scrutiny... Mr Ashley
Cooper combed our records fairly
thoroughly’. Signed Edgar M. Grace.
Includes a press obituary cutting of
Grace’s death. G/VG
£30/50
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Bradman concludes by questioning
whether the LBW law is adequate for
spinners. ‘Don’t support remedies
which don’t make sense... I believe
you are on the wrong track’. Signed
‘Don’. In Martin-Jenkins’ typed copy
reply, dated 11th October 1984, he
quotes statistical evidence supporting
the concept of lengthening the pitch
in proportion to the growing height
of bowlers over time and increased
speed through ‘modern nutrition and
physical training methods’. Bradman
replies on the 30th October with a
lengthy three page typed letter
reiterating his views in strong terms
on ‘the foolishness of the “not out
caught” idea’ and that lengthening
the pitch would be unfair to slow and
medium paced bowlers. He uses
colourful language such as ‘utter
fallacy’, ‘arrant rubbish’, and is ‘totally
unmoved by your argument’, refuting
the view that modern bowlers are
‘fitter, stronger and faster’ and
provides lengthy anecdotal evidence.
He closes with a request that his
views are not to be published but is
happy for this letter to be shown to
Jim Swanton ‘and would be
interested to know his re-action’.
Signed ‘Don’. In Martin-Jenkins’ reply
of 8th November he acknowledges
that the change to catches off the
glove ‘would not be a good thing’,
but does not accept all of Bradman’s
arguments about fast bowlers, and
further supports the introduction of a
line across the pitch. On 28th
November Bradman suggests the
introduction into Test matches of a
wide off a short ball, as was already
the case in limited over cricket, but
suggests that the ‘stumbling block
would be the West Indies... because
they would regard “anything” as a
move to blunt their fire power. Signed
‘Don’. Later correspondence in 1992
relates to Bradman’s agreement to
the ‘return to the back foot for
judging a no-ball’, and readdresses
the subject of lengthening the
distance between the two creases,
and the supposed increase of the
average height of players over time.
He provides interesting evidence from
a book written by W.G. Grace in
1891 in which Grace quoted the
height and weight of players of his
era, and lists numerous players over
six foot in height, including Grace
himself who was 6’ at the age of
sixteen. Signed ‘Don Bradman’.
Finally, Martin-Jenkins responds on
23rd June 1992 by thanking Bradman
for his trouble, but that this ‘has not
altered my view that it would be
desirable to at least experiment with
some matches played by first-class
cricketers with the stumps set a foot
further back at either end and with
the old back foot [no-ball] law in
operation’. A fascinating insight into
Bradman’s opinions on the modern

game. Good condition
120

Qty 12. G/VG

£600/800

William Aubrey de Vere Beauclerk,
9th Duke of St. Albans, Lord Burford.
Original signed free-front envelope to
a Mrs Morgan of Holywell, dated and
sent from ‘London, March 21st
1833’. Nicely signed ‘St. Albans’ in
black ink. An early signature of
£30/50
Beauclerk. G
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Charles Greville was born in 1801
and played one match for Hampshire
in 1817 and M.C.C. in 1825. He died
in 1849
121

Stephen Lushington. Original signed
free-front envelope to Henry Taylor
of Pontefract, dated 17th June 1832.
Nicely signed ‘S. Lushington’ in black
ink. Envelope complete with broken
wax seal. An early signature of
Lushington who played in three major
matches in 1799 and was mainly
associated with Surrey. G
£30/50

122

Yorkshire C.C.C. Nine signatures in
ink of Yorkshire players on card and
pieces, some laid down. Signatures
are Lord Hawke, Brian Sellers (Qty 2),
Wilfred Rhodes (2), Arthur Wood,
Michael Cowan, Kevin Sharp and
Stephen Oldham. G/VG
£50/80

129

Test and County autographs 1920s1950s. Over forty signatures, the
majority in pencil, of county and Test
cricketers signed to album pages and
pieces. Individual signatures include
Ciss Parkin (Lancashire), G.G.
Macaulay (Yorkshire), J.A. Newman
(Hampshire, signed in ink), Norman
Yardley (Yorkshire), John Edrich
(Surrey), Denis Compton (Middlesex)
etc. Teams include Middlesex, seven
signatures including Sims, Young,
Brown, Price etc. Glamorgan, six
including Dyson, Eaglestone etc.
Leicestershire, seven on two pages
including Astill, Armstrong, Coleman,
W.A. Smith, Lester, Sperry etc. Sussex
(3) Wensley, H. Parks, W.L. Cornford.
West Indies 1928, White and Griffith.
Northamptonshire (nine in ink)
including Barrett, Fiddling, Brookes,
Oldfied, Garlick etc. G
£30/50

George Augustus Frederick Charles
Holroyd, 2nd Earl of Sheffield. Free
front envelope dated 23rd March
1832, nicely signed in ink ‘Sheffield’.
VG
£30/50
The second Earl of Sheffield built the
cricket ground at Sheffield Park in
Sussex for his son, Viscount Pevensey
(later the third Earl) the well known
patron of cricket who established and
presented the ‘Sheffield Shield’ in
Australia

123

Herbert Bailey Hayman. Middlesex
1893-1901. Excellent signature in ink
of Hayman on unevenly trimmed
piece. Sold with a mono picture
cutting laid to card of James Douglas
(Cambridge University & Middlesex
1892-1913), signed in ink to the
image by Douglas. G/VG
£30/40

124

Kumar Shri Duleepsinhji. Sussex,
Cambridge University, Hindus and
England 1924-1932. Nice signature in
black ink of Duleepsinhji on piece laid
to white card with mono cutting
image. G
£30/40

125

George Robert Canning Lord Harris.
Kent, Oxford University & England.
Signature in ink of Harris on small
page. G
£40/60

126

Test match signatures. Selection of
individual players signatures on
postcards, first day cover, menu,
white cards etc. Signatures include
Bradman, Wyatt, Cyril Walters, Cecil
Parkin, Imran Khan, Botham, Sobers,
D.C.H. Townsend, Harold Larwood
etc. Also two postcards signed by
former Prime Minister John Major.

Australia tour to England 1968. Card
with signatures on pieces laid down
of all seventeen playing members of
the touring party and the four
support staff. The signatures appear
to have been arranged in preparation
for printing, with a handwritten date
of 27th June 1968 to top edge.
Players include Lawry (Captain),
Jarman, Connolly, Freeman, Chappell,
Sheahan,
Walters,
McKenzie,
Redpath, Mallett etc. G/VG £50/80

128

Stephen Lushington was born in
London in 1744 and was educated at
Eton College and Christ Church,
Oxford. He entered Parliament in
1806, as Whig member for Great
Yarmouth, and was a radical for the
abolition of slavery and capital
punishment. He died in 1873

130

131

Test and County autographs. Folder
comprising approx. 180 signatures,
the majority on small cards or pieces.
Notable players’ signatures include G.
Cox, John Langridge, Richard Hadlee,
Clive Rice, Mike Brearley, Majid Khan,
Len Hutton, M.J.K. Smith, Colin
Cowdrey, Trevor Goddard, David
Sheppard, Mike Procter, Glenn
Turner, Basil D’Oliveira, Johnny
Wardle, Jock Livingston, Ian Botham,
Eric Rowan, Ted Dexter etc. Also
includes fifteen signatures of the
1956 Surrey team including Surridge,
May, Laker, McIntyre, A. Bedser, E.
Bedser, Constable, Stewart, Loader
etc. Other signatures include Henry
Cooper, Brian Rix, Irving Rosenwater,
John Arlott etc. G/VG
£50/80
England Test and County Cricketers
1894 to date. Black folder comprising
over one hundred individual
signatures on white cards and small
pages, some on pieces laid down. The
earliest signature is of Fred Holland
(Surrey
1894-1908).
Includes
signatures of twelve England Test
captains, Atherton, Brearley, Close,
Emburey, Gatting, Gooch, Hussain,
14

Illingworth,
Stewart,
Strauss,
Vaughan and Wyatt. Other earlier
signatures include A. Bedser,
Cartwright, D. Compton, Flavell, F.W.
Gilligan, Hendren, Laker, McIntyre,
Milburn, Richardson, Trueman,
Washbrook etc. G/VG
£50/80

£40/60

132

International Test cricketers 1950s to
date. Black folder comprising eighty
eight individual signatures on cards
and small pages, the odd signature on
piece laid down. Signatures include
Australia (Qty 35) including Boon,
Gillespie, Haddin, P. Hughes, Lee,
Thomson, M. Taylor, Walker, S.
Waugh etc. New Zealand (17), Astle,
Burgess, C. Cairns, Edgar, Hastings,
McMillan etc. Pakistan (9), Amir,
Ibadulla, Razzaq, Sami, Waqar Younis
etc. South Africa (5), Boje, Elgar,
Hayward, S. Pollock, Rice etc. Sri
Lanka (2), De Silva and Jayasuriya.
West Indies (12), R. Headley,
Greenidge, Richardson, Scott etc.
Zimbabwe (8), Grant and Andy
Flower etc. G/VG
£50/80
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Kent C.C.C. 1940s onwards. Blue
folder comprising fifty seven
individual signatures, three official
autograph sheets, programme, trade
cards etc, all featuring Kent players.
Also includes two small mono candid
photographs, one of Leslie Todd at
the Kingston Cricket Festival, 1947,
the other of Les Ames at The Oval,
1947, both photographs signed by
the featured player. Individual
signatures include A. Brown,
Constant, Alan and Mark Ealham,
Graham,
Headley,
Luckhurst,
Pretlove, Ridgway, Shirreff etc. Odd
duplication of signatures. Official
autograph sheets for seasons 1996,
1998 (both complete) and 2001
(lacking one signature, of Cullinan).
Official programme for the 1984
NatWest Trophy Final at Lord’s with
original ticket stub and scorecard, the
programme signed by eleven Kent
players and nine Middlesex players.
Also three ‘Sportcaster’ trade cards,
‘Kent’, Godfrey Evans and Derek
Underwood. G
£50/80

134

County signatures 1920s-1960s. A
good selection of over eighty
signatures of County cricketers on
small white cards, pages and pieces,
some laid down. Earlier signatures
include Arnott, Clift, Shepherd
(Glamorgan), Cox (Sussex), Harrison
(Hampshire),
Lester,
Sellers,
(Yorkshire), Pretlove, Ames (Kent),
Warner
(Middlesex),
Statham
(Lancashire), Shepherd (Gloucestershire) etc. G
£30/50

135

David Denton. Yorkshire & England
1894-1920. Original copy of a three
page indenture between Denton and
Lord Hawke relating to Denton’s
benefit match, Yorkshire v Lancashire,
Headingley, 5th-7th August 1907, in
which the net proceeds amounted to

an article titled ‘Peers on the Pitch’ for
the series ‘A Wanderers Note Book’,
undated, probably 1930s. 26pp
including odd typed extracts, some
pages misnumbered. Written in his
distinctive hand with line lengths
decreasing down the page, with
corrections, Lucas records having read
with great interest G.B. Buckley’s
works on early cricket references and
specifically his finding of the first
recorded reference to an eleven-aside match in 1697 in Sussex, seen in
the 7th July 1697 issue of ‘Foreign
Post’. He continues by considering
the background to a 1718 match
between cricketers of London and
Kent and the involvement of the
Punch Club Society, their drinking of
punch and a lawsuit. The Peers that
Lucas lists include the Duke of Dorset,
Lord Winchelsea, Lord Talbot etc.,
George III presenting a cup for a
match in 1770 on Richmond Green,
and he selects the reference in 1804
to the Prince of Wales resuming his
favourite amusement of cricket after
a fifteen year interval, his companions
including Count Beaujolais. In later
times, Lucas praises the Hon. Ivo
Bligh and Lords Hawke and Harris for
their work in the modern game in
their captaincy and administration of
cricket. G/VG
£200/300

£1925, of which £1400 shall be
settled upon Denton, to be placed in
a trust on his behalf. ‘This is a true
copy of the Trust Deed for David
Denton. Signed F.C. Toone, Sec.
Yorkshire County Cricket Club’ and
dated 20th August 1926. Additionally
signed by Toone to front page.
10.5’x15.5’. Complete with original
Yorkshire C.C. envelope addressed to
Denton. Previously sold as lot 536 in
the T. Vennett-Smith auction of 30th
March 2010. Very good condition
£80/120
Yorkshire beat Lancashire by eight
wickets with Denton scoring 3 and
25no. Rhodes took eleven wickets in
the match
136

Scarborough Cricket Festival 1967.
‘See You at Scarborough’. Three page
handwritten manuscript of an article
written by the cricket writer A.A.
Thomson, which appeared in the 8th
September 1967 issue of ‘The
Cricketer’ magazine. The article,
written in black pen with copy
editor’s marks in red, is a
reminiscence of the author’s
memories of past matches and
players’ achievements. An original
copy of the magazine in which the
article appeared is included. Good
condition
£70/100

137

‘A Critic’s Balance Sheet’. Dudley
Carew. Four page handwritten
manuscript of an article by Carew for
‘The Cricketer’ magazine, in which he
discusses the British press, and its
‘somewhat eccentric, bizarre and
unpredictable appearance of the men
who write for England’, including two
examples of when he considers he
himself made errors. The first was,
‘the failure to appreciate the full
worth of Barnett’s innings in 1938 at
Trent Bridge’, which he describes as
‘staggering short-sightedness’, and
the second relates to an incident at
Scarborough where he was overruled
by Wilfred Rhodes from the back of
the press box as to the quality of an
over just bowled. Included is a copy
of the December 1966 issue of the
magazine in which the article
appeared, also a selection of letters
and notes from Carew to Irving
Rosenwater, and a letter to Carew,
apparently from George Pope, about
an extraordinary pre-war match
between Derbyshire and Surrey.
Horizontal and vertical folds to the
article with small holes to the top of
the first page, otherwise in good
condition
£70/100
Dudley Carew was a journalist,
writer, poet and film critic, and was
cricket correspondent for The Times
in the 1920s and 1930s. His writing
was greatly admired by John Arlott

138

E.V. Lucas. Rare and unique
manuscript handwritten by Lucas of

Edward Verrall Lucas (1868-1938)
was a famous English humorist,
essayist, playwright, biographer,
publisher, poet, novelist, short story
writer and editor. He had an enduring
interest in cricket and was a member
of J. M. Barrie’s team the ‘Allahakbarries’, along with Henry Herbert La
Thangue and Arthur Conan Doyle.
Rupert Hart-Davis collected and
published a collection of Lucas’s
essays, ‘Cricket All His Life’, which
John Arlott desribed ‘the best written
of all books on cricket’. He died in
1938, aged 70
139

1976) was a prolific cricket writer
and historian. In Wisden’s obituary of
Martineau his works were described
as ‘pleasantly written... ideally
calculated to arouse the interest of
the novice and spur him on to try for
himself the masterpieces’
140

M.C.C. and Representative tours to
India 1964-1970. An original visitor’s
book from a hotel, apparently in
Bombay, signed by a good number of
members of M.C.C. touring parties
and other representative teams, a
good number with ‘remarks’ relating
to their stay. Signatures include
members of the M.C.C. touring party
1963/64 including Barrington,
Titmus, Mortimore, M.J.K. Smith,
Parks, Knight, Wilson, Bolus, Binks,
Edrich, Stewart (who describes the
hotel as ‘the number one
convalescent home in Bombay’),
Sharpe etc. Members of the ‘International XI’ touring party to India
1967/68 stayed for the match v an
Indian XI played at Bombay, 23rd26th February 1968. Signatures
include
Tolchard,
Birkenshaw,
Stewart, Suttle, Ibadulla, Greig,
Underwood, Fletcher, Goonesena etc,
also Kunderan of the Indian XI.
Includes two official M.C.C.
Christmas cards from the tours to
South Africa 1964/65 and 1965/66,
both signed by ‘Mike [M.J.K. Smith]’,
and three mono photographs of
visiting touring parties, one signed by
Jim Parks. Some pages detached, old
tape repairs to detached front cover,
only fair condition
£50/80
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‘England v Australia. Final Test Match,
The Oval 1896’. Original press
cuttings laid down to two large cards
of a report titled ‘Australian Match. A
Wet Day at The Oval. The Money
Question’. Also laid down are three
original sepia photographs, one of
W.G. Grace wearing a top hat, very
nicely signed in ink by Grace below
the photograph. Also original
photographs of the victorious team
and of the large crowd after the
match viewed from the roof of the
pavilion. Cards measure 15.5”x12”.
Ex Edward Wynyard collection.
Previously sold by Knights as lot 213
in October 2008. G/VG £200/300

‘May’s
Remembrance’.
G.D.
Martineau. Original manuscript for a
thirty two line poem, handwritten by
Martineau on a single foolscap sheet,
signed by Martineau and dated April
1941. Martineau recalls the pleasures
of the start of the new season, but
regrets the changes brought about by
wartime and air raids. ‘I would have
sought the warm pavilion’s hush/
Fetched out the frame, the whitening
and the brush/ And with what
gladness painted every crease/ In
shining symmetry that sang of peace/
Two years ago’. The sheet is
presented in a blue slipcase with
ribbon tie, bookplate or A.E. Winder
(who bought the manuscript from
John Arlott) to inside front cover.
Horizontal folds and light foxing,
otherwise in good/ very good
condition
£70/100
Gerald Durani Martineau (189715

England won the deciding third Test
by 66 runs to take the three match
series 2-1. England scored 145 in
their first innings, Australia made 119
in reply. England were then bowled
out for 84 setting Australia 111 to
win, but were bowled out for 44. For
England, Hearne took ten wickets in
the match, Trumble taking twelve for
Australia. The ‘Money Question’
alluded to in the article’s title refers
to a pay dispute with a number of the
England professionals, and the issue
of expenses incurred by the amateurs
142

Autographed

cricket

ephemera

c1920s onwards. Green folder
comprising an eclectic selection of
cutting images, postcards, copy
photographs, signed white cards,
signatures on pieces laid to cards,
letters, team pictures, autograph
sheets, modern trade cards etc. Over
eighty signatures in total, odd
duplication. Earlier signatures include
Leslie Compton, Doug Ring, Gubby
Allen, Jim Laker, Roy Tattersall, Jim
Swanton, Tommy Enthoven, Frank
Price, Joe Hulme, Patsy Hendren,
Herbert Gray, R.E.S. Wyatt, Plum
Warner, Alec and Eric Bedser, Denis
Compton, Joe Hardstaff, Herbert
Strudwick, Len Hassett, Lindsay
Hassett, Frank Woolley etc. Includes
an official programme and scorecard
for Hertfordshire v Transvaal,
Hertford, 15th & 16th July 1992,
seventeen signatures to the reverse of
the scorecard including Eddie Barlow,
Roy Pienaar, Jimmy Cook and Daryl
Cullinan. G
£50/70
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County and Test cricketers. Green file
comprising a good selection of letters,
autograph
sheets,
signed
photographs, album pages etc.
Approx. thirty letters, the majority
replying to requests for autographs,
including Reggie Ingle, Eric Hill
(Somerset), Alf Gover (Surrey),
George Mann (Middlesex), Freddie
Brown (Surrey, Nottinghamshire), Bob
Wyatt (Warwickshire, Worcestershire), Alan Butcher (Surrey,
Glamorgan),
Hugh
Morris
(Glamorgan),
Neil
McCorkell
(Hampshire), Keith Miller (Australia),
Graham Roope (Surrey), also Jim
Swanton, David Frith etc. Signatures
on pages, pieces etc include Alec and
Eric Bedser (Surrey), Norman
Armstrong, Les Berry, Ewart Astill
(Leicestershire), Phil Mead, Alec
Kennedy,
Sam
Pothecary
(Hampshire). Official autograph
sheets include Australia tour to
England 1956, fully signed by all
seventeen members of the touring
party (folds and wear), two official
autograph sheets for the 1975 World
Cup held in England, Sri Lanka
(fifteen signatures), New Zealand
(fourteen signatures, lacking Parker),
both with old tape repairs, unofficial
sheet for the England team v
Australia,
Lord’s
1972
(ten
signatures). A scorecard for Somerset
v West Indies 1991 signed by Jimmy
Cook (162) and Richie Richardson. G
£50/80
England Test cricketers’ autographs
1950s-2000s. Two small albums
comprising one hundred and twenty
signatures of England Test cricketers,
mainly modern, each signed
individually to white postcard size
card. Includes the signatures of
England Test captains Carr, Close,
Illingworth, Denness, Edrich, Greig,
Boycott, Botham, Willis, Gower,

postage stamps etc. Contents include
an official T.C.C.B. commemorative
cover for the tours of New Zealand
and India to England in 1990, signed
by fourteen members of the New
Zealand touring party including
Hadlee, M. Crowe, J. Crowe, Smith,
Morrison, Parore, Bracewell etc. ‘Day
& Mason Cricket Annual 1949’
featuring the New Zealand tourists.
Two official scorecards for the
opening round of the 1975 Prudential
World Cup, New Zealand v East
Africa, Edgbaston, 7th June 1975
(New Zealand won by 181 runs), also
England v New Zealand, second Test,
Lord’s 1965, with attached mono
passport style photograph of Bruce
Taylor, signed by Taylor. Photographs
include colour photographs of the
1994 New Zealand touring party
including Coney, Twose, Greatbatch,
Cairns, Pocock, Nash etc., an
excellent David Munden mono press
photograph of John Wright in batting
action and a cutting image of Wright,
both signed by Wright, also a signed
colour photograph of Stephen
Fleming, a short signed note by Chris
Pringle etc. Sold with a small red
album comprising thirty one mainly
modern signatures on white cards of
New Zealand cricketers including
Bracewell, M. Crowe, J. Crowe,
Coney,
C.
Cairns,
Fleming,
Greatbatch, R. Hadlee, W. Hadlee,
Howarth, Vettori, Wright etc. G
£40/60

Emburey, Lamb, Stewart, Vaughan,
Trescothick and Pietersen. Other
earlier signatures include David Allen,
Alec and Eric Bedser, Nick Cottam,
Mike Denness, Doug Insole, Tony
Lewis, John Murray, Alan Moss, John
Price, Ken Palmer, Jim Parks, Peter
Parfitt, Dick Richardson, Raman
Subba Row, John Snow, Don Wilson,
Fred Titmus etc. No duplicates. VG
£60/90
145

Australia Test cricketers’ autographs
1940s-2000s. Album comprising sixty
signatures of Australia Test cricketers,
mainly modern, each signed
individually to white postcard size
card. Includes the signatures of
Australia Test captains Brown,
Johnson, Lindwall, Craig, Benaud,
Simpson, I. Chappell, Gilchrist and
Ponting. Other earlier signatures
include Jim de Courcey, Alan
Davdison, Jeff Hammond, John
Inverarity, Dennis Lillee, Keith Miller,
Ian Meckiff, Bob Massie, Jack
Rutherford, Keith Stackpole, Jeff
Thomson, Doug Walters etc. No
duplicates. VG
£70/100
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South Africa 1930s-1990s. Red folder
comprising a selection of ephemera
relating to South African cricket
including
photographs,
tour
brochures, scorecards, press cuttings
etc. Contents include a mono real
photograph postcard of the 1935
touring party to England, three signed
colour photograph of Barry Richards,
Mike Procter and Clive Rice, signed
mono press photograph of Procter in
batting action. Brochures include
‘Australia vs South Africa 1966/67
S.A. Cricket Tour, Philips 75th
Anniversary Brochure’ (folded).
Official programme for the South
African Gillette Cup 1970 in English
and Afrikaans. Two pre-tour
brochures, ‘The Story of Test Cricket.
England v South Africa’ 1941 and
‘Day & Mason 1951 Test Book
England v South Africa’. Official
autograph sheet for the 1998 tour to
England signed by eighteen members
of the touring party, lacking Cronje,
Kirsten and Cullinan, with separate
signatures of Cronje on page and
Cullian on reverse of a letter. Official
scorecards for Test matches at The
Oval 1947 and 1955, Lord’s 1960
and 1998. Press cuttings include a
selection of obituaries for Hanse
Cronje. Sold with a small brown
album of thirty eight mainly modern
signatures on white cards of South
African Test players including Donald,
de Villiers, Gibbs, Kallis, Klusener, G.
Kirsten, P. Kirsten, Ntini, Procter, G.
Pollock, P. Pollock, Rhodes, Smith etc.
G
£40/60
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New Zealand 1940s-1990s. Blue
folder comprising a commemorative
cover, scorecards, cricket annual,
photographs, magazine articles,
16
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Official T.C.C.B. invitation card to Tim
Robinson to play for England v
Australia at Edgbaston, 15th August
1985. Signed to verso by Robinson.
Sold with a selection of twelve
M.C.C. menus including four official
menus for dinners to teams, M.C.C.
Team to India 1953/54, 13th
December 1953. West Indies Cricket
Team, 20th May 1957. Pakistan
Cricket Team 21st May 1962.
England v India 4th August 1979.
Other M.C.C. menus/programme
include ‘First Provincial Dinner’, Old
Trafford, 16th October 1970. ‘Official
Opening of M.C.C. Indoor School
28th November 1977. ‘Anniversary
Dinner’ 2nd May 1990. Three ‘Club
Dinner’ menus for 13th November
1991, 18th December 1991, and 7th
February 1996. Official guest lists for
‘Centenary Test Match Reception’
26th August 1980, and ‘M.C.C.
Bicentenary Eve of Match Dinner’,
Guildhall 19th August 1987 etc. Sold
with a further selection of twenty
eight official Club and Society menus
including Gloucestershire C.C.C.
‘Grand Bristol Festival Dinner’ for the
Australian Tourists in the presence of
H.R.H. Diana, Princess of Wales, 24th
July 1985. Other counties/ societies’
menus
include
Middlesex,
Warwickshire,
Cricket
Society,
National Coaching Foundation etc.

[S.F.?] Barnes, and that ‘[Maurice]
Tate never bowled off breaks- nor leg
breaks. They were all swingers. That
was my experience’. Nicely signed
‘Herbert Sutcliffe’. A handwritten
letter to A.W.T. Langford inviting him
to write a review of Sutcliffe’s soon to
be published book ‘For England and
Yorkshire’. A handwritten draft of a
letter to ‘My dear Billy’, in which
Sutcliffe strongly argues against the
preparation of ‘better pitches’ to the
detriment of spin and seam bowling,
and changes to the L.B.W. law. An
excellent collection relating to
Sutcliffe’s career. Good condition.
Sold with an original large colour
certificate presented to J. M’carroll,
Everton School, Belfast ‘for the best
batting performance during the week
ended July 1st 1938’, featuring a
cameo image of Sutcliffe to the top
left corner, and a ‘NC [News
Chronicle]’ seal to the lower right
corner. Signed in ink by Sutcliffe. Laid
to tightly trimmed card, overall
12.5’x10’. Small pin hole to centre,
light wear, otherwise in good
condition
£100/150

Some menus signed by sporting
personalities, signatures include Joe
Hardstaff, Mike Gatting, Chris Lewis,
John Jameson, Steve Rixon, Ron
Greenwood, Trevor Brooking, Ian
McGeechan, Fred Trueman, David
Lloyd etc. Qty approx. 40. Odd
faults, overall in good condition
£30/50
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England Test Greats 1950s-1970s. A
selection of signed photographs,
images and a trade card of England
Test cricketers, including an original
mono press photograph of Godfrey
Evans, head and shoulders, nicely
signed in ink by Evans 5.5’x7.75’. A
mono postcard size candid style
photograph of Reg Simpson standing
full length wearing his England blazer
at Scarborough, 1955, signed to both
sides by Simpson. Other signed
printed images are Alec Bedser, Fred
Brown, John Edrich, Jack Hobbs,
Peter May, Geoff Boycott, also a
signed A&BC Gum trade card of Alec
Bedser. Qty 9. G/VG
£30/50
International Test Cricketers 1960s1990s. A selection of images, each
signed by the featured player(s)
including three colour photographs of
South Africans, Shaun Pollock, Hansie
Cronje and Jonty Rhodes, also a small
cutting image of Barry Richards. A
Yorkshire Television sponsorship card
of Sachin Tendulkar, cutting images of
Asif Iqbal and Hanif Mohammad
(Pakistan), a World Cup ‘99 playing
card of Anil Kumble (India), a Carr’s
Sports trade card of Lance Gibbs
(West Indies), and a mono press
photograph of Rodney Marsh batting
with Alan Knott at the stumps. Qty 9.
G/VG
£40/60
Herbert Sutcliffe. Yorkshire & England
1919-1945. Red file comprising an
excellent selection of ephemera
relating to Sutcliffe’s life and playing
career. Contents include handwritten
letters, press cuttings, original press
and candid photographs of Sutcliffe
in batting action, portraits, team
photographs, on tour, social
occasions, book signing, speeches
etc., some in later years. Over fifty
original mono photographs including
candid photographs of Sutcliffe on
board ship for the M.C.C. tour to
South Africa 1927/28, Sutcliffe and
Hobbs walking out to bat, signed by
Sutcliffe etc. A good number of items
signed by Sutcliffe and others
including Norman Yardley, Len
Hutton
and
Brian
Sellers.
Correspondence includes a two page
handwritten letter from Sutcliffe,
dated 30th September 1946, to ‘Dear
Mr [George?] Duckworth’, in which
Sutcliffe reports he had not heard a
talk by the author, Vernon Noble, and
surprise at criticism given by
‘Robinson
Crusoe
[RobertsonGlasgow]’, mentions playing against
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Yorkshire C.C.C. 1920s-1970s. Green
file comprising a selection of press
cutting
images,
photographs,
postcards etc., the majority signed,
also signatures on pieces laid down.
Signatures include Hirst, Rhodes,
Close, Lester, Yardley, Sutcliffe,
Bowes, Illingworth, Padgett, Wilson,
Taylor, Cowan, Leyland, Hutton,
Trueman, Appleyard, Robinson,
Close, Sharpe, Boycott, Verity etc.
Over fifty signatures in total. Some
duplication. G
£50/70
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Len Hutton. Yorkshire & England
1934-1955. Green file comprising a
good selection of ephemera relating
to Len Hutton’s playing career and
later, including original press
photographs, candid photographs,
cutting images, postcards, commemorative cover, letter etc. The majority
of items signed by Hutton (approximately thirty signatures in total) and
others including Alec Bedser, Lindsay
Hassett, Fred Trueman, Cyril
Washbrook, Don Brennan, Johnny
Wardle, Richard Hutton etc. Original
photographs include Hutton waving
from a train window, in match action,
after-dinner speaking etc. The two
page handwritten letter from Hutton
is dated 14th June 1959, written to
Jack Sokell (Wombwell Cricket
Lovers’ Society), replying to a request
to attend the Annual Dinner, to which
he is unable to commit. G £100/150
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Geoffrey Boycott. Yorkshire &
England 1962-1986. ‘Century of
Centuries’. Four items relating to
Boycott achieving a century of
centuries in 1977, including a
montage of three original mono press
photographs by Ken Kelly of Boycott
17

in batting action, two from his innings
at Headingley against Australia in
which he reached his hundredth
hundred. Each measures 6’x4.25’, all
laid to a single photographic mount
signed by Boycott to the lower mount
border. Also an original printed
scorecard for the Headingley Test
with full printed scores, signed by
Boycott, an original Headingley menu
dated 12th August 1977, and original
ticket for a ‘Tribute and Presentation
Dinner’ for Boycott hosted by
Ackworth Cricket Club, 21st October
1978, both unsigned. Sold with an
original mono press photograph of
Boycott batting for England at Trent
Bridge in 1977, signed to the
photograph by Boycott, a signed
‘Tribute Dinner Menu to Geoff
Boycott’ held at City Hall, Sheffield,
15th October 1974, and an illustrated
brochure ‘Geoff Boycott, Yorkshire &
England. 10 years as No. 1’ published
in 1974. Qty 7. G
£50/80
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Yorkshire C.C.C. 1930s-1990s. Black
folder comprising a mixed collection
of ephemera relating to Yorkshire
cricketers. Contents include letters,
press cuttings, album pages, original
press photographs, handbills, Johnny
Wardle benefit brochure 1957 etc., a
good number signed by the featured
player(s). Three album pages, one
nicely signed in ink by twelve
members of the Yorkshire team late
1930s. Signatures are Sellers,
Mitchell, Sutcliffe, Wood, Robinson,
Leyland, Turner, Bowes, Hutton and
Barber. Also a small album page dated
1935, nicely signed in ink by Wood,
Barber and Smailes. A large album
page signed in ink by eight members
of the 1956 team including Sutcliffe,
Lowson, Wardle, Binks, Padgett,
Close etc. Signed letters include Bill
Sutcliffe, Brian Close, and a letter
from the artist, Mike Tarr, with colour
copies of portraits of Yorkshire players
by Tarr. Yorkshire signatures include
Bill Bowes, Geoff Boycott, Ken Taylor,
Ray Illingworth, Len Hutton, Fred
Trueman, Ted Lester, Don Wilson etc.
others include Bill Lawry, Peter May,
Colin Cowdrey, Richie Benaud etc.
G/VG
£50/70
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Yorkshire C.C.C. 1900s-1980s. Blue
folder comprising a good selection of
Yorkshire related ephemera including
photographs, postcards and cutting
images. Contents include a real
photograph portrait postcard of Brian
Sellers nicely signed in ink to the
lower mount border. Very large
oversize postcard of the Yorkshire
team c1900 (heavy wear). Original
mono photograph of the 1936 team.
Christmas card signed by Arthur
Booth. Signed letter from Johnny
Wardle. Signed photographs of Bill
Sutcliffe, Ron Aspinall, David
Bairstow, Fred Trueman etc. Original
mono photograph of Jack Hobbs and

Herbert Sutcliffe at the luncheon in
honour of Hobbs’ 80th birthday,
London 1962. Five early mono real
photograph postcards of Yorkshire
village and town cricket teams c1910
including Knaresborough(?) C.C.,
Hugh Cross C.C., Kirby C.C. Tendring
Hundred League Winners 1909,
Borobridge C.C. etc. A good original
mono press photograph of Fred
Trueman on the physio’s bench
having left the field with an injured
ankle after bowling one over v West
Indies, The Oval, 1963. Official player
portraits including Howard Cooper
and Geoffrey Ingham. Cartoon
cutting relating to ‘The Match of the
Year: Surrey meets Yorkshire at The
Oval’, early 1900s. G
£100/150
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Yorkshire C.C.C. 1950s-1990s. Green
file comprising a good selection of
mainly modern press photographs,
letters, cuttings, trade cards etc.
relating to Yorkshire cricket. A good
number of items signed by the
featured player. Over forty original
press photographs/ player portraits,
the majority 10’x8’. Signatures
include Richie Richardson, Fred
Trueman, David Bairstow, Geoff
Boycott, Paul Jarvis, Don Wilson,
Brian Bolus, Mel Ryan, Barry Wood,
Dickie Bird, Doug Padgett, Simon
Kellett, David Byas, Peter Hartley, Phil
Robinson, Mark Robinson, Darren
Gough etc. Some duplication of
signatures. Includes some unusual
press photographs of Fred Trueman
appearing as a circus ring master with
an elephant, and in a chef’s hat
carving a joint of beef. Also a
commemorative cover issued for the
‘Centenary of the First County
Championship Win 1893-1993’.
Limited edition no. 69/100, signed by
Richie Richardson, Richard Blakey and
Martyn Moxon. G/VG
£60/80
County autographs c1939. Green
autograph book comprising a good
selection of nicely signed pages of
County teams, the majority dated
1939. Signatures in pencil unless
stated. Teams are Essex (9
signatures), Nottinghamshire (10),
Leicestershire (13), Sussex (12), Kent
(10), Yorkshire (12, three in ink),
Worcestershire (12 in ink), Kent (12,
1 in ink), Somerset (10, one in ink),
Derbyshire (11), Surrey (12, Hobbs in
ink), Gloucestershire (11) and
Middlesex (11). Notable names
include C.B. Harris, J. Hardstaff, W.W.
Keeton, W.E. Astill, G. Cox, B.
Valentine, L. Ames, D. Wright, B
Sellers, H. Sutcliffe, H. Verity, L.
Hutton, A.V. Pope, J. Hobbs, A.
McIntyre, A. Gover, W. Hammond,
D. Compton, G. Allen, W. Edrich etc.
Odd individual signatures in ink
include Hopper Levett (Kent),
Alexander Skelding (Leicestershire)
and Fanny Walden (umpire). G/VG
£150/250
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Gloucestershire and Surrey. c19341936. Small autograph album with
gilt to all page edges, featuring eleven
signatures of the Gloucestershire
team c1935 and fifteen Surrey players
signed in ink to the pages. Gloucestershire signatures are Page, Parker,
Sinfield, Hammond, Dacre, Stephens
(smudged), Neale, Barnett, Hopkins,
Goddard and Cranfield. Surrey
signatures are Brown (on piece laid
down), Holmes, Hobbs, Sandham,
Gregory, Watts, Fishlock, Parker,
Wilson, Barling, Brooks, Squires,
Gover, Strudwick and Whitfield.
Good condition
£30/50
Test and County autographs 1950s.
Blue autograph album comprising
over one hundred autographs
including Australia, West Indies, New
Zealand touring parties and County
cricketers. Includes five Australians
signatures from the 1956 tour of
Archer, Langley, McDonald, Mackay
and Wilson. 1957 West Indians,
Smith, Kanhai, Sobers, Valentine,
Worrell (signed twice) and Ramadhin.
1958 New Zealanders, Harford, Blair,
Hayes, Sparling, D’Arcy, Sutcliffe,
Playle
and
Petrie.
Counties
represented
are
Sussex
(13
signatures), Worcestershire (1),
Glamorgan (9), Essex (10), Lancashire
(5), Derbyshire (9), Middlesex (14),
Cambridge University (8), Worcestershire (13), Somerset (11) and
Gloucestershire (5). Wear and tape
repair to cover, broken front internal
hinge, some pages partly detached
with some old tape repairs. Contents
and signatures in good condition
£50/70
Cricket autographs 1930s-1950s.
Autograph album comprehensively
signed by touring and County players
and others for the period, the
majority on smaller album pages laid
down, the odd signature on piece.
Teams featured are South Africa 1935
(five signatures), Oxford University
1930s (38 on four pages), Gloucestershire 1936 (10), Leicestershire
1934 (8), Yorkshire c1934 (8),
Derbyshire 1937 (9), Middlesex 1938
(13), New Zealand 1937 (17) and
1949 (12), Worcestershire 1938 (12),
Glamorgan c1934 (14), The Army
1932 (11), Free Foresters 1939 (14),
Minor Counties 1937 (14), Nottinghamshire 1939 (9), Sussex 1939 (11),
Warwickshire 1939 (10), Surrey 1939
(12), Hampshire 1939 (12), West
Indies 1939 (10), England v South
Africa (12) 1955. Other individual
signatures include Neville Cardus,
R.C. ‘Crusoe’ Robertson-Glasgow,
Norman Birkett, Walter Hammond,
Herbert Strudwick, H.D. Leveson
Gower, Denis Compton, John Warr
etc. The album worn with some
pages detached or becoming
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detached and some old tape repairs.
Pages and signatures in mixed
condition from poor to good
£150/250
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Shane Warne. Australia. A large
montage comprising a colour spread
from The Wisden Cricketer magazine
of Warne, ‘Player of the Month’, in
bowling action with printed
signature, and an official scorecard
and match ticket for the Edgbaston
Test, 2001, both signed in thick pen
by Warne. Mounted, framed and
glazed, overall 30”x22”. VG £40/60
Warne took eight wickets in the
match including 5-71 in the England
first innings
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David Boon. Australia. A large
montage of five colour images, three
trade cards, all featuring Boon, and an
‘Australia Test Player’ card. Six of the
items are signed by Boon. Mounted,
framed and glazed, overall 21”x30”.
VG
£30/50
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Alex Stewart. Surrey & England. A
large montage of cutting images of
Stewart in batting and wicketkeeping
action, each item signed by Stewart.
Mounted, framed and glazed, overall
21”x26”. G/VG
£25/35

AUTOGRAPH SHEETS, ALBUM PAGES
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All-India tour of England 1932. Two
album pages signed in pencil by nine
members of the touring party.
Signatures are Amar Singh, Joginder
Singh, J.G. Navle, S.H.M. Colah,
Ghulam Mahomed, Wazir Ali,
Maharaja of Porbandar, Lall Singh
and Mahomed Nissar. Also signed by
J.F. Parker of Surrey. Sold with a real
photograph postcard of the team by
Hills & Lacy Ltd, adhesive marks to
verso. G
£30/50
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All-India tour of England 1946. Large
album pages signed in ink by twelve
members of the touring party.
Signatures include Merchant, Pataudi
(Cpt), Sohoni, Nayudu, Modi,
Mankad, Shinde, Banerjee, Mohamad
etc. To verso are fifteen ink signatures
of the New Zealand team of 1937.
The signatures are on two thin strips
which have been laid down to the
album page. Signatures including
Page, Vivian, Wallace, Hadlee,
Cowie, Donnelly, Kerr etc. Nick to the
top of the page, right hand corner
loss otherwise in good condition. Sold
with a four page ‘Pictorial Souvenir
Programme’ for the Indian tour 1946
£50/70
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India tour of England 1952. Official
autograph sheet for the tour fully
signed with eighteen signatures in ink
including Hazare (Cpt), Chowdhury,
Gaekwad, Ramchand, Roy, Umrigar,
Mantri, Gopinath, Adhikari, Manager
P. Gupta etc. Folds otherwise in good
condition
£50/80
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India tour of England 1967. ‘Leeds
Cricket, Football & Athletic Co. Ltd.
The Pavilion, Headingley’ headed
sheet of paper signed by thirteen
members of the Indian touring party
in ink. Names printed to left and
signatures to the right of the page.
Signatures include Borde, Wadekar,
Singh,
Chandrasekhar,
Bedi,
Prasanna,
Engineer,
Venkat,
Kunderan etc. Light folds otherwise in
good condition
£50/80
India tour of England 1974. Official
autograph sheet nicely signed by all
nineteen members of the touring
party. Signatures include Wadekar
(Cpt), Venkat, Bedi, Gavaskar,
Kirmani, Prasanna, Abid Ali , Madan
Lal, Solkar, Viswanath, Mankad etc.
Light fold mark otherwise in good
condition
£40/60
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India tour of England 1982. Official
autograph sheet fully signed in ink
with eighteen signatures of the
touring party including Gavaskar,
Viswanath, Kapil Dev, Shastri, Madan
Lal, Kirmani, Doshi, Parkar, Roy,
Sharma, Yadav etc. Odd very minor
faults otherwise in good condition
£40/60
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India 1983. Official autograph sheet
for the Indian touring team for the
Prudential World Cup in England
1983. Fully signed with fifteen
signatures including Kapil Dev,
Gavaskar, Amarnath, Kirmani, Madan
Lal, Shastri, Sharma, Binny, Vensarkar,
Srikkanth etc. G
£50/80
India won the World Cup Final in
1983 defeating the West Indies and
winning by 43 runs
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India tours of England 1990 & 1996.
Official autograph sheets for the tour
of England 1990 and tour of England
& Holland 1996. Both fully signed.
Signatures include Azharuddin,
Vengsarkar, Sharma, Shastri, Mongia,
Tendulkar, Kapil Dev, Hirwani, Dravid,
Ganguly, Prasad, Kumble, Rathore
etc. On the 1996 sheet, Tendular has
signed with his first name only
‘Sachin’. The 1990 sheet with
handwritten dedication from the tour
manager M.K. Mantri. Sold with a
further official autograph sheet for
India ‘A’ tour of England 2003. Fully
signed with nineteen signatures. Plus
a sheet for the 1986 tour with printed
facsimile signatures. Qty 4. G
£50/80
South African tour of England 1929.
‘Kent County Cricket Club’ headed
sheet of paper signed by fourteen
members of the South African touring
party to England. Signatures nicely
signed in ink include Deane (Cpt),
Bell, Dalton, Cameron, Catterall,
Vincent, Van der Merwe, McMillan,
Quinn, Owen-Smith etc. Signatures
include the General Manager H.O.
Frielinghaus and the Treasurer A.S.

Frames. Sold with a sepia ‘Jaegar’
advertising card of the South African
1929 team and ‘The South Africa
Cricketers 1912’. Special supplement.
Presented with ‘The Captain’
Magazine. August 1912. G £60/90
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South African tour of England 1935.
Album page signed by all fifteen
playing members of the South African
touring party to England. Signatures
nicely signed in ink include Wade
(Cpt), Bell, Dalton, Cameron,
Mitchell, Crisp, Tomlinson, Balaskas,
Nourse, Rowan etc. The album page
laid down to a larger album page.
Sold with an original press
photograph of Bruce Mitchell, the
South African batsman in batting
pose. 10”x8”. A nice image. G
£50/70
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South African tour of England 1947.
Large album page signed by fifteen
members of the South African touring
party to England. Signatures nicely
signed in ink include Melville (Cpt),
Nourse, Mitchell, Fullerton, Viljoen,
Lindsay, Begbie, Payn, Rowan, Harris
etc. Sold with a sepia postcard of the
South African 1947 team (W.E.G.
Series 1) G
£30/50
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South African tour of England 1951.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
by all sixteen members of the touring
party including the Manager, S.J.
Pegler. Signatures include Nourse
(Cpt), Rowan, Mann, McLean,
Cheetham, Endean, Melle, McGlew
etc. Slight age toning, light folds
otherwise in good condition £40/60
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South Africa 1952/53. Large official
autograph sheet for the South African
tour of Australia and New Zealand
1952/53. Fully signed with sixteen
signatures in ink including Cheetham
(Cpt), McLean, McGlew, Tayfield,
Endean, Mansell, Fuller, Innes, Keith,
Norton etc. Folds, age toning, minor
staining otherwise in good condition.
A rarely seen autograph sheet
£50/80
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South Africa 1955. Official autograph
sheet for the South African tour of
England 1955. Sixteen ink signatures
including Cheetham (Cpt), McGlew,
Duckworth, Goddard, Mansell,
Tayfield, Endean, Fuller, Mansell etc.
Folds. Sold with a sepia postcard of
the South African 1955 team. G
£30/40
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South Africa 1960 and 1965. Official
autograph sheets for the tours of
England, both fully signed by sixteen
and fifteen members of the touring
parties. Signatures include McGlew
(Cpt), Goddard, Adcock, FellowsSmith, McLean, Pithey, Tayfield,
Waite etc from the 1960 touring
party, Van der Merwe (Cpt), Barlow,
Bacher, Bland, P. Pollock, G. Pollock,
Lindsay etc from the 1965 touring
party. Light horizontal and vertical
19

folds and a little age toning to both
otherwise in good condition £40/60
180

South Africa 1970. Official autograph
sheet for the South Africa tour of the
United Kingdom 1970. Fully signed in
ink by all fifteen members of the
party including Bacher (Cpt), Barlow,
Irvine, Lindsay, P & G Pollock, Procter,
B. Richards, Traicos, Chevalier etc.
Good to very good condition. A rarely
seen autograph sheet due to the
tours cancellation
£100/150
The South African tour of England in
1970 was cancelled as a protest
against apartheid
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South Africa 1994 and 1998. Official
autograph sheets for the tours of
England, both fully signed by twenty
and twenty two members of the
touring parties. Signatures include
Wessels (Cpt), Cronje, Cullinan,
Donald, Rhodes, Kirsten etc from the
1994 touring party, Cronje (Cpt),
Kallis, Rhodes, Klusener, Adams,
Pollock, Donald, Boucher etc from the
1998 touring party. Sold with a pre
printed sheet entitled ‘South Africa
Test Players’ signed by twenty one
players including P. Pocock, Richards,
Adams, Cronje, De Villiers etc and a
further pre printed card entitled
‘South Africa Test Captains’ signed by
seven Captains including Wessels,
Cronje, Pollock, Boucher etc. G
£30/50
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‘English Team in South Africa Season
1989-1990’. Autograph sheet fully
signed by the English ‘Rebel’ tour
team to South Africa. Sixteen
signatures
including
Gatting,
Emburey, Broad, Cowdrey, Dilley,
French, Maynard, Robinson, Thomas,
Wells etc. G/VG
£30/40
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Australian tour to England 1938.
Official autograph sheet with printed
title, ‘Australian XI- Gt. Britain 1938’.
Nicely and fully signed in ink by all
seventeen members of the touring
party. Signatures are Bradman
(Captain), McCabe, Chipperfield,
O’Reilly, Barnes, McCormick, Walker,
Barnett, Fingleton, Ward, Brown,
Fleetwood-Smith, White, Waite,
Hassett, Maddocks and Jeanes
(Manager). 5’x6.75’. Heavy vertical
and horizontal folds. Old tape
reinforcement and adhesive mark to
verso
£80/120
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Australia tour to England 1956.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
in ink by all seventeen members of
the touring party. Signatures are
Johnson (Captain), Miller, Archer,
Benaud, Burge, Burke, Craig,
Crawford, Davidson, Harvey, Langley,
Lindwall,
Maddocks,
Mackay,
McDonald, Rutherford and Wilson.
Horizontal and vertical folds, some
age toning, otherwise in good
condition
£40/60
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Australia tour to England 1964.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
in ink by all seventeen members of
the touring party. Signatures are
Simpson (Captain), Booth, Burge,
Connolly, Corling, Cowper, Grout,
Hawke, Jarman, Lawry, McKenzie,
Martin, O’Neill, Potter, Redpath,
Sellers and Veivers. Light horizontal
folds, minor age toning, slight
trimming to top edge, otherwise in
good condition
£30/40
Australia tour to South Africa
1966/67. Official autograph sheet
fully signed in ink by all sixteen
members of the touring party.
Signatures are Simpson (Captain),
Lawry, Becker, Chappell, Cowper,
Hawke, Hubble, Martin, McKenzie,
Redpath, Renneberg, Stackpole,
Taber, Thomas, Vievers and Watson.
Light horizontal folds and some
wrinkling, otherwise in good
condition
£30/40
Australia tour to India 1969/70.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
in ink by all fifteen members of the
touring party. Signatures are Lawry
(Captain),
Chappell,
Connolly,
Freeman, Gleeson, Irvine, Jordon,
McKenzie, Mallett, Mayne, Redpath,
Sheahan, Stackpole, Taber and
Walters. Light horizontal folds,
otherwise in good/ very good
condition
£30/40
‘Australia World Cup Tour to Canada
and United Kingdom’ 1975. Official
autograph sheet fully signed by the
nineteen members of the touring
party. Players’ signatures are I.
Chappell (Captain), G. Chappell,
Edwards, Gilmour, Higgs, Hurst,
Laird, Lillee, McCosker, Mallett,
Marsh, Robinson, Thomson, Turner,
Walker and Walters. Sold with an
official sheet for the Australia tour to
England and Sri Lanka 1981. Signed
by eighteen members of the touring
party, lacking the signature of Border.
Qty 2. G/VG
£30/40
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M.C.C./ England tours 1970s. Three
official autograph sheets for M.C.C.
tours to India, Sri Lanka and Australia
1976/77, to Pakistan and New
Zealand 1977/78, and to Australia
and India 1979/80. All three sheets
fully signed with the exception of
1976/77 and 1979/80, both lacking
the signature of Ken Barrington
(Manager). The 1977/78 sheet with
Brearley’s name crossed out and
signed in its place by Radley. Brearley
had returned home with a broken
arm. VG
£50/80
West Indies tour to England 1976.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
by all nineteen members of the
touring party. Signatures include
Lloyd (Captain), Murray, Fredericks,
Gomes,
Greenidge,
Holder,
Kallicharran, Richards, Roberts etc.
Some fading to odd signature.
Horizontal and vertical folds, some
wrinkling and fading, otherwise in
good condition
£20/30
Yorkshire C.C.C. c1912. Album page
signed in pencil by eleven members
of the Yorkshire team. Signatures are
White (Captain), E.R. Wilson, Haigh,
Burton, Hirst, Dolphin, Rhodes,
Denton, B.B. Wilson and Booth. Also
signed in ink to the verso by seven
members of the 1913 Middlesex
team including the rare signature of
V.R. Polley (five matches 1913).
Others are Warner, Haig, S. Saville,
Tarrant, Mann and Douglas. Light
soiling to the Yorkshire signatures,
otherwise in good condition
£100/150
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Yorkshire C.C.C. 1928. Album page
signed in pencil by eleven members
of the Yorkshire team. Signatures are
Worsley (Captain), Oldroyd, Holmes,
Mitchell, Macaulay, Leyland, Wood,
Barber, Dennis, Rhodes and
Robinson. Minor age toning,
otherwise in good condition £30/50
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Yorkshire C.C.C. 1933. Album page
nicely signed in black ink by the
thirteen members of the Yorkshire
team for the match v Middlesex,
Bradford, 15th-18th July 1933.
Signatures are Sellers (Captain),
Holmes, Sutcliffe, Wood, Macaulay,
Leyland, Mitchell, Rhodes, Verity,
Barber, and the rarer Harbord (16
matches), Hall (23) and Davidson
(30), all three of whom played in the
match. G
£40/60
Yorkshire won by ten wickets.
Sutcliffe scored 177 in Yorkshire’s
first innings.
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Robert Peel. Yorkshire & England
1882-1897. Small album page signed
by nine players of the Yorkshire team
circa 1932/34 in ink and pencil. In
addition the page has been signed by
Bobby Peel who after being sacked
by Yorkshire in 1897, came back to
Yorkshire in the mid 1920’s to coach
and scout with George Hirst. It is
assumed he was present in this
capacity when these signatures were
collected. A rare signature. G
£120/160
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Yorkshire C.C.C. 1933. Album page
nicely signed in ink by twelve
members of the Yorkshire team.
Signatures are Sellers (Captain),
Rhodes, Sutcliffe, Bowes, Dennis,
Mitchell, Verity, Wood, Holmes,
Macaulay, Leyland and Barber. The
page, with light vertical fold, has been
laid down to a similar sized page.
Light age toning, otherwise in good/
very good condition
£30/50
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Yorkshire C.C.C. 1934. Album page
nicely signed in ink by twelve
members of the Yorkshire team.
Signatures are Sellers (Captain),
Sutcliffe, Macaulay, Wood, Barber,
Leyland, Bowes, Smailes, Mitchell,
Verity, Turner and the rarer Davidson
(30 matches). Slight smudge to the
Davidson signature. Light age toning,
otherwise in good condition £30/50

Major Willliam Booth died in action
in France 1916. ‘Major’ was his given
name, not his rank
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M.C.C. tour to South Africa 1956/57.
Official autograph sheet signed in ink
by fifteen members of the M.C.C.
touring party. Signatures are May
(Captain), Insole, Bailey, Compton,
Cowdrey, Evans, Laker, Loader, Lock,
Oakman, Richardson, Statham,
Taylor, Wardle and Brown (Manager).
Lacking the signatures of Parks and
Tyson. Horizontal and vertical folds,
age toning and some wrinkling
£30/50
M.C.C. tour to India 1963/64.
Official autograph sheet signed in ink
by all fifteen playing members of the
M.C.C. touring party. Signatures are
Smith (Captain), Stewart, Barrington,
Binks, Bolus, Edrich, Jones, Knight,
Larter, Mortimore, Parks, Price,
Sharpe, Titmus and Wilson. Lacking
the signatures of the manager, Clark.

the Yorkshire team who played in the
drawn match v Essex at Leyton, 24th26th August 1927. Signatures are
Lupton (Captain), Dolphin, Rhodes,
Macaulay, Robinson, Mitchell, Kilner,
Sutcliffe, Leyland and Holmes.
Lacking the signature of Jacques.
Additionally signed by Hirst on piece
and mono cameo image of Sutcliffe,
both laid down to page. Some age
toning and adhesive damage to
verso, otherwise in good condition
£40/60

Horizontal and vertical folds, age
toning and wrinkling
£30/50

Yorkshire C.C.C. 1921. Trimmed page
laid to card signed in green ink by ten
members of the Yorkshire team.
Signatures are Burton (Captain), R.
Kilner, Rhodes, Macaulay, Oldroyd,
Waddington, Dolphin, Holmes, N.
Kilner and the rare signature of C.T.
Tyson (Yorkshire 1921, three
matches, Glamorgan 1926, two
matches). G
£50/70
Cecil Thomas ‘Cec’ Tyson played in
two consecutive matches for
Yorkshire in May 1921. On his debut
v Hampshire at Southampton, 7th10th May, he scored 100no and 80no
in the drawn match. Against the
Australians at Bradford, 11th-13th
May, he scored 29 in Yorkshire’s only
innings. His County cricket was
limited due to disagreements over
contractual terms
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Yorkshire C.C.C. 1927. Large album
page signed in ink by ten members of
20
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XI, the other by the New South Wales
XI. The Rest signatures are Hill
(Captain), S.E. Gregory, Armstrong,
Ransford, Kelly, C.W. Gregory, Hazlitt,
Bowden, O’Connor, Wright and
Hartigan. The New South Wales
signatures are Noble (Captain),
Cotter, Hopkins, Waddy, Duff,
Diamond,
Carter,
Trumper,
Macartney, Garnsey and Blaxland.
Some staining to both pages,
otherwise in good condition
£1000/1500

Yorkshire C.C.C. 1938. Small album
page nicely signed in pencil (one in
ink) by eleven members of the
Yorkshire team. Signatures are Sellers
(Captain), Leyland, Turner, Robinson,
Wood, Mitchell, Barber, Halliday,
Bowes, and the rarer F. Wilkinson (14
matches) and G.A. Wilson (15
matches). Small adhesive marks to
verso, slight uneven trimming,
otherwise in good condition £30/50
M.C.C. tour to Australia 1946/47.
Two album pages nicely signed in ink
by all seventeen playing members of
the M.C.C. touring party. Signatures
are Hammond (Captain), Hutton,
Fishlock, Wright, Washbrook, Gibb,
Hardstaff, Voce. Yardley, Compton,
Ikin, Smith, Pollard, Langridge, Edrich,
Bedser and Evans. Also signed by
Ferguson (Baggage/ scorer). Eighteen
signatures in total, the signatures
enclosed by ruled borders not
affecting the signatures G/VG
£60/90
South Australian Test cricketers.
Unofficial sheet with ‘South
Australian
Cricket
Association’
letterhead laid down to top edge,
nicely signed in ink by twenty six
South Australia players who
represented their country at Test
level. Australian Test players are
Bradman, Noblet, May, Freeman,
Hookes, Hammond, Sleep, Blewett, I.
Chappell, G. Chappell, Sellers, Miller,
Jenner (signed twice), Lehmann,
Gillespie, T. Chappell, McIntyre,
Inverarity, Jarman and Bevan. Others
are Gladstone Small (England), Garry
Sobers, Joel Garner, Lance Gibbs
(West Indies), Younis Ahmed
(Pakistan), and Barry Richards (South
Africa). VG
£40/60
Australia tour to England 1938.
Official autograph sheet nicely signed
in ink by all seventeen members of
the touring party. Signatures are
Bradman
(Captain),
McCabe,
Fingleton, Chipperfield, White,
Brown, Badcock, Hassett, Waite,
O’Reilly, Fleetwood-Smith, Barnes,
Barnett, McCormick, Walker, Ward
and the Manager, Jeanes. The page
with folds has been laid to one edge
to the remnants of a card with file
holes. Small damage slightly affecting
the signatures of Hassett, O’Reilly
and McCormick, otherwise in good
condition. Sold with an official mono
real photograph postcard of the 1938
touring party by ‘S & F’. Album
adhesive marks to verso, otherwise in
very good condition. Qty 2
£100/150
Rest of Australia v New South Wales
1907. Syd Gregory’s benefit match.
Two rare and early album pages fully
signed by the teams for the match
played at the Sydney Cricket Ground,
15th-19th February 1907. One page
signed in ink by the Rest of Australia

The match was played for the benefit
of Syd Gregory, who received over
£600 from the proceeds of an
attendance of around 15,000
spectators. The Rest won by eight
wickets with Ransford scoring 136
and Gregory 94 in the first innings,
and Waddy 129 for New South
Wales in their second innings. Fifteen
players who played in the match
represented Australia at Test level
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Australia tour to South Africa
1957/58. Two album pages signed in
ink by all fifteen original members of
the touring party. Signatures are Craig
(Captain), Harvey, Simpson, Grout,
Benaud, Favell, Mackay, Drennan,
Burge, Meckiff, Jarman, Kline, Burke,
Davidson and McDonald. Some
smudging to signatures on one page,
otherwise in good condition £40/60
Australia tour to England 1956.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
in ink by all seventeen members of
the Australian touring party.
Signatures are Johnson (Captain),
Miller, Archer, Benaud, Burge, Burke,
Craig, Crawford, Davidson, Harvey,
Langley,
Lindwall,
Maddocks,
Mackay, McDonald, Rutherford and
Wilson. Creasing and some age
toning, otherwise in good condition
£30/50
Australia tour to Pakistan 1980.
Official autograph sheet fully signed
by all seventeen members of the
Australia touring party. Players’
signatures are Chappell (Captain),
Hughes, Beard, Border, Bright,
Dymock, Hookes, Laird, Lawson,
Lillee, Malone, Marsh, Wiener and
Yallop. Sold with an official autograph
sheet for the Sheffield Shield match,
South Australia v Tasmania, Adelaide,
20th-23rd November 1992. Fully
signed by the twelve members of the
Tasmania team including Boon
(Captain), Matthews, Miller, Ponting,
Tucker etc. Qty 2. G
£25/35
Australia tour of England 1930.
Album page nicely signed in ink by
twelve members of the Australian
team. Signed include Woodfull (Cpt),
Bradman, McCabe, Richardson,
Jackson, Wall, Fairfax, Ponsford,
Grimmett etc. This group of twelve
players played in the Test teams
selected for four of the five Tests
21

played, the exception being the 3rd
Test at Leeds. 3.75”x4.25”. Good
condition
£70/100
210

Australia 1953. Page with printed title
and border, very nicely signed in ink
by twelve Australian Test players.
Signatures are Johnson, Johnston,
Morris, Harvey, Miller, Langley,
Lindwall, Davidson, Archer, Benaud,
Hole and Favell. The page was part of
a series of sheets signed in 1954 and
included in Arthur McIntyre’s (Surrey)
Benefit book of 1955. VG £50/80
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Australia tour to England 1956. Card
fully nicely signed in ink (two in
pencil) by all twenty one members of
the Australian touring party. Players’
signatures include Johnson, Miller,
Langley, Maddocks, Crawford, Burge,
Craig, Lindwall, Harvey, Benaud,
Archer etc. The signatures of Johnson
and Miller on pieces laid down. The
card unevenly trimmed with some
staining, not affecting the signatures
£50/80
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New Zealand tour to United
Kingdom, Prudential World Cup
1979. Three official autograph sheets.
One signed by fourteen and two
signed by thirteen members of the
New Zealand touring party.
Signatures include Burgess (Captain),
Howarth, Cairns, Chatfield, Edgar,
Hadlee, Morrison, Turner etc. The
first sheet lacking the signature of J.G.
Wright, the second lacking the
signatures of Wright and Stott and
the third lacking the signatures of
Wright and Turner. G
£30/50
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South Africa tour to England 1955.
Official autograph sheet on ‘S.A.
Touring Team Great Britain 1955’
ruled notepaper for the Park Lane
Hotel, London. Fully signed by all
sixteen playing members of the
touring party. Signatures are
Cheetham (Captain), McGlew,
Endean, Waite, Duckworth, McLean,
Murray, Keith, Winslow, Adcock,
Fuller, Mansell, Tayfield, Smith, Heine
and Goddard. Horizontal and vertical
folds, otherwise in good condition
£40/60
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West Indies tour to England 1957.
Unofficial autograph sheet on ‘The
Victoria Station Hotel, Nottingham’
headed note paper. Nicely signed in
ink by fifteen members of the West
Indies touring party. Signatures are
Goddard
(Captain),
Walcott,
Ganteaume, Ramadhin, Gilchrist,
Pairaudeau, Sobers, Smith, Kanhai,
Hall, Asgarali, Weekes, Valentine,
Atkinson and Dewdney. Lacking the
signatures of Alexander and Worrell
from the full touring party. Light
horizontal folds, otherwise in very
good condition
£60/90
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Pakistan 1990-1996/97. Five official

and unofficial autograph sheets
signed by members of Pakistan
touring teams. Sheets are for tours to
Australia
1990
(seventeen
signatures), World Cup 1992 (14), to
England 1996 (17, two different
sheets), to Australia 1996/97 (18). All
sheets appear complete, some signed
in thicker pen. G
£20/30
216
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headed paper nicely and boldly
signed in ink by eleven members of
the team. Signatures include Wensley,
Hammond, John Langridge, Jas
Cornford,
Parks,
Langridge,
Greenwood, Pearce etc. Folds, good
£30/50
221

Sri Lanka tours to Australia 1989/90,
1995/96 and 1999. Three official
autograph sheets, each fully signed
by the members of the Sri Lanka
touring parties. Some folds, otherwise
in good condition
£30/50
Sri Lanka autograph sheets 19881999. A selection of official and
unofficial autograph sheets for Sri
Lanka tours. Tours are to England
1988 fully signed by the seventeen
members of the touring party. To
Australia
1995/96,
nineteen
signatures, lacking one of S.
Ranatunga, with a further twenty
signatures of the 1995/96 tourists to
Australia on various trimmed pages/
pieces. To South Africa 1999, fifteen
signatures. Sri Lanka ‘A’ tour to
England 1999, fully signed by all
nineteen members of the party. G
£15/25
Lord’s autograph sheets 1987-1989.
Six official autograph sheets for
matches played at Lord’s. England
team v Australia 22nd-27th June
1989, twelve signatures, lacking Allan
Lamb. Australian Team to U.K. 1989,
sixteen signatures, lacking Border
(Captain) and Marsh. Sri Lankan
squad v England 1988, fully signed by
all eighteen listed. Aboriginal Cricket
Association team v M.C.C. 1988, fully
signed by all eleven players. Nottinghamshire team v M.C.C. 1988,
eleven signatures, complete. Nottinghamshire team v Northamptonshire
for the NatWest Cup Final 1987,
twelve signatures, complete. VG
£30/50
England autographs sheets. Two
official autograph sheets of England
teams for Texaco Trophy one day
internationals, v Pakistan 1996 and v
Australia 1997. Also an official sheet
of the England World Cup ‘99 squad.
All three fully signed by the listed
players. Mounted framed and glazed,
each overall 13”x16.5”. Sold with a
selection of autographed ephemera
including a programme for England v
West Indies, Edgbaston 2004 signed
by ten England players, Vaughan,
Anderson, Flintoff, Giles, Harmison,
G. Jones, Key, Strauss, Thorpe and
Trescothick, also Ian Botham. Also
signed photographs, trade cards,
brochure etc. signatures including
Gooch, Stewart, Smith, White, Hick,
Collingwood,
Butcher,
Boon
(Australia) etc. G/VG
£40/60
Sussex 1935. Official Sussex C.C.C.
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Essex C.C.C. 1931. Album page
nicely signed in ink (two in pencil) by
twelve Essex players. Signatures in ink
are H.W. Morris (Captain), H.J.
Palmer, C. Bray, H.T.W. Smith, L.C.
Eastman, J.A. Cutmore, T.P.B. Smith,
T.H. Wade, J. O’Connor and J.R.
Sheffield. G/VG
£20/30
South African and Zimbabwe
domestic State cricket teams. Good
selection of thirteen signed autograph
sheets. Teams include Western
Province 1986/87, Boland 1983,
Griqualand West 1981-82, 1988/89,
Northern Transvaal ‘A’, Natal ‘B’
1983, Matabeleland v Mashonaland
1996 (signed by both teams) etc.
Signatures include Kuiper, McEwan,
Cullinan, Kirsten, Le Roux, Simons,
Rodney Ontong, Eddie Barlow, Kim
Barnett, Symcox, Van Rensburg, John
Morris, Andy Moles, Krikken,
Norman Featherstone, Chris Old, Du
Toit, Alistair Campbell, Andy Flower,
Grant Flower, Strang, Houghton,
Olonga etc. Odd faults, good
condition
£40/60
Leicestershire C.C.C. 1931. Large
album page very nicely signed in
black ink by eleven members of the
Leicestershire team. Signatures are
Dawson
(Captain),
Sidwell,
Armstrong, Geary, Snarey, Riley, F.
Bowley, Shipman, Berry, Bradshaw
and Astill. VG
£30/50

book of 1955. VG
227

Leicestershire 1954. Page with
printed title and border, very nicely
signed in ink by twelve members of
the Leicestershire team. Signatures
include Palmer (Captain), Lester,
Walsh, Jackson, Hallam, Munden,
Smithson, Spence, Goodwin etc. The
page was part of a series of sheets
signed in 1954 and included in Arthur
McIntyre’s (Surrey) Benefit book of
1955. VG
£30/40
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Warwickshire C.C.C. 1933. Album
page nicely signed in ink by twelve
members of the Warwickshire team.
Signatures are Wyatt (Captain),
Bates, Mayer, Smart, Kilner, Santall,
Hill, Wilmot, Jarrett, Davies, Paine
and Croom. VG
£40/60
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Glamorgan C.C.C. 1947. Album page
signed in ink by fourteen members of
the Glamorgan team. Signatures
include Wooller (Captain), Matthews,
Watkins, Dyson, Muncer, W.E. Jones,
Clift, H.G. Davies, Griffiths, Robinson,
D.E. Davies etc. G
£30/50
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Gloucestershire C.C.C. 1948. Album
page signed in ink by twenty
Gloucestershire players. Signatures
include Allen (Captain), Monks,
Goddard, Barnett, Crapp, Parker,
Lambert, Cranfield, Neale, Scott,
Cook, Milton, K. Graveney, T.
Graveney, Wilcox, Brodhurst etc. G
£30/50
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Surrey C.C.C. 1946. Album page
signed in ink by twenty one Surrey
players. Signatures are Bennett
(Captain), Surridge, Barling, Fishlock,
Clark, Gover, Gregory, Watts,
McIntyre, Squires, Lock, Barton,
Parker, Laker, Constable, E. Bedser, A.
Bedser, Mobey, Brazier, McMahon
and Pierpoint. G
£30/50

Northamptonshire C.C.C. 1931.
Large album page very nicely signed
in black ink by eleven members of the
Northamptonshire team. Signatures
are Jupp (Captain), Snowden,
Thomas, J. Timms, Ball (four
matches), Bakewell, Matthews,
Coverdale, A. Cox, Partridge and
Liddell. VG
£30/50
Essex 1954. Page with printed title
and border, very nicely signed in ink
by thirteen members of the Essex
team. Signatures include Insole
(Captain),
Vigar,
Greensmith,
Williams, Horsfall, Gibb, Taylor, J.
Bailey, T. Bailey, Preston etc. The page
was part of a series of sheets signed
in 1954 and included in Arthur
McIntyre’s (Surrey) Benefit book of
1955. VG
£30/40
Kent 1954. Page with printed title
and border, very nicely signed in ink
by eleven members of the Kent team.
Signatures include Wright (Captain),
Fagg, Pettiford, Ridgway, Evans,
Hearn, Woollett, Davey, Witherden
etc. The page was part of a series of
sheets signed in 1954 and included in
Arthur McIntyre’s (Surrey) Benefit
22

£30/40

Having no previous first-class
experience, the appointment of Nigel
Bennett as captain for the 1946
season may have been a case of
mistaken identity. Surrey slumped to
eleventh in the County Championship and Bennett was not
reappointed
232

Middlesex C.C.C. c1946/47 Album
page signed in ink by nine and in
pencil by four Middlesex players,
thirteen signatures in total. Signatures
include L. Compton, R.W.V. Robins,
Sharp, Allen, Gray, F.G. Mann, A.W.
Thompson, Edrich, J.P. Mann, Brown,
Young etc. G
£30/50
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Duke of Beaufort’s XI c1950. Album
page nicely signed in ink by seven
players. Signatures include Peter May,
also
W.I.D.
Hayward,
O.B.
Popplewell, J.J. Warr, The Duke of
Beaufort, A.G.J. Rimell and O.J. Wait.
No record of the match can be found.
G
£20/30
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County signatures c1949. Large
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Lancashire C.C.C. 1954-1955. Page
with printed title and border, very
nicely signed by fifteen Lancashire
players. Signatures are Duckworth
(signed twice), Washbrook, Statham,
Tattersall, Ikin, Berry, Place, Edrich,
Wharton, C.S. Smith, Grieves, Parr,
Hilton, S. Smith and Wilson. The page
was part of a series of sheets signed
in 1954 and included in Arthur
McIntyre’s (Surrey) Benefit book of
1955. Sold with an album page
signed by eight Lancashire players
c1955. Signatures are Whitely,
Greenhough, Ikin, Grieves, Statham,
Wilson, Tattersall and Hilton. Qty 2.
VG
£40/60
County
and
Minor
County
autographs 1930s-1950s. A selection
of seven album pages including
Yorkshire 1937. Eleven signatures in
pencil including Barber, Robinson,
Leyland, Bowes, Sutcliffe, Hutton,
Wood etc. Gloucestershire 1948, ten
signatures in pencil (one in ink)
including Goddard, Emmett, Lambert,
Scott, Crapp, Graveney etc. A page of
nine signatures in ink for an unknown
team, including the signature of H.C.
Robertson-Glasgow, dated 19th
August 1934. A page titled ‘Mr C.J.
Walsh’s XI’ signed in pencil by
George and Alf Pope of Derbyshire.
Match unknown. Page signed in ink
by nine members of the Lincolnshire
XI who played v West Indies at
Brumby Hall, Scunthorpe, 21st-22nd
June 1939. Oxford County Cricket
Club 1952 etc. G
£30/50
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Lancashire C.C.C. 1997-2009. Five
official autograph sheets for seasons
1997, 2003, 2007, 2008 and 2009.
The 1997 sheet lacking six signatures,
the 2003 lacking one, the remainder
complete. Signatures include Crawley,
Fairbrother, Flintoff, Gallian, Hegg,
Anderson, Law, Loye, Mahmood,
Chapple, Cork, Hodge, Muralitharan,
Laxman, Prince etc. VG
£30/40
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Cricket autographs 1930s onwards.
Eight album pages with eleven
signatures in pencil and ink of County
and Test cricketers, the signatures on
smaller pages laid down. Signatures
include George Hirst, Maurice
Leyland, Brian Sellers, Herbert
Sutcliffe, John Hampshire (Yorkshire),

1951 (12), Nottinghamshire 1951
(11), Middlesex 1951 (13). Counties
are Derbyshire 1952 (12), Glamorgan
1952 (12), Surrey 1952 (13), Worcestershire 1952 (13), Gloucestershire
1952 (12), Sussex 1952 (11),
Lancashire 1952 (11), Northamptonshire 1952 (12), Kent 1952 (11),
Yorkshire 1952 (14), Hampshire 1952
(11), Essex 1952 (10), Nottinghamshire 1952 (12), Warwickshire
1952 (13), Sussex 1954 (12).
Representative teams are Gentlemen
(11) and Players (9) 1951, Players
1952 (11), M.C.C. 1954 (8),
Gentlemen (11) and Players (9) 1954,
Lancashire 1954 (10), M.C.C. v
Cambridge University (11) 1954,
M.C.C. v Oxford University (9) 1954,
Oxford University (8) 1954, Eton
1953 (11). Also includes over twenty
signatures, of celebrities of stage, film
etc., the majority signed to individual
pages, including Bruce Seton, Sonny
Tufts, Gracie Fields, Arthur Askey, Ian
Carmichael, Donald Houston, Topol,
Stanley Baxter, Jimmy Edwards,
George Formby, John Inman (signed
photograph), George Robey (signed
card) etc. Minor wear and old tape
repair not affecting the signatures,
otherwise in good/ very good
condition. An excellent collection
with a personal association to Lord’s
£300/400

Harry Makepeace (Lancashire),
Stewie Dempster (New Zealand), Ellis
Achong, Learie Constantine (West
Indies) etc. Sold with a small
‘Sadaqat’ autograph album with
thirty one signatures of England and
Pakistan players, apparently collected
during the England tour to Pakistan
1977/78. The signatures, one to a
page, include Mudassar Nazar, Iqbal
Qasim, Wasim Raja, Shafiq Ahmed,
Javed Miandad(?) etc. of Pakistan,
and seventeen signatures of the
England touring party, Chris Old,
Mike Hendrick, Paul Downton,
Graham Roope, Phil Edmonds, Geoff
Cope, John Lever, Clive Radley, Geoff
Miller, Ian Botham, Derek Randall,
Mike Gatting, Brian Rose, Bob Taylor,
Bob Willis, Geoff Boycott and Ken
Barrington (lacking Brearley). G
£60/90

album page nicely signed in ink by
thirteen County cricketers including
Jack Hobbs, Stan Squires, Eric Bedser,
Stuart Surridge, Bernie Constable,
Tony Lock and Jim Laker of Surrey,
also Leslie Todd, Godfrey Evans
(Kent), Laurie Fishlock (Lancashire),
Syd Brown, Jack Young, Laurie Gray
(Middlesex), and Cyril W. Black,
Member
of
Parliament
for
Wimbledon 1950-1970. The page is
dated 10th September 1949, but the
signatures do not appear to relate to
a specific match. Very good condition
£30/40
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Durham C.C.C. 1993-2003. A
collection of ten official autograph
sheets, each fully signed by the listed
players, of Durham teams for seasons
1993-1996 and 1998-2003. Each
sheet mounted, framed and glazed,
overall 12”x15”. Sold with a framed
colour photograph of David Boon
walking down the pavilion steps to
bat for Durham with signature of
Boon on piece to verso. Also two
other framed colour images of
Durham teams. Qty 13 G/VG
£40/60
County autographs 1948/1949. Four
albums pages signed in ink of
Nottinghamshire
1948
(12
signatures), Hampshire 1948 (12),
Glamorgan
c1948
(11)
and
Derbyshire 1949 (10), . Signatures
include Sime, Harris, Simpson,
Keeton, Meads, Hardstaff (Nottinghamshire), Eagar, Herman, Bailey, Hill,
Shackleton (Hampshire), E. Davies,
Muncer,
Wooler,
Watkins
(Glamorgan), Dawkes, Rhodes, G.
Pope, Carr, Brooke-Taylor, Townsend
(Derbyshire) etc. Sold with an Annual
Report and Statement of Accounts for
Nottinghamshire C.C.C. 1957. Wear
and adhesive marks to the signature
pages. Fair condition
£30/40
Test and County cricketers 19511955. Large autograph album
comprising
a
comprehensive
collection of signatures of Test and
County cricketers and others,
collected by ‘Dorothy’ who is thought
to have been a member of the
catering staff at Lord’s. The
autographs have been signed a team
to a page, some pages signed back to
back, the majority of signatures very
nicely signed in ink. International
teams are South Africans 1951 (16
signatures), India 1952 (18), England
1952 (12), England 1953 (11),
Australians 1953, (12), Pakistan 1954
(5), South Africa 1955 (16). Surrey
1951 (12), Kent 1951 (11), Somerset
23

CRICKET POSTCARDS, TRADE &
CIGARETTE CARDS
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M.C.C. tour of Australia 1950/51.
Mono real photograph postcard of
R.M.S. Stratheden P&O Line ship
which took the M.C.C. team to
Australia. Nicely signed to reverse by
all nineteen members of the team
including Brown (Captain), Bailey,
Bedser, Berry, Compton, Hutton,
Close, Wright, Warr etc. Light crease
to corner, otherwise in good/very
good condition
£70/100
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South Africa tour to England 1929.
Mono postcard of the Union-Castle
Line ‘Royal Mail Steamer ‘Balmoral
Castle’ on which the touring party
returned to South Africa following the
1929 tour. The postcard, which has
been laid down to an album page, is
signed in ink by the sixteen original
playing members selected for the
tour, also the Manager, Frielinghaus,
and Secretary, Frames. Players’
signatures are Cameron, Siedle,
Mitchell, Taylor, Deane, Vincent,
Morkel, Quinn, Dalton, Owen-Smith,
Christy, van der Merwe, Bell,
McMillan, Ochse and Catterall.
Lacking the signature of Duminy, not
originally selected. Some creasing and
wear, overall in good condition
£150/250
Jacobus Duminy was originally
omitted from the touring party and
was on business in Switzerland when
he received the call to join the team

in ink to the image by Ducat.
Publisher and date unknown.
Signature slightly faded, crease to top
left portion, otherwise good condition
£30/50

for the third Test
244

Ernest Cooke. Nottinghamshire 2nd
XI and first class umpire. Mono
plainback postcard of Cooke wearing
umpires coat wearing flat cap. Signed
by Cooke. Postcard by Albert Wilkes
& Son of West Bromwich. The card
dated 1946. G/VG
£30/40
Cooke umpired from 1931 to 1935 in
Minor Counties cricket including
Durham v Australians 1934 and in
first class cricket from 1936 to 1956.
He stood in the Ashes test at Trent
Bridge in 1948 and retired in 1956.
He died the following year
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Arthur Fielder. Kent & England 19001914. Sepia real photograph postcard
of Fielder wearing Kent cap in
bowling pose at the wicket. Nicely
signed in ink to the photograph by
Fielder. Foster of Brighton. G/VG
£100/150
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Charles Burgess Fry. Oxford
University, Sussex, London County,
Hampshire & England 1892-1922.
Sepia real photograph postcard of Fry
posing full length wearing batting
attire on the steps of a pavilion. Nicely
signed in ink to lower border by Fry.
Postmarked 28th July 1902. Thiele,
Berlin, series no. 7256. Silvering to
image, creasing to two corners, small
adhesive marks to verso, otherwise in
good condition
£60/90

Donald George Bradman. New South
Wales, South Australia & Australia
1927-1949. Rare ‘Albert Wilkes &
Son’ plain back postcard of Bradman,
half length, taken at Worcester with
St. Andrews Church spire to
background. Very nicely signed by
Bradman. Full Wilkes stamp to verso.
Excellent image
£100/150

246

Don Bradman. ‘Records Broken or
Equalled by Don Bradman, Australia’.
Mono real photograph postcard of
Bradman, head and shoulders,
wearing Test cap with details below.
Nicely signed by Bradman in black
ink. Barton Pictorial series. G £50/70
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William John Abel. Surrey 19091926. Mono real photograph
postcard of Abel standing full length
in batting attire. Signed in ink to the
photograph ‘Yours sincerely, W.J.
Abel’. Ink smudge not affecting the
signature. G/VG
£30/50

248

Edward
Ralph
‘Ted’
Dexter.
Cambridge University, Sussex &
England 1956-1968. Excellent mono
real photograph plain back postcard
of Dexter walking on to the field from
the pavilion to bat at Scarborough in
1957. Dexter is depicted full length
wearing a Cambridge University
sweater, spectators milling in the
background. Nicely signed in black
ink to the photograph by Dexter.
Stamp to verso for Walkers Studios,
Scarborough. Slight crease to one
edge, otherwise in good/ very good
condition
£50/80
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Frederick John Durston. Middlesex &
England 1919-1933. Phillips ‘Pinnace’
premium issue cabinet size real
photograph trade card of Durston
with ball at the wicket. Signed in ink
to the photograph by Durston. No.
61c. Plain back. 4’x6’. VG £40/60
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Arthur Edward Robert Gilligan.
Cambridge University, Surrey, Sussex
& England 1919-1932. Mono real
photograph postcard of Gilligan
standing full length wearing a striped
blazer. Signed in ink to the
photograph by Gilligan. Nias of
Brighton. Slight fading to the
signature, otherwise in very good
condition
£40/60
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Clifford Gladwin. Derbyshire &
England 1939-1958. Mono real
photograph plain back postcard of
Gladwin, head and shoulders wearing
cricket attire. Nicely signed to the
photograph in blue ink by Gladwin.
A. Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. VG
£40/60
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David Ivan Gower. Leicestershire,
Hampshire & England 1975-1993.
Mono real photograph plain back
postcard of a youthful Gower, head
and shoulders. Signed in ink to the
photograph by Gower. Bill Smith,
Stanmore. Ex John Arlott collection.
VG
£30/40
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Thomas William ‘Tom’ Graveney.
Gloucestershire,
Worcestershire,
Queensland & England 1948-1972.
Mono real photograph postcard of a
youthful Graveney, head and
shoulders wearing a Gloucestershire
sweater. Very nicely signed in blue ink
to the photograph by Graveney. A.
Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich. VG
£30/50

Dexter played in two matches in the
1957 Scarborough Festival, for
M.C.C. v Yorkshire, and for
Gentlemen v Players
249
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George Hubert Graham Doggart.
Cambridge University, Sussex &
England 1948-1961. Mono real
photograph postcard of Doggart,
head and shoulders, with name and
county printed to lower border.
Signed to the photograph in ink by
Doggart. Sporting Handbooks Ltd.
VG
£30/40
Andrew Ducat. Surrey & England
1906-1931. Mono postcard of Ducat
in batting pose at the crease. Signed
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Conrad Cleophas Hunte. Barbados &
West Indies 1950-1967. Mono plain
back real photograph postcard of
24

Hunte, three quarter length walking
on to the field. Signed to the image
by Hunte. G/VG
£30/50
259

George Gibson Macaulay. Yorkshire &
England, 1920-1935. Mono real
photograph postcard of Macaulay,
half length, in cricket shirt. Nicely
signed by Macaulay in black ink.
Photographer unknown. Small
adhesive mount marks to verso,
otherwise in very good condition
£50/70
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West Indies. Rare mono printed
postcard of Berkhampsted v West
Indies 28th August 1906 published
by J.T. Newman. Printed title to lower
border with names of the
Berkhampsted team to lower border.
G
£30/40
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‘The Australian Cricket Team 1909’.
Complete set of fourteen individual
mono real photograph postcards of
the Australian touring team to
England 1909. Players are Armstrong,
Bardsley, Carter, Cotter, Gregory,
Hartigan, Hopkins, Laver, McAlister,
Macartney, Noble, Ransford, Trumper
and Whitty. The majority of the
images show the player, full length in
cricket attire with the exception of
Bardsley and Ransford which are
studio portraits, head and shoulders
in Australian caps and blazers. Corner
creases to the card of McAlister, small
annotation to the lower border of the
Gregory card ‘N.S.W.’ otherwise in
good condition. Some cards postally
used. Rarely seen as a full set of tour
postcards
£180/250
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England v Australia, 2nd Test. Lord’s
1938. Nice selection of four plain
back real photograph mono postcards
of the England and Australian teams
being presented to the King, George
VI on the first day of the Test. Having
met the teams the players gave ‘three
cheers for the King’. Two of the
images feature the King meeting
Wally Hammond, England Captain
and the other shaking hands with
Charles Barnett, the others show the
England and the Australian teams in
lines awaiting the King. Players
featured include Ames, Paynter,
Farnes, Wellard, Hutton, Bradman,
Hassett, McCabe, Brown, O’Reilly,
McCormick etc. The scoreboard reads
England 134-3. Lord’s was packed
with over 30,000 people attended
the first day with many sitting on the
grass up to the boundary edge.
Good/very good condition £50/80
The match was drawn. In the first
innings Hammond made 240 for
England and Brown 206no for
Australia. Bradman was not out on
102 in Australia’s second innings
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‘Biggest Test Victory on Record’.
‘Hutton’s match’. England v Australia
1938. Original mono postcard
showing ‘The Selfridge score board at

the end of the last Test match
between England and Australia at the
Oval. August 19th, 1938- showing
the amazing result’ [date printed
incorrectly] in which Hutton made the
then record individual score of 364no,
in England’s record score of 903-7
dec. England won by an innings and
579 runs. The scoreboard shows the
full match details. The scoreboard
was sponsored by Selfridge & Co Ltd,
and the card issued with the
‘Compliments of Selfridge & Co Ltd’.
Odd very minor faults otherwise in
good condition. A rarely seen
postcard
£50/70
England’s victory by an innings and
579 runs remains a record victory by
an innings to this day in Test
matches. Hutton made 364, Leyland
187 and Hardstaff 169no. Bradman
and Fingleton did not bat in either of
the Australian innings due to injury.
The Ashes series was drawn,
Australia retained the Ashes.
264

South Africa tours to England 19121947. Five mono postcards (four real
photographs) of South African
touring party teams for the 1912,
1924, 1935 (two copies) and 1947
tours. Series include L. Sales & Sons,
Oval, J. Beagles & Co. etc. G/VG
£25/35
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Arthur William Carr. Nottinghamshire
& England 1910-1934. Mono real
cameo photograph postcard of Carr
in batting pose at the wicket. J.
Webb, Douglas Studio, Nottingham.
VG
£12/18

266

Surrey teams 1954 and 1958. Two
original mono real photograph
postcards of the 1954 and 1958
teams by F.C. Dick, Oval Bookstall.
The players seated and standing in
rows wearing cricket attire in front of
The Oval pavilion. Some creasing to
the 1954 postcard, otherwise in good
condition
£15/25

269
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Australia tours to England 19051964. Six original mono postcards of
the Australian touring parties for the
1905, 1909, 1921, 1930, 1956 and
1964 tours. The 1905 with cameo
images of the players, the others
team photographs with players
seated and standing in rows. The
1930, 1956 and 1964 postcards are
real photographs. Odd minor faults,
overall in good condition
£40/60
Early Australian team postcards 1905
and 1907/08. Three original
postcards of Australia Test teams,
each depicting the players seated and
standing in rows wearing cricket
attire. One mono postcard of the
1905 touring party to England with
printed tour fixtures to verso, and

West Indies tours to England 19281963. Seven official mono real
photograph postcards of West Indies
touring parties, seated and standing
in rows wearing cricket attire. Teams
are 1928 (2 copies), 1933, 1939 (2),
1950 and 1963. Sold with a mono
official plain back card of the 1950
West Indies touring party to England
with printed signatures, title and
players’ names to borders. 8’x5.5’.
Various publishers. Creasing to the
1933 postcard and pin holes to the
1950, otherwise in good condition.
Qty 8
£30/50
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New Zealand tours to England 1931
and 1949. Two official mono real
photograph postcards of New
Zealand touring parties for 1931, A.T.
Ltd. and 1949, F.C. Dick, Oval
Bookstall. G/VG
£15/25
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M.C.C. and England Test teams
1907-1936/37. Five mono real
photograph postcards and one
printed of England teams for the
period. Teams are 1907, 1907/08
tour to Australia with cameo
photographs of the touring party,
1928/29, 1926 and 1929. Also a
sepia real photograph postcard of the
R.M.S. Orion with facsimile
signatures of the 1937/37 touring
party to Australia. Various publishers
including Rotary, Gunn & Moore,
Central News etc. Sold with a mono
‘Star’ series postcard of ‘Warner’s XI’
at Adelaide, 1904. Qty 7. G £30/40
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Surrey won the County Championship an unprecedented seven years
in succession from 1952 to 1958
267

Test, Old Trafford, Australia 373-4 at
tea on day three. Felixstowe, fourth
Test, Headingley, Australia 439-4,
Bradman 231no. Cliftonville, fifth
Test, The Oval, Australia 626-5,
Bradman 244, Ponsford 266. All
postally unused. Sold with two mono
candid photographs of the Johnnie
Walker scoreboards, both laid to
trimmed album cards, one at
Cliftonville, first Test, Trent Bridge,
England 128-4, Pataudi 6, Hendren
10, and for the fourth Test,
Headingley, during Bradman and
Ponsford’s record second wicket
stand, location unknown. Each
approx 3.25’x2.25’. Handwritten
match result and some damage to the
image of the Lord’s postcard,
otherwise in good condition. Qty 7.
Scarce cards
£80/120

another sepia real photograph
postcard of the 1905 team. Also a
1907/08 mono postcard of the
Australian team postmarked 11th
February 1908. Publishers unknown.
Odd minor faults and ageing,
otherwise in good condition
£30/40
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South Africa tours to England 19071951. Two official mono and two real
photograph photographs of South
African touring parties for 1907
(Topical, 2 copies), 1912 (Beagles)
and a 1935 ‘Turog’ advertising
postcard with printed fixtures and
player’s facsimile signatures to verso.
Sold with a mono official plain back
card of the 1950 West Indies touring
party to England with printed
signatures, title and players’ names to
borders. 8’x5.5’. Odd faults, generally
good condition. Qty 5
£20/30
‘The Johnnie Walker Test Match
Scoreboard’ 1934. Five sepia/ mono
postcards (four real photographs)
depicting the scoreboard at various
locations during each of the five
Ashes Test matches. Scoreboards are
at Great Yarmouth for the first Test at
Trent Bridge, Australia 374, England
52-1. Brighton, second Test, Lord’s,
Australia bowled out for 118 in their
second innings, England won by an
innings and 38 runs. Margate, third
25

274

‘The Johnnie Walker Test Match
Scoreboard’ 1930. Four sepia real
photograph postcards depicting the
scoreboard at various locations during
the 1930 Ashes series, all postally
unused. Scoreboards are at Brighton
(two different), second Test, Lord’s,
showing Australia’s declaration at tea
on the third day, 729-6, Bradman
254, Woodfull 155, and the close of
England’s second innings for 375,
Chapman 121. Also for the fifth Test,
The Oval, at Margate, Australia 2993, Ponsford 110, Bradman 64no, and
Portsmouth,
Australia
371-3,
Bradman 112 no. Sold with a sepia
candid photograph of the scoreboard
at Brighton, Lord’s Test, Australia 280, Woodfull 9no, Ponsford 12no.
Approx 3.5’x2.5’. G/VG. Scare cards
£80/120
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Hedley Verity. Yorkshire & England
1930-1939. Mono real photograph
postcard with deckle edges of Verity’s
war grave with wooden cross
inscribed ‘113079. Capt. H. Verity.
1/Green
Howards.
31.7.43’.
‘Customer’s original. Handle with
care’ label to verso. Sold with two
mono postcards of David Denton,
Dainty Series, and Lees Whitehead,
Wrench Series no. 4687, both players
in batting poses. Crease to the
Whitehead postcard, otherwise in
good condition. Qty 3
£30/50
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Yorkshire C.C.C. 1900s-1980s. Large
green box file comprising an excellent
selection of original, mainly early,
postcards featuring Yorkshire teams
and players. Approx. eighty postcards
in total including the odd
reproduction, with a number of
additional items of signed ephemera.
Includes fourteen postcards of teams
ranging from c1902-1951. Individual
player postcards include thirteen
different postcards of George Hirst,
also W. Rhodes (Qty 6, one with
signature on detached piece), F.S.
Jackson (2), J.T. Brown (2), D. Denton
(2), M. Leyland, H. Sutcliffe, R. Kilner,

D. Hunter, G. Macaulay, W. Barber
(signed), Len Hutton (signed), J.
Tunniclffe (2) etc., also a small cabinet
style photograph of Geoffrey Wilson,
signed and dated 1914 by Wilson.
Other signatures include Leyland,
Yardley, Boycott, Appleyard, Padgett
etc. Postcard series include Queen,
Dainty, Parkinson & Roy, Fielding,
Charles, Wilkes, Wrench, Hawkins,
Rotophot etc. Odd faults to some
postcards, overall in good/ very good
condition
£100/150
277

‘Lockwood Cricket Team 1856’. Sepia
postcard depicting a reproduction
from an original image of Lockwood
Cricket Team with the players to the
centre and printed title and players’
names to borders. An interesting
account is handwritten in ink to verso.
‘I bought this card many years ago
from old Charlie Bradley (the player
in front row of picture, with cricket
ball in hand, wearing a top hat!). I can
just remember seeing him bowl
effective underhand lobs, &
afterwards batting – a real ‘swiper’ he
was – on Lockwood Cricket Ground’.
A postscript reads, ‘Mr. C.H. Bradley
was father to C[harles] A. Bradley ‚Äì
champion sprinter of England at one
time [1892] & also a fine cricketer’.
Signed ‘Lab[?]’ and dated 21st June
1932. VG
£30/40
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Originally founded in 1856,
Lockwood C.C. was one of the ten
original sides in the Huddersfield
Cricket League. The Club folded in
1985
278
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Sussex C.C.C. 1922. Mono real
photograph postcard of the Sussex
team and umpires seated and
standing in rows wearing cricket
attire, caps and assorted blazers.
Players are A.E.R. Gilligan (Captain),
Cook, Roberts, Bowley, Tate,
Stannard, Street, Vine, Young, Cox
and A.H.H. Gilligan. Printed
signatures to lower edge. Stamp for
‘Sports Service, County Ground,
Hove’ to verso. Slight silvering
otherwise in good/ very good
condition
£30/40
Cricket postcards. A selection of eight
mono real photograph postcards.
Individual players are Len Hutton,
Eddie Watts (Surrey) both signed, also
A.C. Maclaren (Lancashire), A.M.
Crawley (Kent), and Keith Boyce
(Essex). Two team postcards of the
Hampshire XI 1905, (Wrench series
no. 3274), Lancashire 1953 in original
‘Coronation Souvenir’ folder, and the
Pakistan touring party 1954. Also a
postcard of Tich Freeman, Frank
Woolley and Nawab of Pataudi
together wearing M.C.C. tour
blazers, and a humorous postcard,
Bamforth ‘Comic’ Series no. 3105.
Other series include F.C. Dick Oval
Bookstall and Rotary. Qty 10 G/VG
£50/70
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Surrey C.C.C. Two mono real
photograph postcards, one of Laurie
Fishlock (Surrey & England 19311952), head and shoulders wearing a
Surrey blazer, the other of the 1946
Surrey team seated and standing in
row wearing cricket attire at The
Oval. Both postcards by F.C. Dick,
Oval Cricket Ground. Sold with six
original tickets for matches at The
Oval for Surrey v Australia, 1953,
England v Australia, first day, 1985
(Qty 2), England v Pakistan, fourth
day 1987, and England v West Indies,
third day 1988 (2). Qty 7. G/VG
£30/40
Cricket postcards early 1900s. Four
mono real photograph postcards
including P.F. ‘Plum’ Warner, full
length standing in the wicket in
cameo wearing batting attire, bat in
one hand. Hartmann series no. 4405
3045. J.T. Hearne (Middlesex), full
length standing at the crease, ball in
hand. Hartmann series no. 1658. C.B.
Fry full length taking guard at the
wicket wearing batting attire and a
sun hat. E. Hawkins & Co., Brighton.
c1907. ‘Lancashire Cricket Team
(Gentlemen)’ c1905, featuring W.
Findlay, L.O.S. Poivedin, A.C.
MacLaren, A.H. Hornby and R.H.
Spooner standing together in one row
wearing cricket attire. Hawkins & Co.,
Brighton. W.H.S. & S. Grosvenor
Series M. Also a colour postcard of
K.S. Ranjitsinhji of Sussex c1903 in
batting post at the crease. Valentine’s
Series, photograph by E. Hawkins &
Co. Sold with a nice ink signature of
Jack Hobbs on small album page. Qty
6. G/VG
£30/40
Test and County team postcards
1904-1953. A mono real photograph
postcard of the Yorkshire team c1904,
Queen Series, T.T. & S. Scarborough.
Three official mono real photograph
team postcards of the West Indies
1933, South Africans 1935 and
Australians 1953. Also a mono Jaeger
advertising postcard of the 1929
South African Test Team. Sold with a
set of sixteen ‘Karizzma Collectibles
Series 1 (Cricket)’ colour postcards
each depicting a notable cricketer.
Crease to the 1929 South Africa
postcard, otherwise in very good
condition. Qty 21
£30/40
County trade/ collectors’ cards 19942002. A selection of modern
collectors’ cards of County players
and teams including official Essex
cards for seasons 2001 (Qty 24) and
2002 (22), and ‘Yorkshire Phoenix’
cards 2000 (12). Also sixteen Stamp
Publicity collectors’ cards of County
teams for season 1994, Essex,
Glamorgan,
Gloucestershire,
Hampshire, Lancashire, Leicestershire,
Middlesex,
Northamptonshire,
Nottinghamshire, Somerset, Surrey,
Sussex, Warwickshire, Worcestershire
26

and Yorkshire, and five ‘Classic
Cricket Cards’ of Australian ‘International Cricketers’, nos. 571, 573-576
of Ferguson, Marsh, Burns, Worrall
£30/40
and Bancroft. VG
284

Lord’s. A collection of over eighty
modern postcards depicting scenes of
the ground, pavilion, match action,
the Long Room, museum, collections
etc. The majority published by Lord’s/
M.C.C., some as sets in original
presentation folders. Sold with
approx. forty further cricket greetings
and postcards. VG
£30/40
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Cricket postcards 1929 onwards.
Earlier postcards include ‘South
African International Cricketers
1929’. C.L. Vincent, D.P.B. Morkel
and H.B. Cameron. ‘Boy with Bat’,
Medici Collection, J.W. Hitch (Central
News) etc. Odd minor faults,
otherwise good. Sold with a good
selection of modern postcards and
some greetings cards, relating to
M.C.C., Surrey and The Oval (Qty
12), Durham (10), Essex (11),
Glamorgan (1), Gloucestershire (6),
Hampshire (7), Kent (16), Lancashire
(7), Leicestershire (2),
Nottinghamshire (22), Somerset (7), Sussex
(8), Warwickshire (11), Worcestershire (23) and Yorkshire (5). G/VG
£30/50
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Percy George Henry Fender. Surrey &
England 1910-1935. Phillips ‘Pinnace’
premium issue cabinet size mono real
photograph trade card of Fender
standing full length at the wicket
leaning on his bat wearing cricket
attire. No. 24.C. 4”x6”. Small nick to
right edge, otherwise in very good
condition
£30/50
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Yorkshire v Australian Imperial Forces
1919. Original mono real photograph
plain back postcard of a candid style
image of the Yorkshire team seated
and standing in rows wearing cricket
attire for the match played at Bramall
Lane, Sheffield, 16th-18th June 1919.
Players’ names, annotated in pencil to
verso, comprise Burton (Captain),
Sutcliffe, Smith, Rhodes, Holmes,
Birtles, Dolphin, Kilner, Hirst,
Blackburn and Robinson. Sold with a
sepia real photograph postcard of
Herbert Sutcliffe standing with two
other gentlemen wearing suits.
Location
and
photographer
unknown. Qty 2. VG
£40/60
Australian Imperial Forces won by
one wicket, Gregory for Australia
taking thirteen wickets in the match
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Dudgeon & Arnell’s ‘Patrol Tobacco’.
‘The 1934 Australian Test Team’. Full
set of sixteen cards in good/very
good condition. Sold with Ogden’s
‘Prominent Cricketers of 1938’
cigarette cards. Set of fifty cigarette
cards. Plus full set of forty eight cards
from the A&BC Gum. ‘Cricketers
1959’ series. G
£50/80
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M.C.C. tour of Australia 1932/33
‘Bodyline’. Collection of fifteen small
real photograph trade cards, fourteen
of the fifteen feature members of the
touring team to Australia. Includes
Jardine, Voce, Larwood, Tate, Wyatt,
Bowes, Pataudi etc. The cards
measure 3cmx5cm each. Produced by
De Beukelaer in 1932. Each card is
numbered to front with name of
player. 61-75, from the ‘All Sports’
series. The other card is of Jack Hobbs
who went as a journalist. Rare G/VG
£40/60
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W.D. & H.O. Wills. ‘Cricketers’ 1908.
Scarce full set of fifty cigarette cards.
Small ‘s’ series. Some minor faults,
odd cards to improve otherwise
overall in good condition. Rare
£50/70
Wills’s Cigarettes ‘Cricketers’. W.D. &
H.O. Wills, Bristol & London, 1896.
An early and rarely seen full set of
fifty unnumbered cigarette cards with
colour portraits of cricketers of the
period with printed name and county
to lower portion to front, and
decorative floral green backgrounds.
The cricketers featured are Attewell,
Bainbridge, Baldwin, Bean, Board,
Briggs, Chatterton, Daft, Dixon,
Druce, Ferris, Flowers, Fry, Grace,
Lord Harris, Lord Hawke, A. Hearne,
J.T. Hearne, Hewett, Jackson, Key,
Lilley, Lockwood, Lohmann, Lucas,
McGregor,
MacLaren,
Martin,
Mason, Mold, Mordaunt, Murdoch,
Newham, Nichols, O’Brien, Painter,
Pougher, Quaife, Ranjitsinhji, M.
Read, W.W. Read, Richardson,
Shrewsbury,
Stoddart,
Sugg,
Townsend, de Trafford, Tyler,
Wainwright and Ward. Adhesive
marks to the verso of the A. Hearne,
Lilley, McGregor, Tyler and Ward
cards, otherwise in good/ very good
condition
£1000/1500
Smith’s Albion Gold Flake Cigarettes
‘Cricketers’ (first series). F. &. J. Smith,
Glasgow, 1912. Full set of fifty
cigarette cards numbered 1-50 with
mono photographs of players in
various poses, printed name to lower
border, blue title for various brands of
cigarette and player description to
verso. The cricketers featured are
Foster, Iremonger, Hearne, Douglas,
Kinneir, Hitch, Smith, Vine, Hobbs,
Warner, Tancred, Nourse, Sherwell,
Vogler, Snooke, Bardsley, Hartigan,
Carter, Hill, Whitty, Smith, Jessop,
Sharp, Mead, Blythe, Hayward,
Tyldesley, Fry, Macartney, Trumper,
Strudwick, Woolley, Gunn, Rhodes,
Barnes, Faulkner, White, Kotze,
Schwarz,
Llewellyn,
Gregory,
Armstrong,
Cotter,
Ransford,
Carkeek, Brearley, Mitchell, Spooner,
Hutchings and Hirst. Good/ very
good condition
£180/250
Issued in 1912, the year of the
Triangular Test tournament, the set

collectors’ album of pictures and text
from the magazine, ‘The Magnet’,
published 12th July 1930 for the
Australia tour to England. Complete
with glossy pictures laid down to
album featuring the England and
Australian players from the 1930
series. Includes pages for Hobbs,
Sutcliffe, Richardson, Woodfull,
Hammond, Grimmett, Hendren,
Chapman, Bradman etc. Padwick
5052-1. Owner’s name in pencil to
rear cover. Small nick to top edge of
front cover, otherwise in very good
condition
£30/50

comprises players from England,
Australia and South Africa, although
a number of featured players were
not selected for the series
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Smith’s Albion Gold Flake Cigarettes
‘Cricketers’ (second series). F. &. J.
Smith, Glasgow, 1912. Full set of
twenty cigarette cards numbered 5170 with mono photographs of players
in various poses, printed name to
lower border, blue title for various
brands of cigarette and player
description to verso. The cricketers
featured are Smith, Hazlitt, Mayne,
Webster, McLaren, Matthews, Emery,
Minnett, Kelleway, Jennings, Stricker,
Carter, Pegler, Hartigan, Taylor,
Beaumont, Ward, Campbell, Cox and
Humphreys. Good/ very good
condition
£140/280
K.A. Auty Annual Christmas Card.
This is the 1952 card sent by Auty
from Chicago. This one features the
first English cricket team match to
South Africa in 1889 with scorecard
of the ‘Test match’ played in Port
Elizabeth to inside page. Rarely seen
cards
£40/60
Edwardian Christmas Card. Early
folding Christmas card by C.W.
Faulkner of London. The card
comprises eight humorous cartoon
illustrations with accompanying
captions of ‘Cricket Terms’, printed in
red and black. Captions include
‘Tompkins being stumped through
going out to a fast ball’, ‘Yorkins was
the first to be dismissed, being caught
out with a beauty’, ‘Potts was very
smart at the wicket’, ‘The new bowler
proved very expensive’ etc. All pages,
presumably originally joined, are now
detached with the exception of two.
One page trimmed, some wear and
minor loss, ageing and the odd tape
repair, otherwise in good condition.
Rare
£30/50
M.C.C. tour to India 1933. Official
M.C.C. Christmas card from the
M.C.C. tour of India 1933 with gold
embossed cover emblem of St
George & the Dragon, ‘1933-India1934’ below and ‘India 1933’ printed
to lower right hand corner plus red
and blue ribbon tie. To inside a mono
photograph of the Taj Mahal and the
wording ‘With Best Wishes for
Christmas and 1934’. Unsigned,
sender unknown. Very good
condition
£40/60
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Cricket Memorabilia Society. Four
signed cards of John Bracewell, card
no.70, limited edition no. 73/100,
Shahid Mahboob, card no.81, limited
edition no. 61/100, Atiq-Uz-Zaman,
card no.82, limited edition no.
65/100, and John Shepherd, card no.
87, limited edition no. 65/100. VG
£25/35
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‘The Magnet Album of Test Match
Cricketers. 1930 Tour’. Sixteen page
27
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Somerset C.C.C. c1978/79. Nine
mono collectors cards issued by
Walkerprint of London of portraits of
Somerset players, each signed by the
featured player. Cards are Viv
Richards, Ian Botham, Graham
Burgess, Derek Taylor, Brian Rose
(Captain), Hallam Moseley, Mervyn
Kitchen, Dennis Breakwell and Peter
Denning. Each measures 3’x4’. VG
£30/50
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‘The Magnet’ 1925. Eleven from a set
of twelve numbered cards of
cricketers issued by Amalgated Press
in 1925. Lacking no. 2, Sutcliffe. Each
card features a cut out mono figure
of a cricketer in action on a green
base with fold marks to create an
upright figure approx. 4.5” tall.
Player’s printed biography to verso.
Light creasing to the fold marks on
some cards, card no. 1, Hobbs,
lacking bat, otherwise in good
condition. Rare
£50/70
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‘The Magnet’ 1926. Four from the set
of eight unnumbered cards as issued
of cricketers, Amalgated Press, 1926.
Each card features a cut out mono
figure of a cricketer in action on a
green base with fold and cut marks to
create an upright figure approx. 4.5”
tall. Player’s printed biography to
verso. Cards are Oldfield (two
copies), Carr, Hobbs and Macartney.
Crease to the base of one Oldfield
card, tear to the torso of the other
Oldfield, small loss to the base of the
Macartney, light creasing to the fold
marks on some cards, otherwise in
good condition. Qty 5
£30/50

CRICKET PHOTOGRAPHS
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Donald George Bradman. New South
Wales, South Australia & Australia
1927-1949 and Maurice Leyland,
Yorkshire & England 1920-1947.
Excellent mono photograph of the
two players, full length, wearing full
cricket attire each holding and
displaying their own branded
‘Autograph’ cricket bats, both made
by William Sykes. The photograph by
Walkers Studios of Scarborough,
measures 6.25”x8.25”. An excellent
image. Very good condition
£150/250
Leyland played against Bradman and

the Australians in 1930, 1934 and
1938
at
Scarborough.
This
photograph appears to have been
taken on the occasion of the 1930
game
303
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Don Bradman. Original mono press
photograph of a youthful Bradman,
head and shoulders, wearing cricket
shirt and Australian blazer. The
photograph was taken prior to the
Australian tour of England and dated
to verso 2nd March 1930. The
headline title printed to paper label to
verso reads ‘Look out Babe. This boy
made 300 runs in one innings!’. The
photograph by ‘International News
Photos’ of Fleet Street measures
6”x8”. Excellent image. Good
condition
£50/80
England v Australia, Headingley
1930. ‘Don Bradman World Record
Score 334’. Good selection of ten
original sepia press photographs from
the historic Test match where
Bradman made his record score. In
chronological order the photographs
feature:- Chapman and Woodfull
tossing for innings, Woodfull being
bowled by Hammond for 50,
McCabe being bowled by Larwood
for 30, Bradman batting, Bradman
and Kippax walking off the ground
having batted together probably at
tea on the first day, Bradman having
a narrow escape almost caught by
Hammond,
Bradman
caught
Duckworth, bowled Tate 334, iconic
photograph of Bradman leaving the
field at the end of the first day of the
3rd Leeds Test match having scored a
world record score of 309no,
Bradman is pictured walking off with
a police escort at the front and rear,
the large crowd making a narrow
channel for the batsman, Hobbs
being controversially caught by
a’Beckett for 29 and Leyland batting
during England’s first innings. The
majority of the photographs by
Central Press Photographs of Fleet
Street and all measure approximately
6.25”x4.5”. Some minor faults, nicks
and damage to two of the
photographs otherwise in good
condition. Qty 10
£300/500
The Australians scored 458-3 on the
first day of the Test and Bradman
went on the following day to
increase his record score to 334
before being caught by Duckworth
off Tate. He was the 6th wicket to fall
and Australia recorded a first innings
score of 566 all out. The Test match
was drawn and Australia went on to
win the series by two Tests to one.
This was Bradman’s first tour of
England. He scored 974 runs at an
average of 139.14 during the Test
series, with four centuries, including
two double hundreds and a triple
century. Bradman’s first-class tour
total was 2,960 runs, at an average of

Bill Woodfull (Captain), Don
Bradman, Archie Jackson, Oldfield,
Fairfax,
Ponsford,
Richardson,
McCabe,
Kippax,
Grimmett,
Wall,
Hurwood,
Hornibrook,
a’Beckett and Walker. The signatures
for Walker and Richardson are legible
but a little faded. Ben Barnett is not
featured in the photograph. The
photograph measures 12”x10”.
Excellent image. G
£200/300

98.66 with 10 centuries, was another
enduring record, the most by any
overseas batsman on a tour of
England
Australian tour of England 1930. A
nice collection of twenty six sepia
original press photographs from the
tour featuring mainly Test matches
but also the odd tour game. Four
images from the first Test held at
Trent Bridge, Nottingham including
Bradman hitting a boundary off
Tyldesley, an attempt to stump
Fairfax, Wooley bowled by Wall for 5
and Ponsford batting against Tate.
Eight images from the 2nd Lord’s Test
including Duleepsinhji playing a
forceful stroke, Ponsford batting
against Tate, Bradman scoring runs
through the covers of Tate, Allen
almost being caught by McCabe, the
scoreboard on the Grandstand
showing Australia’s score of 544 for
2, Bradman 231 not out, Chapman
fielding to McCabe and the large
crowd on the pitch following the
Australian victory by seven wickets.
Two images from the 3rd Test at
Leeds of Bradman who went on to
make the record score of 334 hitting
Tyldesely to the boundary ands
Hobbs playing a stroke to leg. Two
photographs from the Old Trafford
4th Test at Manchester showing
Sutcliffe batting and Peebles bowling
to Kippax and six images of the 5th
and final Test at the Oval, Wyatt
caught by Oldfield, Tate being
stumped by Oldfield, Hobbs batting
in his final Test match innings having
been out playing on from Fairfax,
Sutcliffe hitting Grimmett to leg,
Duleepsinjhi batting and Sutcliffe
hitting a boundary of Hornibrook.
Other photographs show the
Australian touring team and a group
of officials at a railway station on
arrival in London, Kippax batting and
two images from the Middlesex v
Australia tour match, both showing
Hendren batting. Photographs by
Reutar, Central Press, Sport &
General, Central News etc. Various
sized photographs varying from
6.5”x4.5” to 8”x10”, the majority
larger. Odd faults, good condition. A
good comprehensive collection of
images from the tour and Tests of
1930
£250/350
Australia won the Ashes series 2-1
with two Tests drawn. Bradman, on
his first tour to England, scored a
record 974 runs in the Test series at
an average of 139
306

Australian tour of England 1930.
Official mono press photograph of
the Australian touring team to
England, seated and standing in rows,
wearing tour caps and blazers. The
photograph nicely signed to face in
black ink by the fifteen members of
the touring party featured including
28

Australia won the series by two tests
to one with two matches drawn. This
was Don Bradman’s first tour of
England
307

Australia tour to England 1930. Rare
sepia photograph of the Orient Line
R.M.S. ‘Oronsay’, the ship that took
the touring team back to Australia,
leaving Southampton on the 27th
September and arrived in Melbourne
on the 3rd November 1930. Printed
title to lower border with gross
tonnage 20,000. Very nicely signed in
ink to the photograph, above the
image of the ship, by seventeen
members of the touring party
including all fifteen players, Kelly, the
manager and the treasurer, T.
Howard. Players’ signatures are
Woodfull (captain), Richardson,
a’Beckett, Wall, Hurwood, Walker,
Fairfax, Bradman, Oldfield, Kippax,
Ponsford,
Jackson,
McCabe,
Grimmett and Hornibrook. The
photograph measures 11”x7”.
Good/very good condition
£300/500
The R.M.S. ‘Oronsay’ sailed between
London to Melbourne, Sydney and
Brisbane from 1925 to the outbreak
of the 2nd World War. She was sunk
in 1942 by an Italian submarine in
the South Atlantic
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Don Bradman. England v Australia
1930. Mono copy photograph of the
iconic scene of Bradman, on his first
tour, walking through the large crowd
with policemen in attendance, having
completed his record score of 334 in
the drawn third Ashes Test at
Headingley, 11th-15th July 1930. The
scene is viewed from above looking
down from the pavilion. Signed by
Bradman to the photograph with
dedication ‘To Victor’. 8”x10”. VG
£40/60
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Australia tour to England 1930. Large
and poignant original oversize mono
press photograph of the Australian
touring party visiting the tomb of the
unknown soldier at the Arc de
Triomphe in Paris while en route to
London. The photograph depicts the
Captain, William Woodfull, and
Manager, William Kelly, laying
wreaths at the tomb, with members
of the touring party in the
background looking on. Players
featured include Bradman, Wall,
Ponsford,
Kippax,
A’Beckett,

Hornibrook, Grimmett etc. The
photograph by Central Press,
London, measures 12’x10’. Small loss
to top right and corner, and small nick
to top edge, otherwise an excellent
image in very good condition
£50/70
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The Ashes. England v Australia 1930.
England win the first Test, Trent
Bridge, 13th-17th June 1930. Large
and impressive original oversize sepia
press photograph depicting the fall of
the last Australian wicket to give
England victory by 93 runs. The
image shows England captain, Percy
Chapman at mid-wicket anxiously
awaiting the umpire’s decision to give
the batsman, Hornibrook, out caught
at the wicket by Duckworth off the
bowling of Robins. In the background
the crowd watches on from the
stand, the scoreboard showing
Australia’s score at 335 for 9. The
photograph by Central Press,
London, measures 10’x12’. An
excellent image in very good
condition
£50/70

second. Australia in reply amassed
729-6 declared (Bradman 254,
Woodfull 155). In England’s second
innings Percy Chapman scored his
maiden Test century (121). Australia
reached their target, winning by
seven wickets
313
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England won by 93 runs despite
Bradman top scoring with 131 in
Australia’s second innings and
Grimmett taking ten wickets in the
match
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The Ashes. England v Australia 1930.
Original sepia press photograph of
action from the second day of the
first Test at Trent Bridge, 13th-17th
June 1930. Alan Kippax is seen
batting in Australia’s first innings with
England wicket keeper George
Duckworth standing up to the
stumps, slips poised. In the
background, a huge crowd is seated
in the stand and on the grass to the
boundary rope. The photograph by
Central Press, London, measures
8’x10’. Very good condition £40/60

Kumar Shri Duleepsinhji and Patsy
Hendren. England 1930. Original
mono
press
photograph
of
Duleepsinhji and Hendren walking on
to the field for the second Test match,
England v Australia, Lord’s, 27th
June- 1st July 1930. The players are
depicted full length, with a large
crowd in the background, Hendren
wearing an England cap, Duleepsinhji
with Sussex cap. The photograph by
Central Press, London, measures
8’x10’. Very good condition £40/60
Having been twelfth man in the first
Test where he substituted for the
injured Sutcliffe, Duleepsinhj was
selected for the second Test and
scored 174 in England’s first innings
of 425 following up with 48 in the

England v Australia, Old Trafford
1934. Large original panoramic
photograph of the Test match held on
the 6th-10th July 1934 with printed
annotation to verso ‘General view
during the second days play’ with a
large crowd in attendance, many
wearing hats and other protection
against the sun. The photograph is
made up of four panels measuring
9”x8”, joined together with tape at
the back and overall the photograph
measures 35.25”x8”. Odd faults
otherwise in good condition
£100/150
An excellent image of a packed Old
Trafford bathed in sun, the crowd
watching the cricket. The scoreboard
shows that England were batting in
their first innings and the two
batsman were Maurice Leyland and
Les Ames, Leyland on 122 and Ames
25, the smaller scoreboard featured
has a similar but slightly different
score . The match was drawn,
Hendren, Leyland and McCabe all
made centuries

Kippax was Australia’s top scorer in
their first innings with 64no, and
Bradman scored 131 in their second.
Grimmett took ten wickets in the
match. Despite these efforts, England
won the first Test by 93 runs
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Australian tour of England 1934.
Original sepia press photograph of
the full Australian touring party to
England, taken prior to the second
Test match played at Lord’s on the
22nd-25th June 1934. The players,
standing and seated in rows, all
wearing tour blazers include Woodfull
(Cpt), Bradman, O’Reilly, FleetwoodSmith, McCabe, Grimmett, Kippax,
Ponsford, Brown, Oldfield etc. The
photograph by Sport & General
measures 10”x8”. Sold with an
original ticket for the match for the
second day with admittance ‘To the
Australian Enclosure, Block B’ with
the signature/stamp of the Australian
tour manager Harold Bushby below.
Qty 2. Good condition
£60/90
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Donald George Bradman. New South
Wales, South Australia & Australia
1927-1949. Original and unusual
press photograph depicting Don
Bradman apparently laying asleep on
the pitch at Lord’s during the M.C.C.
v Australians match played on 12th15th May 1934. The press caption to
verso reads ‘Bradman had a short
‘nap’ while police were moving
spectators from an enclosure at Lord’s
which had to be kept empty’. ‘Sport
& General Press Agency’. 6”x8”. The
photograph dated 12th & 13th May
1934. Interesting image. Minor
trimming to lower corners on the
white border, not affecting the image
£50/70

29
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The Ashes. England v Australia 1934.
Original mono press photograph
depicting Hendren tumbling to take
the catch to dismiss Wall off Verity to
clinch victory by an innings and 38
runs in the second Test at Lord’s,
22nd-25th
June
1934.
The
photograph, 8’x6’, laid to album page
with Sport & General stamp to verso.
Sold with an original official scorecard
with full printed scores for the match
in which Verity took fifteen wickets.
Both items in very good condition.
Also a scrapbook containing press
cuttings from the 1932/33, 1934,
1936/37 and 1948 series. Page 39
features a cutting image of the Wall
dismissal. Some pages detached,
otherwise in good condition £40/60
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Australian tour of England 1934. A
black file containing a nice collection
of twenty five sepia (odd one mono)
original press photographs from the
tour featuring all five Test matches.
One photograph shows the full
Australian touring party taken at
Lords, another shows Bradman
wearing a boater with his wife Jessie,
probably taken prior to the tour.
There are four images from the first
Test held at Trent Bridge, Nottingham
including Walters, the new England
Captain and Sutcliffe walking out to
open the innings, Hendren and
Pataudi walking out to continue their
innings, Hendren hitting Grimmett to
leg and a smaller image of Hendren
and Geary walking in having saved
the follow on. Four images from the
2nd Lord’s Test including wicketkeeper Oldfield attempting to take a
poor return, Ames hooking Grimmett
to the boundary, Walters hitting
Grimmett and Walters caught by
Ponsford at short leg. Ten images
from the 3rd Test at Old Trafford
including captains Wyatt and
Woodfull tossing for innings, the
Australians taking the field, Wyatt
bowled by O’Reilly, Hendren and
Leyland batting together, Hammond
bowling to Woodfull, Ponsford
brilliantly caught by Hendren, Ames
hitting O’Reilly to leg, O’Reilly hitting
Verity to leg and Leyland and Ames
running between the wickets, four
images from the 4th Headingley Test
including Bradman playing a characteristic stroke on his way to 304,
Ponsford hitting runs through the
slips off Hopwood, Hendren batting
and a general scene of the ground
showing the new stand replacing the
one destroyed by fire in 1932 and
one image of the 5th and final Test at
the Oval showing the England players
taking refreshment on the pitch.
Photographs by Central Press,
Sporting Life, Sport & General,
Graphic Photo etc. Various sized
photographs varying from 4”x5.75”
to 8”x10”, the majority larger. Some
faults, wear and damage to some

Impressive official mono team
photograph of the Australian touring
party, seated and standing in rows,
wearing cricket attire and wearing
tour blazers. The photograph nicely
signed in black ink by seventeen
players and management featured to
lower border of image. Signatures are
D.G. Bradman (Captain), S.J.
McCabe, S.G. Barnes, W.J. O’Reilly,
A.L. Hassett, J.H. Fingleton, E.L.
McCormick, A.G. Chipperfield, B.A.
Barnett, L.O.Fleetwood-Smith, W.A.
Brown, M.G. Waite, C.W. Walker,
C.L. Badcock, F.A. Ward, W.H. Jeanes
and W. Ferguson. The photograph
measures 11.75”x10”. Loosely laid
down in modern mount with window
overmount, title to top border and
players names to lower border. Some
fading to five signatures to a lesser or
greater degree otherwise in very
good condition. This was Bradman’s
first tour of England as Captain
£200/300

photograph edges, odd photograph
with some press masking and odd
crease. A good comprehensive
collection of images from the Tests of
£250/350
1934
Australia won the five match Ashes
Test series 2-1 with two matches
drawn. Cyril Walters, who captained
Worcestershire 1931-1935, was
appointed England Captain for the
first Test, covering for R.E.S. Wyatt
who had suffered a broken thumb
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Australian tour of England 1938.
Large official photograph of ‘S.S.
Orontes’, the ship which took the
Australian team to England in 1938,
laid down to official photographers
mount with title ‘Australian XI English
Tour 1938’ and Ashes emblem of the
lion and kangaroo either side of the
Ashes urn in gold and green above
the image. The photographers mount
has been very nicely signed in ink by
all seventeen members of the
Australian touring party including the
Manager, W.H. Jeanes. Signatures are
D.G. Bradman (Captain), S.J.
McCabe, S.G. Barnes, W.J. O’Reilly,
A.L. Hassett, J.H. Fingleton, E.L.
McCormick, E.S.C. White, A.G.
Chipperfield,
B.A.
Barnett,
L.O.Fleetwood -Smith, W.A. Brown,
M.G. Waite, C.W. Walker, C.L.
Badcock, F.A. Ward and Jeanes.
Attractively overmounted, framed
and glazed. The photograph
measures 10.75”x6.75” and overall
21.75”x17.75”. Some age toning
and odd mark to mount otherwise in
good/very good condition with
signatures strong and bright. A rarely
seen tour photograph especially in
this signed form
£400/600
The Australian side won twenty
games, drew thirteen and lost only
two game with one game
abandoned. The Test ended one
game each. The outstanding
performance of Don Bradman was
again the highlight of the tour. From
26 innings he scored 2429 runs with
a highest score of 278 and an average
of 115.66 with 13 hundreds and 8
fifties. Remarkable!
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‘Bosser’s
Pet’.
Mono
press
photograph showing Austin ‘Bosser’
Martin, the Surrey Groundsman, with
his enormous roller, standing in front
of a scoreboard displaying England’s
final score of 903-7 in the fifth Test of
the 1938 Ashes at The Oval. Martin
had a reputation of being able to
produce perfect surfaces, aided by a
large team of assistants who pulled a
massive four-ton roller, nicknamed
Bosser’s Pet, back and forth all day.
The photograph stamped to back
‘Central Press Photos Ltd’ but appears
to have been printed at a later date.
10”x8”. Excellent image. G £30/50
Australian tour of England 1938.
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Australian tour of England 1938. A
black file containing a nice collection
of fourteen sepia original press
photographs from the tour featuring
four of the five Test matches. One
features the Australian Selection
Committee of Bradman, E.A. Dwyer
and W.J. Johnson arriving in
Melbourne to make the final decision
on the selection of the team (dated
15th February 1938), another shows
Bradman waving having arrived at
Southampton, Bradman walking
down the street to Australia House
with boys following him to obtain his
autograph, Bradman and Stan
McCabe laying a wreath at the
Cenotaph (25/4/38) and Bradman at
Worcester having made a century.
There are two images from the first
Test held at Trent Bridge, Nottingham
of Hutton and Barnett walking out to
open the innings for England with
pavilion and large crowd to
background and Bradman playing a
cautious stroke trying to save the
follow-on. One image from the 2nd
Lord’s Test of Wright being bowled
by Fleetwood-Smith. A very nice
image of Bradman and Hammond
tossing for innings on the first day
prior to the 4th Headingley Test and
four images from the 5th and final
Test at the Oval showing the England
team, standing and seated in rows on
the pitch prior to the match
commencing, Hardstaff hitting out on
the 3rd day during his partnership
with Hutton, Hutton attempting a big
shot during his record innings of 334,
signed by Hutton in later years and
Len Hutton achieving his record score
and being congratulated by a
procession of Australian players,
Badcock shaking his hand. Sold with
a further image of Jessie Bradman,
arriving at Bombay on the way to
England to join her husband on the
30

tour.
Photographs
by
Fox
Photographs, Central Press, Sport &
General, Keystone View Company,
Daily Herald etc. Various sized
photographs varying from 6”x5” to
11”x8.25”, the majority 10”x8”.
Some minor faults otherwise in good
condition. Some nice images from the
tour of 1938
£250/350
The five match Ashes series was
drawn 1-1 with two matches drawn
and the Old Trafford Test abandoned
without a ball bowled. England won
the ‘timeless’ fifth Test at The Oval
by an innings and 579 runs
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Australia tour to England 1938. Large
and impressive original oversize sepia
press photograph of Fingleton batting
in the opening match of the 1930
tour at Worcester, 30th April- 3rd
May 1938. The photograph depicts
Fingleton playing a shot to the covers,
with Bradman looking on from the
non-strikers end. The photograph by
Keystone measures 9.5’x11.5’. Light
horizontal white lines to the original
image, otherwise in very good
condition
£50/70
Australia beat Worcestershire by an
innings and 77 runs. Bradman scored
258 in Australia’s only innings,
Fleetwood-Smith
taking
eight
wickets in the first innings, eleven in
the match
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The Ashes. England v Australia 1938.
First Test, Trent Bridge, 10th-14th
June 1938. Excellent large oversize
original sepia photograph of Farnes
bowling to Fingleton in Australia’s
second innings. In the background,
large crowds in a packed stand and
seated at the boundary edge look on.
The photograph by Central Press
Photos, London, measures 12’x10’.
Small loss to top left corner and top
edge. Other odd faults, otherwise an
excellent image in very good
condition
£50/70
The high scoring match featured five
centuries and two double centuries.
England batting first declared on
658-8 (Barnett 126, Hutton 100,
Paynter 216no and Compton 102). In
Australia’s first innings McCabe
scored 232, and following on in the
second innings, Brown made 133 and
Bradman 144no. At one point in
Australia’s second innings, the crowd
barracked Fingleton for slow batting,
who sat on the ground in protest
until the crowd ceased. The match
was drawn
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Don Bradman. Australia tour to
England 1938. Two original mono
press photographs of Bradman
arriving at Southampton having
arrived on the Orontes on 20th April
1938. Both photographs feature a
smiling Bradman smartly dressed in
suit and overcoat, being met by local
dignitaries. Both images measure

7.75’x5.75’. Fox Photos Ltd, London.
Very light printing marks to the
original of one image, otherwise in
very good condition
£40/60
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Australian tour of England 1953.
England v Australia, 1st Test. Trent
Bridge 1953. Excellent selection of
fifteen
original
sepia
press
photographs from the first Test match
of the 1953 Ashes series held at
Nottingham. Original sepia press
photographs include the Australian
team being presented to Sir Robert
Menzies, Prime Minister of Australia,
Hole and Morris walking out to open
the Australian innings, Hole bowled
Bedser 0, Morris missed by Hutton,
Hassett, who made 115, driving,
pulling to leg, scoring through the
covers and being bowled by Bedser,
Lindwall caught by Godfrey Evans,
Hutton driving Lindwall, Hutton
caught Benaud, bowled Davidson 43,
Wardle batting in the first innings,
Australians appealing for LBW during
Hutton’s second innings and Alec
Bedser walking off the pitch being
acclaimed by the crowd after
Australia’s second innings, he had
taken 7-44. The majority of the
photographs by Central Press. The
vast majority of the photographs are
10”x8”. Odd very minor faults
otherwise in good condition. Some
excellent images from the from the
first Test of the Coronation Ashes
series
£150/250
The first Test match of the series was
drawn, Hassett made the only
century in a low scoring match
dominated by Alec Bedser with 14
wickets for 99 runs in the match

325a Don Bradman and Arthur Morris.
Australia tour to England 1948. Two
original mono press photographs of
Bradman and Morris walking out to
bat at Worcester on the 1948 tour.
Photographs by Sport and General
and Fox Photos, London. 4’x6’ and
5.5’x7.75’ respectively. Minor age
toning to the smaller image,
otherwise good images in very good
condition
£40/60
In the opening match of the tour both
Bradman (107) and Morris (138)
scored centuries in the Australians’
victory over Worcestershire by an
innings and 17 runs
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Australian tour of England 1953. A
black file containing a good collection
of twenty seven original press
photographs from the tour featuring
four of the five Test matches. The
opening photograph shows nine of
the touring party sitting on the
handrail of the ship for the photographers, players include Miller,
Davidson, Langley, Harvey, Craig etc.
From the 2nd Lord’s Test there is one
image of Compton trying to sweep
Ring to leg, there are eight

photographs from the 3rd Test at Old
Trafford including Hutton and Hassett
tossing for innings, Harvey and Hole
walking out to bat with a packed Old
Trafford pavilion to background,
Harvey hooking Bailey, Harvey
acknowledging the crowd having
scored his century, Miller batting,
Davidson stumped by Evans and
Hutton
batting
etc.
Eleven
photographs from the 4th Headingley
Test, Hutton bowled by Lindwall for
0, Malcolm Hilton waking on to the
pitch with Lock having come on as a
substitute for the injured Simpson,
Morris caught Lock, bowled Bedser,
Miller caught Edrich bowled Bailey,
Evans attempting to run out Hole
(signed by Evans), Hole caught Lock,
bowled Bedser 53 (two copies),
Lindwall bowled Bedser, Hutton turns
Lindwall to leg for 2 in the second
innings and Hutton caught Langley
off Archer 25. There are six images
from the Oval, Compton hitting a
boundary off Archer, Comton getting
four byes off Hole, Hole LBW to
Laker in the second innings and
Langley caught Trueman, bowled
Lock. Plus two photographs of the
celebrations, England having won the
Test by eight wickets and with it the
Ashes 1-0. The images show the
Hutton being welcomed to the
players balcony and the other, the
team on the balcony waving to the
huge crowd. Photographs by Sport &
General, Keystone Press, Central
Press Photos etc. The majority of the
photographs are 8”x10”, with some
smaller. Odd photograph although
stamped to back may have been
printed at a later date. The folder also
contains two official scorecards for
the 5th and final Test at the Oval plus
a match ticket and three tour
brochures on the Test series. Odd
faults, good
£250/350
England won the final match of the
series at The Oval having drawn the
first four to win the series 1-0, so
regaining the Ashes for the first time
since 1933
326a Don Bradman. The Ashes 1948. Two
original mono press photographs
featuring
Bradman,
one
demonstrating his batting technique
to Colin McCool at Lord’s, the other
tossing for innings with England
captain, Norman Yardley. Both
approx 4.5’x6.5’. Also an original
mono press photograph of Yardley
looking down at the crease having
being bowled by Lindwall in
England’s first innings of the fifth Test
at The Oval, Bradman’s final Test
match. Sidney Barnes looks on from
short leg. 6.5’x8’. Official press
stamps to verso for Central Press and
Sport and General, London. Qty 3.
VG
£40/60
Making his last Test appearance,
31

Bradman was famously bowled
second ball for nought by Eric Hollies
in Australia’s only innings. England
had been skittled out for 52 in their
first innings, only Hutton (30) making
double figures. Australia went on to
win by an innings and 149 runs,
taking the series 4-0 with one match
drawn
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M.C.C. England tour of Australia
1924-25. England v Tasmania 1925.
Official photograph of the two teams
and officials, seated and standing in
rows, wearing cricket attire, blazers,
caps and hats, standing in front of the
side of the pavilion and a large tree.
The tour match played at Launceston
on the 27th-29th January 1925. The
photograph by Whitelaw’s Studio is
laid down to original photographers
grey mount which is signed in ink by
twenty eight of the players and
officials featured. M.C.C. signatures
are Gilligan (Cpt), Chapman, Tate,
Sandham, Bryan, Sutcliffe, Woolley,
Freeman, Whysall, Hendren, Hearne,
Tyldesley, Howell, Kilner, Toone
(Manager), Ferguson (baggage
master) and for Tasmania, Henty
(Cpt), Allan, A.H. Davis, Green, N.W.
Davis, G. Martin, Shugg, Findlay, C.
Martin, Bennett, Newton. Laid down
to slightly larger mount containing an
listing of the players names to base.
Some minor spotting and foxing to
the mount otherwise in good
condition. Overall 16.5”x12.5”. A
rarely seen signed tour photograph
£250/350
M.C.C. won the match by 119 runs
despite Geoffrey Martin making 121
in the Tasmanian second innings.
Sandham made 116, Hendren 101no
and Kilner took 5-35 in the
Tasmanian first innings

327a Australia tour to England 1948. Large
oversize official mono press
photograph of the Australian touring
party seated and standing in rows,
the players wearing cricket attire and
tour blazers. Players featured include
Bradman (Captain), Grimmett,
Barnes, Brown, Hamence, Harvey,
Hassett, Johnson, Johnston, Lindwall,
Miller, Morris, Toshack etc. The
photograph by Sport and General,
London, measures 11’x9.5’. Light
creases to two corners not affecting
the image, nick to right edge,
otherwise in very good condition.
Excellent image
£50/70
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Walter Reginald Hammond. Gloucestershire & England 1920-1951. Mono
press photograph of Wally Hammond
on board the cross channel steamer
‘Invicta’ returning to England from
the victorious M.C.C. tour of
Australia
in
1928/29.
The
photograph shows Hammond full
length wearing long coat, with a hat
in one and a cigarette in the other in
front of the wheel and dorade box

1932/33. Large and original mono
action photograph from the 2nd Test
match played at Melbourne on the
30th, 31st December 1932, 2nd, 3rd
January 1933. The photograph,
which is laid down to mount, shows
‘Taking the shine off the new ball,
shortly after the commencement of
the match. Woodfull and Jardine
playing tip and catch while the crowd
roars with laughter’. The photograph,
by ‘Kodak’ with green label to corner
of the mount, with title to top border
‘2nd Test’ and title to lower border.
The photograph measures 15”x12”
and with mount 21”x18.5”. Some
surface marks and minor staining to
image, some age toning to mount
otherwise in good condition Very rare
in this larger format. An image not
normally associated with the Bodyline
tour. Not seen previously by the
auctioneer
£200/300

(ventilator cowl). The photograph by
‘Topical Press Agency of Fleet Street’
measures 8”x10”. Title to back read
‘Wally Hammond, the wonder
batsman of the tour’. Excellent period
image. Good/very good condition
£70/100
328a Australia tour to England 1948.
‘Invincibles’. Two original mono press
photographs. One depicts the
Australians arrival in England with
Bradman surrounded by teammates,
a smiling Bradman wearing an
overcoat, his hat held aloft. P.A.
Reuter. 6.5’x5’. The second
photograph shows Bradman being
introduced to King George VI and
shaking the hand of Queen Elizabeth
at Lord’s during the tour match v
Middlesex, 19th July 1948. Sport &
General, 6’x4’. Very good condition
£40/60
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Hedley Verity, Yorkshire & England,
1930-39 and Maurice Leyland,
Yorkshire & England 1920-1947.
Excellent sepia studio portrait
photograph of the two players, full
length, wearing suits and ties, Verity
holding a pipe in his right hand.
Signed to the base of the photograph
by both players in black ink. The
photograph, with imprint for The
Crown Studios, Cuba Street,
Wellington, New Zealand, measures
5.5”x7.5” and is laid down to original
photographers
mount,
overall
6”x8.25”. Good studio image of
these two Yorkshire and England
cricketers. Some adhesive marks to
verso, minor nicks to mount edge
otherwise in good/very good
condition
£150/250
Verity and Leyland toured with the
M.C.C. to Australia and New Zealand
on two occasions, in 1932/33 and in
1936/37. So the photograph would
have been taken on one of those two
tours. Hedley Verity was killed in
action during the second World War,
in Italy in July 1943
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M.C.C. Tour to Australia, 1932/33
‘Bodyline’. ‘Marylebone Cricket
Team, Toronto, Canada. April 26th
1933. Original sepia photograph of
members of the M.C.C. team
standing in front of a large building in
the centre of Toronto with crowd to
background. Players noted include
Jardine (Cpt), Hammond, Paynter,
Ames, Sutcliffe, Mitchell, Duckworth,
Voce, Bowes, Wyatt, Brown, Warner,
Palairet etc. Title to lower border.
10.75x6.75”. Tear to left hand
border, repaired with tape otherwise
in good condition A rare Bodyline
item from the return journey, having
played two Tests in New Zealand they
returned home via Fiji, Vancouver and
then across Canada. From the Bill
Voce collection
£200/300
M.C.C. tour of Australia (Bodyline)

attire. The photograph laid down to
official photographers mount with
title to top border and names of
players printed to lower border.
Players include Allen (Captain),
Fishlock, Fagg, Hardstaff, Verity,
Farnes, Voce, Ames, Hammond,
Robins, Wyatt, Leyland, Duckworth
etc. The photograph by ‘Sydney Mail
Photo’. The photograph measures
15”x12”, laid to photographer’s
mount, overall 23”x19”. An excellent
image in very good condition
£80/120
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The second Test of the series began
on the 30th December 1932,
Australia winning by 111 runs,
Bradman making 103, Bill O’Reilly
taking ten wickets in the match.
332

Don Bradman. ‘Bodyline’. Mono copy
press photograph of Bradman being
bowled first ball by Bill Bowes in the
second Ashes Test, Melbourne, 30th
December 1932. Signed in blue ink to
the photograph by Bradman.
4.75’x6’. Slight bleeding to the
signature, otherwise in good/ very
good condition
£50/70
This was the only occasion that
Bradman was out first ball in a Test
match. He went on to score 103no in
the second innings, Australia winning
by 111 runs
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‘Bodyline’. ‘M.C.C. Team- Australian
Tour- 1932-33’. Large and impressive
official mono photograph of the
M.C.C. touring party who toured
Australia in 1932/33. The team,
standing and seated in rows, wearing
M.C.C. touring blazers and cricket
attire. The photograph laid down to
official photographers mount with
title to top border and names of
players printed to lower border.
Players include Jardine (Captain),
Duckworth, Nawab of Pataudi,
Leyland, Larwood, Paynter, Ames,
Verity, Voce, Bowes, Brown, Tate,
Sutcliffe, Wyatt, Allen, Hammond etc.
The photograph by ‘Sydney Mail
Photo’. The photograph measures
15.5”x12”, laid to photographer’s
mount, overall 24”x19”. Excellent
image of this infamous tour. Very
good condition
£150/250
‘M.C.C. Team- Australian Tour1936-37’. Large and impressive
official mono photograph of the
M.C.C. touring party who toured
Australia in 1936/37. The team,
standing and seated in rows, wearing
M.C.C. touring blazers and cricket
32

M.C.C. tour of South Africa 1938/39.
‘Timeless Test Series’. ‘The UnionCastle Royal Mail Motor Vessel.
Athlone Castle, 25,550 tons. UnionCastle Line to South and East Africa’.
Official mono photograph of the
R.M.M.V. Athlone Castle, the ship
which took the M.C.C. team to South
Africa in October 1938. The
photograph has been laid down to
photographers mount and the
photograph has been signed to the
skyline above the ship of the
photograph by all fifteen members of
the touring party. Signatures are W.R.
Hammond (Captain), L.E.G.Ames,
B.H. Valentine, W.J. Edrich, P.A. Gibb,
K. Farnes, L. Hutton, R.T.D. Perks,
D.V.P. Wright, H. Verity, E. Paynter,
L.L. Wilkinson, T.W.J. Goddard, H.T.
Bartlett and N.W.D. Yardley. The
photograph measures 10.5”x7.5”
and overall in frame, 21”x18.5”. Very
good condition with signatures strong
and bright. Again, a rarely seen tour
photograph especially in this signed
form and condition
£400/600
The 5th Test happened to be the
longest Test match ever and finished
in a draw!, and would subsequently
known as ‘The Timeless Test’. It
started on the 3rd March and
finished , still undecided on the 14th
March when the tourists began a two
day rail trip back to the Ship in Cape
Town. It was the longest first class
match ever played (10 days) and
produced the highest aggregate
(1981 runs). England’s 654-5 remains
the highest 4th innings total in all
first class cricket. Hammond made
140 in the England 2nd innings,
Paynter played and made 62 & 75. In
this ‘Timeless Test’ series, England
won 1-0
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M.C.C. tour of South Africa 1938/39.
Large and impressive official black
and white photograph of the M.C.C.
team who toured South Africa in
1938/39, seated and standing in rows
and wearing cricket attire and M.C.C.
sweaters. The photograph is laid
down to the official photographers
mount, with title to top border with
players names printed to lower
border, very nicely signed in ink to
lower border by seventeen members
of the touring party featured

including the Manager A.J. Holmes
and Bill Ferguson, scorer. Signatures
are W.R. Hammond (Cpt), L. Hutton,
W.J. Edrich, D.V.P. Wright, H. Verity,
T.W. Goddard, R.T.D. Perks, P.A.
Gibb, K. Farnes, L.L. Wilkinson, B.H.
Valentine, H.T. Bartlett, E. Paynter,
L.E.G. Ames, N.W.D. Yardley plus
Holmes
and
Ferguson.
The
photograph measures 14.75”x11”
and overall 22”x20.5”. Very good
condition. Excellent image. Once
again, a rare photograph in this
£500/700
signed form
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M.C.C. tour to South Africa 1948/49.
Original mono photograph of the
M.C.C. touring party, seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire and
tour blazers. Nicely signed in ink to
the lower border by all nineteen
players and officials. Players’
signatures include Mann (Captain),
Hutton, Compton, Palmer, Jenkins,
Gladwin, A. Bedser, Washbrook,
Tremlett, Young, Crapp, Simpson,
Watkins etc. The photograph
measures 11.5”x9.25”. Mounted,
framed and glazed, overall 17”x15”.
Minor staining to mount, otherwise in
good condition
£80/120
M.C.C. in South Africa 1956/57.
Original mono press photograph of
the touring party seated and standing
in rows wearing cricket attire with
Table Mountain, Cape Town in the
background. The photograph laid
down to photographer’s mount with
printed title and players names to
lower border. Players include P.B.H.
May (Captain), Insole, Bailey,
Statham, Cowdrey, Laker, Evans etc.
Photograph by ‘Cape Times’,
11.5”x9.5”. Mounted framed and
glazed, overall 16.5”x14.5”. Minor
stains to mount otherwise in good
condition. Sold with a similar slightly
smaller official photograph of the
‘M.C.C. Australasian Tour 1965-66’.
The team, standing and seated in
rows, wearing M.C.C. touring
blazers. The photograph laid down to
photographers
mount.
Players
include Cowdrey (Cpt), Smith,
Barrington, Murray, Larter, Parfitt,
Boycott, Edrich, Titmus etc. The
photograph, by Frank Boase of
Malvern,
South
Australia.
12.25”x11.5”. Good condition. Qty
2
£50/70
England v West Indies 1939. Third
Test, The Oval, 19th-22nd August
1939. Large and impressive original
oversize sepia press photograph from
the first day of the final Test. Walter
Keeton, England’s opening batman
looks back at his wicket to see one
bail dislodged having been bowled
out by Tyrell Johnson, first ball. Len
Hutton is at the non-striker’s end. The
photograph by Central Press Photos
measures 9’x11’. Small crease to top
right corner, otherwise in very good

condition. A nice image

Making his Test debut, Johnson took
the wicket of Keeton with his very
first ball. Weeks (137) for West
Indies, Hutton (165no) and
Hammond (138) scored centuries in
the drawn match
340

to top edge, light mark to centre, two
small press crop marks, otherwise in
good condition
£40/60

£40/60
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England v West Indies 1939. Third
Test, The Oval, 19th-22nd August
1939. Large oversize original sepia
press photograph from the first day of
the final Test. Norman Oldfield,
making his Test debut for England, is
caught at the wicket by Sealey off the
bowling of Constantine for 80, with
the close fielders celebrating. England
captain, Walter Hammond, is at the
non-striker’s end. The photograph by
Central Press Photos measures
11’x7’. Very good condition £40/60

Surrey were dismissed for only 58 in
the first innings, Australia winning by
an innings and 76 runs. Archer took
eleven wickets in the match, which
was scheduled for three days but
completed in two

Not only was this Test match
Oldfield’s debut, it was the only Test
in which he played
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M.C.C. tour to Australia 1950/51.
Excellent large oversize original sepia
photograph of Freddie Brown
standing in front of microphones to
give a speech on the deck of the ship,
‘Stratheden’, with members of the
touring party standing behind. The
touring party left Tilbury on 14th
September 1950. Players featured
include Compton, Simpson, Bailey,
Dewes, Sheppard, Warr, Hutton,
Brown, Close, Bedser, McIntyre,
Evans etc. The photograph by Central
Press Photos, London, measures
12’x10’. Wear and tears to top and
left edges, slight surface staining,
otherwise a nice image in good
condition
£40/60
Harold Larwood. Nottinghamshire &
England 1924-1938. A superb large
oversize original mono press
photograph portrait of Larwood
seated at a desk reading from the
book, ‘On Tour with Bradman’ by
Andy Flanagan, first published in
Sydney, 1950. In the foreground is a
cricket ball mounted with metal
plaque on crossed bats and stumps
base. The photograph with various
date stamps to verso, the earliest 2nd
January 1952, including one for
‘People’
magazine,
Sydney.
11’x8.75’. Light vertical crease,
otherwise in good condition £50/80
Australia tour to England 1953.
‘Coronation Tour’. An excellent large
original oversize mono press
photograph of the Australian touring
party wearing suits on board the
‘Orcades’ on their arrival at
Southampton, 13th April 1953. To
the centre front are Hassett (Captain)
and George Davies (Manager),
surrounded by Morris, Miller, Archer,
Benaud, Tallon, Craig, Davidson,
Johnston, Langley, Morris etc. The
photograph by Central Press Photos,
London, measures 12’x10’. Damage
33

Australia tour to England 1953.
‘Coronation Tour’. An excellent large
oversize original mono press
photograph of action from the
second day of the tour match, Surrey
v Australians, The Oval, 9th-11th
May 1953. The Australians with an
attacking close field of three slips and
two
gullies,
are
appealing
(successfully) for an L.B.W. decision
off the bowling of Archer to dismiss
Constable in Surrey’s second innings.
The photograph by Central Press
Photos, London, measures 12’x10’.
Minor damage to top edge,
otherwise in good condition £40/60
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The Ashes. England v Australia. Fifth
Test, The Oval 1953. An excellent
large oversize original sepia press
photograph of action from the
second day of the fifth and final Test
at The Oval, 15th-19th August 1953.
The Australians are appealing
(successfully) for an L.B.W. decision
off the bowling of Lindwall to dismiss
Edrich in England’s first innings. The
photograph by Central Press Photos,
London, measures 12’x10’. Small
nicks to top edge, otherwise in very
good condition
£50/70
England won by eight wickets to
clinch the series 1-0, the first four
matches having been drawn. Len
Hutton top scored in the match with
82 in England’s first innings
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The Ashes. England v Australia 1956.
Two spectacular original press
photographs of Ray Lindwall bowling
with attacking close fields in the fifth
and Final Test at The Oval, 23rd-28th
August 1956. One image depicts
Lindwall bowling with five slips to
England’s opener, Peter Richardson,
Colin Cowdrey at the non-striker’s
end. 12’x10’. The other features
Lindwall bowling with four slips and
three leg slips. 10’x8’. Both images by
Central Press Photos, London. Very
good condition
£50/70
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Australia. Bill O’Reilly and Stan
McCabe. Large oversize original sepia
photograph of O’Reilly and McCabe
seated with one other in the stand,
enjoying their testimonial match, Neil
Harvey’s XI v Ray Lindwall’s XI,
played at Sydney Cricket Ground,
5th-9th January 1957. The players
are shown half length, smartly
dressed in suits with S.C.G. members
badges hanging from their button
holes. Official stamp to verso ‘Used
29 Jun 1957 [Sydney] Daily Sun’.

28th August 1967. Alan Knott, with
arms raised, is jubilant having caught
Pakistan captain, Hanif Mohammad,
at the wicket off the bowling of Ken
Higgs. Basil D’Oliveira, Colin
Cowdrey, Ken Barrington in the slips,
and Brian Close at short leg join in the
appeal. Mushtaq Mohammad looks
on from the non-striker’s end. The
photograph by Central Press Photos
of London measures 12’x10’. Very
good condition
£40/60

Heavy horizontal crease and wear to
edges, otherwise an excellent image.
12’x9.75’. Sold with a smaller original
mono press photograph of O’Reilly in
his shirtsleeves bowling to McCabe
fully suited in the match. 8.5’x6.5’.
Good condition. Qty 2
£30/50
Neil Harvey’s XI won by seven
wickets. McCabe played his last first
class match in November 1941.
O’Reilly’s final first class match was
playing for Australia in the Test
match against New Zealand, March
1946
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Alfred Louis ‘Alf’ Valentine. Jamaica
& West Indies 1949-1965. Large and
impressive original oversize mono
press photograph portrait of
Valentine taken on the eve of the
third Test in the famous ‘Tied Test’
series, Australia v West Indies,
Sydney, 13th-18th January 1961. The
bespectacled Valentine is depicted
seated half length on a pavilion bench
wearing his West Indies cap and
(crumpled) batting attire, his hands
resting on his bat. Australian
newspaper stamps to verso for SunHerald and Daily Sun with various
date stamps, the earliest 13th January
1961. 8.5’x11.75’. An excellent
image in very good condition
£50/70
Valentine played in 36 Test matches
for West Indies taking a total of 139
wickets. In the third Test of the
1960/61 series in Australia West
Indies won by 222 runs with
Valentine takings four wickets in
each innings. Australia controversially won the final Test to clinch the
series 2-1 with the first Test famously
tied, and one other drawn
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Don Bradman. Large oversize original
mono press photograph of Bradman
seated with Dudley Seddon and Jack
Ryder in their capacity as Test
selectors. The photograph was taken
at the Sydney Cricket Ground during
the Sheffield Shield match, New
South Wales v South Australia, 8th12th January 1965. The three men
are depicted three quarter length
seated on a bench in the stand, all
three wearing suits, Bradman and
Ryder with trilby hats, Bradman with
sunglasses. Official stamp to verso for
the Sydney Sun-Herald with three
date stamps, the earliest 10th January
1965. 12’x10’. Fold to lower portion
of the photograph, other minor wear,
otherwise in good condition. A good
image
£40/60
Bradman, Ryder and Seddon served
together as the Australian Test
selectors from 1954 to 1967
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England v Pakistan 1967. Excellent
large oversize original mono press
photograph of action from the final
day’s play in the third and final Test,
England v Pakistan, The Oval, 24th-

England won the match by eight
wickets to clinch the three match
series 2-0 with one match drawn.
Barrington (142) and Asif Iqbal (146)
both scored centuries, Arnold and
Higgs each took five wickets in
Pakistan’s first and second innings
respectively
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M.C.C. tour to Pakistan 1969.
Excellent large oversize original mono
press photograph of the M.C.C.
touring party on the steps of the
Pakistan International aeroplane for
the outgoing flight to Pakistan. The
photograph is dated in pencil to verso
21st January 1969, the day the party
departed London. The players are
shown wearing suits, some in tour
blazers, holding gift carrier bags of
Cutty Sark Scotch Whisky. Players
include Snow, Fletcher, Underwood,
Graveney,
Pocock,
D’Oliveira,
Cowdrey etc. Official stamp for the
Daily Mirror to verso. 11’x10’. Very
good condition
£40/60

Very light press masking, some
creasing and wear, otherwise a nice
image in good condition
£40/60
353a Australia tour to England 1884.
Original mono photograph of the
Australian players and umpire seated
and standing in rows, the majority
wearing
cricket
attire.
The
photograph appears to be a
bookplate, laid down to trimmed
page with players’ printed names to
lower edge of the page. Players
include Murdoch (Captain), Bonnor,
Palmer, McDonnell, Alexander, Scott,
Giffen etc. 4.5”x4”. Some loss to
lower edge of the page affecting the
printed names. Horizontal crease to
the photograph. A good image in
somewhat fragile condition £50/70
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England beat Australia by 244 runs
355

All three matches in the Test series
were drawn. The tour was marred by
demonstrations, and the final Test
was abandoned as a draw on the
third day due to a riot at the ground
352

New Zealand tour to Australia
1969/70. Large original oversize
mono press photograph of the wicket
under covers on the third day of the
final match of the tour, New South
Wales v New Zealanders, Sydney
Oval, 17th-19th January 1970. The
image shows the unrolled covers on
the wicket with the large empty
stands in the background. Press
stamps to verso for Daily Sun
(Sydney) and the John Fairfax photo
library. Also various official date
stamps, the earliest being 19th
January 1970. 12’x8.25’. Some wear
and creasing, otherwise a good image
in good condition
£30/50
The final rain affected match of the
tour was drawn.
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Clement ‘Clem’ Hill. South Australia
& Australia 1892-1923. Original sepia
press photograph of Hill standing full
length wearing cricket attire, Australia
cap and blazer, with cricket bat and
pads under his right arm, standing at
the back of a pavilion. Handwritten
annotation to verso dates the
photograph to 1924. 5.5’x8’.
Photographer and location unknown.
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England v Australia 1912. Original
mono press photograph of action
from the final match in the Triangular
Tournament played at The Oval,
19th-22nd September 1912. Rhodes
at gully stoops to take the catch to
dismiss Minnett of Australia for
nought off the bowling of Woolley.
Official stamp for ‘Topical’ to verso.
8.5’x6.5’. Very good condition
£60/80
England v South Africa 1929. Original
sepia press photograph of the South
Africa team walking on to th field for
the first Test, Edgbaston, 15th-18th
June 1929, the pavilion and
spectators in the background. Players
featured include Deane (Captain),
Catterall, Christy, Cameron, Morkel,
Vincent etc. The photograph by
Central Press, London, measures
8’x6.25’. Adhesive marks to verso,
otherwise in very good condition
£30/40
The match was drawn. Top scorers in
the match were Hammond (138no)
and Sutcliffe (114)
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England v South Africa 1935. Original
sepia press photograph from the fifth
and final Test at The Oval, 17th-20th
August 1935. England wicket keeper
Les Ames is sprawled on the ground
attempting to stop a ball down the
leg side which had passed through
the legs of South African batsman
Cameron. Bowler Bill Bowes is looking
on in the background. The
photograph by Central Press,
London, measures 8’x10’. Very good
condition
£30/50
The match was drawn. South Africa
had won their first Test in England
earlier in the series at Lord’s. The
remaining matches were drawn
giving South Africa their first series
win in England. Top scorers in the
match were Mitchell (128) and
Dalton (127) in South Africa’s first
innings, and Leyland (161) and Ames
(148no) for England
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June 1957. Players include May,
Trueman,
Statham,
Graveney,
Richardson etc., also the last pair of
West Indies batsmen, Valentine and
Gilchrist. Statham had bowled out
Valentine to give England victory by
an innings and thirty six runs. The
photograph by Sport & General,
London, measures 10’x8’. Very good
condition. A nice image
£30/50

George Alphonso Headley. Jamaica &
West Indies 1927-1954. An excellent
original mono press photograph of a
smiling George Headley in full length
batting pose, playing a shot to leg.
The location of the photograph is
unknown but appears to have been
taken in the West Indies. To verso,
official stamps for Australian media,
John Fairfax Group Photographic
Library, and Sporting Life, the latter
dated ‘Nov 1949’. 7.5’x6.5’. Slight
wrinkling and minor wear, otherwise
£30/50
in good condition
Duke of Edinburgh charity match
1953. An original mono press
photograph of Prince Philip and the
Duke of Norfolk, respective captains
for a charity match played at Arundel
Castle, 8th August 1953. The two
Dukes are in conversation walking
side by side, full length, both wearing
cricket attire and brightly striped
blazers, spectators applauding in the
background. Two official stamps to
verso for the Keystone Press Agency.
8’x10’. An excellent image in very
good condition
£30/50
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Australia tour to England 1953.
‘Coronation Tour’. Original mono
press photograph of H.M. The Queen
being introduced to the Australia
team at Lord’s for the tour match,
Middlesex v Australians, 18th-21st
July 1953. The Queen is being
introduced to the players by the
captain,
Lindsay
Hassett
accompanied by the team manager,
George Davies, and is seen shaking
hands with Graeme Hole. Other
players in the presentation include
Keith Miller, Ian Craig, Jim de Courcy,
Ritchie Benaud etc. The photograph
by Sport & General, London,
measures 10’x8’. Small crease to
lower right corner, otherwise in very
good condition. An excellent image
£40/60
Australia tour to England 1956.
Excellent mono original mono press
photograph of the Australian captain,
Ian Johnson, leading his team on to
the field for the opening match of the
1956 tour v the Duke of Norfolk’s XI
at Arundel, 28th April 1956. Other
players include Benaud, McDonald,
MacKay, Lindwall, Langley etc.
Central Press Photos, London. 10’x8’.
Very good condition
£30/50
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The Australians won the one day
match by three wickets
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England v West Indies 1957. Original
mono press photograph of young
supporters running on to the pitch
mobbing the players as they leave the
field after England’s victory in the
second Test at Lord’s, 20th-22nd
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Top scorer in the match was Colin
Cowdrey who scored 152 in
England’s only innings. Trevor Bailey
took eleven wickets in the match

The charity match, which featured a
number of England players, attracted
a huge crowd reportedly in the region
of 30,000
359

features the Indian captain, The
Nawab of Pataudi, holding two Lord’s
Taverners ties with Harry Secombe in
a comic pose with a tie held around
his head. Sport & General Press
Agency, London. 10’x8’. Very good
condition. A nice image
£30/40
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West Indies tour to Australia
1960/61. ‘Tied Test Series’. Original
mono press photograph of Sonny
Ramadhin wearing a very long
sweater at the foot of the pavilion
steps pointing to something
humorous out of shot, while seven
team mates in the background share
the joke. Other players featured
include Rohan Kanhai, Garry Sobers,
Lance Gibbs, Jackie Hendricks,
Seymour Nurse etc. Official stamp for
the Australian newspaper, SunHerald, dated 3rd October 1960.
6’x8.25’. Very light press masking,
some show-through to image of
handwritten annotations to verso,
otherwise a nice image in good
condition
£30/50
West Indies tour to England 1966. An
unusual original mono promotional
press photograph featuring Colin
Milburn and Ken Barrington of
England with the West Indians, David
Allan and Rudolf Cohen, taking aim
with bows and arrows, each wearing
suits and ‘Robin Hood’ style hats. The
photograph was taken on the
concourse at Trent Bridge on the eve
of the third Test on 29th June 1966
to promote the newly opened
Bridgford Hotel. Original Rank
Organisation Hotel Division press
release attached to verso. The
photograph by Brian Worth
Photograph, London, measures
10’x8’. Very good condition
£30/40
Learie
Nicholas
Constantine.
Barbados, Trinidad & West Indies
1921-1939. Impressive original mono
press photograph of Sir Learie and
Lady Constantine arriving at
Westminster Abbey for the memorial
service for the late Sir Frank Worrell,
7th April 1967. The couple are
depicted head and shoulders in
mourning attire. The photograph by
Central Press Photos, London,
measures 10’x8’. A very nice portrait
in very good condition
£30/50
India tour to England 1967. Original
mono press photograph taken at the
Lord’s Taverners luncheon held at the
Cafe Royal, London, to welcome the
Indian touring party. The photograph
35

England v India 1967. Original mono
press photograph at the start of the
fourth day’s play in the second Test at
Lord’s 22nd-26th June 1967. The
two teams are lined up in front of the
pavilion, Brian Close with his arm
raised leading ‘three cheers’ for The
Queen who is standing on the steps
for the presentation to the players. A
very small group of officials and
members is in attendance. Sport &
General, London. 10’x8’. Small light
crease to lower right corner,
otherwise a nice image in good
condition
£30/40
England beat India by an innings and
124 runs. Top scorer in the match
was Tom Graveney who made 151 in
England’s only innings
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Australia tour to England 1968.
Original mono press photograph of
the Australian captain, Bill Lawry,
leading his team on to the field for
the first match of the 1968 tour v
Duke of Norfolk’s XI at Arundel, 4th
May 1968. Players features include
Sheahan, Inverarity, Renneberg,
Cowper, Redpath, Gleeson, Inverarty,
Hawke etc. Sport & General, London.
10’x8’. Nice image in very good
condition
£30/40
The one day match was drawn
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Garfield St. Aubrun Sobers. Barbados,
Nottinghamshire, South Australia &
West Indies 1952-1974. Film actor.
Excellent and unusual original mono
press photograph of Sobers at
Westminster School cricket ground,
where he attending the filming of
scenes for ‘Two Gentlemen Sharing’.
Sobers is depicted seated in a
‘director’s’ chair with his name
attached to the backrest, looking over
his left shoulder towards the camera
wearing full batting attire, his bat
resting on his right shoulder. In the
background the film crew are making
preparations. Press Association
Photos. 10’x8’. Very good condition
£40/60
Sobers was acting as a ‘film double’
for Hal Frederick who played the part
of a Jamaican cricket fanatic.
Frederick had no knowledge of the
game!
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Anthony William ‘Tony’ Greig’.
Border, Sussex, Eastern Province &
England 1967-1978. Original sepia
press photograph of Greig arriving at
Hove in April 1970 for pre-season net
practice wearing three sweaters,
afghan coat and matching gloves to
keep out the cold. Central Press

Photos, London. 7.5’x10.5’. Good/
very good condition
£30/50
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Pakistan tour to England 1971.
Excellent original mono press
photograph of the arrival of the
Pakistan team to England on 27th
April 1971. Four members of the
touring party including Intikhab Alam
(Captain), Wasim Bari and Imran
Khan are depicted at a London hotel
collecting their luggage from a long
row of suitcases. Imran Khan has a
hockey stick by his side. Sport &
General, London. 8’x10’. Very good
condition
£30/50
Zaheer Abbas. Karachi, Gloucestershire & Pakistan 1965-1987. Iconic
original mono press photograph of
Zaheer playing an attacking shot to
the offside off the bowling of Arnold
on his way to scoring 240 in
Pakistan’s first innings. Central Press
Photos, London. 8’x10’. Very good
condition
£30/40
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The high scoring third Test was drawn
with Pakistan amassing 600-7
declared, England replying with 545
(Amiss 183, Fletcher 122). All three
matches in the series were drawn
372

West Indies tour to England 1950.
Four
original
mono
press
photographs taken at the penultimate
match of the tour v Cumberland and
Westmorland, played at Edenside,
Carlisle, 14th September 1950.
Photographs include the two teams
photographed together seated and
standing in rows in cricket attire, Roy
Marshall and Robert Christiani
walking out to bat for West Indies,
and players and officials socialising
after the match, including Alf
Valentine, Everton Weekes and Sonny
Ramadhin.
Each
photograph
measures 6.5’x4.75’ with stamp for
Cumberland News, Carlisle to verso.
Previously sold by Knights in February
2004. VG
£40/60
The tour match was drawn. For the
West Indies Marshall made 82,
Christiani 46, Stollmeyer 39, Rae 35,
Gomez and Valentine took 4 wickets
apiece. For Cumberland and
Westmorland, Newell took 5-86 and
made 17 with the bat
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West Indies tour to England 1950.
Five original mono press photographs
taken around the time of the tour
match
v
Cumberland
and
Westmorland, 14th September 1950.
The photographs feature members of
the touring party at social functions,
meeting local dignitaries, taking a
boat trip etc. Players featured include
Walcott, Christiani, Ramadhin,
Stollmeyer, Weekes, Valentine etc.
Each
photograph
measures
6.5’x4.75’
with
stamp
for
Cumberland News, Carlisle to verso.
Previously sold by Knights in February
2004. VG
£50/70

West Indies tour to England 1950.
Four
original
mono
press
photographs of members of the West
Indies touring party visiting the Carr’s
Biscuit factory in Carlisle in September
1950. Images depict the tourists
congregating at the factory entrance,
and being shown around the
production line. Players featured
include Rae, Valentine, Walcott,
Goddard etc. Photographs by Tassell
and P.T. Haley of Carlisle. Each
approx. 8.5’x6.5’. Previously sold by
Knights in February 2004. VG
£40/60
West Indies tour to England 1950.
Five original mono press photographs
of members of the West Indies
touring party visiting the Carr’s Biscuit
factory in Carlisle in September 1950.
Images depict the tourists departing
at the factory entrance, taking tea
(including Valentine signing a bat for
a young boy), and being shown
around the production line etc. Other
players featured include Gomez,
Walcott, Ramadhin etc. Photographs
by Tassell and P.T. Haley of Carlisle.
Each approx. 8.5’x6.25’. Previously
sold by Knights in February 2004. VG
£50/70
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West Indies tour to Australia
1951/52. ‘The Three W’s, Weekes,
Worrell and Walcott’. Three original
mono press photographs, one each of
Weekes and Walcott in batting
practice in the nets at Sydney, the
other of Worrell training in the field
with a tennis ball at The Gabba,
Brisbane. Official stamps to verso to
two of Australian press agencies. Each
approx. 6’x8.5’. Light press masking
to the Weekes and Worrell images,
light wrinkling to the Weekes and
Walcott, some age toning to the
Worrell photograph, otherwise in
good condition
£30/50
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West Indies tour to Australia
1951/52. Four good original mono
press photographs of action from the
1951/52 tour. Photographs are Clyde
Walcott slumped on the ground
having been struck on the body off
the bowling of Raymer, being aided
by Colin McCool, in the tour match v
Queensland, 6th November 1951.
Telegraph Feature Service, Brisbane.
Valentine taking the first of seven
wickets clean bowling Bowley in the
tour match v South Australia, 8th
December 1951. Central Press
Photos, London. Lindsay Hassett
being run out by wicketkeeper, Sam
Guillen, for 13 in the second day of
the fourth Test, Melbourne, 1st
January 1952. Central Press Photos,
London. Everton Weekes caught out
by wicketkeeper Langley off Lindwall
for nought, first day, fifth Test,
Sydney, 25th January 1952. Publisher
unknown. Sold with two further
original press photographs of action
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from the 1950/51 Ashes series
featuring Ray Lindwall batting and
Keith Miller taking a spectacular
diving catch in the gully. Sizes range
from 9.5’x7.25’ to 7.25’x5.25’. Qty
6. G
£60/80
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Australia tour to West Indies 1955.
Five original mono press photographs
from the 1955 tour. Images are
captains Allan Rae and Ian Johnson
tossing for innings for the opening
match of the tour, Jamaica v
Australians, 19th March 1955,
Everton Weekes playing an attacking
shot in his innings of 139, and Jeff
Stollmeyer batting in the second Test,
Port of Spain, Trinidad, 11th-16th
April 1955, and two images of Frank
Worrell in batting action in the
second and fourth Tests. Official press
stamps to two images for Trinidad
Guardian
and
Herald
Sun
(Melbourne). Various date stamps to
others. Sizes range from 9.5’x6’ to
7’x5’. Small loss to lower edge of the
Stollmeyer photograph, other minor
faults, otherwise in good condition
£50/70
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West Indies tour to Australia
1960/61. ‘Tied Test Series’. Four
original mono press photographs
from the 1960/61 Test series
including two of Rohan Kanhai, one
batting in the nets to assess his fitness
for the second Test at Melbourne,
dated 30th December 1960. The
other of Kanhai in conversation with
the Governor-General of Australia,
Lord De L’Isle at Sydney, inspecting
Kanhai’s injured finger. Also Sobers
bowling in the nets at Bunbury prior
to the opening tour match against
Western Australia Country in which
Sobers took five second innings
wickets, and a mono head and
shoulders portrait of a grinning Lance
Gibbs after he had taken a hat-trick
in the first innings of the fourth Test.
Sold with an excellent image from the
fourth Test at Adelaide 1968/69. Eric
Freeman has launched an enormous
six, all eyes watch the ball as it
disappears out of the ground,
Watching on are Sobers, Hendricks,
Gibbs, and the umpire, Egar. All five
images with official Australian
‘Herald’ press stamps and various
date stamps to verso. Various sizes
ranging from 10’x8’ to 5.5’x8’. Odd
minor faults, overall in good
condition. Qty 5
£50/70
The 1960/61 tour was notable for
the celebrated tied Test at Brisbane,
the first of only two such results in
over 2000 Test matches played to
date, the second occurring in 1986
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Alfred Louis ‘Alf’ Valentine. Jamaica
& West Indies 1949-1965. Two
original mono press photographs
depicting Valentine in the follow
through of his bowling action,
originally part of a sequence of eight

that appeared in an issue of the
Australian magazine, ‘Sporting Life’,
January 1952. Both date stamped
16th January 1952. An original
cutting of the article is attached to
one of the images. Sold with a similar
photograph of Valentine date
stamped 9th October 1951, and
another of Sonny Ramadhin bowling
in his cap with date stamps for 27th
December 1951 and 7th June 1955,
also ‘Sporting Life’. Each approx.
4.25’x6’. Good condition. Qty 4
£40/60
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Sonny Ramadhin and Alf Valentine.
West Indies tours to Australia
1951/52 and 1960/61. Two original
mono press photographs of close-ups
of Ramadhin’s bowling grip both
published in the ‘Sunday Sun’ of
Sydney, one date stamped 3rd
December 1951, the other 10th
January 1952 and later. Sold with
three mono press photographs of
Valentine, one half length holding a
cricket ball, a head and shoulders
portrait, and in his bowling action.
Official stamps to verso for Sporting
Life, Reuter and Daily Sun. Various
date stamps. Sizes range from 6’x11’
to 6.75’x4.25’. Some faults and wear,
otherwise in good condition £40/60
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England v West Indies, Lord’s 1963.
Three
original
mono
press
photographs of action from the
second innings of the second Test at
Lords, 20th-25th June 1963. Two
images from the West Indies’ second
innings depict Rohan Kanhai being
caught at slip by Cowdrey off
Shackleton for 21, and Basil Butcher
playing an attacking sweep shot off
Shackleton, wicketkeeper Parks is at
the stumps. The third, from England’s
second innings shows Fred Titmus
being caught at gully by McMorris off
the bowling of Hall. All three by Sport
& General, London, each 10’x8’. Nice
images in good/ very good condition
£30/50
The culmination of the second Test
was tense. Set 234 to win, England
looked to be on course with innings
of 60 by Barrington and 70 by Close.
When Shackleton was run out for 4
with England only 6 runs short of
victory, Colin Cowdrey returned to
the wicket with his broken arm in
plaster to hold out for a draw
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Frank Lowson bowled by Ramadhin
in the tour match v Yorkshire, May
1950, the other Wes Hall bowled by
Mackay to close West Indies second
innings in the 3rd Test of the 1960/61
‘Tied Test’ series. Various sizes from
10.5’x5.25’ to 6’x4’. Damage to the
Worrell photograph, other odd minor
faults otherwise in good condition.
Qty 5
£40/60

West Indies 1950s/1960s. A selection
of original mono press photographs
featuring West Indies players. Images
include two of Everton Weekes in the
nets, one batting, the other bowling,
both Sport & General, London. A
head and shoulders portrait of Clyde
Walcott on the 1957 tour to England,
and Frank Worrell being dismissed
L.B.W. by Benaud in the 1960/61
Test series in Australia, both Central
Press Photos, London. Two Australian
‘Herald’ press photographs, one of
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Garfield St. Aubron ‘Garry’ Sobers.
Barbados, Nottinghamshire, South
Australia & West Indies. Four original
mono press photographs of Sobers in
batting and bowling action. Images
include Sobers bowling, date stamped
9th October 1971, location
unknown. Reaching his century for
West Indies and batting in the nets
for the tour match v New South
Wales, Sydney, 22nd-24th November
1986. Batting during his innings of
113 in the fifth Test at Sydney, 14th20th February 1969. Official
Australian press stamps for Herald,
Sun-Herald, S.H. Sport, John Fairfax
Group etc. Various sizes from 7.5’x11’
to 6.5’x8.5’. One image with press
masking, some wear, otherwise good
images
£40/60
Rohan Bholalall Kanai. Guyana,
Trinidad, Warwickshire, Western
Australia & West Indies 1954-1977.
Four
original
mono
press
photographs
featuring
Kanhai
including two official mono portraits,
and two action shots, one of Kanhai
playing a cover drive playing for
Western Australia v New South Wales
November
1961,
the
other
attempting a sweep shot off Tony
Lock in the West Indies tour match v
Western Australia Combined XI,
Perth, 2nd-5th November 1968.
Various official Australian press and
date stamps including Herald, John
Fairfax, Daily Sun and Sun Herald.
Sold with an original pen and ink
caricature by ‘Ferke’ of a head and
shoulders portrait of Kanhai. Official
stamps to verso for S.H. Sport and
Sun Herald with date stamps for
October 1968. Various sizes from
4.5"x6.5" to 8"x10". Qty 5. Odd
minor faults, otherwise good
condition
£40/60
Wesley Winfield ‘Wes’ Hall.
Barbados, Trinidad, Queensland &
West Indies 1955-1971. Four original
mono press photographs featuring
Wes Hall including dismissing John
Inverarity, caught by wicketkeeper
Hendricks, in the tour match v
Western
Australia,
26th-29th
October 1968. An excellent low-level
shot of Hall bowling in the third Test
v Australia at Sydney, 3rd-8th January
1969. Two mono press portraits of
Hall, one head and shoulders wearing
cricket attire, the other full length
wearing suit and tie (unevenly
trimmed). Official press stamps for
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Western Australian Newspapers,
Herald, Sun-Herald etc. Various sizes
from 4"x12" to 8"x10". Light press
masking to one image, other minor
faults, otherwise in good condition
£40/60
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Lancelot Richard ‘Lance’ Gibbs.
Guyana,
Warwickshire,
South
Australia & West Indies 1953-1975.
Three
original
mono
press
photographs of Gibbs in bowling
action. One image features Gibbs
bowling in the nets at Lord’s for the
Rest of the World XI v England XI.
The match was abandoned without a
ball bowled. Another depicts Gibbs
practicing at Perth on the 1975/76
tour to Australia. Sold with two mono
head and shoulders portrait
photographs of Gibbs, and an original
pen and ink caricature by ‘Ferke’.
Official press stamps to the majority
including the Australian Sun-Herald,
S.H. Sport, Western Australian
Newspapers etc. Various sizes from
4"x5" to 6.5"x8.5". Good condition
£40/60
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Don Bradman 1946/47. Two original
mono press photographs, one of
Bradman batting in the nets at Perth,
the other of Bradman in batting attire
with bat under his arm, talking to two
team mates on the outfield at
Brisbane, spectators milling in the
background. Both measure approx.
6.5’x4.5’. Official Australian press
stamps to verso for W.A. Newspapers
Ltd and The Courier Mail respectively.
Good images. VG
£30/50
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Don Bradman. Testimonial matches
1948/49. Four original mono press
photographs featuring Bradman in his
final three first-class matches. Images
depict Bradman jovially tossing for
innings with Lindsay Hassett and
leading the team from the pavilion
being applauded by an adoring
crowd at Melbourne in his own
Testimonial, Don Bradman’s XI v
Lindsay Hassett’s XI, 3rd-7th
December 1948. Entering the field to
bat with large crowds applauding in
the background in the Testimonial for
Alan Kippax and Bert Oldfield,
Lindsay Hassett’s XI v Arthur Morris’
XI, Sydney, 25th-28th February 1949.
Walking out to bat with Phil Ridings
for the Sheffield Shield match, South
Australia
v
Victoria
(Arthur
Richardson’s Testimonial) at Adelaide,
4th-8th March 1949. Official
Australian press stamps to verso for
‘Truth’ Feature Service, Melbourne,
Sydney Morning Herald, and News &
Mail. All approx. 6.5’x8.5’. VG
£50/70
On returning from the triumphant
‘Invincibles’ tour of England,
Bradman played in his last three firstclass matches. He scored his last
century (123) and 10 in the first
match at Melbourne in an exciting,

a broad smile and wearing his
Australia cap. Press label to verso
dated 10th August 1976, announcing
the death of Oldfield in Sydney that
day. Press Association, London.
6”x7.75”. Also an excellent original
sepia studio portrait photograph of a
jovial Hassett, head and shoulders
wearing suit and tie. Stamp for
‘Broothorn [Studios, Melbourne]
Rough Proof, please return’ to lower
portion of the photograph, and
handwritten date to top left corner,
27th July 1949. 6”x7.75”. VG
£40/60

high scoring, match which was tied.
At Sydney he made 53, and top
scored with 30 in the first innings at
Adelaide, but was unable to bat in
the second having trodden on a ball,
spraining his ankle
390

Don Bradman 1962/63. Last
competitive match. Four original
mono press photographs featuring
Bradman in his last competitive
match, Australia Prime Minister’s XI v
M.C.C., Canberra, 6th February
1963. Images depict Bradman tossing
for innings with the M.C.C. captain,
Ted Dexter, leading the Prime
Minister’s XI out with Sam Loxton,
doffing his cap as he walks on to the
field to bat, and climbing the pavilion
steps with Dexter and the Australia
Prime Minister, Robert Menzies. Each
measures 6.25’x8.25’ with official
press stamps to verso for Australian
Consolidated Press and Herald &
Weekly Times, Melbourne. VG
£40/60
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The one-day match was won by
M.C.C. by three runs. Bradman
scored 4
391

Don Bradman 1962/63. Last
competitive match. Three original
mono press photographs featuring
Bradman in his last competitive
match, Australia Prime Minister’s XI v
M.C.C., Canberra, 6th February
1963. Images include a half length
portrait of Bradman wearing suit and
tie, at a social function in discussion
with a bespectacled gentleman, and
doffing his cap as he enters the field
of play to bat. Each measures
6.25’x8.25’ with official press stamps
to verso for Australian Consolidated
Press, Sydney, Sport & General,
London, and Mirror Newspapers,
Sydney. Minor age toning to the
portrait image, otherwise in very
good condition
£30/50
392 Australian Test Captains. Three
original mono press photographs of
Australian Test captains. Images are a
head and shoulders of a jovial Monty
Noble (captain 1903-1909) wearing
cricket attire and cap, the photograph
dated c1947, Herbie Collins (captain
1921-1926) in later years wearing a
trilby hat and bow tie, both 6.25’x8’,
and a tightly trimmed photograph of
Warren Bardsley (captain 1926), full
length wearing Australia cap,
2.5’x6.75’. Official press stamps for
Australian libraries, ‘Sporting Life’,
‘Daily Sun’ and ‘People’, also The
Times. Some silvering to the Noble
photograph, minor wear to the
Collins, otherwise in good condition
£40/60
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‘Bert’ Oldfield and Lindsay Hassett.
Australia. Two original mono press
photographs including a nice head
and shoulders mono press library
photograph of Oldfield in 1930 with
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Australian Test cricketers 1930s. Four
original mono press photographs of
Australian Test players taken in the
1930s. Subjects include an excellent
head and shoulders portrait of Arthur
Chipperfield in pensive pose wearing
his Australia cap. 7’x9.5’. Official
press and date stamps to verso, the
earliest 1937, for ‘Sporting Life’.
Slight show through from masking to
verso, otherwise good. Sold with
three trimmed photographs of Jack
Fingleton and Bill Brown, both full
length walking out to bat, and
Warren Bardsley, three quarter
length. Australian press stamps to the
Fingleton imge for the John Fairfax
library. 4’x10’ and smaller. Odd minor
faults, otherwise in good condition
£40/60
Australian Test cricketers 1960s. Six
original mono press photographs
including two excellent images of Neil
Harvey in batting pose. Sport &
General, dated April 1961, and Ken
Mackay in batting pose, Central Press
Photos, April 1961. Official head and
shoulders portrait of Bob Simpson,
incorrectly described as ‘Ronald B.
Simpson’ to press label to verso. Press
Association, London, dated 11th May
1961. Superb image of Tom Vievers
in full length bowling pose. Sport &
General, London, 1964. Head and
shoulders portrait of Peter Burge,
undated, probably 1964. Head and
shoulders portrait of Les Joslin (1 Test
1968), with his bat resting on his left
shoulder. Press Association, London,
dated 29th April 1968. All approx.
8.5’x6.5’. Pin holes to the Mackay
photograph. Other odd minor faults,
otherwise in good/ very good
condition
£50/70
Robert Neil Harvey. Victoria, New
South Wales & Australia 1946-1963.
Two excellent large mono press
photographs featuring Harvey. One
depicts Harvey issuing flight folders
on the 1957/58 tour to South Africa,
to teammates Ian Meckiff, Lindsay
Kline and Colin McDonald. The other
depicts Harvey and Alan Davidson
with the Governor of New South
Wales, Sir Eric Woodward, after
Harvey had received his M.B.E.
Approx. 12”x8.5”. Sold with an
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original mono press photograph of
Alan Kippax and two others originally
photographed in 1963 where Kippax
appears to be being presented with
the gift of a watch. 10’x8’. Official
Australian press stamps for the Herald
to the verso of two photographs.
Light press masking and creasing to
the Harvey photographs, otherwise
nice images in good condition. Qty 3
£40/60
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Australia 1960-1963. Three good
large original mono press action
photographs. One photograph
intriguingly captures the Australian
players huddled around their captain,
Richie Benaud, showing no concern
while an apparently injured England
batsman is being attended to in the
background during the third Ashes
Test v England at Sydney, 11th-15th
January 1963. Others images include
Neil Harvey playing a sweep shot for
New South Wales v West Indies,
Sydney, November 1960 etc. The
photographs appear to be from
Australian photo agencies, each
11.5”x8”. Light creasing, otherwise
nice images in good condition
£30/40
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England Test cricketers 1920s-1930s.
Five original mono press photographs
of England Test cricketers from the
1920s and 1930s. Subjects are a head
and shoulders portrait of Jack Hobbs
(Surrey), probably taken in 1936.
Cecil Parkin (Lancashire) prior to
selection for the 1920/21 M.C.C.
tour to Australia. Two images of
Herbert Strudwick (Surrey) in batting
pose, one with press masking and
wear, the other with creasing. Date
unknown, probably early 1920s. A
trimmed photograph of Ernest
Tyldesley (Lancashire) walking out to
bat wearing an England cap, most
likely in the first Test v Australia at
Trent Bridge 1921. Official press
stamps to some photographs
including Central Press, The Times,
London, and Herald, Australia.
Various sizes from 6.5’x8.5’ to
3.5’x5.75’. Some faults as described,
otherwise good images
£30/50
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John Berry ‘Jack’ Hobbs. Surrey &
England 1905-1934. Four original
mono press photographs of Hobbs.
One depicts Hobbs walking off the
field at Blackheath having completed
2000 runs in the season, undated but
most likely 1925. Another shows
Hobbs playing an attacking shot to
the leg mid 1920s. Also two portrait
photographs, one trimmed. Official
press stamps include People, Central
News and Farringdon Photo
Company. 6.5’x8.5’ and smaller.
Some wear and creasing, pin holes to
one, overall in fair/ good condition
£30/50
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John Berry ‘Jack’ Hobbs. Surrey &
England 1905-1934. Two large

Melbourne 1937. Excellent original
mono press photograph of an aerial
view of the huge crowd in the stands
at Melbourne on the opening day of
the fifth and final Test, 26th
February- 3rd March 1937, in the
1936/37
Ashes
series.
The
photograph
by
the
General
Photographic Agency, London,
measures 8”x10”. VG
£60/80

original mono press photographs of
Hobbs, one of him bowling in the
nets at The Oval wearing his cap,
dated 28th April 1921. The other of
Hobbs at The Oval standing at the
wicket leaning on his bat, wearing his
M.C.C. touring blazer, dated 18th
April 1923. Both photographs by
Reuter and measure 8”x10”. Nice
images in good/ very good condition
£30/50
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Nanik Amarnath Bhardwaj ‘Lala
Amarnath’. Hindus, Southern Punjab,
Gujarat, Patiala, etc. & India 19291961. Two original mono press
photographs of Amarnath when he
captained the India tour to Australia
in 1947/48. One is an official head
and shoulders portrait wearing his
India cap, the other studiously
reading a copy of ‘Sporting Life’
magazine, wearing a pith helmet
featuring the India cricket emblem to
the side. Official Australian press
stamps to verso for Daily News,
Perth, and John Fairfax Photographic
Library respectively. 6.5’x4.75’. Slight
staining to one image, otherwise in
good/ very good condition £30/40
Lala Amarnath holds the distinction
of having scored India’s first Test
century, which he achieved on his
debut v M.C.C. at Bombay in 1933
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South Africa v New Zealand 1961.
Official mono photograph of the
South African team who played New
Zealand in the first Test on the 8th12th December at Durban, sitting
and standing in rows, in cricket attire.
The photograph laid down to official
mount with title to top border and
players names printed to lower
border. Players include McGlew,
Waite, Barlow, P. Pollock, Bland,
Farrer, McClean, O’Linn etc.
Photograph by Le Portrait Studios of
Durban. The photograph measures
15”x12.5” overall. Minor staining to
mount otherwise in good condition
£40/60
South Africa won the Test by 30 runs.
This was Bland’s Test debut and he
made 5 & 30 in the match
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Don Bradman Testimonial Match
1948. Bradman’s Team v Hassett’s
Team. The match played at
Melbourne 3rd to 7th December
1948. Excellent mono photograph of
Bradman walking out to bat, as
young admirers form a guard of
honour, in the Testimonial match
played in front of a crowd of 52,960.
The photograph dated 6th December
1948, but other dates stamped to
back. Herald Sun, Australia. 8”x6”.
Sold with a further mono photograph
of Bradman batting for Australia v
Surrey on the 1930 tour of England,
signed in later years by Bradman.
8”x6”. Qty 2. G
£50/80
The Ashes. Australia v England,

1938, The England team walking
onto the Sydney Cricket Ground
1954/55, walking out to bat with
Washbrook 1950/51 at Perth (great
image). On the whole, the
photographs are either 6”x4.5” or
6”x8” with odd exceptions. A nicely
present album
£150/250
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Scarborough Cricket Festival 19481950.
Three
original
mono
photographs by Walkers Studios,
Scarborough, of teams standing in
one row wearing cricket attire in front
of the pavilion. All three by Walkers
Studios of Scarborough. Teams are
M.C.C. team to tour South Africa for
the match v H.G. Leveson-Gower’s
XI, 4th-7th September 1948. New
Zealand for the match v H.G. Leveson
Gower’s XI, 7th-9th September 1949.
M.C.C. v Yorkshire, 2nd-5th
September 1950. Each measures
approx. 9.5’x4.75’, two loose
mounted to album pages. VG
£50/70
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Yorkshire selection 1930s. Two
original mono photographs taken at
Hovingham Hall, Yorkshire, family
seat of Sir William Worsley (former
Yorkshire captain and later president),
both dated ‘Sept. 1930’. One depicts
the teams for an invitation match(?)
seated and standing in rows, signed
to the photograph by Worsley, the
other of Cecil Burton standing with
Worsley and one other, signed to the
photograph by Burton. Both approx.
6’x4’ laid down to trimmed album
pages. Also a sepia real photograph
plain back postcard of Hovingham
Hall. Sold with an original mono
candid-style photograph of Yorkshire
officials/ former players seated and
standing in rows at Headingley, 21st
April 1938, signed to the photograph
by two former Yorkshire captains,
Lupton and Sellers. 5.25’x3.25’. Also
an original mono photograph of
Gibbs and Sutcliffe walking on to the
field at Hove, 28th August 1935,
surrounded by teammates and a large
crowd, signed by Gibbs. 6.5’x7.75’
laid to album page. A plain postcard
from Burton to a F.B. Milne dated
25th October 1942, in which Burton
is replying to a request for a
replacement photograph. He also
regrets the passing of Arthur Dolphin,
whom he had not known was ill.
Nicely signed ‘D.C.F. Burton’ etc. Qty
7. G/VG
£50/70

England had won the first two Tests,
but Australia recovered to win the
remaining three to retain the Ashes,
winning the final Test emphatically
by an innings and 200 runs. Bradman
(169), Badcock (118) and McCabe
(112) for Australia top scored in the
match
405

Yorkshire 1932. Excellent mono
photograph of the Yorkshire team
who played M.C.C. at Scarborough
on the 31st August, 1st & 2nd
September 1932. Players include
Sellers, Sutcliffe, Verity, Wood,
Bowes, Dennis, Leyland, Mitchell,
Macaulay etc. The photograph by
Walkers Studios of Scarborough,
measures 9.75”x7.75”. A nice image.
Good/very good condition £60/90
The match was drawn. Mitchell
made 102 for Yorkshire
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Scarborough Festival 1950s. Five
original mono candid photographs of
cricketers playing in matches at the
Scarborough
Festival,
each
photograph signed by the featured
player. Signatures are Trevor Bailey,
Bob Simpson, Gamini Goonesena,
Godfrey Evans, and Brian Reynolds.
Some signatures faded, but legible.
Each
photograph
measures
3.5”x4.5”. VG
£30/50
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Sir Leonard Hutton, Yorkshire &
England
1934-1955.
Blue
photograph album containing and
excellent selection of thirty six original
press photographs covering Hutton’s
career as England player and Captain,
both in England and abroad on tours.
Photographs include walking onto
the pitch v South Africa 1951, Hutton
tossing for innings with Lindsay
Hassett 1953 (both at Lord’s, The
Oval and at Leeds- 3), full touring
team with Hutton Captain 1954/55,
Hutton onboard ship with the team
1954/55, Hutton tossing for innings
with Johnson in Australia 1954/55
(3), Hutton tossing for innings with
Hazare at Old Trafford, Hutton
walking out to bat with Compton at
Trent Bridge 1948, walking out to bat
with Washbrook (1946 at the Oval
and 1947 at Leeds (great image),
walking out to bat with Edrich 1938,
at the Oval 1948 and in Australia
1954/55, walking out to bat with
Barnett v New Zealand 1947 (Old
Trafford), walking out to bat with Ikin
at Trent Bridge 1951 v South Africa
(2), walking out to bat with Hardstaff
39

Hovingham Hall has been the family
seat of the Worsley family since
1563. Sir William Worsley, father of
the Duchess of Kent, captained
Yorkshire in 1928 and 1929 and
served as President from 1961 until
his death. He was also President of
M.C.C. in 1961/62. The cricket pitch
at Hovingham Hall is reputed to be
the oldest continuously played
private ground in England
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Yorkshire players featured include
Wilfred Rhodes, Emmott Robinson,
Maurice Leyland, Gerald Smithson,
Joseph Johnson, James Smurthwaite,
Cyril Turner, Irving Washington,
Arthur Mitchell, Herbert Sutcliffe,
Arthur Wood etc. Other include Bill
Bowes shaking the hand of King
George V during the presentation to
the England team at Lord’s 1934.
Also four large original press
photographs of action from
Middlesex v Yorkshire, 1939 and a
further two of large crowds for the
same match which Yorkshire won by
an innings and 246 runs. Sizes range
from 12’x10’ down to postcard size.
Odd minor faults including light
creasing and pin holes to some
images, overall in good/ very good
condition
£80/120

Don Bradman. 1948. Yorkshire Post
copyright photograph of Bradman
and England Captain, Norman
Yardley, walking out to toss for
innings at Headingley 1948. Signed
by Bradman in ink. 7’x5’. Also a
‘Central Press Photos’ mono
photograph of Bradman in batting
action, signed by Bradman, Yardley
and Godfrey Evans. Sold with an
original handwritten aerogramme
letter dated 1st October 1990 from
Bradman to Nick Pope, author of a
biography of Roy Kilner. Bradman
thanks Pope for a copy of the book,
and compares Kilner to Wilfred
Rhodes, ‘I think the two men as being
similar in many respects’ I played
against Wilfred in his last first class
match in 1930’. Nicely signed ‘Don
Bradman’. Qty 3 G
£80/120
Yorkshire C.C.C. Scarborough Cricket
Festival 1940s-1960s. Original sepia
photograph of the Yorkshire team
standing in one row, the pavilion and
crowded stand in the background,
c1949. Signed in ink to the
photograph by eight players, Coxon,
Wardle, Brennan, Yardley, Lester,
Hutton,
Wilson
and
Foord.
Additionally signed by Smailes and
Sellers on pieces laid down to the
photograph. 9.5’x6.5’. Stamp of ‘F.
Stanley Cheer’ to verso. Also a mono
copy photograph of the 1959
Championship winning side at
Scarborough.
Eight
signatures
including Trueman, Close, Illingworth,
Padgett, Stott, Bird etc. Also an
unsigned mono press photograph of
the 1962 Yorkshire team including
Wilson, Close, Ryan, R. Hutton,
Trueman, Binks, Padgett. Adhesive
damage to verso. Qty 3. G £50/70

414

Signed Yorkshire photographs 1940s1970s. A nice selection of press player
portraits and action photographs
featuring Yorkshire cricketers, each
signed by the featured player(s).
Action photographs include two of
Ray Illingworth batting, one against
India, signed by Illingworth and
Farouk Engineer, and another against
West Indies, signed by Illingworth
and Rohan Kanhai. Other signed
action photographs include Brian
Close and Fred Trueman. Also signed
two portraits, one of Arthur Mitchell,
the other Geoff Boycott, and two
candid photographs, one signed by
Illingworth and Taylor at Hove, 1959,
the other of Trueman walking out to
bat at Portsmouth. Various sizes,
8.5’x6.5’ and smaller. Qty 8. G/VG
£60/90

415

Yorkshire pre-War photographs. A
good selection of twenty original
mono press photographs with the
odd postcard and copy photograph
featuring
Yorkshire
players.
Photographs include portraits, match
action, team photographs, etc.

416

Yorkshire post-War photographs. A
good selection of seventeen original
mono press photographs featuring
Yorkshire players. Images include
match action, in the nets, portraits,
presentations etc. Players featured
include Norman Yardley, Ray
Illingworth, Dickie Bird, Don Wilson,
Vic Wilson, Brian Close, Bob
Appleyard, Jimmy Binks, Dennis and
Fred Trueman, Geoff Boycott etc.
Includes photographs of the Yorkshire
team v Glamorgan played at Hull, July
1948, Vic Wilson with teammates
inspecting the wicket in the nets at
Bradford, 1960, Ray Illingworth, Tony
Nicholson and Richard Hutton
playing cards on a wet day at The
Oval, 1966, Fred Trueman bowling
out Keith Miller of Australia in the
1956 Lord’s Ashes Test etc. Various
sizes from 10’x8’ down to 3.5’x5’.
G/VG
£50/80

417

George Ulyett. Yorkshire & England
1873-1893. Original small cabinet
style head and shoulders photograph
of Ulyett. Dated to verso 4th June
1879, the day before Yorkshire played
Middlesex at Lord’s. Overall 2.5’x4’.
Foxing to card mount, the
photograph in very good condition
£50/70

418

‘The Yorkshire Cricketers’ c18731875. Early original cabinet style
mono photograph of the Yorkshire
team seated and standing in rows
wearing assorted cricket attire.
Players featured are J. Rowbotham
(Captain), J. Thewlis (senior), G.
Pinder, G. Ulyett, T. Armitage, A. Hill,
A. Greenwood, T. Emmett, J. Hicks, E.
Lockwood and C. Ullathorne. Printed
title, players’ names and border to
card. The photograph by M. Hurst of
Sheffield measures 3.5’x2.25’ laid to
card, overall 6.5’x4.25’. Adhesive
marks to verso, minor wear and
ageing, otherwise in good/ very good
condition
£80/120
Joseph
Rowbotham
captained
Yorkshire in 1873 and again in 1875

419

Len Hutton and the Bedser twins
1960s. Original mono press
photograph of Hutton, Eric and Alec
Bedser at a reception, standing with
Learie Constantine. Signed in blue ink
to the photograph by Hutton and the
Bedsers. 8”x6”. VG
£30/40
Roy Kilner. Yorkshire & England
1911-1929. A nice selection of
sixteen original mono photographs
featuring Kilner, the majority candid
photographs from Kilner’s family
collection. Photographs depict Kilner
at home with family members, in a
team photograph of the 1924/25
M.C.C. tour to Australia, on tour in
the West Indies 1925/26, holidaying
with his sons, playing bowls with
Patsy
Hendren
and
Herbert
Strudwick, in the nets etc. Other
Yorkshire cricketers featured include
Wilfred Rhodes and Herbert Sutcliffe.
Various sizes from 9.5’x6.75’ to
3.5’x2.25’. Odd minor faults, overall
in good condition
£70/100
Kilner died aged only 37 after
contracting enteric fever while
coaching in India
40

Leonard ‘Len’ Hutton. Yorkshire &
England 1934-1955. 364 record score
1938. Two original mono press
photographs of Hutton in batting
action during his record innings of
364 against Australia in the fifth Test
at The Oval, 20th-24th August 1938.
In both photographs Hutton is
playing an attacking shot to the leg,
one with Bill Brown at short leg taking
evasive action. The photographs by
Central Press Photos and Sport &
General of London. Each measure
approx. 10’x8’. Heavy diagonal
crease to one photograph, otherwise
in good/ very good condition
£50/80
England amassed the record Test
score of 903-7 declared, Leyland
(187) and Hardstaff (169no) also
making centuries. Australia were
then bowled out twice for 201 and
123, both Bradman and Fingleton
were absent injured
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Yorkshire C.C.C. and England 1930s1960s. Black folder comprising a
good collection of original press and
copy photographs relating to
Yorkshire players representing their
county and England, and a selection
of cartoon and other press cuttings,
some earlier. Over thirty original press
photographs featuring Yorkshire
players in match action, portraits,
with family etc. Images of Len Hutton
include Hutton and Washbrook
walking out to bat for England v
Australia, Trent Bridge 1948, Hutton
acknowledging the crowd from the
balcony at The Oval following
England’s Ashes victory in 1953,
Hutton on the announcement of his
retirement in 1956 with his two

young sons, Hutton and Bob
Appleyard at King’s Cross Station for
the 1954/55 Australia tour etc. Also
Fred Trueman in bowling action v
Australia, walking off the pitch
through the crowds having taken five
Australian wickets at Headingley
1961, celebrating the first birthday of
his twin children at home etc. Brian
Close in batting and bowling action,
also attending leaving a meeting at
Lord’s following charges of unsportsmanlike conduct in 1967, at home
with his wife and new born son 1969
etc. Other players featured include
Maurice Leyland, Phil Sharpe, Bob
Appleyard, John Hampshire, Jimmy
Binks and Dickie Bird. Other images
include two nice views of the ground
at Kingston, Jamaica during
Yorkshire’s 1936 tour to the West
Indies. Various sizes, 10’x8’ and
smaller. Good condition
£70/100
421
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Herbert Sutcliffe. Yorkshire & England
1919-1945. A collection of nineteen
original mainly postcard size
photographs, postcards and candid
photographs of Sutcliffe and his
family, some from his own collection.
Includes the odd modern postcard.
Subjects include images of Sutcliffe in
batting poses, studio portraits, in the
army, on the beach, the family garden
etc. One studio portrait real
photograph postcard of Sutcliffe
wearing his M.C.C. touring blazer is
signed in ink to the verso by Sutcliffe.
Odd faults, overall in good condition
£60/90

424

Yorkshire C.C.C. 1938. Original mono
press photograph of four of the five
Yorkshire players selected to play for
England in the fifth Ashes Test v
Australia, The Oval, 20th-24th
August 1938, the match in which
Hutton made his record score of 364.
The four players, Hutton, Wood,
Verity and Bowes, are depicted full
length in a row wearing cricket attire.
The fifth Yorkshire player, not
featured in the photograph, was
Leyland. 6.25’x8.25’. VG
£50/70

425

Yorkshire C.C.C. 1938. Original sepia
press photograph of Arthur Mitchell
and Wilf Barber walking out to bat for
Yorkshire. The photograph is dated to
verso 1938, match unknown. 8’x10’.
Adhesive marks to verso, otherwise in
good/ very good condition. Nice
image
£50/70

426

Len Hutton. Yorkshire & England
1934-1955. Mono reprint press
photograph of Len Hutton and
Arthur Mitchell walking out to bat
with a large crowd in the background.
Signed to the photograph in blue ink
by Hutton. 8’x10’ VG
£30/40

427

North v South 1949. Original mono
press photograph of the North team
for the match played at Scarborough,
3rd-6th September 1949. The players
standing in one row wearing cricket
attire, the pavilion and crowded
stands in the background. The
photograph (probably Walkers
Studios of Scarborough) measures
10’x5.5’, laid to trimmed album page.
Signed to the photograph by ten
players. Signatures are Yardley
(Captain),
Hutton,
Cranston,
Gladwin, Dawkes, Broderick, Close,
Simpson, Lester and Hardstaff.
Lacking the signature of Brown. Some
fading to signatures, otherwise in
good condition
£40/60

428

Leicestershire C.C.C. 1912. Official
sepia photograph of the 1912 Leicestershire team seated and standing in
rows wearing cricket attire, some with
blazers and caps. Seated to the centre
is the captain, John Shields. The
photograph by F. Lumber of Leicester
measures 6’x4.5’, laid to photographer’s mount, overall 10’x8’. Some
foxing to mount, the photograph in
good condition
£60/90

Percy Holmes. Yorkshire & England
1913-1933. Original sepia press
photograph of Holmes walking out to
bat in his last County match for
Yorkshire accompanied by Herbert
Sutcliffe in the Champion County
match v The Rest at The Oval, 15th18th September 1931. 7’x9.75’.
Excellent image. Very light creasing,
otherwise in very good condition
£40/60
Holmes’ last county match did not go
well. He was bowled out for two in
the first innings and then run out for
three in the second. The Rest won by
an innings and 23 runs. He played
only one further first-class match, for
Sir L. Parkinson’s XI v Leicestershire
in 1935
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and 49 runs. Sellers was top scorer in
the match making 93no in
Yorkshire’s only innings. Verity took
nine wickets in the match

Kent v Yorkshire 1938. Dover 27th29th August 1938. Original mono
press photograph of Yorkshire
captain, Brian Sellers, attempting a
forcing front foot shot off Todd with
Kent wicketkeeper ‘Hopper’ Levett
partly obscured in the background
and Arthur Fagg fielding in the gully.
Signed in ink to the photograph by
Sellers and Fagg. Small crease to top
left corner, otherwise in good/ very
good condition
£60/90
Yorkshire beat Kent by an innings
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Leicestershire C.C.C. 1928. Official
sepia photograph of the 1928 Leicestershire team seated and standing in
rows wearing cricket attire and
blazers, some with caps. Players
featured include Dawson (Captain),
Geary, Bowley, Astill, Snary etc. 8’x6’
laid to photographer’s mount, overall
12’x10’. Photographer unknown.
Foxing to mount, the photograph in
41

good condition

£50/70

430

Leicestershire C.C.C. 1930. Official
mono photograph of the 1930
Leicestershire team, the players
seated and standing in rows wearing
cricket attire. Players featured are de
Lisle (Captain), Armstrong, Snary,
Shipman, Coleman, Berry, Bowley,
Riley, Geary, Astill and Sidwell.
Formerly the property of Frederick
Bowley, his named handwritten to
verso. The photograph by A. Wilkes
& Son, West Bromwich. 13’x9.5’.
Slight trimming, vertical creasing and
wrinkling, 3’ tear to lower edge with
tape repair to verso
£40/60
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Leicestershire C.C.C. 1937. Official
mono photograph of the Leicestershire team for the match v Sussex
played at Aylestone Road, Leicester,
26th-28th May 1937, the players
seated and standing in rows wearing
cricket attire. Players featured are
Dempster (Captain), Riley, Graham,
Watson, H.A. Smith, Prentice,
Bowley, Corrall, Armstrong, Geary,
Astill and Berry. The photograph by
A. Wilkes & Son, West Bromwich.
14.5’x11.5’. An excellent image in
very good condition
£70/100
Henry Graham played only twenty
three first-class matches 1936-1937.

432

Leicestershire C.C.C. 1938. Excellent
large oversize original sepia
photograph of the 1938 Leicestershire team, seated and standing in
rows wearing cricket attire. Players
featured are Lester, Thursting,
Cherrington, Watson, H. Smith,
Tompkin, Dawkes, Armstrong, Geary,
Berry and Flamson, also Coe (scorer)
and
Moore
(masseur).
The
photograph by A. Wilkes & Son, West
Bromwich, measures 14’x11.25’.
Hand written title in black ink to
lower portion of the image, ‘Leicestershire County Cricket XII 1938’.
Minor wear to corners, otherwise an
excellent image in very good
condition
£70/100
Peter Cherrington played only ten
first-class matches, all for Leicestershire in 1938
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Nottinghamshire C.C.C. 1888. Early
original sepia photograph of the 1888
Nottinghamshire team seated and
standing in rows wearing cricket attire
and assorted blazers. Players’ names
handwritten in ink to lower portion of
the photograph. Players are Sherwin
(Captain), Barnes, Flowers, Lindley,
Shacklock, Gunn, Attewell, H.B. Daft,
Scotton, Richardson and C.W.
Wright, also the scorer, Coxon. The
photograph,
which
measures
10’x7.5’, appears to have been
slightly trimmed and laid to card.
Photographer unknown. Slight
wrinkling, otherwise an excellent
image in good condition £80/120
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‘W.G. Grace’s Jubilee, July 1898’.
Early original sepia photograph of the
Gentlemen team for Gentlemen v
Players, Lord’s, 18th-20th July 1898.
The players are seated and standing
in rows wearing cricket attire, blazers
and assorted headwear. Players
featured are Grace, Kortwright,
Mason, Maclaren, Dixon, Woods,
Stoddart,
Townsend,
Jackson,
Wynyard and MacGregor, also the
umpire, West. Formerly the property
of J.R. Mason, his name annotated to
verso. The photograph by E. Hawkins
& Co., Brighton measures 11.5’10.5’,
laid to official photographer’s mount,
overall 13.5’x11.5’. Printed titles and
players’ names to mount borders, the
mount slightly trimmed. Some fading,
foxing and age toning to photograph,
otherwise a nice image in good
condition
£150/250
The match was won by the Players by
137 runs, Grace scoring 43 in the first
innings and ending 31no in the
second. Top scorer in the match was
William Gunn with 139 in the
Players’ first innings, J.T. Hearne
taking eleven wickets in the match
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New Zealanders won by 235 runs.
Top scorer in the match was Talbot
(65) in New Zealand’s second innings
437
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‘Middlesex 1892’. Early original sepia
photograph of the Middlesex team
for the match v Somerset at Taunton,
22nd-23rd August 1892 .The players,
seated and standing in rows wearing
cricket attire, are Webbe (Captain),
R.S. Lucas, Collins, O’Brien, F.G. Ford,
Stoddart, Hearne, Henery, Phillips,
Rawlin and MacGregor. The
photograph by J. Chaffin & Son of
Taunton measures 10.5’x8.5’, laid to
official photographer’s mount, overall
13.5’x11.5’. Printed title and players’
names to mount borders. Overall in
poor condition with heavy wear to
mount, fading and some wear to
photograph
£30/50

New Zealand tour to England and
Scotland 1931. Original official mono
photograph of the two teams and
officials for Scotland v New
Zealanders,
Hamilton
Cresent,
Glasgow, 15th-17th July 1931, all
seated and standing in rows in front
of the pavilion. New Zealand players
include Lowry (Captain), Dempster,
Mills, Vivian, Matheson, Merritt,
Allcott etc. Scotland players include
Armstrong (Captain), Kerr, McTavish,
Simpson, Baxter, Watson etc. The
photograph measures 11.75’x10.75’,
laid to tightly trimmed photographer’s
mount,
overall
11.75’x11.75’.
Players’
names
printed to lower mount border.
Photographer unknown. Excellent
image in very good condition

George Gunn. Nottinghamshire &
England 1902-1932. Original mono
photograph of the Notts Unity
Cricket Club team, the players seated
and standing in rows on the pavilion
steps wearing cricket attire. A
youthful George Gunn is seated
second from the right in the front
row. The photograph by E.P. Short of
Nottingham is undated but probably
c1900. 8’x6’ laid to photographer’s
mount and presented in original grey
folder. Slight foxing and wear to
mount and folder, the photograph in
very good condition
£30/50

Australia won the first Test of the
1948 series by eight wickets and
went on to retain the Ashes winning
the series 4-0 with one match drawn
440

England v Australia 1953. Excellent
large original press photograph
showing Len Hutton almost giving a
chance to the Australian slip cordon.
In the process of making the shot he
has lost his cap which has landed
behind the stumps. The image
captures the ball in the air with the
look of anticipation on the faces of
the six Australians in the slip cordon.
Excellent image with eight of the
Australians, Miller, Hassett, Morris,
De Courcy, Archer, Hole, Langley and
the bowler Lindwall in the
photograph, Bill Edrich is the other
England batsman. Central Press
Photos Ltd of Fleet Street. 12”x10”.
Superb image. G
£50/80

441

Test match photographs 1920’s. Four
impressive photographs from Test
matches involving England at home
and abroad. The first shows the
England team, led by Arthur Gilligan,
walking out to field against the South
Africans in the first Test at
Birmingham in 1924. Having made a
large total of 438 all out. The England
team proceeded to bowl the South
African out for just 30 runs. The
second shows the England team, led
by Arthur Gilligan, walking out to
field against Australia at Melbourne
on the 5th day of the second Test in
1925. Australia winning the Test
despite two centuries from Sutcliffe
and one from Hobbs in the Test. The
third shows Warren Bardsley leading
the Australians out to field in the tour
match against Oxford University at
the Christ Church Ground, Oxford in
May 1926 with the pavilion to
background. Australia winning by an
innings and 13 runs with Richardson
taking eleven wickets in the game.
The final photograph features Hobbs
and Sutcliffe walking out to open the
innings against South Africa at the
Oval in August 1929. Sutcliffe made
a century in both innings, the match
was drawn. Photographs by Reutar,
Central Press etc. Mainly 10”x8”, one
smaller
£100/150
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M.C.C. tour of Australia 1970/71.
Official mono tour photograph of the
M.C.C. party, sitting and seated in
rows, wearing cricket attire and
M.C.C. blazers. The photograph laid
down to official photographers
mount with title to top and players
names to lower border. M.C.C. colour
band to corner of mount. Photograph
by Frank Boase of Malvern, South
Australia. Overall 13”x12”. Some
wear and creasing to mount, vertical

Notts Unity C.C. was one of the
founding members of the Nottinghamshire Cricket Association, formed
in 1898. In the 1950s the Club
merged with Casuals C.C. to become
Notts Unity Casuals C.C.

William Ronald Collins played his
only first-class match, for Middlesex
v Somerset at Taunton, 22nd-23rd
August 1892. He scored nought in
both innings, did not bowl and took
no catches, Somerset won by 70 runs
436

stands, taken on the second day of
the first Test match at Trent Bridge,
10th-15th June 1948. 10”x8”. Good
images. VG
£40/60

£70/100

Maharajkumar
Kumar
of
Vizianagram’s tour of India and
Ceylon 1930/31. Three original sepia
candid style photographs, each
featuring and signed by Naoomal
Jaoomal to the verso with
handwritten dedication, one with
additional match details. Featured
players’ names annotated in ink to
the photographs. Two photographs
feature Jaoomal one standing with
Jack Hobbs, the other with Herbert
Sutcliffe, all wearing cricket attire,
Sutcliffe with M.C.C. touring blazer.
The third photograph depicts Jaoomal
and Hobbs walking out to bat. All
three relate to the Maharajkumar of
Vizianagram’s tour of India and
Ceylon, with signed dedication to
verso, ‘With best wishes from
Naoomal Jaoomal’. One with
additional handwritten annotation,
‘Vizianagram XI vs Dr Rockwood’s
Up-Country
XI
Dharrewal
[Darrawella] (Ceylon) December
1930. Opening pair of Vizianagram
XI Hobbs & Naoomal added 102 runs
for 1st wicket the only 3 figure
partnership for the 1st wicket in
Ceylon’. Each measures 5.75’x3.5’.
VG
£50/70
Full details of the match played at
Darawella are not available. Hobbs
and Sutcliffe were invited to join a
private tour to India and Ceylon
organised by the Maharajkumar of
Vizianagram (‘Vizzy’) in 1930/31. On
the tour Hobbs and Sutcliffe both
made over five hundred runs and
scored two centuries apiece.
Naoomal Jaoomal was the first
cricketer to open the batting for India
in a Test match, at Lord’s in 1932
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England v Australia, Trent Bridge
1948. Two original mono press
photographs of large crowds in the
42

England won the Ashes series 2-0
443
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‘The Australian Twelve’ 1878. Mono
photograph of the Australian touring
party to England 1878, seated and
standing in rows wearing striped tour
blazers. The image, used as the
bookplate photograph for the
Lillywhite’s Annual of 1879, measures
3.5”x2.5” and has been laid to a
cabinet card with printed players’
names below, framed by a black
border. Overall 7”x4.5”. Gilt to card
edges, somewhat dulled. G/VG
£50/80
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Australia tour to England 1956.
Original mono press photographs of
Richie Benaud, Ian Craig and Ian
Johnson in slip catching practice on
the 1956 tour. Sold with a mono
press photograph of Peter Burge
playing a pull shot in the third Test at
Headingley. He went on to score 160
and Australia won by seven wickets.
Both photographs 8”x10”. Qty 2.
Excellent images. VG
£30/40

448

Ashes cricket scrapbook 1924/25 &
1928/29. Large thick ledger type
scrapbook covering the period,
mainly press cuttings from the two
Test series but also including some
statistical pages, averages etc and
some press photographs including
original press photographs at
Adelaide 1924/25 series including the
worn wicket at the third Test at
Adelaide, Gilligan caught by
Richardson in the same match, the
scoreboard at Adelaide on completion
of the match, Hugh Trumble who
attended the Test match, Maurice
Tate and J.M. Gregory in the nets (2),
photograph of Hobbs and Sutcliffe
having been presented with items
subscribed to by the Australian public
in recognition of the great feats
performed by the two batsman,
original photograph of Ernest Jones,
former Australian player etc.
Scrapbook
binding
breaking
otherwise in good condition
£70/100

Don Bradman. ‘The Don is Here’.
Iconic
original
mono
press
photograph of Bradman waving his
hat on arrival at Tilbury Docks for the
Australian tour of England in 1948.
The photograph dated to verso 16th
April 1948. 9.5”x7.5”“. Odd nicks to
edges otherwise in good condition.
Sold with an original mono press
photograph of Bradman acknowledging the crowd on reaching 200 at
The Oval, 1932, Hobbs and
Duckworth applauding. 6”x8”,
unevenly trimmed, otherwise in good
condition. Qty 2
£30/50
Duke of Norfolk’s XI v Australia 1964.
Excellent selection of eight original
press photographs taken at the
ground during the first tour match at
Arundel, West Sussex. Photographs
show the Australian team, wearing
tour blazers being introduced to the
Queen Mother prior to the game
shaking hands with Graham
McKenzie and another with Norman
O’Neill (2) the Australians taking the
field, led by Captain Bob Simpson, Bill
Lawry, Ted Dexter, Bobby Simpson,
Roy Marshall and Norman O’Neill
batting during the game (5). Sold
with further press photographs of
Lawry caught by Booth and O’Neill
being bowled by Caldwell in the
following tour match at Worcester,
Plus various other press photographs
including the Australians attending a
reception at Australia House featuring
Keith Miller, Bobby Simpson, Wally
Grout, Peter Parfitt, Phil Sharpe and
two press photographs of Norman
O’Neill, Wally Grout and Brian Booth
choosing bats at the Stuart Surridge
Outfitters. All 10”x8”. Excellent
images. Sold with a real photograph
postcard of the Australian 1956 and
an album page signed by fourteen of
the Australian team, back to back,
including McKenzie, Simpson, Grout,
Booth, Burge, Jarman etc. Good
condition
£70/100
Australia tour to England 1953.
Excellent mono press photograph of
R.J. McNeill, captain of East Moseley

18th August 1964. Photographs
include the England team captained
by Ted Dexter seated and standing in
rows wearing cricket attire in front of
the pavilion with large crowds in the
stands. The remainder are all action
photographs from the first four days’
play (no play on the final day).
Images depict Simpson taking catches
at slip to dismiss Barrington and
Parks, Boycott playing a drive off
McKenzie and being clean bowled by
Hawke, Barber playing a shot to leg
off Corling, Grout bowled by
Cartwright, Redpath playing an
attacking shot off Cartwright,
Trueman taking his 298th Test wicket
clean bowling Ian Redpath, and his
300th Test wicket when Cowdrey
caught Hawke at slip, Titmus
dismissing Burge L.B.W., Cowdrey
playing a hook shot off Corling, and
the Australian players attending to
Cowdrey having been struck on the
head by a ball from McKenzie etc. All
photographs by Central Press Photos,
London, with original press labels to
verso. Each 8’x10’. Some faults to the
odd photograph, overall in good
condition
£80/120

C.C., tossing for innings with Lindsay
Hassett, captain of the Australians,
for the opening charity match of the
tour played at East Moseley, Surrey,
26th April 1953. 8”x10” VG £40/60

crease to photograph, very minor
damage to mount edge otherwise in
good condition. A rarely seen official
tour photograph
£50/70
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The Ashes. England v Australia 1930s.
Eight
original
mono
press
photographs of action from Ashes
Test series in the 1930s. Sutcliffe
playing a sweep shot, third Test,
Headingley 1930. Bradman skying a
shot which was caught by Ames off
the bowling of Verity, second Test,
Lord’s 1934. Two photographs of
Leyland playing attacking shots off
Grimmett, at Lord’s 1934 and The
Oval 1938. Verity bowling to
Chipperfield, first Test, Brisbane
1936/37. Barnett and Hutton walking
out to bat for the first Test, Trent
Bridge 1938. All 10’x8’. Also
Bradman raising his cap on reaching
his century in which he went on to
score 304 in the fourth Test,
Headingley 1934. 7.5’x5.5’ and
Oldfield being dismissed L.B.W. by
Verity, second Test, Lord’s 1934.
8’x6’. File holes to one Leyland
photograph, otherwise in good/ very
good condition. Good images
£50/80
The Ashes. England v Australia, The
Oval 1964. A collection of twenty
four original mono press photographs
from the fifth Test at The Oval, 13th43

Australia won the series 1-0 with
four matches drawn and retained The
Ashes
451

The Ashes. England v Australia. Old
Trafford 1961. Excellent panoramic
view of the match in play comprising
four original mono/ sepia press
photographs taken from the stands
on the third day’s play, the images
taped together to create the
panorama. The view wonderfully
depicts the capacity crowds in the
stands and on the grass at the
boundary edge. The scoreboard
shows England at 366 for 8 in their
first innings with Statham and
Trueman batting. Central Press
photos, overall approx. 32’x8’. Some
uneven trimming, otherwise in good/
very good condition
£70/100
Australia had been bowled out for
190 in their first innings, but having
dismissed England for 367, made 432
in the second (Lawry 102) before
bowling out England for 201 to win
the fourth Test by 54 runs. They went
on to retain The Ashes
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Australia Test cricketers 1953-1968.
Five original mono press photographs
of members of Australian tours to
England. Includes two of Ian Craig for
the 1953 tour, one in batting pose
(Sport & General, London), the other
posing three quarter length in the
nets at Adelaide (Reuter, London).
Also Richie Benaud in batting pose on
the 1961 tour (Sport & General),
Bobby Simpson, captain of the 1964
Australian tourists to England 1964 in
batting pose, (Reuter), and a head
and shoulders image of Alan
Connolly on the 1968 tour to England

(Press Association, London). 6’x8.5’
to 6’x4’. G/VG
£40/60
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M.C.C. tour of Australia 1907/08.
‘Great International cricket match on
the grounds at Melbourne, Australia’.
Copyright 1908. Pair of original sepia
stereoscopic action photographs of
the Australia v England Test match
played at Melbourne in 1908. The
photograph show the two batsmen
running between the wickets and a
fielder throwing in to the wicket
keeper, scoreboard to background.
Faint inscription in pencil to verso,
‘Australia v England 1907/08, 2nd
Test Match. M.C.G. England 2nd
innings. Noble 2 wickets. Fane &
Hutchings batting’ handwritten. The
two very similar photographs are laid
down to card mount to enable two
dimensional images to become three
dimensional images by looking
through a special stereoscope viewer.
The photographs by Underwood &
Underwood
Publishers.
The
photographs each measure 3’x3.25’
and overall on card mount 7’x3.5’.
Rare. VG
£100/150
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England won the Test by one wicket.
Hutchings made 126 & 39 in the
match, Fane made 13 & 50 and
Noble 61 & 64
454
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M.C.C. tours to Australia 1924/25,
1928/29 and 1936/37. Three glass
negatives of copies of photographs of
M.C.C. touring teams. The captains
in the three photographs are Arthur
Gilligan, Percy Chapman and Gubby
Allen
respectively.
In
each
photograph the players are seated
and standing in rows wearing tour
blazers, and the photographs have
been captured partly showing their
original photographers’ mounts. The
negatives may have been used for
postcard reproductions. Each slide
measures 5.5”x3.5”. One slide with
accompanying compliment slip for
Jennings Limited, City Printing Works,
Canterbury. Previously sold by
Christies as lot 214, 20th October
1988. Some silvering, otherwise in
good/ very good condition £30/50
Andrew ‘Freddie’ Flintoff. The Ashes.
England v Australia 2005. Large
framed montage of three colour
photographs of Flintoff, one bowling,
one batting and, to the centre, the
iconic image of Flintoff commiserating with Brett Lee after England’s
victory by two runs in the second Test
at Headingley in which Flintoff was
Man of the Match. Large, bold
signature of Flintoff and printed title
panel window mounted below. Each
photograph
measures
approx.
12”x8”. Certificate of authenticity
issued by ‘Superstars’ to verso.
Framed
and
glazed,
overall
36”x18.5”. VG
£30/50
In the famous 2005 Ashes series,

played on equal terms is now
described as a Test match. For one
thing, two Australian Test cricketers,
Ferris and Murdoch, as county
players became members of the
touring party, but went on to
represent England. At the end of the
tour the captain, Walter Read and
manager, Edwin Ash were arrested
until they provided security to cover
a loan of £1000 which had been
advanced by a Cape Colony
businessman to cover expenses not
met by the gates. There was just time
for them to be ferried to the ship
before it departed....

having lost the first Test at Lord’s,
England looked certain to win at
Headingley when Australia’s last man
came in still requiring 62 runs for
victory. Lee and Kasprowicz’s epic
last stand brought them tantalisingly
close before Kasprowicz edged down
the leg side to be caught by Jones off
Harmison. England went on to win
the five match series 2-1, regaining
the Ashes for the first time in
eighteen years
England v India, Lord’s 1932. Large
official photograph of the England
team, seated and standing in rows,
wearing cricket attire and blazers. The
Test match played at Lord’s 25th to
28th June was the only Test of the
series . Players featured include
Douglas Jardine (Cpt), Paynter,
Hammond, Voce, Bowes, Ames,
Holmes, Sutcliffe, Woolley etc.The
photograph by Sport & General is laid
down to original photographers
mount and measures 17.5”x15”.
Handwritten to back of the mount in
pencil ‘Mr E. Paynter- Tuesday’. This
may well have been Paynter’s copy.
Good/very good condition. Sold with
a similar photograph for the Players
team who played the Gentlemen at
Lord’s in July 1937. Players include
Hammond,
Hutton,
Paynter,
Goddard, Compton etc. 16”x14”.
Some minor surface marks to image,
some wear to mount edge and
evidence of old damp staining to
mount. Qty 2
£70/100

This ‘Test match’ game is more
interesting for the following historical
oddities,
William Murdoch and Ferris, who
had both previously played for
Australia, played for England due to
residence, Frank Hearne, who played
for South Africa in this game, had
previously played for England.
Finally, the game gives the second
instance of three brothers playing in
the same Test match, as Frank
Hearne’s brothers, Alec Hearne and
George Hearne played for England, a
cousin, John Thomas Hearne also
played for the tourists and the tour
was simultaneous to the English
cricket team in Australia in 1891/92,
both teams deemed to have “Test
status”.
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M.C.C. [S.B. Joel’s] tour of South
Africa 1924/25. Large mono
photograph of the ‘Union-Castle Line
to South and East Africa. R.M.S.
Edinburgh Castle 13,330 tons’ which
took the team to South Africa. Signed
to the face of the photograph, above
and below the ship by sixteen
members of the touring party
including Tennyson, Holmes, Russell,
Jameson, Gilligan, Geary, Marriott,
Bartley, Tyldesley, Bowley, MacBryan,
Parker, Stanhope Henry Joel etc. The
photograph laid down to large official
photographers mount with titles
above and below the photograph.
Minor wear, Some light fading to the
majority of the signatures otherwise
in good condition. A rare signed
photograph
£100/150
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Colin Cowdrey and Geoff Pullar
1962.
Original
mono
press
photograph of Cowdrey and Pullar
walking out to bat in the first Test,
England v Pakistan, Edgbaston 31st
May- 4th June 1962. Signed to the
photograph by both players. 8”x10”.
VG
£40/60

England won the Test against India by
158 runs. The Players beat the
Gentlemen by 8 wickets
457

‘The English Cricket Team [South
Africa] 1891/92’. Original mono
photograph of the team with Umpire
J. Leaney, standing and seated in
rows, wearing cricket attire and tour
caps. Players featured include W.W.
Read (Cpt), J.T.Hearne, Pougher,
Brann, Ferris, W.L. Murdoch, G.G.
Hearne, A. Hearne etc. The
photograph is laid down to the official
photographers mount with title and
players names printed to lower
border. The photograph by F.E.
Pollard of Cape Town measures
7.75”x6” and overall with mount
12”x10”. Some loss to corners of
mount on the right hand side, some
rounding to other corners, slight
soiling, wear, staining and age toning
otherwise in good condition. A rarely
seen early tour photograph
£140/180
W.W. Read’s team were unbeaten on
the tour of South Africa, winning
fourteen matches including ‘The Test
Match’ and drawing seven. They
were far too strong, particularly in
bowling, for the opposition it met,
J.T. Hearne and Martin captured over
100 wickets each... It seems
unrealistic that the only match
44

England best Pakistan by an innings
and 24 runs, Cowdrey scoring 159 in
England’s only innings
460

Commonwealth tour to India
1953/54. ‘Autographed Photo
Album. Fourth Test at Madras. Silver
Jubilee Overseas Cricket Team vs

India. January 13th to 17th 1954’.
Small photograph album with printed
title to front cover and blue silk tie,
presumably presented to players in
the match. Comprises twenty six
mono candid style photographs, each
signed by the featured player in ink.
Some photographs detached, appears
to be missing two photographs.
Signed photographs include all
twenty two players who played in the
five day match including Roy,
Manjrekar, Gopinath, Umrigar,
Ramchand, Ghulam Ahmed, Gupte
etc. for India, Barnett, Marshall,
Edrich, Watkins, Barrick, Loxton,
Loader, Subba Row etc for the
Commonwealth. Also signed by V.
Pattabhiraman (Manager) who has
written a dedication ink to the front
cover to Geoffrey Whitelock, whose
name and address are written to the
rear cover. G/VG
£150/250
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India won the match by an innings
and 50 runs. Ghulam Ahmed,
Captain of the Indian side took
twelve wickets in the match
461
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‘England Tour of New Zealand and BiCentenary of Australia 1988’. Official
colour photograph of the England
touring party seated and standing in
rows wearing tour blazers and cricket
attire. Printed title and players’ names
to mount borders. Nicely signed in
pencil to the mount by all twenty
featured members of the touring
party. Players’ signatures include
Gatting (Captain), Emburey, Dilley,
Athey, Foster, French, Fairbrother,
DeFreitas, Broad, Moxon, Robinson,
Jarvis etc. The photograph measures
10”x8”, laid to official photographer’s mount, overall 15”x11”. VG
£50/70
‘England Cricket Tour. West Indies
1994’. Official colour photograph of
the touring party seated and standing
in rows wearing tour blazers. Printed
title and players’ names to the mount.
Fully signed in ink to the mount by all
twenty one featured members of the
touring party. Signatures include
Atherton (Captain), Stewart, Russell,
Lewis, Malcolm, Tufnell, Hick,
Thorpe, Salisbury, Caddick, Fraser,
Hussain etc. The photograph
measures 10.5”x5”, laid to official
photographer’s mount, overall
16”x12”. Fading to the signature of
Caddick, otherwise in very good
condition
£40/60
Walter Reginald Hammond. Gloucestershire & England 1920-1951.
Original mono photograph of
Hammond, c1930, standing three
quarter length wearing batting attire,
M.C.C. tour blazer, and cap. Nicely
signed to the photograph by
Hammond. The photograph by H.K.
Fox of Gloucester measures 6”x8”,
laid to official photographer’s mount,
framed
and
glazed
overall

Hills & Lacy Ltd for the Board of
Control for Cricket in India.
11.5”x9.75” laid down to official
photographer’s mount with printed
title ‘India 1932’ to top. Overall
19.5”x16.5”. Minor silvering to the
photograph, otherwise in good/ very
good condition. A rare tour
photograph
£100/150

11”x14.5”. Slight fading to the
signature, otherwise in very good
condition. A nice image
£100/150
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‘M.C.C. Australasian Tour 1965-66’.
Official mono photograph of the
M.C.C. touring party seated and
standing in rows wearing tour blazers.
Players featured are Smith (Captain),
Cowdrey, Barrington, Allen, Murray,
Parks, Titmus, Parfitt, Boycott,
Russell, Barber, Jones, Knight, Edrich,
Brown, Larter and Higgs. The
photograph by Frank Boase
Photographic,
Malvern,
South
Australia, measures 9.75’x7.5’, laid to
photographer’s mount with printed
title and players’ names. Framed and
glazed, overall 12.5’x10.5’. VG
£30/40
‘England tour to India & Australia
1984-1985’.
Official
colour
photograph of the touring party
seated and standing in rows wearing
tour blazers. Fully signed to the
mount by all twenty listed members
of the touring party, plus Jonathan
Agnew who was a replacement for
Paul Allott. Other players’ signatures
include Gower (Captain), Gatting,
Pocock, Lamb, Edmonds, Allott,
Fowler, Marks, Downton, Ellison,
Foster, Cowans, French etc. The
photograph by Graham Morris
measures 10”x7.25” laid to mount
with printed title and players’ names,
overall 18”x13.5”. Sold with an
official colour team photograph of
the England touring party to India
and Sri Lanka 1992/93. Thirteen
signatures to the border including
Gooch (Captain), Gatting, Smith,
Tufnell, Stewart, Fairbrother etc.
Framed and glazed overall 17”x13”.
Fading to some signatures. Also two
further photographs of the England
tour party to Australia 1994/95 (ten
signatures), and England ‘A’ Team to
Sri Lanka 1997/98 (eighteen
signatures). Qty 4. G
£50/80
Indian tour of England 1946. Original
press photograph of, what appears to
be, members of the Indian touring
party to England dressed in suits and
ties attending a function at India
House. Players featured include
Merchant, Mustaq Ali, Nayuda,
Modi, Sarwate, Banajee, Sohoni, Gul
Mahomed etc. A nice image.
9.5”x7.75”. G/VG
£50/70
India tour to England 1932. Official
mono photograph of the ‘All-India
Cricket Team 1932’ seated and
standing in rows wearing cricket attire
and India tour blazers, Players
featured include Maharaja Porbander
(Captain),
Limdi,
Nayudu,
Mohammad Nissar, Amar Singh,
Ghulam Mohamad, Syed Wazir Ali,
Naoomal
Jaoomal
etc.
The
photograph with printed players’
names to lower border published by
45

The first Test match between England
and India was played at Lord’s, 25th28th June 1932. India’s bowlers
performed well and dismissed
England before tea on the first day,
however England won the Test by
158 runs
468

India tour to England 1967. Official
mono photograph of the India team
seated and standing in rows wearing
cricket attire on the pitch at The Oval.
Players featured include Nawab of
Pataudi (Captain), Borde, Kunderan,
Sardesai,
Prasanna,
Engineer,
Chandresekhar, Wadekar, Bedi,
Venkataraghavan
etc.
The
photograph measures 12”x10” laid
down to official photographer’s
mount with printed title ‘Indian
Cricket Touring Team, 1967’ to top
and players’ names below. Overall
15.25”x14”. Modern detachable
mount overlaid. Minor wear to the
original mount, the photograph in
good/ very good condition £70/100
England won the three match Test
series 3-0
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South Africa tour to England 1924.
Original official mono press
photograph of the full South Africa
touring party seated and standing in
rows wearing cricket attire and caps.
Players include Taylor (Captain),
Nourse, Hearne, Dixon, Catterall,
Blanckenberg, Nupen, Pegler, Ward,
Bissett, Deane, Commaille, Meintjes
etc. The photograph is laid down
flush to photographer’s mount,
overall 15”x10.5”. An excellent
image in very good condition
£50/80
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South Africa tour of Australia
1931/32. Large original sepia
photograph of an aerial view of the
Sydney Cricket Ground with a large
capacity crowd and rows of parked
cars, the match in progress of New
South Wales v South Africans 13th17th
November
1931.
The
photograph measures 12.25”x9.5”,
laid to photographer’s mount overall
13.75”x11”. Photographer ‘Special
Press, Jameson Street. Light creasing
to right edge, otherwise in good
condition. Sold with a small original
candid photograph of the huge
crowd waiting in line to enter the
Melbourne Cricket Ground prior to
the start of the 5th Test Match
against England at Melbourne, 26th
February 1937, some light exposure
to the image, with handwritten pencil

of the cricket season. Date 13th April
1938’. The photograph is surrounded
by nine mono postcards of various
Middlesex teams and players. Four
team postcards have Mann, Warner,
Haig as Captain, four individual
player postcards are of McGregor,
Bosanquet, Warner and J.T. Hearne
with another aerial image looking
over the ground. A nicely displayed
montage. Framed and glazed. Overall
27.5”x26.5”. Good condition
£60/90

details to verso, 4.5”x2.75”. £60/90
In a high scoring draw Taylor scored
124 in South Africa’s first innings,
with Fingleton scoring 117 and
Bradman 135 in New South Wales’
second innings
471

Cricket photographs. Selection of
three cricket related photographs.
The first is a large signed studio
photograph of cricket writer Edward
Verrall Lucas (1868-1938), cricket
essayist and writer. The photograph
measures 7”x9.5” and is in original
card mount. Overall 12”x17”. Sadly
the signature has faded in parts and
the mount board has damage with
loss to top left hand corner and has a
heavy crease to the lower portion,
almost detached. Photograph by
Howard Coster of the Strand,
London. The second photograph is of
the Earl of Londesborough, William
Henry Forester Denison (1834-1900.
M.C.C. & Scarborough Cricket Club
President), again a studio portrait by
A.M. Cromack of Scarborough. The
Earl of Londesborough agreed to
sponsor a match between MCC and
Yorkshire in 1875 which began the
Scarborough Cricket Festival. The
photograph is mounted and framed,
overall 8”x11” and the third studio
photograph features Leslie BalfourMelville (1854-1937) who was
captain, opening batsman and
wicket-keeper for the Scotland
national cricket team. He was also an
international rugby union player,
tennis player, ice skater, curler, longjumper, and player of English billiards.
He was a prolific golf medal winner,
winning The Amateur Championship,
at St Andrews in 1895. He was
President of the Scottish Rugby
Union, President of the Scottish
Cricket Union, and Captain of the
Royal and Ancient Golf Club in 1906.
The photograph by Elliott & Fry is
signed by Balfour-Melville, mounted
and framed. Overall 10”x12”. Crack
to glass in frame. Qty 3
£60/90
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‘Natal Cricket Team, Joint Winners,
Currie Cup, 1937-38’. Original
photograph of the Natal team, sitting
and standing in rows, in cricket attire,
printed titles and players names to
mount borders. Notable players
include W.W. Wade, Dalton, Harvey
(Captain), Nourse, Rennie, Payn, etc.
The photograph measures 10”x8”,
overall 13.25”x11.25”. G/VG
£30/50
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‘The Approach of Summer- and
Cricket. Activity at Lord’s’. Montage
consisting of an original mono
photograph of nine men either
pulling or pushing the big roller onto
the wicket at Lord’s in 1938 with the
pavilion to background to centre. The
photograph with press note ‘The big
roller out for the first time, to get the
ground in readiness for the opening
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‘The Surrey Eleven’ 1883. Mono
photograph of the Surrey team 1883,
seated and standing in rows wearing
cricket attire. The image, used as the
bookplate photograph for the
Lillywhite’s Annual of 1884, measures
3.5”x2.5” and has been laid to a
cabinet card with printed players’
names below, framed by a black
border. Overall 6.5”x4.25”. Light
annotations to card, otherwise in
good/ very good condition £40/60
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Francis George Mann. Cambridge
University, Middlesex & England
1938-1954. Surrey v Cambridge
University, The Oval, 15th-17th June
1938.
Original
mono
press
photograph of Mann looking back at
his wicket having been bowled out by
Gregory for 39 in Cambridge’s first
innings, wicket keeper Brooks looking
on. Nicely signed in black ink to the
photograph by Mann and Brooks.
Surrey won by an innings and 29
runs. The photograph 10”x8” in
modern mount, overall 13.25”
square. Excellent image
£30/50

(Middlesex) joining Harrow School as
a master etc. Various sizes, approx
4.75”x3.5”. Some faults including
the odd crack, damage to emulsion
etc, overall in good condition
£80/120
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Andrew Bloxam was an English
clergyman and naturalist; in his later
life he had a particular interest in
botany. He was the naturalist on
board HMS Blonde during its voyage
around South America and the
Pacific in 1824, where he collected
mainly birds. Later as a Church of
England minister he lived in
Warwickshire and Leicestershire.
Hastings Robinson was an earnest
evangelical churchman. He went to
Rugby in 1806, and proceeded to St.
John’s College, Cambridge. He was a
fellow and assistant-tutor from 1816
to 1827. He stood unsuccessfully for
the regius professorship of Greek at
Cambridge, and was Cambridge
examiner at Rugby, where he
founded a theological prize.

George Mann played in seven Test
matches for England
476

County cricketers 1929-1939. A
mixed selection of thirty four original
glass negative plates including
thirteen portraits of county cricketers,
the majority head and shoulders.
Photographs include R. Smith, Wade,
Farnes, O’Connor (Essex), Ingram
(Middlesex), Wellings (Surrey),
Gibbons, Fox, Wright (Worcestershire) etc. Each plate measures in
an envelope with a monoprint laid
down to the front. Also images of
cricketers in various (mainly noncricket) situations. Images include one
of four Yorkshire players, Sutcliffe,
Leyland, Verity and Bowes arriving in
London prior to departure for the
1932/33 ‘Bodyline’ tour to Australia,
Jack Hobbs representing a Dutch
cricket team against an England XI at
Ealing, 1937, and a further five of
Hobbs in informal situations, Jardine
in India on the 1933/34 tour, Maurice
Tate arriving at Lord’s, Duleepsinhji
departing Croydon Aerodrome for
India to attend his brother’s wedding,
Nawab of Pataudi attending a polo
match at Roehampton, weddings of
G.A.K. Collins (Sussex), W.T. Nevell
(Middlesex & Surrey), E.T. Killick
46

Rugby School. Very early postcard
size photograph produced from a
drawing by Master E Pretty, featuring
a game of cricket at Rugby School,
circa 1809. Titles to lower border of
the photograph. The photograph is
laid down to card with a Greek
quotation (?) handwritten to lower
border. Initialled ‘H.R.’. To the back of
the card is inscribed in black ink ‘From
Hastings Robinson to Revd A.
Bloxham’. Hastings Robinson (17921866) was educated at Rugby School
from 1806 when he was fourteen
years of age. Reverend Andrew
Bloxam (1801-1878) was educated at
Rugby School from 1809 when he
was eight years of age. The
photograph measures 5.75”x3.25”
and overall on mount 6.5”x4.5”.
Some wear and darkening to image,
wear to mount otherwise in good
condition
£40/60
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Press photographs 1930s-1990s.
Black file comprising fourteen mainly
modern press photographs and
postcards, some earlier, some signed,
the
majority
mono.
Earlier
photographs include Bradman in
batting action against Leicestershire in
1948. The England team for the Test
match v New Zealand at The Oval
1931, Jardine is Captain. A modern
postcard of Harold Larwood signed
by Larwood. A good mono press
photograph of a moody looking
Peebles sat on a bench wearing
Middlesex sweater and smoking.
Signed in ink by Peebles etc. Various
sizes, 10”x8” and smaller. G £40/60
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W.G. Grace. Gentlemen of England v
Players of the South 1904. Original
sepia candid-style photograph of
Grace entering the field of play with
wicketkeeper, Charles Robson, the

photographs (odd one in colour) from
Simpson’s personal collection, the
majority taken on sightseeing trips,
travelling by aeroplane and sea, some
while on overseas cricket tours, a
good number in India, including the
cricket ground at Indore, also
Pakistan, Ceylon (Sri Lanka), South
Africa, also in America, on holiday at
home and in Europe etc. The odd
photograph with annotation to verso,
a few with cricket content. Includes
an original mono press photograph of
Simpson standing with Bill Voce, half
length wearing cricket attire, signed
in ink to the photograph by Simpson.
Complimentary copy to Simpson
from the Nottingham Journal,
8.25’x6.25’. G
£50/80

pavilion and spectators in the
background, for the match played at
Dean Park, Bournemouth, 1st-3rd
September 1904. The photograph
measures 4.75’x6.75’, laid to tightly
trimmed
card.
Photographer
unknown. Some surface marks and
light silvering, otherwise in good
condition
£50/70
The Gentlemen of England won by
94 runs. The match featured notable
players including Beldam, Wynyard,
Jessop, Fry, Ranjitsinhji, Brearley etc.
for the Gentlemen of the England,
and Trott (ten wickets in the match),
Sewell, Knight, Relf, Braund etc. for
Gentlemen of the South
480
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George Gunn. Nottinghamshire &
England 1902-1932. Original mono
studio portrait photograph of Gunn,
head and shoulders wearing M.C.C.
touring blazer and cap. The
photograph by Cine Studios,
Nottingham, measures 5’x7’, laid to
photographer’s mount, overall
8’x11’. Signed in ink ‘From George,
1932’ to lower mount border. The
mount in very fragile condition, the
photograph very good condition
£100/150
Syed Mushtaq Ali. India 1933/341951/52. Original sepia studio
photograph of Mushtaq Ali, head and
shoulders wearing a suit and tie.
Signed with dedication in blue ink to
the photograph, ‘To Miss Gill F.
Bannerman with Best Love from
Mushtaq Ali. ‘Forget me not’. The
photograph probably taken during
the 1936 India tour to England.
3.5’x5.25’. The photograph has been
removed from an album with
adhesive marks to verso, the image in
very good condition
£30/50
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William John ‘Bill’ Edrich. Middlesex
& England 1934-1958. Excellent
mono studio portrait of Edrich, full
length in batting pose at the crease.
Nicely signed in blue ink to the
photograph
by
Edrich.
The
photograph measures 6’x8’ laid to
official photographer’s mount with
cover, overall 8’x10’. Photographer
unknown. Very good condition
£50/80
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Prior Erskine Waverley Jones. Trinidad
& West Indies 1940-1951. Original
sepia press photograph of Jones in
bowling pose, taken during the 1950
West Indies tour of England. Nicely
signed in black ink to the photograph
by Jones. Sport & General Press
Agency, London. Light press masking,
otherwise in good condition £30/50
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Reginald Thomas ‘Reg’ Simpson.
Nottinghamshire & England 19441963. A large quantity of over two
hundred original small candid mono

Daniell made seven International
rugby union appearances, including
Captaining the team, for England
between 1899-1904. He went on to
later be President of the Rugby
Football Union. He played County
cricket for Somerset from 1998-1927
making 287 appearances
490

Charity cricket 1961/62. Six original
35mm colour slides in card mounts of
charity
matches.
Two
with
annotations relating to a match
between Hoover and Lord’s
Taverners in 1961, in which Harry
Secombe played. Two others feature
footballer, Jimmy Greaves playing
cricket. No record of the matches can
be found. VG
£30/40
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Worcestershire C.C.C. c1930. A
collection of thirteen original candid
mono photographs, of cricketers at
Worcester, each signed by the
featured player. Photographs are
Leslie Wright, George Brook, Reg
Perks, Maurice Nichol, Frank Ahl and
Fred Root (all Worcestershire), and
Stan Nichols of Essex. All players are
depicted in cricket attire, Nichols
wearing an M.C.C. touring blazer.
Also six similar photographs, all of
H.H.I.H. ‘Doc’ Gibbons (Worcestershire 1927-1946) in cricket attire,
two in Worcestershire blazer, one
photograph signed by Gibbons.
Thirteen photographs in total, each
approx. 2.5’x3.5’, loose mounted to
two pages. Odd minor faults, overall
in good condition
£70/100
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Test cricket 1950s-1990s. A good
selection of over forty original
modern mono press photographs
with the odd restrike photograph and
a few in colour, depicting players in
match action, official portraits and
promotional images. Players featured
include Godfrey Evans, John
Emburey, Jack Russell, Keith Fletcher,
Phil Edmonds, Tim Robinson
(England), Tahir Naqqash (six
different), Javid Miandad (8),
(Pakistan), Daren Ganga (five in
colour) (West Indies), Bev Congdon,
Richard Collinge, Eric Gillott, Trevor
Franklin, Ewan Chatfield, Shane
Thomson, Jeremy Coney, Stu Gillespie
(New Zealand), Dennis Lillee, Bill
Lawry, Geoff Lawson (6), Ray
Lindwall,
Allan
Border,
Carl
Rackemann, Dean Jones, Greg
Chappell
etc.
Photographers/
agencies include John Knight, Alan
Cozzi, Tony Edenden, Universal
Pictorial Press, Sporting Pictures, Fox
Photos, U.S.P.A. etc. Various sizes,

Iremonger was a Wisden Cricketer of
the Year in 1903. He also played
football for Nottingham Forest and
was capped twice for England
486

Pelham Francis Warner. Middlesex &
England 1894-1920. Good mono
press photograph of Warner, head
and shoulders wearing harlequin cap.
Very nicely signed in black ink ‘P.F.
Warner (in 1920)’ and dated by
Warner ‘March 14th 1936’. Central
News. 4’x5.75’. Adhesive marks to
verso, light silvering, otherwise in
good condition. Excellent image
£40/60

487

William Gunn. Nottinghamshire &
England 1880-1904. Bookplate
photograph of Gunn in batting pose,
nicely signed to lower border ‘Yours
faithfully, William Gunn’. The
bookplate appears to have been
taken from the ‘Jubilee Book of
Cricket’, Ranjitsinhji 1897. 5.75’x9’.
G/VG
£150/250

Mushtaq Ali played in eleven Test
matches for India
482

James Iremonger. Nottinghamshire
1899-1914. Original sepia cabinet
card photograph of Iremonger
standing full length in batting pose.
The card has been slightly trimmed,
not affecting the photograph.
Photographer unknown. 4.25’x6.25’.
Some wear and ageing, otherwise in
good condition
£50/70

Richmond, Middlesex & England.
Original photographic/ engraving
image of Daniell in rugby pose, with
title to lower border. Nicely signed in
ink by Daniell to image. Photograph
by Elliott & Fry. 5’x8.75’. Very light
ageing, otherwise in good/ very good
condition
£60/90

488

John Shuter. Kent, Surrey & England
1874-1909. Fine original mono
photograph of Shuter, three quarter
length, in cricket attire. The
photograph laid down to photographer’s mount with printed title to
lower border, ‘Mr. J. Shuter, Captain
of the Surrey Eleven’, and facsimile
signature of Shuter above. The
photograph, by Franz Baum of 12
Old
Bond
Street,
measures
3.75’x5.5’, overall 5’x9.5’. Small
adhesive mount marks to verso,
otherwise in very good condition
£80/120
Shuter was captain of Surrey 18801893

489

John Daniell. Cambridge University,
47

10’x8’ and smaller. VG
493
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official photographer’s mount, overall
12”x10”. Sold with two school
cricket team photographs for ‘The
Leas’ (Hoylake), probably 1970s.
Odd faults, generally good condition.
Qty 6
£30/40

£50/70

Essex C.C.C. 1980s/1990s. A good
selection of approx. eighty mono and
colour original press photographs of
Essex players in match action, presentations, official Club photographs/
portraits, team photographs etc.
Includes twenty three mono player
portraits of the 1990 playing staff and
eighteen colour of the 1991 players
including Knight, Pritchard, Foster,
Stephenson, Pringle, Such, Childs,
Hussain, Ilott, Waugh, Fraser etc.
Others include Graham Gooch, Neil
Foster (11), Ted Dexter, Keith Fletcher
(12) etc. Photographers/ agencies
include Alan Cozzi, Mark Leech,
Steve Lindsell, Universal Pictorial
Press, Sporting Pictures, Fleet Fotos
etc. Various sizes, 10’x8’ and smaller.
VG
£40/60
County press photographs 1960s1990s. Fifty colour and mono original
press
photographs
covering
Northamptonshire, Worcestershire,
Kent, Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire players. Images include
official portraits and match action.
Players featured include ten of Alan
Fordham,
Northamptonshire,
Worcestershire (8) including Basil
D’Oliveira, Damian D’Oliveira,
Norman Gifford, Graeme Hick, Brian
Brain, Graham Dilley, Richard Ellcock
and Duncan Fearnley. Kent (13)
including two featuring Colin
Cowdrey and eleven official player
portraits of the 1989 team, Chris
Cowdrey, Ward, Farbrace, Fleming,
Luckhurst, Alleyne, Ealham, Sabine,
Wells, Popplewell and Higglesden.
Leicestershire 11 mono and 10 colour
portraits of players and officials
including Potter, Cobb, Hepworth,
Boon, Willey, Roseberry, Benson,
Ferris, Lewis, Such, Gower etc.
Nottinghamshire (8 mono 1 colour)
including
Chapman,
Taylor,
Tunnicliffe, French, Curzon, Cooper
etc. Agencies/ photographers include
United Sports Picture Agency,
U.S.P.A., Universal Pictorial, Frank
Coppi, Tony Edenden etc. Various
sizes, 11’x9.5’ and smaller. G/VG
£40/60

495

Kent wicketkeepers. Mono printed
photograph of Alan Knott, Les Ames
and Godfrey Evans having a drink
together and signed by all three
players. Framed and glazed, overall
12.5”x10.5”. G
£30/40

496

Millfield School, Somerset. Four
official school photographs of the
Cricket First XI for seasons 1977,
1978 and 1979, and the ‘Cricket
Foals’ 1975. Teams feature Nigel
Felton and Paul Terry who went on to
play County cricket for Somerset.
Owner’s name in pencil of ‘[J.N.H.]
Arnold] to verso of all four
photographs. The photographs by
Eric Purchase of Wells, each laid to
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Warwickshire C.C.C. John Jameson
(240) and Rohan Kanhai (213) record
1974.
Original
sepia
stand
photograph of Jameson and Kanhai
standing in front of the scoreboard at
Edgbaston having completed their
record second wicket stand of 465 v
Gloucestershire, 27th-30th July 1974.
The photograph laid to official mount
with printed title and details to the
mount, including the world record
second wicket stand, Warwickshire
record for any wicket, first two
Warwickshire batsmen to score
double centuries in the same innings
etc. Signed in ink to the mount by
both players. Limited edition no.
83/125. Framed and glazed, overall
8.5”x10.5”. Some age toning to the
photograph, otherwise in good
condition
£40/60
New Year’s Day Protest Match,
Hambledon, Hampshire 1929. An
excellent original mono press
photograph relating to a New Year’s
Day match that took place on Broad
Halfpenny Down. The match was
arranged as a ‘retaliation to the idea
of soccer players playing football in
August. The match was played
between ‘The Invalids’, captained by
the poet and parodist, J.C. Squire,
and ‘The Hampshire Eskimos’
captained by E. Whalley-Tooker. The
photograph depicts the interruption
to play by the meeting of the
Hambledon Hounds as they crossed
the cricket pitch. Sport & General,
London. 8”x6”. Small nick to one
corner, otherwise in very good
condition
£30/40
The Invalids won the match by
eleven runs

CRICKET SCORECARDS, FDC’S,
PROGRAMMES & MAGAZINES
499

England v Australia, 3rd Test match,
Leeds. July 1930. Original commemorative silk scorecard for the historic
Test match where Don Bradman
made the record Test score of 334.
The oblong scorecard by Crosland &
Co of Kirkgate, Leeds measures
10.5”x4.75” and the scores printed in
blue. Some light foxing otherwise in
good/very good condition. A rarely
seen silk scorecard. Not previously
seen by the auctioneer
£200/300
The Australians scored 458-3 on the
first day of the Test and Bradman
went on the following day to
increase his record score to 334
before being caught by Duckworth
off Tate. He was the 6th wicket to fall
and Australia recorded a first innings
score of 566 all out. The Test match
48

was drawn and Australia went on to
win the series by two Tests to one.
This was Bradman’s first tour of
England. He scored 974 runs at an
average of 139.14 during the Test
series, with four centuries, including
two double hundreds and a triple
century. Bradman’s first-class tour
total was 2,960 runs, at an average of
98.66 with 10 centuries, was another
enduring record, the most by any
overseas batsman on a tour of
England
500

England v Australia 1926. Official silk
scorecard for the 5th and final Test
match played at The Oval August 1418th 1926. England won the Test by
289 runs. For England, Sutcliffe made
76 & 161, Hobbs 100, Larwood and
Rhodes each with 6 wickets in the
match etc. For Australia, Gregory
made 73, Collins 61 and Mailey took
9 wickets in the match. The scorecard
in exceptional condition £100/150
England won the Test and the ‘Ashes’
series 1-0
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England v Australia ‘Australia- Record
Score’ 1930. Official scorecard for the
2nd Test played at Lord’s 27th-30th
June and 1st July 1930. Fully printed
scores. Very nicely signed by the
Australian captain, Bill Woodfull who
made 155 and by Don Bradman who
made 254 out of a total of 729-6.
Rare. Good/very good condition
£150/250
Australia won the Test by seven
wickets, thanks in main to Don
Bradman scoring 254no in 339
minutes. Woodfull made 155,
Ponsford 81 and Kippax 83 out of an
massive Australian first innings total
of 729-6 dec. In addition , Grimmett
took 8 wickets in the match. For
England, Duleepsinhji made 173 and
Chapman 121

502

Surrey v Lancashire 1956. Official
decorative silk scorecard produced to
commemorate the match played at
the Kennington Oval, 29th-31st
August 1956. The larger format
scorecard with printed heading to top
and match details below. Scorecard
printed by Surrey C.C.C. Printing
Dept. Very good condition. Sold with
an official menu ‘Surrey C.C.C.
County Champions 1952’. Official
menu for the ‘Championship Dinner’
held at the Cafe Royal, 3rd December
1952. The menu with silver Surrey
emblem to front cover and brown
ribbon tie. Toast list and menu to
inside pages with printed list of
players who played for Surrey in the
1952 season, and a mono team
photograph laid down to centre
pages. Minor age toning, good. Qty
2
£50/70
The match was abandoned after
Surrey were bowled out for 96 with
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Jack Hobbs. Somerset v Surrey 1925.
Original
commemorative
silk
scorecard from the match played at
Taunton where Hobbs made his
126th and 127th centuries equalling
and breaking W.G. Grace’s record of
number of centuries scored. Hobb’s
made 101 in the first and 101no in
the second innings. The scorecard has
been signed in ink by Hobbs. Framed
and glazed. The frame measures
5.5”x11.5”. Good condition. A
signed silk scorecard from this record
breaking match, rarely seen
£180/250
M.C.C. & Ground v Australians 1878
and 1896. Two early original silk
scorecards for the matches played at
Lord’s on the 27th and 28th of May
1878, and 11th and 12th June 1896.
In the 1878 match Australia beat
M.C.C. by nine wickets in a very low
scoring game. M.C.C. batted first and
made 33 all out with Hornby top
scoring with 19, the highest individual
score of the game, Australia then
made 41 all out with Midwinter top
scoring with 10, M.C.C. in their
second innings made only 19 all out
and Australia requiring 12 runs to
win, scored the runs with the loss of
one wicket. Spofforth took 6-4 and 516 and Boyle took 3-14 and 5-3 in
each of the M.C.C. innings, Alfred
Shaw took 5-10 and 1-4 in each of
the Australian innings. A very rare
item from the inaugural Australian
tour of England. In the 1896 match
played at Lord’s, June 11th and 12th
1896, M.C.C. won by an innings and
18 runs. M.C.C. made a total of 219
with A.E. Stoddart making 54, F.S.
Jackson 51 and Gunn 39. Australia
made only 18 in the first innings, with
only three batsmen scoring runs, and
183 in their second innings with J.
Darling top scoring in the second
innings with 76, C.J. Eady 42 and
Gregory 28. J.T. Hearne took thirteen
wickets in the match including all nine
in the second innings, Giffen was
absent. Pougher took five wickets in
the Australian first innings without
conceding a run. There were eleven
‘Ducks’ in the game. Staining to back
of the top right hand corner of the
1878. Folds and pin holes to top
edges of both scorecards, otherwise
in very good condition
£200/300
The 1878 match was the lowest
recorded score by M.C.C. against
Australia. The Australian’s score of
18 in the 1896 match was their
lowest recorded score in England and
the lowest against M.C.C. Wisden
called it ‘perhaps the most
sensational match of the whole tour.
The game is already a historical one...
By winning in such sensational style

cricket for Yorkshire included H.
Lockwood who top scored in both
innings with 66 and 53, A. Thornton,
H. Clegg and H. Kaye from Pinder’s
side, and from Lockwood’s team, J.
Thewlis Jnr., A. Dobson, J.
Beaumont, W. Bates, and J. Rawlin.
At the time of the match Ephraim
Lockwood was Captain of Yorkshire,
and George Pinder the wicketkeeper

the M.C.C. at last took their revenge
for the never-to-be-forgotten defeat
in 1878.’

Tattersall taking 6-32 for Lancashire
in the first innings, winning the
County Championship for Surrey
505

‘Colts of Nottinghamshire versus
Colts of Yorkshire’ 1876. Early original
scorecard for the match played at
Trent Bridge, 5th-6th June 1876. The
card with printed scores at the end of
the first day’s play with Nottinghamshire Colts 30-6 in reply to
Yorkshire Colts’ 220. Fixtures and
advertisements to verso, including
Richard Daft’s ‘Cricket, Football and
Lawn Tennis Emporium’. Printed on
the ground by George Richards.
Horizontal fold, ageing and some
staining, otherwise in good condition
£40/60
Yorkshire Colts won by an innings
and 28 runs. Arthur Shrewsbury’s
brother, William, top scored with 45
for Nottinghamshire. Nine members
of the Yorkshire team went on to play
for the first XI including Champion,
Myers, Lockwood, Lister, Wright,
Taylor, Blamires etc., as did
Underwood, Shrewsbury, Mills,
Kesteven, Brooks and Shooter for
Nottinghamshire. The two teams met
on twenty one occasions from 1876
to 1903
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Yorkshire v Twenty-Two Colts of
Yorkshire 1881. Early official
scorecard for the match played at
Bramall Lane, Sheffield, 23rd-24th
May 1881. The card unusually
printed with scores to both sides, one
side with scores up to the completion
of The Colts’ second innings, the
other side with full scores. Small
damage to one corner, otherwise in
good/ very good condition £50/80
In a low scoring game The Colts beat
Yorkshire by 32 runs scoring 66 and
96, in reply Yorkshire scored 65 in
both innings. The Yorkshire side
comprised Taylor, Rawlin, Ulyett,
Lockwood, Emmett, Hunter, Peate
etc. Members of The Colts team who
later played First XI cricket included
Thornton, Wade, W. Sugg, Thewlis,
Frank, F. Sugg, Threapleton,
Carpenter and Lancaster
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‘24 Colts of Yorkshire’ 1877. E.
Lockwood’s Yorkshire Colts v G
.Pinder’s Yorkshire Colts. Early original
scorecard for the match played at
Bramall Lane, Sheffield, 7th-8th May
1877. The scorecard with complete
printed scores for the drawn match in
which the teams played thirteen per
side. Advertisement to verso for ‘The
All England Cricket and Football
Journal and ‘Athletic Review’. Ribbon
hanging tie to top. Tape repair to tear,
horizontal fold, otherwise in good
condition
£60/90
Players who later played First XI

Yorkshire v Gloucestershire 1877.
Early original scorecard for the match
played at Bramall Lane, Sheffield,
30th July- 1st August 1877. Full
printed scores. Advertisement to
verso for ‘The All England Cricket and
Football Journal and ‘Athletic
Review’. Horizontal fold and light
foxing, otherwise in good condition
£60/90
Gloucestershire, for whom the three
Grace brothers were playing, scored
185 and 189 (W.G. Grace 9 and 84,
E.M. 29 and 11, and G.F. 51 and 19).
In reply Yorkshire scored 236
(Greenwood 91) and when stumps
were drawn had held on for a draw
at 121-9

Yorkshire Colts v Nottinghamshire
Colts 1877. Early original scorecard
for the match played at Bramall Lane,
Sheffield, 21st-22nd May 1877. The
card with printed scores at the end of
the first day’s play with Yorkshire
Colts 102-4 in their second innings
having been bowled out for 56 in the
first, and Nottinghamshire for only
34. Advertisement to verso for ‘The
All England Cricket and Football
Journal and ‘Athletic Review’. Some
age toning, otherwise in good/ very
good condition
£50/80
Yorkshire Colts won by 114 runs,
closing their second innings on 148
and bowling out Nottinghamshire for
56, Bates taking ten wickets in the
match. Wright, Lockwood, Bates,
Thewlis, Beaumont, Thornton and
Kaye went on to play for the
Yorkshire first XI, as did Hind, Brooks
and Lane for Nottinghamshire. The
two teams met on twenty one
occasions from 1876 to 1903
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Surrey v Yorkshire 1878. Early original
scorecard for the match played at
Kennington Oval, 25th-27th July
1878. The scorecard with partially
complete handwritten scores in
pencil. Notable players who played in
the match include Jupp, Pooley and
Southerton for Surrey, Emmett,
Armitage and Hill for Yorkshire, all of
whom were members of the first Test
tour to Australia in 1876/77 and
played in the first Test match with the
exception of Pooley. Advertisement
to verso for ‘Green’s Patent Lawn
Mowers & Rollers’. The card is in two
pieces, neatly detached at the centre
fold. Some foxing, otherwise in good
condition
£30/40
Yorkshire beat Surrey by 75 runs

511

‘A Lord’s XI v West of England XI’

1944. Official scorecard for the match
played at Lord’s 8th July 1944. The
rare war-time scorecard, printed at
the fall of the first wicket, is very
nicely signed in ink by twenty of the
players who played in the match.
Lord’s XI signatures are M.D. Lyon
(Captain), Townsend, Todd, Doggart,
Wolstenholme, Skene, Thompson,
Waddy, Fullwood (six matches for
Derbyshire 1946) and Taylor (3
matches for Kent 1937), lacking
Morgan. West of England signatures
are B.H. Lyon (Captain), Sinfield,
MacBryan, Goddard, Meyer, Berry,
Yarnold, Nutter, Santall and Williams,
lacking Hahn. Additionally signed by
the umpires, Hubble and Fowler, and
three others, one of whom appears to
be Wally Hammond. Twenty five
signatures in total. Very good
condition
£70/100

On their return to Test cricket South
Africa achieved an emphatic victory,
beating England by 356 runs. Kepler
Wessels was the top scorer in the
match with 105 in the first innings
515

The match, in which the teams were
captained by the Lyon brothers, Mel
and Bev, was won by the Lord’s XI by
five wickets. The West scored 203
(Sinfield 90, Todd 5-46), in reply
Lord’s XI 204-5 (Townsend 91)
512
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Australia tour to England 1948. ‘The
Invincibles’. Three official scorecards
for England v Australia Test matches
at Lord’s, 24th-29th June 1948, and
The Oval, 14th-18th August 1948,
also for the tour match, Middlesex v
Australians, Lord’s, 17th-20th July
1948. Printed and handwritten scores
in pencil. Sold with a collection of
over fifty official scorecards for
England Test matches and one day
internationals from 1961-2019. Series
include v Australia 1961, 1968, 1977,
1981, 1985, v West Indies 1963,
1980, 1984, 1988, 1995, v New
Zealand 1965, 1978, 1986, 1990,
1999, v India 1982, 1996, v South
Africa 1998 etc. Odd duplication.
Also a copy of ‘Cricket Spotlight
1948’, published by Findon. Some
wear to earlier scorecards, overall in
good condition
£30/50
Warwickshire C.C.C. 1946-1969. A
good selection of over ninety official
scorecards for home Warwickshire
matches played at Edgbaston for
County Championship, touring and
other matches. Tour matches include
v India 1946, 1952, 1959, v South
Africa 1947, 1951, 1955, v New
Zealand 1949, 1958, v West Indies
1950, 1957, v Australians 1953,
1956, v Pakistan 1954, also v
Combined Services 1949. Some
matches duplicated, over fifty games
covered. Sold with seven Leicestershire home County match
scorecards 1949-1955. Incomplete
and handwritten scores. Some wear,
overall in good condition
£50/80
South Africa return to Test cricket
1994. Official scorecard for the first
Test, England v South Africa, Lord’s,
21st-25th July 1994, in South Africa’s

Fiji (18), Netherlands (13), Malaysia
(20), Papua & New Guinea (17),
Singapore (14), Sri Lanka (14) and the
United States (16). Individual
signatures to covers include Border,
Gower, Gavaskar (2), G. Turner,
Zaheer (2), C. Lloyd (2), C. Old,
Greenidge (2), Howarth, Imran Khan,
Viv Richards (2), Gooch etc.
Presented in an official green slip
case. G/VG
£70/100

first tour for nineteen years. The
scorecard with complete printed
scores is fully signed by the eleven
members of the South Africa team.
Signatures are Wessels (Captain), G.
Kirsten, Donald, Cronje, Richardson,
P. Kirsten, Hudson, Rhodes,
McMillan, Matthews and de Villiers.
VG
£30/50

Graham Gooch ‘333’. Two official
scorecards for Test matches in which
Gooch made significant scores, both
signed by Gooch. The scorecards are
for England v India, Lord’s, 26th-31st
July 1990 in which Gooch scored 333
and 123, England won by 247 runs,
and England v West Indies,
Headingley, 6th-10th June 1991,
where he made 154 in the second
innings, England won by 115 runs.
Both scorecards with complete
printed scores. Horizontal fold to the
Headingley scorecard, otherwise in
very good condition
£30/50
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Don Bradman. Cricket first day
covers. Selection of nine first day
covers, each signed by one or more
players. Three are limited edition
covers, one signed by Bradman and
Colin Cowdrey, another by Bradman
and the other by Bill Edrich and Denis
Compton. Other signed covers
include Richard Hadlee (3), Cowdrey,
Trevor Bailey and Brian Statham. Sold
with three other first day covers, each
individually signed by England rugby
player, Rory Underwood. Qty 12 . VG
£30/50
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Cricket commemorative stamps
1980s/1990s. Selection of commemorative stamps and miniature sheets,
the
majority
Commonwealth,
including Bangladesh, ICC Cricket
World Cup 1999, Christmas Island
‘25 Years of Cricket’, Australia Test
Centenary, 1877-1977, Sri Lanka
‘First Test Match’ 1982, St. Vincent
etc. G
£20/30
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‘The Prudential Cup 1979’. Official
green limited edition album
containing twenty team official first
day covers and team postcards for
the competing teams in the
Prudential Cup and ICC Trophy
matches in 1979, the covers franked
with the postal stamps of the
particular country, together with
seventeen (one duplicated) first day
covers covering group matches, semi
finals and the Final, England v West
Indies. Many of the covers are signed
either by the full team or a player
from the team. Signed team first day
covers are Argentina (fifteen
signatures), Bangladesh (14), Canada
(15), Denmark (14), East Africa (15),
50
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‘The Centenary Test Match 18801980’. Official folder issued by Stamp
Publicity containing eleven first day
covers, nine postcards and a full set
of ‘Sport’ stamps in original packing.
The Centenary Test Match first day
cover is signed by five players, Don
Bradman, Les Ames, Bob Wyatt, Joe
Hardstaff and Gubby Allen. Sold with
similar official folder for the Australian
Centennial Tour 1977 containing first
day covers, mono postcards and
stamps. Both limited edition. Plus
‘100 Years of English County Cricket
1873-1973’, with postcards and first
day covers. Qty 3. G
£50/70
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‘W.G. Grace. 150th Anniversary of
the Birth of W.G. Grace 1848-1998’
Commemorative
green
album
produced by Stamp Publicity in 1998
containing various modern postcards
of Grace, twenty four official M.C.C.
first day covers with Grace stamps
and postmarked for various grounds
he played on, with wording by David
Frith. The front title page personally
signed by Dominic Grace, Greatgreat grandson of W.G. and also
comes with original letter from Stamp
Publicity confirming that the
production was a complete sell out.
Limited edition 127 of 150 copies
produced
£40/60

521

‘Centenary of Test Cricket England v
Australia’ 1977. Two covers each with
a set of six Australia Test Cricket
Centenary commemorative stamps.
One cover signed by eight England
players, Hardstaff, Graveney, May,
Dexter, Compton, Washbrook,
Paynter and Barrington, the other by
twelve England and Australia
cricketers, Hardstaff, W. Edrich,
Denness, Graveney, Yardley, Simpson,
Harvey, Ryder, Paynter, Lawry,
Parkhouse and Fingleton. VG
£50/70

522

‘The Centenary and Jubilee Pair’.
Official black folder issued by the
T.C.C.B. comprising two commemorative covers and Stamp Publicity
team postcards of the 1877 and 1977
teams, and printed scores for the
matches. Limited edition no.
122/500. One cover is for the 18771977 Centenary Test match played at
Melbourne, March 1977, signed by
seventeen
Australian
players.
Signatures include Lillee, Thomson,
Walters, Marsh, G. Chappell,
Sergeant, Walker, Hookes, McCosker,

33. The Most Sensational Tour in
Cricket History. All matches, scores
and statistics of the 1932-33 season
and Australia on Bodyline Bowling.
Sepia plate of Larwood’. Edited by H.
Drysdale Bett. Sydney & Melbourne
1933. 168pp.
Contains ‘The
Australian Cricketer Vol 4, no.1 to
no.6 (December 1932-May 1933),
the front covers feature images of
Woodfull,
Jardine,
Larwood,
Richardson, McCabe etc and other
full page images of the Australian and
English eleven’s. Appears to be
lacking the sepia plate of Larwood,
some wear, nicks and age toning to
wrappers, some wear with small loss
to spine paper otherwise in good
condition [Padwick 4469] £80/120

Dymock, Gilmour etc. The other
cover for the Centennial Tour in
England 1977 is signed by twelve
England players including Brearley,
Greig, Willis, Old, Knott, Lever,
Amiss, Randall, Woolmer etc. Good
condition. Sold with ‘The Test Cricket
Centenary
1877-1977
Official
Commemorative’ 39mm diameter
solid sterling silver proof medal by
Franklin Mint mounted in the
Australian issue commemorative
cover, in official green folder. VG
£80/120
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International stamp issues 19682000. Maroon stamp album
comprising seventy eight miniature
cricket-related stamp sheets. Issuing
countries from the West Indies
include Jamaica, Guyana, Grenada,
St. Lucia, Antigua & Barbuda,
Anguilla, St. Vincent, Barbados,
Dominica, Trinidad & Tobago etc.
Also Sharjah, India, South Africa, St.
Lucia, Isle of Man, Australia, Pitcairn
Islands, Tonga, Solomon Islands, New
Zealand,
Alderney,
Malaysia,
Bangladesh, Chad etc. Includes a
rarer sheet of eight Gloucestershire
Emergency Postal Service stamps
overprinted with ‘England win the
Ashes 1970/71 Tour’. A good
selection. VG
£60/90
Cricket World Cups in England 19792019. A selection of programmes,
scorecards, postage stamps etc. for
World Cup tournaments held in
England. Contents include Prudential
Official Guide 1979. Official
programme and scorecard for the
1983 final, India v West Indies, Lord’s
25th June 1983. Official programmes
for the Group B match Australia v
New Zealand, Cardiff, 20th May
1999, two programmes for ‘Group
Matches’, and one for the Final at
Lord’s, 20th June 1999 plus scorecard
with complete printed scores. Also
official scorecards for West Indies v
Pakistan and Kenya v India, both
played at Bristol, 16th and 23rd May
1999. Official programme for the
Women’s World Cup 2017, and
another for the final, England v India,
and a sheet of four ‘Champions’
postage stamps. 2019 tournament
official guide, three match tickets and
a Headingley venue guide in official
card wallets etc. Sold with an England
v Australia Centenary Test Match
1980 green presentation folder with
embossed ‘1880 1980’ emblem of a
kangaroo and lion on the front cover.
Limited edition no. 159/1400
comprising official TCCB First Day
Covers, printed photographs of the
two teams etc. Also an unused
1880/1980 Centenary Cricket Stamp
Album. Qty 12. G/VG
£30/40
‘The Australian Cricketer. Autumn
Annual covering the whole tour of
Jardine’s Eleven in Australia in 1932-
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‘The 1932 Australian Cricketer
Autumn Annual’. A compilation of
eight issues for October 1931 to May
1932 bound together with original
wrappers retained, and issued in one
volume as the ‘Autumn Annual’ with
supplementary four page index to the
front. Subjects covered include the
South African tours to Australia and
New Zealand and all Australian first
class matches for the 1931/32
season. Original decorative paper
wrappers. Some wear to spine,
otherwise in good condition
£70/100
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‘The Australian Cricketer Christmas
Annual 1932-33’. A compilation of
six issues for June to November 1932
bound together with original
wrappers retained, and issued in one
volume as the ‘Christmas Annual’
with supplementary four page index
and a summary of Bradman’s
‘Marathon’ Records. Other subjects
covered include Bradman’s dispute
with the Australian Board, Ponsford’s
career, Mailey’s team in America etc.
Damage to spine, rear wrapper partly
detached, otherwise in good
condition
£70/100

528

Australian XI v Tasmania 1948.
Official programme for the match
played at Hobart on the 5th & 6th
March 1948. The programme lists the
England tour itinerary, fixtures in
England, scorecard for the game and
details and pen pictures of the
Australian teams. Signed to ‘Notes’
page by Neil Harvey. Some
handwritten annotation to scorecard
and match itinerary. G
£30/50
The Australian team, in those days,
always played a warm up game
against Tasmania on route to a Test
series with England

529

Commonwealth Cricket Team tours
of India. ‘Souvenir of Commonwealth
Cricketers’ Tour 1949-50’ and
‘Commonwealth Cricketers’ Tour
1953-54’ . Two tour brochures
published by Sport & Pastime
Publications. Minor wear to both
51

editions, the 1953/54 edition with
detached front wrapper. Sold with
‘Marylebone Cricket Club Tour of
India 1951-52’ published by Sport &
Pastime Publication. Some wear to
covers otherwise in good condition.
Qty 3
£50/70
530

M.C.C. Tour of Australia 1928/29.
Official ‘Orient Line, R.M.S.
Ormonde’ souvenir brochure for the
M.C.C. Australian Tour 1928/29’ in
slip case. Decorative covers with
M.C.C. colours. To inside pages, real
mono photograph of the M.C.C.
team laid down to the itinerary page,
pen pictures and biographies of the
M.C.C. team etc. The brochure
contains the full set of tour results and
was probably published in limited
numbers just prior to departure, the
final page states, ‘Freemantle, March
25th - M.C.C. having retained “The
Ashes” embarked in R.M.S.
“Ormonde” for England’. Silk book
mark ‘The Burning Question, Ashes!
England’s XI’ laid down to inside front
cover. Some foxing, age toning and
wear to covers, adhesive marks to
rear cover, otherwise in good
condition. Sold with a sepia postcard
of the ‘M.C.C. Team in Australia
1928-29’ issued by Gunn & Moore,
Nottingham. A rare brochure for the
return trip and unusual to see, the S.S.
Otranto brochure for the outward trip
being much more widely seen
£150/250
The touring party travelled out from
Toulon on the S.S. Otranto and
returned from Freemantle on the
Ormonde on 20th April 1929 having
won the Ashes series 4-1

531

‘M.C.C. in South Africa 1930-1931’.
Official souvenir. Golden Jubilee
Number. Authorised by the Transvaal
Cricket Union. Original yellow
wrappers with titles in green print.
Very good condition. A rarer pre tour
souvenir. Presented in attractive
slipcase with gilt titles to spine edge
£200/300

532

‘Visit of the M.C.C. Test Team to
South Africa 1930/31. ‘Union Castle
Line. R.M.S. Edinburgh Castle’. Pre
tour brochure for the tour with list of
players, pen pictures and biographies,
itinerary etc. Very good condition
£40/60

533

M.C.C. tour of South Africa 1938/39.
‘South African Tour 1938-1939’.
Official players itinerary for the tour
with titles and M.C.C. colours to front
cover. To inside page, list of the
M.C.C. touring party, match
programme, hotels and travelling
schedule, two full page map of the
venues, postal information and
playing conditions. Crease to front
cover otherwise in very good
condition. Includes a printed facsimile
autograph sheet for the tour. Player

534

535

536

537

538

539

Australian Services tour of India 1945.
‘Australian Services XI Tour1945’.Compiled by H.N. Contractor.
Published by The Board of Control for
Cricket in India. 42pp. Original colour
decorative covers with pen pictures
and biographies of the Australian and
Indian players, averages, statistics etc.
Vertical fold, minor tear, nicks to front
cover edge. Rare item from this wartime tour
£50/70
Australia v West Indies 1951-52.
‘West Indies Tests Pictorial. Souvenir
programme 1951’. Printed by Sunrise
Press of Adelaide 1951. Light vertical
crease otherwise in good condition.
Sold with an official match ticket for
the England v West Indies, First Test
match, Edgbaston 1957
£30/50

540

‘Cricket Carnival. West Australia v
Victoria’ 1922. Pre-match souvenir
brochure for the match played at the
W.A.C.A. Ground, Perth, 10th-13th
March 1922. 32pp. Original
decorative front paper wrapper,
lacking rear wrapper, pages complete.
Padwick 3416. Wear and loss to
spine, otherwise in very good
condition
£50/70

541

‘Welcome! Australia. Illinois Cricket
Association July 23, 24, 25, 26, 1932.
Grant Park, Chicago, U.S.A.’.
Souvenir tour brochure featuring
photographs of the Australian team,
Alan Kippax in batting pose, Kippax
batting with Bradman at Lord’s 1930,
pen portraits, article on ‘Googly’
bowling by P.A. Vaile etc. Original
decorative wrappers, the front cover
portraying a kangaroo adopting a
boxing pose against a bald eagle.
Padwick 5327. Minor wear and age
toning to wrappers otherwise in
good/very good condition. Rare
£150/250

M.C.C. tour of Australia 1936/37.
Official souvenir programme for the
M.C.C. tour of Australia 1936/37.
Issued by the N.S.W. Cricket
Association. Attractive pictorial
covers. With team detail, itinerary,
player profile, pen pictures to inside
pages. Bound in green boards with
gilt titles. Good/very good condition
£30/50
‘Cricket Sketches with Portraits of
Prominent
Cricketers’.
16pp
magazine with image of George Hirst
to front cover. c1898. Printed by
Tempest & Co., Burley, Leeds. Sold
with ‘Cricket Sketches with Portrait of
the Yorkshire Team, also particulars of
the Test Matches etc’. 12pp magazine
with portrait of William. G. Quaife to
front cover. C1902. The first
magazine with some age toning,
wear and foxing, the second with
small amount of damage to the staple
area, minor wear and soiling
otherwise both in good condition.
Rarely seen early magazines. Qty 2
£50/80

542

543

England ‘Rebel’ tour of South Africa
1982. Official tour brochure signed to
inside team pages by members of
both teams. Fourteen signatures of
the English touring team and seven
South African signatures. Signatures
include Gooch, Knott, Lever, Boycott,
Woolmer, Underwood, Amiss, Old,
J.Cook, Van Der Bijl, Kourie, Jennings,
Kuiper etc. G
£50/80
‘Northwestern Cricket Association’.
Rare souvenir booklet for the sixth
Annual Tournament, held in Chicago,
17th-24th August 1901. Printed by
Root and Fuller Printers, Chicago.
20pp. Original decorative blue paper
wrappers printed in red, black and
gold. K.A. Auty, Ontario, Library
stamp and ownership name in ink for
A.D. Taylor to first page. Includes a
history of Wanderers Cricket and
Athletic Club, list of officers and
captains,
team
and
player

Magazine. Australia v England First
Test Brisbane’ 5th December 1962.
Two editions of ‘The ABC Cricket
Book’ published by the Australian
Broadcasting Commission for the
South African tour to Australia
1963/64 and the Australian tour of
England 1964. ‘Test Cricket 1964-64.
South Africa- Australia Test Series
1963-64’, Associated Publishers,
Adelaide 1963. ‘Seventh Australian
Tour of South Africa 1970’. Geoffrey
A. Chettle, Durban 1970. ‘Cricket
Book. M.C.C. Tour of Australia 197071’. Revised edition published by the
New South Wales Cricket Association
with results and details of Test
matches. England v New Zealand,
first Test, Christchurch, 25th
February- 1st March 1971. Rest of
the World v Australia, Perth, 10th15th December 1971. ‘Australia vs
England Jubilee Test Cricket Tour
1977’ published by Modern
Magazines, Victoria, 1977 for
Channel 9 T.V. Good condition
£40/60

photographic
illustrations,
tournament fixtures, details of visiting
teams, and social events. Padwick
4056. Rusting to staples, wear and
slight splitting to spine, otherwise in
good condition
£150/250

unknown. A rarely seen official
itinerary
£150/250

New Zealand tours to England 1931
and 1937. Two official pre-tour
brochures for the New Zealand tours,
the 1931 published by Angus Thomas
Ltd, London, the 1937 by The
Cheriton Press, Folkestone. Some
wear and tear with small tape repairs
to the wrappers of the 1931, slight
age toning to the 1937. Rusting to
staples, otherwise in good condition
£20/30
Cricket World Cup. England 1999.
Official souvenir programme for the
Group Matches with inserted
scorecard and official match ticket
slipped in for Pakistan v Scotland
played at Chester-le-Street, Durham,
21st May 1999. Signed to the player
pen pictures by thirty two players.
Signatures are Stewart, Croft, Fraser,
Knight, Gough, Mullally, Hollioake,
Thorpe, Wells (England), Dravid,
Ganguly (India), Donald, Kallis,
Pollock (South Africa), Vaas (Sri
Lanka), Flower, Goodwin, Johnson,
Olonga, Strang, Viljoen (Zimbabwe),
Moody (Australia), Fleming (New
Zealand), Brinkley (Scotland), Lara,
Adams,
Campbell,
King,
Chanderpaul, Jacobs, Powell and
Walsh (West Indies). Some creasing
to wrappers, otherwise in good
condition
£30/40
Australia beat Pakistan by eight
wickets in the final at Lord’s

544

Test match programmes and
souvenirs 1962-1977. A selection of
nine Test series tour brochures and
match programmes. Test Cricket
52

545

Tour brochures 1930s. Three official
pre-tour brochures, each compiled by
A.W. Simpson, for West Indies to
England 1933, printed by Vaulkhard
& Farnsworth, Nottingham. South
Africa tour to England 1935, Day-byDay Publishing, Folkestone. Australia
to England 1938, printed by J.A.
Jennings, Canterbury. Odd faults
including foxing/ minor staining to
wrappers, rusting to staples. Overall
in good condition
£30/40

546

Walter Reginald Hammond. Gloucestershire & England 1920-1951.
Official Benefit Souvenir for the
Gloucestershire v Hampshire match
played at Bristol, 4th-7th August
1934. Original pictorial covers. Price
altered by hand to front cover. Some
soiling to covers, rusting to staples,
otherwise in good condition. Rare
£60/90

547

Kapil Dev. India. Prudential World
Cup 1983. Official match programme
and scorecard for the Final, India v
West Indies, played at Lord’s 25th
June 1983. The programme signed to
his pen picture by the India captain,
Kapil Dev. The scorecard lacking
scores. VG
£30/50
In a low scoring final India scored
183 and West Indies 140, for India to
win by 43 runs

548

Tour brochures 1930-1956. A
selection of official and unofficial
souvenir tour brochures/ booklets for
teams visiting England. Tours covered
are Australia 1930, 1953, 1956, New
Zealand 1931, 1937, West Indies
1933, 1939, India 1946, and South
Africa 1947. Also a ‘Souvenir
Itinerary’ published by South African
Railways for the 1948/49 M.C.C.
tour. Some faults, generally in good

condition. Qty 10
549

550

551

552

partnership [346]’ on 26th August
1892, the supplement dated 24th
November 1892. Also portraits of
England players with printed
George
Lohmann
signatures,
(Surrey), dated 27th October 1892,
Arthur
Shrewsbury
(Nottinghamshire), 29th December 1892,
Andrew Stoddart (Middlesex), 26th
January 1893, and Sammy Woods
(Somerset) 23rd February 1893. Odd
minor faults, otherwise in good
condition
£30/50

£30/50

Yorkshire Benefit brochures. Good
selection of seventeen brochures from
1939-1992. Arthur Wood (1939), Bill
Bowes (1947), Len Hutton (1950.
two, one ‘Hutton Benefit Souvenir’
Yorkshire Post, pictorial blue covers
and the other ‘Len Hutton Souvenir’.
Yorkshire Evening News, Willie
Watson (1956), Johnny Wardle
(1957- signed), Vic Wilson (1958),
Brian Close (1961, bound in green
boards, signed to front cover of
brochure by Bill Bowes), Ray
Illingworth (1965), Ken Taylor (1968),
Doug Padgett (1969), Don Wilson
(1972) Phil Carrick (1985), Colin
Johnson (1986), Kevin Sharp (1991,
signed by 12 players to front cover)
etc. Odd minor faults, good condition
£40/60
Yorkshire cricket. Box containing a
good selection of Yorkshire ephemera
including original articles and pictorial
supplements of the Yorkshire team
and players plus other cricket articles,
some in original booklets/brochures,
some individual articles. Includes
complete copies of ‘Baily’s Monthly
Magazine, Sports and Pastimes. May
and August 1888’, ‘Lotinga’s Weekly.
Illustrated Journal of Sport’ August
27th 1910’, ‘Boy’s Own Paper May
1895’, ‘The Golden Penny May
1902’,
‘Shurey’s
Illustrated.
September 1900’, ‘The Sporting
Mirror August 1883 with full page
portrait of Martin Hawke, ‘Land &
Water. July 1920 with full page
portrait of Lord Hawke to front cover,
copy photographs of the Yorkshire
team and players, small scrapbook on
Yorkshire
cricket,
various
correspondence regarding Yorkshire
cricket, copies of original letters,
cuttings, pictures, odd signature
including a clipped signature of David
Denton to print etc. Plus four colour
prints by Ken Taylor of Close
Illingworth, Trueman and Dickie Bird,
each signed by the player and the
artist. Odd faults, generally good
condition
£50/70
‘World Record Test Innings’. Radial
score chart of Brian Lara’s world
record Test Innings of 375 for West
Indies v England 1994 by Bill Frindall.
Limited edition 176/375. Personally
signed by Bill Frindall. Mounted,
framed
and
glazed,
overall
11.5”x13.5”. VG. Sold with ‘Lara’s
World Record Record Breaking 501’
1994, limited edition no. 439/5000,
signed by Lara. Framed and glazed,
overall 22”x26”. Qty 2
£70/100
‘Supplement to “Cricket”[A Weekly
Record of the Game]’ 1892-1893.
Five bookplate images taken from the
supplement of ‘Somerset v Norfshire
[Yorkshire]’ featuring Palairet and
Hewett of Somerset who achieved
‘The “Record” for a first-wicket

553

Auction catalogues. Large collection
of catalogues, mainly Knights
catalogues, ranging from 1994 to
2019. Includes the E.M. Grace
collection 2015. Minor annotation to
some copies, odd duplication
otherwise in good condition. Ideal for
reference
£40/60

554

Auction catalogues. Selection of
catalogues ranging from 1988 to
2020. Includes Christies, Knights,
Vennett-Smith, Sotheby’s, Phillip’s
etc. Includes Sales of the Gutteridge,
Cohen, W.G. Grace, Bicentenary,
H.W. Warner, Pilkington collections
etc. Includes other brochures and
pamphlets.
Some
annotation
otherwise in good condition. Ideal for
reference
£30/50

559

M.C.C. 1787-1937. Minton cream
glaze ceramic tankard/mug produced
to commemorate one hundred and
fifty years of the M.C.C. With M.C.C.
colours in red and yellow to rim and
the wording ‘M.C.C. 1787-1937’ to
side of the mug. 5” tall. Minton
stamp to base and impressed mark
4328. Hairline crack to rim near
handle otherwise in good condition
£130/160

560

George Herbert Hirst. Yorkshire &
England 1891-1929 and Wilfred
Rhodes. Yorkshire & England 18981930. Unusual W. Ellis of Bramley
commemorative mug featuring both
players. To front, ‘George H. Hirst,
Yorkshire’s Celebrated All Round
Cricketer. His record score against
Leicestershire (341) May 1905’ with
vignette of Hirst in batting pose and
to verso ‘Wilfred Rhodes, Yorkshire’s
Celebrated Bowler’ with vignette of
Rhodes in bowling pose to reverse.
With stumps, crossed bats and ball in
between images. Approx 4” high.
The mug was dug up out of an old tip
and was sadly lacking the handle, the
vendor has fashioned a replacement
handle to make it complete. Chipping
to rim, discolouration to area around
new handle to both sides of the mug,
some minor wear to base, minor loss
to wording on the Rhodes details
otherwise in generally good
condition. These mugs, featuring
both Yorkshire stalwarts, are rarely
seen
£50/90

561

Herbert Sutcliffe, Yorkshire & England
1919-1945. W. Ellis Moorcroft of
Bramley commemorative transfer
printed mug for ‘Herbert Sutcliffe
World Record Maker, 4 Centuries in
5 Test Matches’ with vignette of
Sutcliffe in batting pose. With Pudsey
Corporation crest and his England v
Australia Test records for 1924-1925
to side and to reverse side is a
vignette of his father ‘W. Sutcliffe...
The Old Dacre Banks & Pudsey St
Lawrence Cricketer’. Makers stamp to
base. Approximately 4” high. Some
minor
chipping
and
minor
discolouration to rim otherwise in
good condition
£150/250

562

Cut glass cricket bat. A heavy highly
decorative cut glass cricket bat,
possibly used for some form of
advertising. 6.25” long. Very good
condition
£40/60

563

‘I Was’nt Ready’. A Royal Doulton
‘Black Boy’ bone china dinner plate,
entitled ‘I Was’nt ready’ printed with
a boy in red shirt, waistcoat and a
floppy yellow hat looking glum with
his wicket broken behind him. Green
floral decoration to inner and outer
rim. 10.25” diameter. Doulton
backstamp and number ‘D2864’ to
base. Circa 1907. Very minor slight
loss to paint of the green band on the
inner rim of the plate otherwise in

CRICKET CERAMICS & METALWARE
555

Cricket sovereign case. A Victorian
silver sovereign case, decorated in
enamel with a figures of a
moustached batsman wearing a
hooped cap, with bat raised in front
of the wicket to one side. The case,
with hallmarks for Birmingham 1898,
has the monogram initials ‘M.J.S.’ to
verso. Rare to see a silver and enamel
sovereign case featuring a cricketer.
VG
£600/900

556

Cricket snuff box. A black laquered
papier mache oval snuff box with
hinged lid, believed to be circa
1870’s. The lid painted with a
cricketing scene of boys playing
cricket with trees in background. The
box measures approximately 2.5”x
2”x1.25” deep. Some wear to
painted image on lid otherwise in
good condition
£60/90

557

Cricket pencil case. A black lacquered
papier mache oblong pencil case with
hinged lid, believed to be circa
1870’s. The lid painted with a
cricketing scene of boys playing
cricket with trees in background. The
case measures approximately 8”x
2.25”x1” deep. Some wear to
painted image on lid and all surfaces
otherwise in good condition. A rarely
seen pencil case
£70/100

558

M.C.C. Bicentenary 1787-1987.
Spode china two handled loving
tankard with decoration and titles to
front and back, gold lustre to handles,
rim, and base. 4.5” tall
£30/50
53

very good condition. A rare ‘Black
Boy’ plate
£600/900
564

Cricket clock. A Victorian brass
mantel clock. The case in the form of
a set of stumps with crossed bats and
ball on an oval naturalistic case base
with bun feet. Dial with gilded centre.
Approximately 6.5” high by 5” wide.
British Union Clock Company stamp
and number ‘24’ under base. Dial
fitting appears a little loose otherwise
in good condition
£100/150

565

M.C.C. v Rest of the World
Bicentenary match 1987. Excellent
hand cut lead crystal glass
champagne flute produced to
commemorate the historic match and
engraved in gilt with details of the
match and the initials ‘A.V.B.’ for Alec
Bedser, Surrey & England. The flute
stands 9.25” tall. Rare in this personalised form and in very good
condition
£150/250

566

567

568

569

570

M.C.C. tour of Pakistan 1955/56. Silk
lined red case containing six silver
spoons presented to Mike Cowan,
Yorkshire 1953-1962, as a member of
the M.C.C. touring team in 1955/56.
The case with silver metal plaque to
centre of lid reads ‘M.J.C. M.C.C. in
Pakistan 1955/56’. The spoons with
figures of elephants to head are
marked to verso ‘Silver’. VG
£100/150
W.G. Grace smoking pipe 1895.
Vulcanite cricket pipe with cricket bat
shaped stem and ‘Grace head’ pipe
bowl with ball foot to base. Stamped
‘W.G.G.
ET.47.
A.D.
1895’.
‘Centuplico’ and ‘Made abroad’. 5.5”
long. Sold with an early clay pipe with
cricket decoration to bowl, 5” long G
£60/90
The Ashes Test series 1928/29.
Aluminium medallion by J.R. Gaunt &
Sons Ltd of Birmingham. With names
of the England team and Ashes urn to
centre. 1.5” diameter. Rare. Some
minor wear and staining, good
£30/40
Cricket bat propelling pencil. Small
Victorian novelty silver metal
propelling pencil in the shape of a
cricket bat with ring holder. Engraved
‘Winton House 1901’ to side of bat.
1.5”. Sold with two other cricket bat
novelties/charms, silver metal and
gilt. G
£50/80
Miniature cricket bats. ‘Rowntree’s
Cachous’ miniature metal advertising
cricket bat. 4.5”. Some surface wear,
otherwise in good condition. Sold
with four miniature cricket bats 3.75”
long, three appear to be ivory and
another probably plastic, 3.5”. Plus a
M.C.C. 1950/51 tour badge
depicting Len Hutton and an older
‘Cameo’ cricket badge featuring John
Gunn G. Qty 7
£30/50

571

Cricket medals. Selection of five
commemorative medals. England v
Australia 1880-1980. Solid nickel
silver medallion commemorating the
match by The Tower Mint, M.C.C.
Bicentenary 1787-1987, First Test
match at the Kennington Oval
September 1880, Benson & Hedges
‘Fifty Years of Test Cricket in
Queensland
1928-1978’
and
‘Lancashire C.C.C. 125th Anniversary
1864-1989’. All five in original
presentation cases. VG
£70/100

572

‘McDonald’s One Day Cricket Series.
Winners Medallion’. Original winners
medal for the 1980/81 cricket season.
The silver base metal medal with title
to circular border, emblem and
‘Winning State. Team Member’ to
inside. To back ‘80-81’ and
‘McDonald’s Cup’ with emblem’.
Winning player unknown
£50/80

commemorate the Test Match and
marking 100 years of ‘Ashes’ Test
Cricket. The bail is hollow and in two
sections which come apart. Inside is a
rolled scroll detailing the scores in the
game with facsimile autographs of
both teams. The bail sits on a stand
with small engraved plaque which
reads ‘The Jubilee Test Match 1977
marking 100 years of England v
Australia Test Cricket’. The match was
drawn. Produced by Pobjoy Mint
Limited of Surrey and limited in this
form to an issue of 1500. The bail
tarnished otherwise in good condition
£50/70
579

Cricket lapel/tie pin. Attractive gold
pin with circular head depicting a
batsman in batting pose in front of
the stumps. 2.5” long. No hallmarks
but tested 9 carat gold. G £50/70

580

Gold sporting medal. 9ct gold medal
with blue enamel shield decoration to
front. Medal by Thomas Fattorini Ltd
of Birmingham. In presentation box.
4.03 grams. Hallmark worn, date
unknown. VG
£50/70

581

South African Cricket Union
Centenary 1889-1989. Pair of gold
base metal cuff links produced to
commemorate the Centenary. In
velvet like material presentation bag
with Centenary emblem printed to
bag. Minor wear, good
£30/50

582

Silver cricket medals. Three silver
cricket medals with blue enamel
decoration, each awarded to cricketer
J.E. Church in 1933, 1934 and 1935.
The first two years as runner up and
the 1935 as ‘Cricket Cup Winners’.
All hallmarked. Good condition
£30/50

583

Australia tour of England 1926. An
oval colour Thorne’s Super Extra
Creme Toffee tin ‘A Souvenir of the
Australian’s Visit in 1926’. With
named pictures of the Australian
team to the sides and portrait of the
Oval cricket ground to lid. 5.5”.
G/VG
£50/70

584

‘The Pavilion. Lord’s Cricket Ground.
Marylebone Cricket Club’. A
Sandland, Staffordshire ceramic
trinket/cigarette box with transfer
print of the pavilion at Lord’s to lid.
Gold lustre to rims. Sold with a pair of
cricket dog bookend match holders
(German). G
£30/50

585

Cricket ceramics & metalware.
Selection including silver plated dish
with title to centre ‘Ashes Regained.
England 1985’, a cricket teapot, a
sooty cricket eggcup, a pair of salt
and pepper pots of a batsman and an
umpire, Sandland trinket tray with
image of ‘Old Father Time’, a slightly
larger trinket tray ‘The Ashes’, a small
EPNS ash tray with engraving ‘F.S.
Trueman. Golf Classic 86’, ‘Out for a
Duck’ cricket figure. H. Booth, Acorn

Queensland won the McDonald’s
One Day Cricket Series in 1980/81
573

England v Australia 1981. The
Prudential Trophy. A silver convex
medal presented to Derek Randall.
Nottinghamshire and England 19721993. The medal with relief of cricket
ball seam to centre and title to outer
edge border. Hallmarked to back. In
‘Cornhill Insurance’ presentation case.
The medal a little tarnished otherwise
in good condition. Sold with a note
signed by Randall confirming its
provenance
£60/90
Australia, despite losing the Ashes in
1981 won the One Day Series by 21

574

Early South Australia Cricket
Association membership medal for
1912-13. Number 762 to back. G/VG
£40/60

575

Early Sydney Cricket Ground
membership medal for 1900-01.
Number 1940 to back. Some wear,
generally good condition
£30/50

576

Melbourne Cricket Club membership
medal for 1931-32. Number 1371 to
back. Minor wear, good condition
£30/50

577

578

‘England v Australia 1926’. Very
attractive gilt copper commemorative
spoon for the Australian tour of
England in 1926, The spoon handle
with raised kangaroo and raised
lettering ‘Australia versus England’ to
end. The handle shaft decorated with
cricket bat and stumps with bails. The
bowl has the title ‘Australian’s Team
1926 and names of all the touring
team in high relief. Players names
include Collins, Bardsley, Gregory,
Oldfield,
Woodfull,
Ponsford,
Richardson, Ryder, Grimmett etc.
Hallmarked. G/VG. Rare £130/160
The Jubilee Test Match England v
Australia 1977. A hallmarked sterling
silver cricket bail produced to
54

586

Don Bradman. Australia. Endurance
Ltd cold-cast porcelain figure of
Bradman in batting pose. On wooden
plinth with title. Approx 8” tall. Sold
with a similar figure of Harold
Larwood, England in bowling pose,
again on wooden plinth. 9” tall. Both
limited edition figures
£40/60

587

Japanese tea set each featuring a
batsman and wicketkeeper at the
crease. The set comprises two cups
and saucers (3.25” diameter), two
side plates (3.75”), teapot and lid
(2.5” tall), two handled jug with lid
(1.75” tall) and another jug (1.25”
tall). ‘Made in Japan’ stamped to base
of each item. Date and maker not
known. Chip to rim of one saucer,
otherwise in good condition £40/60

588

Kenneth Frank Barrington, Surrey &
England
1953-1968.
Ronson
cigarette lighter inscribed to one side
‘Surrey County Cricket Club’ with
Surrey emblem, and to the verso
‘County Champions 1952, 1953,
1954, 1955, 1956. Under Captaincy
of W. Stuart Surridge’. G/VG.
Previously sold by Phillips auctioneers
as part of lot 364 in June 2000
£50/70

589

Denis Charles Scott Compton.
Middlesex & England 1936-1958.
Ronson cigarette lighter inscribed to
one side ‘Denis Compton’ and to the
verso ‘Wisden Centenary 18501950’. Presumably Compton was
presented with the lighter by Wisden,
probably at their Annual launch
Dinner. G/VG
£50/70

590

Silver metal tie pin. Hallmarked silver
tie pin with shield to centre with
elaborate enamel image of a batsman
to centre. Inscription to verso.
Presented to ‘S. Lester, A.C.C.C.
Champions. Notts C.L. 1920’. 2.5”
long. Hallmarked Birmingham 1920.
G
£30/40

591

England won the fifth and final Test
by 289 runs to win the series 1-0, the
first four Tests having been drawn.
For England, Sutcliffe made 76 &
161, Hobbs 100, Larwood and
Rhodes each with 6 wickets in the
match etc. For Australia, Gregory
made 73, Collins 61 and Mailey took
9 wickets in the match.
593

‘The County Cricket Championship
Trophy. Presented by The Lord’s
Taverners’. Set of four pewter goblets
with inscription to goblet side. Similar
silver plated goblets were presented
to members of County Championship
winning sides in the 1960/80’s. Each
6” tall. Some wear, staining, good.
Sold with a cricket ball shaped ashtray
mounted on three crossed cricket bats
on circular metal base. Approx 5.5”
tall. Tarnished
£50/80
England v Australia. 5th Test 1926.
Original ‘Macauley & Sutcliffe’ ‘White
Rose Extra Special’ full size cricket bat
very nicely signed in ink by the
England and Australian teams who
playing in the 5th, final and deciding
Test match played at The Oval
August 14-18th 1926. Thirteen

England v Australia, Headingley
1930. ‘Don Bradman World Record
Score 334’. Original ‘E. Farnell &
Sons. Percy Holmes Autograph’ full
size cricket bat very nicely signed in
ink by the England and Australian
teams who played in the 3rd Test
match played at Headingley from the
11th-15th July 1930 . Twelve
signatures of the England team and
fifteen signatures of the Australians.
Twenty seven signatures including
Chapman and Woodfull (the two
Captains), Sutcliffe, Hobbs, Tate,
Larwood, Duleepsinhji, Hammond,
Leyland, Duckworth, Hendren,
Richardson, Jackson, Bradman,
Fairfax, McCabe, Wall, Walker,
Grimmett, Kippax, Oldfield etc.
Signatures and bat in good/very good
condition. A very historic Test match
£400/600
The Australians scored 458-3 on the
first day of the Test and Bradman
went on the following day to
increase his record score to 334
before being caught by Duckworth
off Tate. He was the 6th wicket to fall
and Australia recorded a first innings
score of 566 all out. The Test match
was drawn and Australia went on to
win the series by two Tests to one.

The tournament in 1999 was won by
Australia, who beat Pakistan by 8
wickets in the final at Lord’s Cricket
Ground in London. New Zealand and
South Africa were the other semifinalists.
595
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Cricket World Cup 1999. Excellent
selection of eleven ‘Gunn & Moore’
full size cricket bats signed by
competing teams in the World Cup
Finals held in England in 1999. Each
55

Holcombe Douglas ‘Hopper’ Read.
Surrey, Essex and England 19331948. M.C.C. tour to Australia and
New Zealand 1935/36. Full size
Stuart Surridge, ‘Herbert Sutcliffe
Autograph’ bat nicely signed in ink to
the face by thirteen members of the
touring party. Signatures are Holmes
(Captain), Mitchell-Innes, Griffith,
Read, Baxter, Langridge, Hardstaff,
Sims, Human, Smith, Barber, Parks
and Lyttleton. Lacking the signature
of Powell. Also signed to the rear
shoulder at the ownership position by
Read. Sold with a full size Slazenger
‘Rohan Kanhai’ bat signed to the
verso by two unknown teams. Qty 2.
G/VG
£100/150
The 1935/36 M.C.C. tour comprised
up and coming England players with
a view to gaining experience prior to
the full tour in 1936/37. Hopper
Read was regarded as the fastest
bowler in England but played only
three seasons of first class County
cricket, and made just one Test
appearance for England v South
Africa at The Oval, 17th-20th August
1935
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This was Bradman’s first tour of
England. He scored 974 runs at an
average of 139.14 during the Test
series, with four centuries, including
two double hundreds and a triple
century. Bradman’s first-class tour
total was 2,960 runs, at an average of
98.66 with 10 centuries, was another
enduring record, the most by any
overseas batsman on a tour of
England

CRICKET BATS, BALLS & EQUIPMENT
592

bat has a printed heading to the top
of the bat ie ‘1999 Cricket World
Cup’ and the team name and signed
by the teams playing squad beneath.
The teams are New Zealand, Sri
Lanka, England, West Indies,
Zimbabwe, India, Pakistan, South
Africa, Scotland, Bangladesh and
Kenya. Signatures include Lara,
Ambrose,
Walsh,
Ranatunga,
Jayasuriya, Fleming, Cairns, Vettori,
Stewart, Gough, Flintoff, Tikolo,
Flower, Streak, Wasim Akram, Waqar
Younis, Cronje, Klussener, Pollock,
Donald, Azharuddin, Tendulkar,
Kumble etc. Some signatures signed
using a slightly thicker pen. Odd
minor faults otherwise in good
condition
£250/350

signatures of the England team and
fourteen signatures of the Australians.
Twenty seven signatures including
Chapman and Collins (the two
Captains), Sutcliffe, Hobbs, Woolley,
Geary, Larwood, Rhodes, Tate,
Strudwick, Richardson, Bardsley,
Macartney, Grimmett, Gregory,
Oldfield, Mailey, Woodfull, Ponsford
etc. Title handwritten neatly above
the signatures ‘England v Australia.
5th Test at The Oval’. Signatures and
bat in good/very good condition. A
£300/500
historic Test match

Pottery, ‘Hambledon’ cricket clock
etc. G
£30/50

John Wisden & Co. Cricket Museum.
Full size replica of the oldest known
cricket bat, previously displayed at
the Wisden Cricket Museum. Original
white plastic plaque affixed to the
face with the description, ‘Replica of
Oldest Bat in Existence’, and
numbered ‘1’ in the Museum
collection. ‘John Wisden & Co.’ stamp
to the upper portion of the face.
41.5” in length. Odd minor faults,
otherwise in good condition
£70/100
Many of the Wisden Museum’s bats
are now on loan at Lord’s

597

John Wisden & Co. Cricket Museum.
Full size replica of the second oldest

known cricket bat, previously
displayed at the Wisden Cricket
Museum. Original white plastic
plaque affixed to the face with the
description, ‘Replica of Second Oldest
Bat in Existence’, and numbered ‘2’ in
the Museum collection. ‘Wisden’
stamp to the upper portion of the
face. 35.5” in length. Odd minor
faults, otherwise in good condition
£70/100

602

Many of the Wisden Museum’s bats
are now on loan at Lord’s
598
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England v Australia. Centenary Test,
Lord’s 1980. Gray Nicholls ‘Crusader’
full size bat signed by both the
England (12 signatures) and Australia
(14) teams. Signatures include
Botham, Boycott, Gooch, Gower,
Gatting, G. Chappell, Border, Marsh,
Thomson, Dyson, Wood, Dymock
etc. The bat with protective
cellophane applied. Some light fading
to the odd signatures, otherwise in
good condition
£50/80
South Africa tour to England 1994.
Stuart Surridge ‘Autograph’ full size
cricket bat signed by twenty
members of the South African players
and officials with printed names.
Signatures include Wessels (Captain),
Cronje, Donald, Cullinan, De Villiers
McMillan,
Matthews,
Rhodes,
Procter (Coach) etc. Some spotting to
bat face, otherwise in good condition
£30/40
England, New Zealand and Counties
1931. Gradidge ‘Super’ Harrow size
cricket bat profusely signed in ink by
approx. one hundred and twenty
cricketers. Signatures to the face
correspond in part with two matches
played at Folkestone, England XI v
New Zealanders, 5th-8th September,
and M.C.C. South African Touring
Team v The Rest, 9th-11th
September 1931. Signatures of those
who played in or were present for the
matches
include
Tennyson,
Chapman, Voce, Peebles, Hendren,
Turnbull, Goddard, Calthorpe, Hone,
Hearne, Perks, Kemp-Welch etc.
Below are eleven signatures of the
New Zealand touring party 1931, also
the signatures of past and contemporary cricketers from Nottinghamshire, Middlesex etc. including F.
Mann, A. Fielder, W. Fairservice, I.
Peebles etc. To the verso are
signatures of County teams for Kent,
Derbyshire, Hampshire and Sussex.
Fading to some signatures but overall
in good condition
£80/120
Signed cricket bats. Four miniature
cricket bats, each signed by Yorkshire
and an opposing teams from the
1970’s. Bats are Yorkshire v
Warwickshire 1975 (23 signatures) &
1976 (24), Yorkshire v Northamptonshire 1976 (21) and Yorkshire v
Derbyshire 1977 (23). Plus three

Yorkshire. Embroidered with the
White Rose of Yorkshire to cap. Name
handwritten to label. Mounted,
framed and glazed with typed
authentication signed by Boycott
mounted below. Overall 14.5”x22”.
Previously sold by Knights in the
1990s. Good condition
£250/350

miniature cricket bats signed by
county teams from 1978. Middlesex
v Essex 1978 (24 signatures),
Derbyshire v Sussex 1978 (23) and
Worcestershire v Somerset 1978 (22).
Each 17” long. Some fading to odd
signatures, generally good condition.
Qty 7
£40/60
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‘The Oaks Newlands’. South Africa
1994. Miniature bat with ‘The Oaks’
emblem to face made from oak trees
at Newlands. Produced by Mala Mala
Game Reserve/ Union-Castle Travel
to commemorate the South Africa
tour to England in 1994. Limited
edition no. 56. Box framed with
printed description and autograph
page signed by all twenty members
of the touring party. Players’
signatures include Wessels (Captain),
Cronje, McMillan, P. Kirsten, G.
Kirsten, Rhodes, de Villiers, Donald,
Cullinan, Hudson, Matthews etc. VG
£40/60
Presentation cricket balls. Two balls,
each with inscribed silver hallmarked
shields attached. One, a presentation
ball to E.T. Parr for taking six wickets
for 21 runs including a hat trick for
Urmston C.C. v Leigh C.C. May 1924
and the other to N. Bailey for taking
ten wickets for Owestry C.C. v
Whitchurch C.C., May 1930. G
£40/60
Ron Allsopp. Head groundsman,
Trent Bridge, Nottingham. Original
besom broom used by Allsopp.
Attached label, signed by Allsopp
inscribed, ‘Bessom [sic] used by Ron
Allsopp at Trent Bridge, England v
Australia 1972, England v New
Zealand 1973, England v West Indies
1976’. 47” in length. Previously sold
by Knights as lot 361 in the Bruce
French Benefit Auction, 18th
September 1981. G
£20/30

Geoff Boycott was the most prolific
and controversial batsman of the
period he played. He is one of only
two batsman to average more than a
100 in an English first class season
twice. He scored over 44,000 runs in
first class cricket at an average of
56.24 and played 108 Test matches
for England scoring 8114 runs at an
average of 47.72 and scored his
100th hundred in 1977 for England
against Australia at Headingley and
scored 151 first class centuries during
his career
608

Paddy Clift died in 1996 at the age of
43
CRICKET PRINTS, ORIGINAL
ARTWORK & PAINTINGS
609

606
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Alec Stewart. Surrey & England.
England cricket shirt with lion and
wicket England emblem to chest,
‘Tetley Bitter’ logo to chest and collar.
Signed to the front ‘To Darran. Best
wishes, Alec Stewart’. The shirt
appears to be match worn. Mounted,
framed and glazed, overall 23”x31”.
G/VG
£70/100

610

Herbert Sutcliffe. Yorkshire & England
and Jack Hobbs. Surrey & England.
Large individual original watercolour
artwork portrait paintings of Sutcliffe
and Hobbs, head and shoulders,
produced by the artist Rob Shone for
publication in the ‘Cricket Lore’
magazine 1990’s. The images
measures 11.5”x15.5”. Qty 2. VG
£80/120

611

W.G. Grace. Gloucestershire &
England.
Original
watercolour
artwork portrait painting of Grace,
head and shoulders wearing M.C.C.
cap, produced by the artist Rob
Shone for publication in the ‘Cricket
Lore’ magazine 1990’s. Signed by
Shone. Mounted. The images
measures 8”x10”. VG
£50/70

Graham Alan Gooch, Essex &
England 1973-1994. Essex baseball
style cap worn by Gooch during his
playing career. The blue cap with
Essex emblem to front and Gooch’s
initials ‘GAG’ to inside of cap. G.
Previously sold by Knights in the
Graham Gooch Benefit auction 1995
£30/50
Geoffrey Boycott. Yorkshire &
England 1962-1983. Yorkshire navy
blue cloth 1st XI cricket cap. Worn by
Boycott in his early years with
56

William Lawry and Bob Simpson.
Australia. Large individual original
watercolour
artwork
portrait
paintings of Lawry and Simpson,
head and shoulders, produced by the
artist Rob Shone for publication in the
‘Cricket Lore’ magazine in the 1990’s.
The images measures 11.5”x15.5”.
Qty 2. VG
£80/120
The images featured in the centre
pages of issue ten, July 1993

Allsopp served as Head Groundsman
at Trent Bridge for over twenty years
605

Paddy Clift. Leicestershire &
Rhodesia. Leicestershire green 2nd XI
cap with red ‘running fox’ emblem to
front. ‘Leic 2nd XI. P. Clift’
handwritten to label. G
£30/50

This image featured on the front
cover of issue eight, February 1993
612

Gordon Greenidge and Desmond
Haynes. West Indies. Large individual
original watercolour artwork portrait
paintings of Greenidge and Haynes,
head and shoulders, wearing West

Indies cap and white sunhat,
produced by the artist Rob Shone for
publication in the ‘Cricket Lore’
magazine 1990’s. The images
measures 11.5”x15.5”. Qty 2. VG
£80/120

618

This images featured in the centre
pages of issue eight, February 1993
613

Shane Warne. Australia. Original
watercolour artwork portrait painting
of Warne, head and shoulders,
produced by the artist Rob Shone for
publication in the ‘Cricket Lore’
magazine 1990’s. Mounted. The
image measures 8”x10”. Sold with a
further original watercolour caricature
artwork painting of Keith Miller
Australia, full length in batting pose,
produced by the artist Rob Shone for
publication in the ‘Cricket Lore’
magazine 1990’s. The images
measures 11.5”x15.5”. Qty 2. VG
£70/100

619

The Warne featured on the front
cover of issue ten, July 1993
The Miller image featured in the
centre pages of Volume Two, issue
two 1994
614

Len Hutton & Denis Compton,
England.
Original
watercolour
artwork portrait painting of both
Hutton and Compton, head and
shoulders, produced by the artist Rob
Shone for publication in the ‘Cricket
Lore’ magazine 1990’s. The image
measures 8”x10”. VG
£50/80
This image featured on the front
cover of Volume Two, issue two 1994

615

Monty Noble, Australia. Original
watercolour painting of Noble, head
and shoulders in Australian blazer,
produced by the artist Rob Shone for
publication in the ‘Cricket Lore’
magazine 1990’s. The images
measures 11”x15.5”. Sold with a
copy of the magazine it which it
appeared. VG
£50/80

Shane Warne ‘The Wizard of Oz’.
Limited edition colour print of Shane
Warne in bowling pose by artist

Douglas Jardine. England v West
Indies 1933. Original painting of
Jardine batting for England against
the West Indies during the 2nd Test
at Old Trafford, Manchester in July
1933. The painting shows Jardine
playing a shot to leg with the wicketkeeper behind the stumps, the
scoreboard and stand at Old Trafford
to background. Signed by the artist
‘V. Greene’ to lower right hand
corner. Handwritten title to the back
of the painting ‘Douglas Jardine at
the wicket. England v West Indies,
Old Trafford 1933’. Mounted, framed
and glazed in contemporary frame of
the time. The painting measures
14.5”x18” and overall with the frame
22.5”x27”. Good condition
£100/150

Jardine himself had to face bodyline
bowling in this Test match. The West
Indian cricket team toured England in
1933, and, in the second Test at Old
Trafford, Grant, their captain,
decided to try bodyline. He had a
couple of fast bowlers, Manny
Martindale and Learie Constantine.
Facing bodyline tactics for the first
time, England first suffered, falling to
134 for 4, with Wally Hammond
being hit on the chin, though he
recovered to continue his innings.
Then
Jardine
himself
faced
Martindale and Constantine. Jardine
never flinched. He played right back
to the bouncers, standing on tiptoe,
and played them with a dead bat,
sometimes playing the ball one
handed for more control. Jardine
made 127, his only Test century. In
the West Indian second innings,
Clark bowled bodyline back to the
West Indians, taking 2 for 64. The
match in the end was drawn but
played a large part in turning English
opinion against bodyline.

This image featured on the front
cover of ‘The Australian tour of
England 1909’. Peter Mahoney. A
Cricket Lore Publication
617

‘Our Weekly Inspection. Ten to one
Barr none’. Excellent pen and ink
drawing, , highlighted with colour
wash of a cricketer walking out to
inspect the wicket. Signed ‘J.F.W.’.
With inscription to back ‘Caricature of
F.A.A. Barrs done by J.F. Wilson about
1936. Presented to B.C. (British
Columbia) Mainland Cricket League
by Stanley J. Remnant on June 18th
1951’. Mounted, framed and glazed.
Overall
8.5”x10.5”.
Some
browning/foxing (age toning) to
image otherwise in good condition
£50/80

621

620

Clarence Victor ‘Clarrie’ Grimmett.
Wellington, Victoria, South Australia
& Australia 1911-1941. Original pen
57

Frank Gillett. Original pen and ink
illustration/ sketch which features
‘Gilbert
Jessop.
Fulfils
the
expectations of the crowd’ and ‘C.B.
Fry. Letting out at Brown’s Slows’.
Signed by Gillett to lower right hand
corner. In contemporary frame.
Overall 10”x7.75”. The sketch has
quite heavy horizontal and vertical
folds, the paper has browned over
the years otherwise in generally good
condition
£70/100
Frank Gillett, renowned English
graphic
artist,
painter
and
draughtsman, was the leading artist
for The Graphic from 1898 to 1908.

622

Original cricket artwork. Large
original pen and ink caricature, high
lighted in watercolour, of a giant size
cricketer in striped blazer holding a
pint of beer in one hand and a cricket
bat in the other standing on a cricket
pitch with pavilion, scoreboard and
trees to background. A much smaller
wicket-keeper is looking at the
cricketer. To bottom lower left hand
corner is a rhyme ‘Well here’s a lad
you all can see, Who likes hid ‘Turps’
on place of tea, Now bowling for us
he’s a wonder, when batting too- he
hits like thunder, He’s never sad and
never weary, always happy- always
cheery, Long may he to the wickets
tread, for years and years with poor
old Ted’. The artist ‘Ted Hunt’ has
signed to the bottom right hand
corner and dated the painting
caricature. The caricature measures
10”x16”. Some minor wear and age
toning to borders, some wear to
verso otherwise in good condition. A
good image
£70/100

623

Royman Browne, cartoonist. Original
hand painted birthday card in pen
and watercolour by Browne depicting
Old Father Time wearing cricket
whites with ball in hand, mopping his
brow with a handkerchief, with
hourglass and scythe on the ground
beside. The caption below reads,
‘You’ll never get ‘im out!’. The card
was sent to Pelham Warner in
celebration of Warner’s eightieth
birthday, the handwritten message
inside reads, ‘With congratulations, &
best wishes for your century, Royman
Browne (a humble cricket lover!)
24.xi.53’. Horizontal fold otherwise a
nice image in good condition
£80/120

The artist is not known to the
auctioneer.

Hedley Verity and Johnny Wardle,
Yorkshire & England. Large individual
original
watercolour
artwork
paintings of Verity and Wardle, full
length in bowling pose, produced by
the artist Rosemary Youssef for
publication in the ‘Cricket Lore’
magazine 1990’s. Signed by Yousef
and dated 1994. The images
measures 11”x15”. Qty 2. VG
£80/120
The two images featured in the
centre pages of Volume Two, issue
three 1994

616

and ink caricature/artwork of
Grimmett wearing cap with ball in his
hand about to bowl by artist ‘MAC’.
Title ‘C.V. Grimmett’ to right
handside. Signed by ‘MAC’ to left
hand corner. 6.25”x8”. Possibly
original artwork for a cigarette card?.
Good condition
£60/90

David Byrne. The print is signed by
both Warne and the artist in pencil.
Limited edition 69/500. 12”x16”
£30/40

Royman Browne. Cricket artist and
illustrator, produced many cartoons/
illustrations for Playfair Cricket

image

Monthly in the 1950/60s
624

W.G. Grace. Original pen and ink
caricature with green highlight to
ground, of Grace taking a bow with
the title ‘Out! 100’. Signed by the
artist, M. Davies. 10”x16”. Sold with
four further framed and glazed prints
of Grace from originals by Frank
Reynolds, Chevallier Tayler, Punch
etc. Various sizes. Qty 5. G £30/50

625

Cricket prints and paintings. Two
boxes of prints, some original
paintings, some signed limited
editions. Original paintings include
three by ‘R.E.A.P.’ of Peter May 1979,
Graham Dilley 1980 and Garry
Sobers. Portrait of Derek Underwood
by Roland Baines, signed by
Underwood to rear of frame. David
Gower ‘Still to Bloom’ by T. Flint etc.
Prints include A. Lilley, Albert
Chevallier Tayler 1905. ‘David Gower’
by John Hawkins, signed by Gower.
Derek Randall by Graham Laughton,
limited edition on. 17/1000. ‘Shane
K. Warne’. Mono limited edition print
of Warne in two poses, head and
shoulders and bowling. Signed by
Warne and the artist. Limited edition
122/500, copy print of Mike Gatting
signed to the mount by Gatting, etc.
Mixed condition, generally good. Qty
14
£40/60

626

627

628

629

‘Sketches at Lords’ Joseph Guy and
Clarke. Two original coloured
lithographs from the series of
‘Sketches at Lord’s’ being No. 11 &
12, published by John Corbet
Anderson and Frederick Lillywhite on
1st March 1852. The two images to
a page, laid down to card. Each page
measures 15”x9.5”. Some light
staining, light crease to image of Guy
otherwise in good condition £50/80

630

After Charles J. Basebe. George
Leopold Langdon and Roger
Kynaston Jnr. Pair of hand coloured
aquatints by C. Hunt. Originally
published by W.H. Mason, October
13th 1841. Window mounted,
framed and glazed in one frame.
Overall 18”x14”. G
£70/100

634

Ariel Luke. ‘Cricket’. A group of three
contemporary silk screen prints of
cricket scenes each signed in pencil by
the artist and from a limited edition of
75 prints produced. All framed.
Various sizes. Good condition.
Previously sold as lot 67 in Sotheby’s
sale of July 2002
£80/120

631

‘The Cricketer’s Nightmare’. Fred
William Leist. Excellent collection of
five colour limited edition chromolithographs featuring Leist’s distinctive
watercolour paintings demonstrating
the fears and worries of those who
play cricket taken to a horrific
extreme which were painted around
1909. The titles are ‘The Batsman,
‘Long field dropped it’, ‘How’s That’,
‘The Wicketkeeper’ and ‘Run Out’.
Each has the original printed titles to
lower border with ‘The Cricketer’s
Nightmare’ above and below it the
title of the chromolithograph. These
images appeared as a series of six but
he produced nine drawing and
watercolours in total on cricket. Six
were watercolours and the other
three mixed-media drawing, all on
the same theme. Mounted framed
and glazed. Overall 13.5”x17”.
Rarely seen chromolithographs.
Previously sold in Sotheby’s auction
of July 1995 as lot 192
£500/800

635

George Anderson, Yorkshire 18501969, and Roger Iddison, Yorkshire &
Lancashire 1853-1976. Two full page
cuttings of engravings taken from the
Illustrated Sporting News, the
Anderson page dated 9th July 1864,
the Iddison 1st October 1864. Both
players are depicted standing full
length at the wicket, Anderson
leaning on his bat, Iddison in batting
pose. Each page is unevenly torn to
left edge and measures 11”x16”. Qty
2. VG
£30/40

636

Thomas Walter Hayward, Surrey &
England 1893-1914. Original Vanity
Fair ‘Supplement’ colour chromolithograph of Hayward. ‘Tom’. July 11th
1906 by SPY. Nice signature in black
ink of Hayward on piece laid down to
lower border. Light crease and small
nicks to lower edge, otherwise in
good condition
£70/100

637

‘India World Cup Winners’.
Prudential World Cup 1983. Original
tournament poster printed in red,
green and black. The poster features
title to top, date of the final to be
played at Lord’s on 25th June 1983,
to the centre a montage of mono
illustration cameos of a player from
each of the eight participating
nations. Players featured are Geoff
Howarth (New Zealand), Viv Richards
(West Indies), Rod Marsh (Australia),
Ian Botham (England), Kapil Dev
(India), Duncan Fletcher (Zimbabwe),
Imran Khan (Pakistan) and Roy Dias
(Sri Lanka), and fixtures to lower
portion. 19’x29’. Published by Sport
and Art International Ltd. Some wear,
old tape mark to top and bottom
edges, otherwise in good condition
£40/60

‘James Dean’. Sussex, All England,
United All England XI and M.C.C.
ground staff. Large original coloured
lithograph by John Corbet Anderson
and published by Frederick Lillywhite
and John Wisden on the 14th April
1857. Window mounted, framed and
glazed. Overall 16.75”21”. Minor
spotting to image otherwise in
good/very good condition. Excellent
image
£120/160
William ‘Hillyer. ‘Sketches at Lord’s
No 3’, Kent & All England 18351853. Large original sepia lithograph
of Hillyer in cricket attire holding a
cricket ball, wearing a top hat with
large house and other cricketers to
the background. Published by John
Corbet Anderson and R. Dark, Lord’s
Ground on 17th July 1850, Printed by
Hullmandel & Walton. Window
mounted, framed and glazed. Overall
16.75”21”. Odd minor marks
otherwise in good/very good
condition. Excellent image £80/120
‘Thomas Adams. Sketches at Lord’s
no.5’. Kent 1836-1858. Large original
mono lithograph of Thomas Adams in
cricket attire, wearing a top hat,
holding a bat in front of the wicket,
with hills, woodland and a fisherman
to background. Published by John
Corbett Anderson and R. Dark on July
22nd 1850, printed by Hullmandel &
Walton. Window mounted, framed
and glazed. Overall 16.75”21”.
Good/very good condition. Excellent

by Ernest Moore, 1923, published by
Weatherells of Leeds, reproduced by
Beck & Inchbold of Leeds. Signed to
the print by Rhodes, the signature
faded but legible. The print,
measuring 9.25”x14”, in modern
mount, overall 15”x19.5”. Slight
fading to image, otherwise in good
condition. Sold with a ‘Hulton
Deutsch
Collection’
reprint
photograph of Wilfred Rhodes c1910
wearing Yorkshire blazer and cap.
Excellent image. 9”x12”. Qty 2
£70/100

£120/160

Fred Leist later became an official
war artist for the Australian Imperial
Force. He designed Great War
recruitment posters and was sent to
the Western Front in 1917. He died
in 1945 and his work remains on
show at the New South Wales Art
Gallery, Australian War Memorial
and Parliament House in Canberra
632

633

‘Johnnie Walker Whisky’. Colour
advertising print depicting a smiling
Johnnie Walker walking off the
cricket field of play with bat underarm
with other players, tent and
spectators to background. Artist Tom
Browne. Title to base of print ‘Cricket
1820’ [the year Johnnie Walker
opened his grocery shop in
Kilmarnock aged 15]. Mounted,
framed and glazed. Overall 14”x19”.
Good condition
£40/60
Wilfred Rhodes. Yorkshire & England
1898-1930. Excellent print of Rhodes
in bowling action, from the original
58

India beat West Indies by 43 runs in
the Final
638

Keith Miller. Victoria, New South
Wales, Nottinghamshire & Australia
1937-1959. ‘Sporting Legends
Limited Edition’ poster featuring a

colour montage illustration of Miller
in various cricketing poses, from an
original by Brian Clinton, printed in
Australia. The poster unnumbered,
but signed with dedication to the
illustration by Miller, ‘To my good
mate Jack [Sokell]- who made the
Wombwell C.S. famous. Keith Miller’,
and dated 2nd February 2000.
18’x27’. G/VG
£40/60
639

640

641

‘Highlands’ 1835. Original hand
coloured engraving of a cricket scene
in the grounds of Highlands Asylum
at Ticehurst, Sussex, from an original
by Thomas Henwood, engraved by
Henry Alexander Ogg. The engraving
originally appear in ‘The History,
Antiquities, and Topography of the
County of Sussex, Volume the First’
by Thomas Walker Horsfield, F.S.A.
first published in 1835. The print
measures approx. 11’x9’. Mounted,
framed and glazed, overall 15.5’14’.
G/VG
£30/50
Kent. Selection of seven mono
caricature prints of Kent players by
artist D. Waugh, each signed by the
player featured. Signatures are Asif
Iqbal, Woolmer, Dilley, Knott,
Underwood, Tavare and Ealham.
Each 8”x11.5”. Also ‘Kent’s Test Five’
by Waugh, signed by the featured
players, Tavare, Woolmer, Dilley,
Knott and Underwood. Framed and
glazed 9.5”x12”. Qty 8. G/VG
£40/60
‘Notes at a County Town Cricket
Match’ c1900. A full double page
spread taken from the Illustrated
Sporting and Dramatic News
comprising twelve topical cricket
related cartoons by C.H. Roberts[?]
with captions. Framed and glazed,
overall 22.5”x15”. G
£30/50
The publication was founded in 1874
and continued from 1945 under

various different
closing in 1970
642

names

‘Visions of a Hat Trick’ and ‘A Century
for England’. A pair of large prints
published ‘To commemorate one
hundred years of Test matchesEngland v Australia in England’ 18801980, from original paintings by A.L.
Grace. Published by ‘Spica Prints,
Laxton, Newark. Notts’. The prints
are titled with a printed scorecard to
lower border, one for the 1880
England v Australia Test match, the
other for the 1980 Test match. One
print signed in pencil by Len Hutton.
Limited edition number 214/850. The
other print nicely signed in ink by Len
Hutton, limited edition number
216/850. 25”x22.5”. Qty 2. Minor
creasing, otherwise in good condition
£50/70

643

John Hawkins prints 1988/89. Three
large colour prints from original
artworks of cricketers by John
Hawkins in the manner of Chevallier
Tayler, each signed in pencil to the
border by the artist. Subjects are K.S.
Ranjitsinhji, Victor Trumper, and W.G.
Grace, each with a printed sheet of
biographical notes on the featured
player. Each measures 19”x13.25”.
G/VG
£30/50

644

Warwickshire C.C.C. 1990s. Four
colour prints, one of Brian Lara hitting
the boundary for his record 501no,
Warwickshire v Durham 1994, by
Craig Campbell. Signed in pencil to
the lower border by ten members of
the Warwickshire team, lacking the
signature of Lara. Sold with a poster
produced by The Birmingham Post &
Mail relating to Lara’s record Test
score of 375 and the 501, both in
1994. Also ‘Warwickshire Team of the
Nineties’ by Stephen Doig. Signed by
the artist and Tim Munton. Limited
edition no. 427/600. 26”x20”, and

59

‘Warwickshire NatWest Trophy
Winners 1993’. Signed by the entire
team. Signatures include Reeve,
Penny, Woolmer, Moles, Munton etc.
Limited edition 89/322. 28.5”x23.5”.
Odd minor faults, otherwise in good
condition
£40/60

before

645

Albert Chevallier Tayler original
lithographs 1905. Four original prints
of George Hirst, Wilfred Rhodes,
Gilbert Jessop and Jim Kelly. All four
mounted, framed and glazed, the
Hirst and Rhodes overall 14”x19”,
the Jessop and Kelly 13.5”x17.5”.
Some faults to the Kelly print,
otherwise in good condition £30/50

646

Nelson Mandela. ‘Flirting With Time’.
Pat Symcox Testimonial 1998.
Limited colour print, by artist Richie
Ryall, commemorating Symcox’s 108
run maiden test century and his 196
run world record 9th wicket
partnership with Mark Boucher made
in the first test between South Africa
and Pakistan played at The
Wanderers, Johannesburg on the
18th February 1998. The print depicts
scenes from the game and the South
African players. Limited edition
28/196. Signed by Symcox and
Boucher plus the artist to lower
border in pencil. In addition the print
has been signed to the image by
Nelson Mandela and dated 5.5.1998.
Odd faults, good condition
£150/250

647

Peter Martin. Lancashire & England
1989-2004. Three limited edition
colour prints by former Test cricketer
and artist, Peter Martin. The prints are
of Wasim Akram, Clive Lloyd and
Michael Atherton, who all played for
Lancashire. Each print is signed by the
player featured and the artist in
pencil. Each a limited edition of 150
copies. 8.25”x11.75”. VG £40/60
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